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ABOUT THIS BOOK
%

This book is complete except for irrelevant chapters such as: Rela-
tion of Chemical Industry to Chemical Warfare, International Situation,
Chemical Technique and Tactics of Cavalry, Military Organization for
Chemical Combat, Chemical Techniques and Tactics of Air Corps, etc.

Also left out was the extensive bibliography and hundreds of foot-
notes referring to books long out of print and generally unobtainable.
For the most part, their subject matter concerned the historical record
of the use of toxic substances in World War One and would have been of
no use nor of any interest to one contemplating the making and use of
chemical warfare substances in our time.

ABOUT TABLE IV.—PROPERTIES OF CHEMICAL AGENTS
The original chart was a large foldout of 14 by 28 inches. This was

impractical to reproduce in the present format. However, the 25 substan-
ces and their characteristics have have been reproduced on the following
six pages. For ease in following the chart, the substances have been
numbered. To follow the chart, simply pick the substance of interest and
follow its number across the chart, page by page.

PREFACE

The three outstanding developments of the World War were the

military airplane, the combat tank, and chemical warfare. Each of these

new instruments of war made its appearance on the battlefield at about

the same time, each exerted an important influence in shaping the charac-

ter of modern combat, and each is destined to play an even greater role

in future warfare.

Since the World War, all nations have actively pushed the dovclo|>-

ment of these new arms and much has been written concerning the first

two—military aviation and mechanization—both in this country and
abroad. But, for reasons not altogether clear, the literature of chemical

warfare has not kept pace with its development since the war, although

much has been done during the past few years in the principal countries

of Europe to supply this deficiency. The dearth of publications on

chemical warfare in this country is truly remarkable, considering the

position of the United States among the industrial nations of the world,

and particularly in view of the phenomenal growth of its chemical

industry during the past fifteen years.

With the exception of one book by General Fries and Dr. West,

which appeared in 1921 and was largely a narrative account of the

Chemical Warfare Service in the World War, and one or two books

concerning certain phases of gas warfare, no authoritative texts on chemi-

cal warfare have appeared in this country, despite the European literary

activity in this field in the past few years.

There is perhaps no military subject that is so little understood and

so much misrepresented as chemical warfare. During the late war it

suffered much vilification and abuse which was not only wholly without

Continued on page 176
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Table IV. Properties of Chemical Agentb (See also page 174)

Agent,
common name

Chemical
name

CW&
symbol

Physiological
classification

Tactical
classification

Persistency
(summer)

Persistency
(winter)

Bromacetone Bromacetone
(CHiCOCHiBr)

( 1 )

Brombensyl cyanide Brorabensyl cyanide CA
(French: Camite)^

^ ^

(CsHsCHBrCN)

'hloracetophenone Phenyl chlormethyl CN
ketone
(CtHkCOCHiCl)

Lacrimator

Lacrimator

Lacrimator

Harrassing agent l to 2 hr. in open; 2 days in open
;

3 hr. in woods 7 days in woods

i

Lowest irritant
concentration,
mg. per liter

or os. per
1,000 cu. ft.,

10 min. exposure

0015

Harrassing agent 3 days in open; Several weeks
7 days in woods

Harrassing ageut 8olid for days; Several weeke in
burning mix- solid; burning
ture, 10 nun. mixture 10 rain.

(3)
hlorine Chlorine (Cl*)

(4)

Lung injurant Casualty agent 5 uiin. in open; 10 min. in open;
20 rain, in woods 1 hr. in woods

Phosgene
|
Carbonyl chloride CO Lung injurant Casualty sgent 10 min. in open; 20 min. in open;
(C,UCl») 3 min. in woods 2 hr. in woods

(5)
Diphosgene... Trichlormethylchloro- German Lung inj
(German: PeretofT) fiTmate(dipnosgene) Green
(French: Surpolite) (ClCOOCClj) Croea

( 6 )

injurant Casualty agent 15 min. in open; I 30 min. in open;
00 min. in woods I 3 hr. in woods

C
feftSr.-

Trichlormtrom.lh.n. Pd Uu, Injur.,,t »nd C«u.lty 1 hr. in own; 12 br. in op.,,;(vomiting gas) (CliCNO*) lacrimator and harrassing 4 hr. in woods week in woods
agent

(7)
Eihyldichlorarsine Ethyldichlorarsinc
(German: Dick) (CaHtAeCls)

( 8 )

Hydrocyanic acid I Hydrocyanic acid

( 9 )

JtCNr

.'yanogen chloride Cyanogeu chloride

( 10 )

Mustard 00' Dicbloretliyl sul-
fide (ClCHiCHi)iS

Lung injurant, ster- Casualty agent 1 to 2 hr. in open ; 2 to 4 hr. in open;
nutator, and vest- and harrassing 2 to 6 hr. in 12 hr. in woods
cant agent woods

French Systemic toxic

French Systemic toxic
4B

Casualty agent fi min. in open; 10 min. in open;
10 min. in woods 1 hr. in woods

Casualty agent 10 min. in open; 20 min. in open;
20 min. in woods 2 hr. in woods

(ID
lewisite 0 Clilorvinyldichlor- M-l

arsine
(CICH:CHAsCli)

( 12 )

Methyldichlorarsine. . . .

.

(German: Methyldick)

(13)
Diphenylchlorarsine
(German: Clurk 1)

(14

(CHiAsClj)

Casualty ageut 24 hr. in open; Severul weeks
1 week in woods both in open

and in woods

Casualty agent 24 hr. in open; l week
1 week in woods

MD Vesicant and lung Casualty agent
irritant

1 hr. 2 to 3 br.

Respiratoryirritant Harrassing agent 5 min. by H.E. Same as summer
(sternutator) detonation; 10

min. by candle
dissemination

Diphenylcyanarsine CDA
CsHi)iAsCN)

Respiratoryirritant Harrassing agent Same as DA
(sternutator)

Same as DA

Adumsitc

(16)
rude oil.

(17)

Dipheuylaminechlor- I DM
arsine
(C«H«) jNHAbCI

Mixture of paraffin CO
hydrocarbons

Respiratoryirritant Harrassing agent 10 min. in open 10 min. in open
(sternutator) from candles freyn candles

0.029

.005

.001

0.020

0.0025

0.0008

White phosphorus.

( 18 )

White phoepho
(P*), yellow ph
phorus

orus WP
hoe-

Screemng ageut While source is Same as summer None
operating plus
5 min.

Screening agent Depends upon Same as summer Smoke irritationand incendiary size of burning negligible
agent particle; usually

10 min. or less
in open
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Intolerable
concentration,
mg. per liter

or o*. per
1,000 cu. ft..

10 min. exposure

Lethal
concentration,
mg. per liter

or os. per
1,000 cu. ft.,

10 min. exposure

Melting
point

Boiling
point

Volatility,
20®C.
(68°F.)

Vapor
pressure.
20®C.
(68®F.)

Vapor density
compared

to air

Density
of solid,

20°C.
<68®F.) i

Solvents
for

0.010

(1)

3.20 — 54°C.
(— 65°F.)

135°C.
(275°F.)

. ^—. .

75 os. 9 mm. Hg
1,000 cu. ft. air

4.7 1.60 I ats and organio sol-

vents

10 min. exposure,

0.0008
( 2 )

30 min. exposure,
0 .0 ; 10 mm. ex-
posure, 3.5

25°C.
<77‘F.)

226®C.
(437°F.)

0.13 os. 0.0112 mm.
1,000 cu. ft. air Hg

6.6 1.47
1

chlorbenzene, chloro-
form, PS, CG

10 miu. exposure,
0.0045

(3)

30 min. exposure,
0.34; 10 rain, ex-
posure, 0.85

59®C.
(138°F.)

247°C.
(476°F.)

0.10G o*. 0.013 mm.
1,000 cu. ft. air Hg

5.2 1.30 Chloroform, PS, etby-
lenedichloride.mono-
chloracetone

10 rain. exposure,
0.10

(4)

30 min. exposure,
2.53; 10 min. ex-
posure, 5.60

- 102°C.
— (152.5°F.)

- 3
(-28.5-F.)

19.360 os. 4.993 mm.
1,000 cu. ft. air* Hg

2.6 1.40 0Q. PS, CCL

10 min. exposure,
0.020

(5)

30 min. exposure,
0.36; 10 min. ex-
posure, 0.50

-1I8°C.
( - 190°F.)

8.2°C.
(46.7®F.)B 3.6 1.38 :i and PS

10 rain. e-posure,
0.40

(6)

30 min. exposure,
0.36; 10 mm. ex-
posure. 0.50 (U.S.)

;

0.05 (Germany)

— 57°C. 127°C.
(260. 6°F.)

120 os.
1,000 cu. ft. air

10.3 mm. Hg 6.0 1.05 CO, PS, DA

10 min. exposure,
0.050

(7)

30 rain, exposure.
0 .80

;
10 min. ex-

posure, 2.00

— 69.2°C.
<-02.4°F.)

112®C.
(23l.5°F.)

165 os.
1,000 cu. ft. air

5.6 1.66 Chloroform, CG, chlo-

rine, CSi, C»H»
c.ri.on

10 min. exposure, 0.0

1

(causes sueesing)

(8)

30 min. exposure,
0.10; 10 mm. ex-
posure, 0.50

— 30°C-
(— 22°F.)

166®C.
(312®F.)

100 os. 6.0 mm. Hg
1,000 cu. ft. air

0.5 1.70 Ethyl chloride

10 rain, exposure,
0030

( 9),

30 min. exposure.
0.150; 10 min. ex-
posure, 0.200

26®C.
(79°F.)

873 os. 603 mm. Hg
1,000 cu. ft. air

0.03 K2ASCIi, BbCOi

10 min. exposure,
1

0.005

( X q j

30 min. exposure,
0,120; 10 min. ex-

posure, 0.40

-6°C.
(21°F.)

15®C.
(59®F.)

3.300 os. 1,000 mm.
1,000 cu. ft. air Hg

1.98 1.22
at 0°C.

Organio solvents

Eye-casualty concen-
tration— 1 hr. expo-
sure. 0.001

(11)

30 miu. exposure,
0.07; 10 mm. ex-
posure, 0.15

14®C.
(57®F.)

217°C.
(432.6®F.)

0.025 o*. 0.065 mm.
1,000 cu. ft. air Hg

5.5 1.27 Oils, P8, alcohol, car-
bon tetrachloride

Minimum irritating

concentration,
0.0008

(12)

30 min. exposure,
0.048: 10 min. ex-
posure, 0.12

— 18.2®C.
(0*F.)

190°C.
(374°F.) ij

v
.1

7.1 1.88 HS-PS, oils, alcohol

1 rain, exposure, 0.025

(13)

30 min. exposure,
0.123; 10 min. ex-
posure, 0.75

64.8°C.
(— 66.6°F.)

132®C.
(269.6®F.)

75 ox. 8.5 mm. Hg
1,000 cu. ft. air

1.85 Organic solvents

10 miu. exposure,
0.0012

(14)

30 min. exposure.
0 .60 ; 10 min. ex-
posure, 1.50

45®C.
(113®F.)

383°C.
(720®F.)

Practically no
vapor: all solid
particles

1.4 Acetone, chloroform,
cblorpicrin

10 min. exposure,
0.00025 ( C

10 min. exposure,
1.00

31.5°C.
(9l*F.)

350°C.
(662°F.)

0.0015 0.0001 mm.
Hg

8.8 1.45 Organic solvents,
chloroform

\ —
' /-

3 min. exposure, 0.006

(16

30 min. exposure,
0.66; 10 min. ex-
posure. 3.00

195°C.
(387°F.)

410®C.
(770°F.)

Decomposes be-
low boilingpoint

Negligible Negligible No vapor; dis-

seminated as
solid

1.65 Furfural acetone

None

( 17 ;

None

1

— 20®C.

(
— 3®F.)

200°C.
(392°F.)

Negligible Negligible 0.8 Benzene, gasoline

Smoke irritation neg-
ligible

(ib;

Smoke harmless

I

44®C.
(111°F.)

287°C.
(540°F.)

0.1728 os. 0.0253 mm.
1,000 cu. ft. air Hg

Vapor negligible;
disseminated aa
a aolid

1.83 Carbon disulfide,
ether, benseue
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Action on
metals

Stability on
storage

Action with
water

Hydrolysis
product

Odor detectable
at mg. per liter

or os. per
1.000 cu. ft.

Physiological
action

Very corrosive to iron Unstable in heat or None
light

( 1 )

Very corrosive to iron: Slowly decomposes Slowly hydroly
luud or enamel lined
•hells required

^ 2 )

Tarnishes steel Stable None
slightly

Pungent and: ur.gen!
stifling

lilir and various oom- Like sour fruit
pounds

Not readily hydro- In low concentrs-
P** lions like apple

blossoms

Vapor, severe lacri-
niution; liquid, pro-
duces blisters; often
toxic

Irritates before odor Severe lacrimation
can be detected and nose irritation

(3)
N
«“r‘^o«i/ &°rOU* 0ylin- ^o^n^cT H<**OCl:C10, Pun<tnt

^ ^ ^

HOC1, and ClOi

None if dry: vigorous Stable in dry steel Hydrolyses rapidly HCI: COa
corrosion if wet containers

(5)
None if dry, corrosion Stable in dry steel Hydrolyses slowly CICOa; COa: HC1
if wet containers

EZ’e.aod skin irrita-

on

0100 Burns upper respira-
tory tracts

Like ensilage;
freoh-cut hsy

0044

Dissgreeable,
suffocating

(6
•»«*“ Ur‘ lor Ion* period. V.ry «li(hUy .olu- Hydroly«« with diffi- 8wMti.h Ilk. fly-nlsh only in steel contamers ble culty paper

*

Nono

(7)

( 8 )

Hydrolyses slowly L'.v

product is poisonous
if swallowed)

Biting, irritant

None except on cop- Stable when mixed Miscible, slowly de- Ammonium cyanide Like hitterper, d dry; corrodes with strong acid and compoees •liSSu
all if wet

(Q'l ^“««ved in solvents
almonds

.0010

None if dry; corrodes
metals if moist

( 10 )

Slightly soluble HC1; cyanuric acid

None Stable in steel con- Slowly hydrolyses HCI and
|

i nrUt, nrUln'" (HOCH.CH,>,8; not borM-fUdih
toxic

( 11 )

None

(12

Stablo in steel con- Hydrolyses readily HCI; Ml oxide;
tft,neri (ClCHKCHAsO);

very toxic

Like geraniums,
then biting

None Very stable Slightly soluble

(13)
Vigorous corrosion on Slowly decomp
steel

(14)

None

Nono

(17)
Very stable

81owly hydrolyses

None

Insoluble, hydro
lysed with diffi
culty

None

Burns lower lung sur-
faces, causing edema

(
iroduoes nausea anti
ung irritation in
order as concentra-
tion increases

Vesicant, Vi ae power-
ful as HS; powerful
ternutator; causes
paralysis of fingers

Paralysis of central
nervous system

Irritates eyes and
lungs

Dissolves in skin or
lung tissue, then pro-
duces burns

HCI: Da Oxide (Da
oxide is poisonous if

swallowed)

None

0008

Dissolves in skin,
then burns and liber-
ates Ml oxide which
poisons body

Asthma, dyspnea

Like shoe polish 0.0003

Like garlic and
bitter almonds

0.0003

- HCI; DM oxide
nrrd

oxide is very
toxic if swallowed

None

( 18 )

Stable out of contact None; stored under Smoke in air; phos-
with oxygen water in concrete phoric acid (HjPCM

tanks dissolved in water

Sneezing; vomiting;
headache

Sneesing; vomiting;
headache

No prouounced Almost no odor to Headache, nausea.
°d°r average man, up to violent sneezing, fol-

0.0026 lowed by temporary
physical debility

Slightly euffocat- None
mg

Like matches Solid particle burns
flesh

;
vapors very

C
oisonous, cause
one decay; smoke

relatively harmless
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Protection
required

Method of
neutralising First aid

Munitions
suitable
for use

American
marking on
munitions

Gas mask; absorbent
only

(1)

Alkali Wash eyes with boric
acid; wash skin with
warm sodium car-
bonate solution

Projectiles and gre-
nades

2 green bands
BA gas

Gas inaaka; absorb-
ents in canister only

(2)

Alcoholic sodium hy-
droxide spray

Wash eyes with boric
acid solution

75-ium. artillery shell
or airplane spray

2 green bands
CA gas

Cask masks; both
absorbent and effec-
tive filter

(3)

Strong hot sodium
carbonate solution

Wash eyes with boric
acid; wash skiu with
warm sodium car-
bonate solution

Candles and grenades
as burning mixtures;
grenades; artillery
shell; 4.2-in. CM;
4-in. CM; airplune
spray and bombs as
solution

Burning type
munitions, 1

green band

Gask masks; absorb-
ents iu canister only

(4)

Alkali, solution or
solid

Keep patient quiet
and warm and treat
for bronchial pneu-
monia

Mixed with CG and
PS in cylinders and
LP shells

1 green baud Cl
gas

Gas inasks; absorb-
ents in canister only

(5)

Steam hydrolyses; al-
kaliee and amines
react with CG

Keep patient quiet;
administer heart
stimulants; give oxy-
gen in severe cuses;
treat like pleurisy

LP shells; cylinders;
4.2-in. CM; 4-in.
CM; 1 55-mm. howit-
ser shell

l

f .

green band

Gas masks; absorb-
ents in canister only

(6)

Steam hydrolyses al-
kaliee and amines
react with CG

Keep patient quiet;
administer heart
stimulants; give oxy-
gen in severe coses;
treat like pleurisy

LP shells; cylinders;
4.2-in. CM; 4-in.
CM; IM-mm. howit-
ser shell

Gas masks with high-
grade absorbents in
canisters

(7)

Sodium sulfite solu-
tion

Wash eyes with boric
acid; keep patient
warm

; protect throat
from infection

Mixed with ON in
75-inm. shell; air
bombs; 4-in. CM and
4.2-in. CM shell;
pure in spray;
w/GQ in Lr and
4.2-in. shell

2 green bands
PS gas

Gas masks and pro-
tective clothing

(8)

Sodium hydroxide so-
lution

Wash skin with warm
sodium curhonate so-
lution

Artillery shell; 4.2-in.
CM shell; airplane
•pray

2 green bands
Kl3 gas

Gas mask; absorb-“ to only

( 9 )

None necessary Fresh air; cold water
in face; artificial res-
piration

Artillery shell

Gas mask; absorb-"y
(10)

None necessary Fresh air; cold water
in face; artificial res-
piration

Artillery shell

Gas masks and pro-
tective clothing

(ll)

Bleaching powder, 3 %
sodiumsulfide(NaiS)
in water: steam; gas-
eous chlonne; or
bury under moist
earth

Wash affected parts
with kerosene or
gasoline, then with
strong soap and hot
water; rub dry; rinse
with hot clean water;
agent must be re-
moved within 3 min.

Airplane spray; air-
plane bombe;75-inin.
guns; 153-mm. bow-
itser; 1 55-mm. gun;
4.2-in. CM

2 green bauds
no gas

Gas masks and best
of protective cloth-
ing

(12)

Alcoholic sodium hy-
droxide spray

Wash with oils, hot
water, and soap; dry;
first aid must be ap-
plied at once

Airplane spray; air-
plane bombs;75-mrn.
shell; 1 55-mm. how-
itzer shell; 4.2-in.
CM

2 green bands
M-l gas

Gas masks and best
of protective cloth-
ing

(13)

Sodium hydroxide so-
lution

Wash with soap and
water, then with
sodium hydroxide
(6 %> ; wash eyes with
boric acid

Artillery and mortar
shell

2 green bunds
MD gas

Best type of filter in Caustic gaseous cblo-
gas-mask canister riae

(14)

Chlorine in low con-
centrations

Burning-type muni-
tions

1 green band
DA gas

Gas masks, best type
of filter

f -| q ^

Caustic gaseous chlo-
rine

Chlorine in low con-
centrations

Artillery shell

Best type of filter in
gas-mask canister

(16)

Gaseous chlorine
bleach liquor

Breathe low concen-
trations of chlorine
from bleaching-pow-
dcr bottle

Candle; destroyer
smoke attack; burn-
ing-type air bombs

1 green band!
DM gas

None

(17)

None necessary None necessary

Apply copper sulfate
solution; pull out
solids; treat burn
with picricacid ; keep
burning part under
water until medical
aid arrives if no
CuSO* is available

Incomplete combus-
tion by naval vessels

1 yellow band
CO smoke

None needed against
smoke; fireproof suits
against burning par-
ticles

(18)

None needed; copper
sulfate solution stops
burning of particles,
as does water

Grenades; artillery
sheila; 4-in. CM; 4.2-
CM; airplane bombs
in.

1 yellow band
WP smoke
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Table IV • Properties of Chemical Agents

Agent,
common name

Chemical
name

CW8.
symbol

Physiological
claaai fication

Tactical
claaai fication

Persistency
(summer)

Persistency
(winter)

.Lowest irriUmt
concentration,
mg. per liter

or os. per
1,000 cu. ft..

10 min. exposure

mmUhmRS!
Sulfur trioxido
(SO).

None Screening agent While container
is operating

Same as summer
[
Smoke irritation
negligible

Oleum (60 per cent) . . . .

(201

(3O.XH.SO0 None Screening agent While container
ia operating Same as summer

Smoke irritation

negligible

HC Mixture

(21)

Hexachlorethane
(CjCL) t. sine and
sine oxide (ZNO)

HC None Screening agent Only while burn-
ing

Same as summer Smoke irritation
negligible

Titanium tetrachloride.. Titanium tetrachlo-
ride (TiCli)

FM None Screening agent 10 min. in open Same as summer
- -

Smoke irritation

negligible

(22)
Sulfur trioxide solution.

.

(23)

Sulfur trioxide (SO.),
about 65 per cent:
chloraulfonic acid
(liCISOa), about 45
per dent by weight

F8 None Screening agent While container
ia operating

8aroo as summer Smoke irritation
negligible

rl"““
( 24

)

Thermite (Al+ Fe»0«) Th None Incendiary agent None None None

Solid oil

(25)
Mixture of paraffin
hydrocarbons

"so None Incendiary agent None None None

• This volatility is at 4.993 mm. Hg. At 760 mm. Hg, the volatility of chlorine is 3,708 os./l.OOO cu. ft

t This volatility is at 1,180 mm. Hg. At 760 mm. Ilg. the volatility of phosgene is 4.420 os./l.OOO cu It.

Intolerable
concentration,
mg. per liter
or os. per

1,000 cu. ft.,

10 min. exposure

Lethal
concentration,
mg. per liter

or os. per
1.000 cu. ft.,

10 min. exposure

Malting
point

Boiling
point

Volatility,
20°C.
(68*F.)

Vapor
pressure,
20°C.
(68®F.)

Vapor density
compared

to air

Density
of solid,

20°C.
(68°F.)

Solvents
for

•Smoke irritation neg-
ligible

( i g )

Smoko harmless 40°F.
(104°F.)

46°C.
(113°F.)

Negligible 242.27
at 25°C.

1.04

Smoke irritation neg-
Ugib 'e

(20)

Smoke harmless 5*C. Decomposes Negligible Negligible 1.99

Smoke irritation neg-
ligible

(21)

Smoke harmless Hexachlor-
ethane
184®C.
(363°F.)

185°C.
(sublimes)
(365°F.)

2.85 os.

1,000 cu. ft. airm Vapor negligible;
disseminated as
a solid

2.0 Alcohol, ether (for
hexachlorethune
only)

Smoke irritation neg-
ligible

(22)

Smoke harmless — 23°C.
(— 9°F.)

136°C.
(277°F.)

86.4 os.

1,000 cu. ft. air
8.32 mm. Hg 1.7 Ethylene dicblor/de

Smoke irritation neg-
ligible

(23)

Smoke harmless Below
— 30*C.

( — 22°F.)

About
80°C.

(176°F.)

1.01 Strong sulfuric acid

Nonu
{24)

None 1,500*0.
(2,732°F.)

None None None None wm Nono

None
.

None

(25)
30°C.
(86°F.)

None None None None mm Organic solvents
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Action on
metals

Stability on
storage

Corroeivo unless dry Stable if dry

(19)|
Corrosive unless dry I Stable if dry

Action with
water

Hydrolyses

Hydrolyses

Hydrolysis
product

HtSO. and H»SO.

HiSOi and H*SO,

None if dry

( 20

( 21 )

Acrid suffocating
smoke

Acrid suffocating
smoke

Stable CiCU slowly hydro- Smoke in air; (ZnClt) Acrid suffocating
lyses; mixture ig- sine chloride in water smoke
nites solution

Vigorous corrosion by Stable in steel con
smoke; none by liq- tanners when dry
uid on steel if ary

- I Hydroly

(22
'41

Vigorous corrosion if Stable in steel con-
wet; vigorous corro- tainera

sion in presence of
moisture

Reacts violently
like strong sulfuric
Skcid

None

None

(23)

(24)

(25

Stable

Stable

None

Nouo

Smoke in air; TSC1-. Acrid
8H«0: then HCl and
Ti(OH)«

Smoke in air; hydro- Add or acrid
chloric acid (HCl)
and sulfurio acid
(HiSOJ mixed in
water solution as fog
particles

None

None

None

None

Hacking cough

Like strong acid

None from solid;
slightly suffocating
action by heavy
smoke

Liquid burns like

strong acid; vapors
and smoke irritating

to throat

Liquid burns like

strong acid; smoko
causes pricking sen-
sation on skin

Burns like molten
iron

Burns like oil

Protection
required

Method of
neutralising

None

None

None

, . . Wash freely with cold

(19; water

( 20 )

Wash freely with cold
water

None needed

( 21 )

None for ordinary Alkali; solid or solu-
smoke clouds: gas tion
maBks needed for
heavy concentration

( 22 )

None for ordinary
smoke; gas masks for
high concentrations,
only rubber gloves
for handling liquid

(23)
tireproof clothes

(24)
Fireproof clothes

( 25 )

Any alki
solution

alkali, solid or Like an acid burn

None

None

Like ordinary burn

Like hot-liquid burn

Munitions
suitable
for use

American
marking on
munitions

None needed

Wash with sodium
bicarbonate solution,

then with warm
water; treat burn
with picric acid

Artillery and CM
shell; airplane spray

Smoke grenades; air-

plane tanks

Burning-type muni- 1 yellow ban
tions oniy; grenades; IIC smoke
candles; smoke floats;

special air bomba

Artillery shell; 4-in. I yellow ban
CM; 4.2-in. CM; air- FM smoko
plane spray ;uii plane
numbs; special muni-
tions

From cylinders under 1 yellow ban
gas pressure; air- I S smoke
plane spray tanks;
explosive shell

Drop bombs; urtillery 1 purple band
shell Tii incendiary

Drop bombs; artillery 1 purple ban
bell SO incendiar
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foundation in fact, but which was deliberately disseminated as propa-
ganda to influence the neutral nations of the world against Germany,
just as in the Middle Ages the first use of firearms was similarly excoriated.

Chemical warfare has been the favorite topic of discussion at inter-
national conferences because it is a popular subject of condemnation, ami
one concerning which treaties and conventions can be made without the
slightest probability of being lived up to, as was the case in the World
War.

Finally, the subject of chemical warfare has been the happy hunting
ground for sensational newspaper and magazine writers whose imagina-
tions have furnished lurid pictures of whole populations being wiped out
at a single blow with poison gas dropped from airplanes.

In view of the general public interest in this question and its impor-
(ance to our national defense, it seemed to the author that it was high
lime lor someone to produce an authoritative American text on chemical
warfare, and so he reluctantly undertook this task as a patriotic duty.

The purposes of this book are threefold: (1) to trace the development
of the art and science of chemical warfare from its beginning in the
World War to the present time; (2) to present an American viewpoint on
chemical warfare; and (3) to make available to the public an authentic
text on a much misrepresented and misunderstood subject of great
importance to our future national security.

General acknowledgment is made in the reference notes to the many
sources to which the author is indebted for much of his material.

Special acknowledgment is made to Major George J. B. Fisher,
Chemical Warfare Service, United States Army, who not only furnished
the chapters on the Protection of Civilian Populations from Chemical
Attack and the International Situation with respect to chemical warfare,
but also rendered much valuable assistance in the general preparation
of the text; and to Dr. Arthur B. Ray, who had charge of the development
work on incendiaries in this country during the World War, for his kind
permission to use material from his work in the chapter on Incendiary
Agents.

Many of the illustrations are reproduced by permission of the War
Department, and the diagrams of the German gas bombardments in 1918
are reproduced by the kind permission of the British Royal Artillery
Institution.

The author is also indebted to Major General C. E. Brigham, Chief
<»f Chemical Warfare Service, whose sympathetic cooperation made this
lx>ok possible.

Washington, D. C.,

January, 1937.

Augubtin M. Prentisb.
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INTRODUCTION

From the dawn of antiquity to the present century men have fought

their battles by physical blows, and it was not until the World War that

the history of organised conflict recorded a deviation from this funda-

mental principle of battle.

The blows by which man subdued his opponent were delivered by
hand until his ingenuity devised instruments for adding distance to

the striking power of the human arm. But the weakness of primitive

devices for projecting missile* put on hand-to-hand fighting a premium
that persisted down through the Middle Ages. The invention of firearms

at last enabled soldiers to fight their battles at a distance, for by super-

seding brawn with the propulsive power of gunpowder it became possible

in penetrate all known forms of protection and to strike fatal blows from
a distance. It then became an important aim of tactics to weaken an
enemy by means of missile* hurled at a distance before closing with him
to accomplish his final defeat.

The attention lavished upon various types of guns made theae weap-
ons so tremendously powerful that at last they came to defeat the very

purpose they served. Thus, the fire power of modem weapons of

impact—machine guns, supported by artillery of various calibers—ha-
grown so great that, when properly located in defensive positions, they
arc capable of repulsing every assault against them. Soldiers cannot

advance under the withering fires of machine guns and artillery barrage*

without prohibitive losses and any attempt to do so only result* in futile

slaughter. Modem armies are forced to seek protection in trenches
no deep and strong as to defy even the colossal power of modem artillery,

and tactical movement is thus eventually paralysed.

This result was foreshadowed in our own Civil War, to be grimly
demonstrated in the World War. In the latter conflict there were, at

least on the Western Front, no flanks to be turned. Yet the alwenre of

exposed flanks was here no more than proof that, given sufficient modem
rifles and guns, and enough soldiers to man them, a battle front may be
extended until it defies outflanking. Linear formations are then rein-
forced in depth so that substantial penetration becomes prohibitive and
the task of subduing a belligerent must be accomplished by economic
instead of military force.

xvi
In order to counteract the power of modern impact weapons and the

resulting deadlock of trench warfare, toxic gas finally was resorted to.
It was hoped by this new means to restore movement in battle and thus
again permit tactical maneuver and fire power to open the way to victory.

But gas, for reasons which we shall presently discuss, did not imme-
diately fulfill these early expectations, although the ensuing struggle
for technical protection led to an examination of practically every com-
|M>und in the whole catalogue of chemistry that offered any promise of
military utility and to the actual trial in battle of scores of chemical

iigents. The results, in trtn, wa.s rAciw'ca/ warfare, and the opening up of

a new field for the implementation of military effort.

History records numerous earlier but abortive attempts to utilize

the puueia of chemistry for military ends. It b not within the scope of

this book to examine in detail such occurrences preceding the World
War. With the exception of Greek fire, none of them produced impor-
tant results and none permaueutly rliallrnged the supremacy of existing

weapons Thpy are nf interefit to us here only as indicating man’s eager-

ness to experiment with any means that promises to promote his fortunes

in battle and his final dependence upon technical knowledge to product*

such means.

The value of chemical* as war weapons had attracted the serious

speculation of military minds as early as our Civil War, but no practical

progress was made iu this field because of the then undovelopad state of

the rbemicftl industry. Many chemical substances having powerful

physiological effects had already been discovered and classified before

the commencement of the World War; a number of these were well known
and had been manufactured in quantity before the war. It was only
natural then that these substances were utilized as chemical-warfare

agents in the war and no new chemical was specially developed for war
purpose*. Yet there is a wide gulf between laboratory rovonrch and I))#*

mlfvwnl production needed to supplv modem armies in the field. The use

of chemical* as warfare agent* was not practicable, even though the

possibilities may have been recognized, until the chemical industry had
attained sizeable proportions.

But during the decades preceding the World War the chemical indus-

try, particularly in Europe, had been expanding apace. A remarkable
feature of this new major industry wa* the tremendous development
of dye production, which during the early years of the twentieth century

largely centered in Germany. In 1913 the world production of dyes
reached approximately 150,000 tons, of which Germany controlled

three-quarters, producing at the same time something over 85 per cent

of the intermediates entering into the finished dyes. When it is remem-
bered that these intermediate pnKjuct* may also be used in compounding

military chemical agent* and that the dye factories proride both technical

skill and manufacturing equipment needed for the production of these

sulwtances, the peculiar military significance of this industry becomes
apparent.

The basic chemical industries, producing nitrogen compounds, chlor-

ine, sulfuric and nitric acids, and the alkalies, had attained major pro|K>r-

tions before the beginning of the war, especially in Germany. Thus
chlorine, which was used on an enormous scale, not only as a war gas

itself, but a* the basis for the manufacture of nearly all other chemical

agents, was being produced in Germany at the rate of tens of thousand*

of tons annually. The highly developed coal-tar indust ry, as well as

facilities for production of arsenic, bromines, and phosphorus, stood

ready to furnish important contributions to war effort.

The immense chemical factories along the Rhine were producing

these potentials of chemical warfare on a large scale and, what was
equally vital, possessed the technical talent capable of directing the

conversion of their products into warfare agents. With the stage thus

set, it needed no more than the urge of dire military necessity to insure

the advent of chemical warfare.

Not only was the military crisis of the wdnter of 1914-1915 brought

nlsuit by the collapse of the classical methods of attack so successful in

former ware of movement, but (as far as Germany was concerned) the

situation was even more critical because of the serious depletion of sup-

plies of explosive ammunition. Germany entered the World War with
plans for but a few months of intensive campaign, for which she believed

that her accumulated stocks of ammunition would suffice. As these

stocks rapidly dwindled with victory still distant, Germany was obliged

quickly to mobilize her national industries behind her armies. That the

great German chemical industry should have been immediately utilized

to this end was inevitable; the w ondcr is rather that the first German gas
niiark was such a surprise to the Allies.

The introduction of chemicals as active agents of war was readily

rei-oguixed as a portent that in the future, military weapons are to !*

f<»rged in laboratories as well as in foundries. Thus, even in 1915, few

students of military technique failed to discern the dawn of a new era
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m the long history of warfare. The two decades that have elapsed since
the first German gas attack at Ypres have not only confirmed this early
appreciation but have added greatly to the comprehension of both soldier
nml scientist as to the role and power of chemicals in war.

Not only has the introduction of chemicals in war changed the
clmraeter of modern combat, but it has also vastly accelerated the evolu-
tion of military weapons. Thus, more than a century passed after the
British first brought caunon into the field at Cr£ey without witnessing

. i .
xviii

substantial improvement in the technique of supporting artillery; yet
within a few years chemical warfare has advanced from an untried
t heory to a recognized principle of modern war.

This progress has been marked by two distinct phases. First there
was the crucible of war—more than three years of fierce struggle that
faxed the chemical resources of the moat highly industrialized nations.
Then fallowed the postwar period of evaluation, research, and assimila^
tion. The latter phase has probably contributed no less than the former
to the early maturity of this new arm of war.

Notwithstanding the remarkable results achieved with chemicals
during the World War, tho means and methods employed in that conflict
appear ns crude and feeble beginnings when viewed in the light of our
present knowledge and our cooler conceptions of the future. As wc draw
away from the late war we apprehend more clearly that the potential
f>ower of chemicals was then only dimly foreshadowed. Today wc realize
tlml all nations are facing new and powerful instrumentalities involving
ils profound changes in the art and science of war as were brought about
by the invention of gunpowder. In a word, armies have already
advanced well into the era of chemical warfare

3

CHAPTER I

BASIC PRINCIPLES

COMPARISON OF CHEMICAL AND EXPLOSIVE WEAPONS

An understanding of the true character of chemical warfare can best
be approached by a consideration of the action of combat chemicals as
compared to that of explosive wea|>ons.

Certain important differences between the effects of chemical and of
explosive munitions emphasize the peculiarity and novelty of chemical
warfare and suggest some of its potentialities. These differences are
particularly noticeable in the mechanism of the action of chemical agents
and their effects in terms of time and space.

Chemical substances used in war for their direct physiological or
chemical effects arc called chemical agents. A chemical agent does not
exert its effect by direct physical impact upon its target, like a rifle

bullet or n shell fragment. On the contrary, chemicals may be liberated
in place, depending on wind to move them to their targets; they may 1m*

transj>orted to n point of release over or on the target by airplanes or
wheeled vehicles; or they may be carried to that point in projectiles.
In any case, the container is merely a conveyance for the chemical agent.

The effect of a chemical agent then is derived from the reactions
that take place after the agent is freed from its container. Tactical
and technical considerations indicate the point of release; natural forces
then complete the processes of dispersion and ultimate effect. Herein
lies a fundamental difference between chemicals and explosives.

Also, chemicals do not strike a physical target—they pervade the
atmosphere over an area. The area may be wide when a volatile gas is
dispersed, or it may be restricted to a few acres saturated with slowly
‘•\ n|>orating liquids. Yet affrays the effect is as permeating as the active
range of the component molecules.

In contrast to this wide distribution of effect characteristic of chemi-
cals, let us analyze the action of high explosives. As the high-explosive

detonates, its effect is derived from the concussion of the explosion
and from t,1(l striking force of flying fragments. This action, however,
docs not extend beyond a relatively small area surrounding the point
°.

f 1,urst - Even " it bin this danger area, of two soldiers standing side by
*»dc, one may be killed and the other escape unharmed.

Such uncertain and uncontrollable results are impossible with gas.
" ,len is released everyone within its compass becomes equally

exposed to its effect. The soldier may counter that effect with artificial

protection, but otherwise he cannot escape it even though he is some
distance from the point of release, for gas saturates the entire atmosphere
overlying the target area.

Again, in the matter of time, gas offers a striking contrast to weapons
of impact. The effect of the rifle bullet is instantaneous; a second after
the bullet strikes it is spent and harmless. But even the most fleeting
gas clouds are effective for a matter of many minutes, while persistent
chemicals may continue to contaminate an area for days.

Another unique characteristic of gas is its searching effect. A
hastily dug fox hole affords individual shelter from machine-gun bullets.

A copse of trees may well protect a whole company of infantry from
artillery fire. But gas follows no narrow trajectory; it permeates the air
and overcomes all incidental obstacles of terraiu to stalk its quarry
relentlessly. These distinctive features combine to enhance the power
and utility of chemical agents, particularly in their action against
personnel.

Before examining the basic principles underlying the science of
chemical warfare, it is important to understand the meaning and usage
of certain technical terms.

DEFINITIONS

We have said that chemical substances used in combat are designated
as chemical agents. Of these agents, three distinct groups—gates,
smokes, and incendiaries—constitute what is generally understood as the
materiel of chemical warfare.

Cases are chemical agents which produce physiological effects.

These agents are used in war to incapacitate military personnel. Physi-
cally they are often dispersed as liquids arid not infrequently as par-
ticulate clouds; yet the term gas has attained in military parlance a
generic meaning that embraces any chemical used for its direct effect
upon the human body. A gas which produces death is called a lethal

agent, while a gas which, under field conditions, docs not cause death or
serious casualties is an irritant agent.

A smoke agent, as its name implies, is one capable of obscuring vision
in sufficient measure to afford concealment. It may incidentally burn or
corrode, yet primarily it screens.

Incendiary agents start destructive fires, igniting even materials that
ordinarily are slow to bum.

A toxic is any substance which, by its direct chemical action, either
internally or externally, on the human or animal organism, is capable of
destroying life or seriously impairing normal body functions.

a
Toxicity is the measure of the inherent poisonous effect of a chemical

agent and is the product of its concentration times the period of exposure
to its action.

Lacrimaiors cause intense, though temporary, irritation of the eyes;
they are commonly known as tear gas (see Chap. VI).

Lung injurants are those gases that particularly attack and injure the
bronchial tubes and the lungs. The "injurant” gases are quite distinct
Trom "irritant” gases; the former are highly toxic and frequently lethal
in action, whereas the latter are characteristically nonlcfl.al and indude
generally lacrimatore and sneeze gases (see Chap. VII).

Systemic toxics are substances which by systemic action exert a direc t

paralyzing effect upon the heart and nervous system. They are usually
the most deadly of all gases (see Chap. VIII).

Vesicanls are agents which exert s blistering (vesicant) effect upon
the skin (see Chap. IX).

Irritant gases (sometimes called sneeze gases or stemutators) attack
the nasal passages, causing nausea and headache of a few hours’ duration.
They arc never lethal in concentrations encountered in the field (see
Chap. X).

Symbols.—During the World W ar, code symbols or names were used
to designate the various chemical agents employed, without revealing
their chemical identity. The symbols were usually two or three letters,
arbitrarily chosen, to designate the chemical agent, and the names were
generally fanciful and were derived from some place or event incident
to the first use of the agent. As most substances used as chemical agents
were complex compounds with long chemical names, the short symbols
and names proved very convenient in referring to the agent and came
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into general use even where secrecy was not essential. In the course of a

short time, the chemical identity of the agents used on both sides in the

war became generally known and the rode .symbols and names lost their

secrecy value. They are, however, still employed as a mutter of con-

venience in preference to the chemical names of the compounds.

Table 1 shows a list of the principal chemical agents used in the war

and their code symbols or names. For convenience, chemical agents will

generally be designated throughout this text by their symbols, as indi-

cated in Table 1.

Concentration refers to the quantity of chemical vapor present in

a git-eu volume of air. It is expressed in four ways, as follows; (1)

as parts of gas per million parts of air; (2) as grams of gas jkt cubic meter

of air; (3) as milligrams of gas per liter of air; or (4) as ounces of gas per

thousand cubic feet of air.

Numerically, grants per cubic meter is the same as millgrunts per liter,

and is almost the same as ounces per thousand cubic feet; all these are

6
Table I.

—

Nomenclature or Chemical Aoentb

Chemical name-
Chemical EngUih American French German

formula name CW8 symbol name name

Omm

\rrnletn
.

.

CH.CHCIIO _ _ Pap.tr __

townie trichloride AaCIa — — Marmiie —
Hetuyl bromide C.H.CH,M. — — Cydite T-Mod

Hemyl iodide C.H.CH,! — — Frnioaite —
Hroruarrton* CHiCOCIItHr BA BA Martorute

Hroiubrniy! cyanide.
, , C.H.CH nrPN — CA Camite —

-

Mmmtnc Hr, — — Brouj

Hrommelhylrihyl fHaCOCHHrCII. — — Homomar- Hn-S.nff

ketone tonilr

Carbonyl chloride C0C1, PhoHKvor CO Colloncite l>-**«dl

rhhirAfflam. .
C*H.COCH,Cl MM _ Tonite A-Stofl

rhlonrftoulirnonr. . . • C.HiCOCliiCI CN mam —
_

Chlorsretopbenone
f^hlarnl arm

c.mcocHrcn
cun, > CHS

Chlorpierin. cci.no, )

Chlorine Cl. C hior 1or Cl Berlhulite Chlor

(hlorpierin CCI.NO. Vomiting H8 Aqumiie Klop

gw
Chlorvinyldichloramine CHC1CH AaCI. M-l — —
Cyanofen bromide ON Hr CB — Campellit

(Italia til

C*(AuBtrian»

Cyanogen cldorvde CNCl — Viirita —
Ihsnisidin (NH.(OCH.)C.H.), — — X
Dibromethyl sulfide. . .

(BrCHrCH.l.S — — “ Hrumluat

Dtbromvaethyt other . . (CH.Br)iO — — — X
Dichloretbyl sulfide . .

.

(CICHiCH.l.S Mustard pa H* VprriU Lost; aUo
Yellow On*.

Dichlormrthyl ethur. .

.

(CH^I)rO — — — X
Dimethyl sulfate (CH.I.S0. — — TUtionit* rvstoB

Ihphrnylamincchlorar.

•ine. (C.H.hNH AaCl Atiumrtitv DM
Ihphenylchlortraine. . . (C.n w) jA»ci — DA — Clark 1

Dtphenylryunarsine ... (C»H .J.AsCN — CDA — Clark II

Ethylbronuicclute CH.HrCOOC.lU — — X —
Kth vicar

I

mi ml .
(C.H.)sNC.H. — —

! Illue (?>.»-

1

F.thylihbromutskae C.HiAaUr. — — X

Kthvldirhlm lirwiitt*

.

C}H>A*Clr ... ED — Dick. ala..

• (IfrrBl'nw-

3

Ethyliixluocetate. CH.ICOOC.H. 8K — —
EthyUuHuryl chloride. CISOrOC.H. — — Sulvanile —
Hydrocyanic acid. . . .

.

,

HCN JL and VN — Foreatite —
l«ioacetonr CHAOCH.I — — Bretomlr

Met hyldichloramine . . CHiAeCI. MD — Mrthyldirk
1 MO

MrthyUulfucyl chloride CISOrOCH.
1

— —
1 5

Monoehlormrthylchlo- CICOOCH.C1
I

Pal itr C-Slo*.

roformate K-Woff

t’erchlormethyl mercap- sen. 1

i

— Carbonizing

tan cb lor*ulfid*

Pbenylca rbylamine
rhInride C.H.CNCI.

- Green Croae-I

Phenyldibromaraine . .

.

CiH.AaBr.

7
X

Phenyldicliloraraine . . . CiHsAaCti — — Sternite Blue Crawl

ThiopliueRroe CdCIi Thiopboa* — Lacrsmite —
«rn*

1

1 'nclilormeihylchloro- CICOOCC1. Diphoagroe — Surpaliie Feral od

1or mule
\ylyl bromide CH.C 4H4CH.BI

1

“ T-StoS

Smoke*

< :hlon>ulfontc acid . . . . HCISO.
[

X X X
.

X
Hydrocarbon* — Crude oil CO — —
Niter, aulfur. pitch. KNOj + s + c + Type S mix- Type S mu- —

Ixtrox. and ylue Nu«B.Ot + *due ture • tur*

r*Uron letrarhlodde. .

.

s*a.
1

1

— X

Miiorur chloride . , t « \
SnCl. KJ KJ OpNCIIr —

Sulfur trioxidr .! SO. — — X '

1

N-Stolf

Sulfur triomid** + chlor-
|

X
•ulfnnic acid .

•SO. -r HO.HCl X KS N

>alfuryl cliloritle r^O.-Cl, — X X

F-S4..IITitanium tetrachloride .
TrCI. . — Fumcr*eriie

White phosphor ue P. WP WP X
Zinc, rmrbon tetruchlo-

ride ammonium chlo-

Zn + CCU + NH.
Cl + MyCO, I

HM

ride. and nucMuum
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ratios between weight of gas and volume of air.. On the other hand, parts

per million is purely a volumetric ratio and differs essentially from the

other three ratios, in that the molecular weight of the gas must be taken

into consideration. As all four of these ratios ant met with in the

literature of pharmacology, toxicology, ar.d other branches of science

closely allied to chemical warfare, it is frequently necessary to convert

one expression into another. Mathematical formulas for doing so are

given in Appendix A.

An irritating concentration is one which produces an irritant effect

upon n man without injuring his body functions or seriously impairing his

working efficiency. The lowest irritant concentration is often called

the threshold of action or threshold concentration.

An intolerable concentration is one which cannot la* wit hat cm si for more

than a very limited time without serious derangement of some body

function. As applied to 1animators, it is usually synonymous with the

maximum concentration in which a man can maintain his vision without

masking.

A lethal concentration is one which the average unprotected man cannot

survive after a definite brief period of ex|s>sure. The numerical value of

the letlml concentration decreases as the time of exposure increases.

Volatility refers to the capacity of a liquid to change into vapor in

the open air. Quantitatively, the volatility of an agent is the amount

held ns n vapor in a unit volume of saturated air at any given tempera-

ture and pressure. Volatility increases with temperature. If the

volatility of a chemical compound is considerably greater than its lethal

concentration for a 10-mimite ex; insure, it is (Missihle to set up killing

concentrations under field conditions And the substance is a casual ty-

produring agent. For relation of volatility to vapor pressure, see

Apjiendix A.

Hydrolysis is the reaction of any chemical sidistanco with water

whereby new compounds arc created. This is a reaction of great impor-

tance in chemical warfare, as many chemical agents arc rendered harmless

after a time by hydrolysis. If the hydrolysis product is itself a |kmkoi>, as

is the case with all agents containing arsenic, considerable effort is

required to neutralise the agent effectively.

Vnpar Pressure .—Evaporation is constantly taking place from the

excised surfaces of all liquids and volatile solids. The pressure exerted

by the escaping vapor is called the vapor tension of the liquid or solid.

When its vapor tension equals the surrounding atmospheric pressure,

a liquid is said to boil and a solid to sublime, for at that temperature its

vapor is able to lift the air above it and so freely escape. At all tem-

peratures below the boiling point of a liquid or the subliming point of a
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solid, the vapor tension of the substance is less than atmospheric pressure.

so that the escape of the vapor is opposed by the surrounding air. Much
of the vapor is thus forced back into the liquid or solid. Under these
conditions the vapor is in equilibrium with the liquid or solid. A vapor in

equilibrium is said to be saturated, and the equilibrium pressure is

called the vapor pressure, which for a given substance depends only on

Cma"t I —Typical vapor prcwuiv and volatility curve* for pmiiwndaUnt (CO) and
perwatent (HS) gn*c».

the temperature. If the vapor is not allowed to accumulate over the
liquid or solid, it will remain unsaturated, equilibrium will not bo reached,
and the liquid will gradually disappear by evaluation. This is the
usual case with chemical-warfare agents that are dispersed over the
Rround as liquids. No general relation is known connecting the vapor
pressure and temperature, but Clines showing this relationship have
b«*en determined by observation for a great number of chemical sub-

10
stances that arc liquids at ordinary temperatures. For purposes of com-
parison, t he vnpor-pressure-temperature curves for two of the most typical

chemical agents, including the curve of water, are shown in Chart 1.

Persistency is the length of time a chemical agent remains effective

at the point of its release. If a gas remains in sufficient concentration
to require protection of any kind at the end of 10 minutes, it is classed as
persistent. If the concentration at the end of 10 minutes is too weak
to require any protection, the gas is classed as nonpcrsiste/U. This
is the American rule, but is not the same in other countries. In hoiiic

foreign countries three classes of persistency are recognised, os follows:

NonpcruiBlcnt.

Moderately persistent.

Very per*intent.

In such classifications the nonperxistent class is essentially the same
as ours, while the moderately persistent and very persistent classes are
in reality subdivisions of our persistent class. The advantage of such
subdivision of the persistent class of gases is not apparent, as will be
brought out in our further discussion of the subject uf pnndMtoncy.

The most important properties of a casualty-producing gas are
toxicity and persistency, for upon the first dc|>eiid.s its inherent power to
incapacitate, and upon the second depends the extent of time during
which the gas is effective in the field. The persistency of a gas also

measures the length of time that must clajise before unprotected troops
may occupy infected ground; thus it greatly influences the proper

taetical use of the gas. A* toxicity and ijcrsistcney are not simple
properties, but are functions which involve several other proj>ertics of a
gas, they will be further considered at this ixrint.

TOXICITY

Chemical agents have a wide range of toxicity, varying from simple
local irritation, such as lncriination, to futal systemic poisoning, as
from hydrocyanic acid. The measure of this toxicity, in terms of physi-
ological reaction, may !>e determined with considerable scientific accuracy,
nut only within the lalx>ratory, but also under the widely varying
conditions encountered on the field of battle. Toxicities, thus c*stal>-

lislied, furnish a criterion by which the most iin|>ortniit agents of chemical
warfare are judged and their tactical uses formulated. Since a general
knowledge of the toxicity of agents is necessary to any comprehensive
study of chemicals in war, a brief survey of the subject is presented at

this point.

At the outbreak of the World War, German scientific research had
produced, us a by-product of their chemical industry, extensive data
on the toxicitic* of chemical substances. From these data, rnanv

n
chemical compounds were selected and tried out in military operations

between 1915 and 1918. The majority of these substances were eventu-

ally discarded because the actual results obtained in the field failed to

measure up to theoretical expectations. Yet the experience thus gained

not only increased knowledge of the absolute toxicities of many chemical

compounds, but also jiermittcd the formulation of definite relations

between the various factors entering into the problem, so that basic

principles could be deduced and the whole subject established on a

scientific foundation.

While the study of this field of toxicology has, since the war, engaged

the uttention of scientists generally, the interest and talent devoted to

this subject in Germany continues to command respect. It is, therefore,

l»olievcd that the German view|>oint on toxicity of war gases deserves

consideration and w'e accordingly follow with some freedom the presenta-

tions of German authorities in this field, notably those of Drs. Haber,

Flury, Meyer and Buschor*

The effects of chemical agents upon the human organism result either

from internal contact, as inhalation, or from external contact wnth

various body surfaces. Chemicals such aH dichlordiethyl sulfide (mustard
gas) combine both of these types of effect. Yet the two must be

approached independent ly before cumulative toxicity may be quantita-

tively determined.

Considering first those agents whose vapors when inhaled produce

deleterious internal reactions, it is found that a definite relation exists

between the concentration of vapor present in the air, the amount of such

contaminated air that is admitted into the body, and the toxic effect

produced upon the body. This relation has been established by Haber
as follow-s:

Most toxic substances on contact witli the body react chemically

with the living tissues and destroy them’ by forming chemical combina-
tions therewith. The degree of intoxication or poisonous effect is

proportional to the chemical reaction of the toxic substance on the body
tissues. This reaction is a function of three independent variables:

1. The time of exj>osure to the toxic substance.

2. The* concentration of the toxic substance.

3. The concentration of the fixing material (l»ody tissues).

I^t c * t he concentration of the vapors or droplets of the toxic sub-

stance in the air, expressed in milligrams jkt cubic meter,

r — volume of air breathed in, per minute,

/ = time of exposure to the contaminated atmosphere, in minutes,

G = weight of the body, in kilograms;

then the quantity of poison inhaled and generally retained in the body
would be 12

ctv (1 )

and the degree of intoxication or poisoning, /, is

Death occurs when the degree of intoxication, /, equals a constant
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critical limit, which is specific for each kind of animal and for each

loxic substance, i.e.
t
when

In general, the amount of air inspired per minute is proportions!

lo the body weight of the higher animals, so that the ratio v/G is con-

stant for a given species and may be written as unity for the purposes

of comparing the toxicitica of gases on the same kind of animals. Then

ct = W (4)

The product cl * W is called the product of mortality ( Todlich-

kritsprodukt) or the lethal index of the particular toxic substance for the

given animal. This product \V varies inversely as the toxicity of

I he toxic substance, ue., the smaller the value of W, the more toxic

is the. .substance.

By taking a large number of observations on various animals exposed

lo constant concentrations of toxic gases for definite periods of time

under carefully controlled conditions and tabulating the mortality

results, it has been found that the relation between the minimum lethal

dose and time of cx|X>surc follows a definite curve for each toxic gas.

Chart, 11 shows this curve for phosgene on dogs and expresses the con-

centration required for each length of exposure in order to produce death.

Such curves are generally known os toxicity curves and the form of curve

shown in Chart II is typical of all such curves, and illustrates the tre-

mendous increase in concentration required when the time of exposure is

reduced below 10 minutes. For this reason, it is customary to base

relative toxicity figures on 10 minutes for short exposures and 30 minutes

for long exposures.

U|M>n examining internal physiological reactions to toxic va|>ors, it

;»P|K»ars that some different iation must be made between those sub-

stances characterized by local effects as distinguished from those that

induce general systemic poisoning. Compounds of the latter category,

such as carbon monoxide and hydrocyanic acid, arc in part neutralized

by certain physiological counterreactions, and their reactions with

the body tissues are reversible up to a certain (loint. To allow for this

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 10 IS
Time of Exposure in Minutes

Chart II.—Toxidty curve for phoagene (on do**).

phenomenon it is necessary to insert an “elimination factor,” e, in the

Haber formula, which then reads

(c - e) X t *= W (5)

Here the relation between c and e demands a critical density of con-

centration below* which systemic |M»isons are noneffective, and the

observed data confirm this result.

In accordance with these formulas, toxicity data arc experimentally

determined by closely observing the physiological reactions of test
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animals under carefully controlled experimental conditions. While the

effects on the higher animals arc not in all cases absolutely parallel with

human reactions, they do furnish valuable relative toxicological data

os between various chemical agents. The following table presents lethal

indices so computed for certain well-known chemical substance*.

Uki.ativk Toxicity kmom Inhalation
(After IIiiIht)

I rrrvrruil'lr Itrodum*

Agent I «ct lull Index

lltUNgMH*

DipliOMfp'iir 500

iR-wWtc !.«*)

Milliard *

Chlnrpirriti 2.000

Kt hylmilfiiryl rlik»ridr 2,000

Etliykllchlurananr. 3.000

tthylhroniarctiilr

PlieiiylrnrhyUniine chloride

Chlomcrlaw.
Ilrtixyl iodide

Mrlhyldiehlornntine

Acrolein

niphcnylehkironunc

!)i|>hcnylcynimmi«r

Hromnrotoni*

Clilomcctophrnonr

IVruzyl bromide

Xylyl bromide

Hromlxmiyl cyanide

Chlorine

3,000

3,000

3,000
3,000

3,000
3.000

4 ,000

4.000

4 ,000

4 ,000

0,000
0,000

7,500

7,WM»

lit »mililc Itrnclvnin

Hydrorynnic acid 1 .0<H» 4 .000*

Carbon monoxide 70,000*

• Thr Irthal in-lic«* uf ihe ipMrmic polanna ilrprnil upon «!•«- •!«•«**••• •>* r. *inI ihr

pi««lu<*l € X I for ihr+m rnmpoumU W tliorfor* no l ronaUnt.

From the above table it np|>cars that fatalities result from normal

inhalation for 1 minute in an atmosphere contaminated with a concen-

tration of 450 mg. of phosgene per cubic meter of air. The deadlines.**

of agents of the phosgene ty|>e is further emphasized by the fact I hat

they may l>c equally effective in smaller quunlilies when inhaled over

longer jHriods, which does not hold true with the systemic toxics, such

as hydrocyanic acid and carlam monoxide. 1 n the ease of phosgene, the

absolute quantity of vapor required to produce death (toxicity index 450)

is about 3.6 mg., based on a normal inspiration of 8 liters of air |»cr

minute, or 8 X 45Kooo “ 3.0. Generally speaking this quantity of

phosgene vapor introduced into the lungs will, as l’lury (5) indicates,

cause death even when inspired more slowly in n concentration corre-
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*pondingly lighter than 450 mg. per cubic meter. The absolute quantity

of hydrocyanic acid, according to the foregoing toxicity index, averages

20 mg.; but as dilution increases, the toxicity of gaseous hydrocyanic acid

falls off rapidly, until at 0.03 gram per cubic meter the human organism is

able finally to counteract wholly its toxicity; thus concentrations below

this strength become actually innocuous. Considering the extreme

volatility of carbon monoxide and hydrocyanic acid, and the resulting

impracticability of creating effective concentrations of their vapors in

the field, it is evident that these chemicals, while commonly regarded

as highly poisonous, are unsuited to military usage.

The foregoing toxicity figures must be accepted with reservations,

as they apply to one set of conditions only, t.e., to one animal (the cat)

and to one rate of breathing. While experimental determinations of

toxicity on animals yield valuable relative data as to certain classes of

toxic agents, these data cannot always be applied to man, because
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certain animals are more sensitive to certain gases than man and others
are less so. Also the rate of breathing is a very important factor. Thus,
a man at rest breathes on an average about 8 liters of air per minute,
but, if he is exercising moderately, he will breathe 32 liters of air per
minute, and with violent exercise he will breathe at a proportionally
greater rate. Hence, when exposed to a toxic atmosphere of a certain
concentration for the same length of time, he will take in four times as
much poison when moderately exercising as when at rest. Body weight
is another factor, for, in general, the larger the body, the greater the
amount of a toxic substance required to produce the same degree of
intoxication. Because of those factors, it is more accurate to state the
specific amount of the toxic agent that will cause death when absorbed
into the body. But such a criterion is impracticable of application
in the field, and so an average constant concentration is assumed over
a fixed time of exposure—usually 10 to 30 minutes for nonporsistont
gases.

For comparison with the German toxicity data presented in the fore-
going tabulation, the American data in the table on page 16, show the
quantities of gases required to produce fatal effects on 10 minutes' exposure.

The wide discrepancy between the German and American toxicity
data is strikingly shown in this tabulation. This discrepancy has been
attributed to various causes, such as that the German data were based on
eats, while most of the American data were based on dogs and mice; that
eats are peculiarly susceptible to some gases and resistant to others;
tliat the eats used in the German tests during the war were under-
nourished, and therefore less than normally resistant; that the degree of
activity, and therefore the rates of breathing, may have !>een widely
different in the German and American tests. While the subnormal
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condition of the German test cats would tend to explain partially tin*

generally higher toxic effects obtained in the German experiments (#>.,

generally lower lethal indices), none of the reasons advanced an* suffi-

cient to explain the great number of widely divergent results.

Lkthal Con. k.ntkatiosh ok Cask*
4 IU M mules' K\p<w-itp.|

Arch i

Phosgene

Diphosgem*

Lewisite

Mustard rh*

Chlorpiorin

Ethylsulfuryl chloride

Elhyldichloranune

Ethylhromarefrtle

Pheny/carhylumine chloride

Chlomcctone

Benzyl iodide.

Methyldiehlorarsine

Acrolein

Diphenylchlorarnine

Diphenvlryanarwinc

Mnimiieetone
. .

.

Chloracelophenone
Benzyl bromide

. .
..

•Xylyl bromide

Hrornbenzyl cyanide

Chlorine

Hydrocyanic acid.
.

,

Carbon monoxide.
.

.

i

Anirricmi dnl n Gcniinii ilniu

I

Mr. |s*r Lethal
1

h'lluil

tifer
|

index

— . - . . .

index

0 50

1 "I

5.00(1 450

0 50 5.000 .500

ft 12 t .200 1.500
0.15 1.500 1 ,500

2 00 20,000 2.000
1 00 10,000 2.000

0.50 5,000 3.000

2 30 23.000 3,000
0 50 5.000 3,000

2 30 23.000 3.00(1

3 00 30.000 3,000
0 75 7,500 3.000

0 35 3. .500 3,000

1.50 15.000 4,000

1 00 10,000 4,000

3 20 32,000 4,000
0 85 1 8.500 4.000
4 50

;

45.000 6,000
5.60 56,000 6.000
0 35

|
3.500 7,500

5 00 ' 56.000 1 7,500
0 20 2.000

|
1 .000-4 ,1)00

5 00 50,000 • 70.000

One of the difficulties is to be found in the form of the observed
toxicity curve shown in Chart II. By selecting various times of exposure,

finding the corresponding minimum lethal doses from the curve, and
multiplying these figures by each other, we obtain the variations in the

lethal index for phosgene as shown in the table on page 17.

Thus, by increasing the time of exposure from 2 to 75 minutes, we
find that the lethal index increases threefold, whereas, according to

Haber’s formula, the lethal index should remain constant, irrespective

of the time of exposure. The theoretical toxicity curve for phosgene,
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according to Haber's Formula, is shown in dotted lines on Chart II, based
on American data (i.e., 0.5 mg. per liter on 10 minutes’ exposure). A
comparison of the two curves on Chart II shows that, while the observed
data follow in general Haber's Formula, there is not a sufficiently close

agreement to maintain a constant lethal index.

Time of exposure, Minimum lethal dose, ! Ism ha!
minute* Mg. per liter

1

index

2 2.00 4,000
5 1.10 5,500

10 0.65
1 6,500

15 0.46 6,900
20 0.37 7,400
25 0 30 7,500
30 0.27 8,100
45 0.20

,
9,000

60 0.17 10,200
75 0.16 12,000

While l he difficulty mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs would
account for such differences in the lethal index us are shown for certain
agents, such us ethyldichlorarsine, phenvlcarbylamine chloride, and
n.etliyldichlorarsine, it is altogether inadequate to explain the other
large discrepancies shown uImjvc, which in many cases are as much as
tenfold.

Many chemical-warfare agents are not fatal in concentrations encoun-
tered in the field and their coinbat value is due to their irritant action
•»n the l»ody. One group of irritant substances act primarily on the eyes
and arc commonly known as lacrimators; others attack the nose and
throat and are generally termed respiratory irritant*, or itemulators: a
tew have sjxH-ial selective effects against other organs such as the ears
! termed tubyrinlhic agent

*

by the French). Also many lethal agents
have ail irritant effect far below their lethal concentrations.

All irritant agents, regardless of their special physiological action.
h;m- an intolerable limit, which means the maximum concentration that
M" "Wtreted limn can endure without physical incapacitation, for the
l* ri , »d of time considered. Usually this |K‘rio(i is ] minute.

I he intolerable limits for the majority of irritant agents a** determined
bv investigators in different countries are in much closer agreement than
toxicity determinations, most of the differences being well within experi-
mental error.

The following tabulation shows the intolerable limits of the principal
trritaut agents and agents of other classes having an irritant effect:

IS
Limits or Human Tolerance toe Imutants

Agent CWS
symbol

Mg. per

liter

Diphriiylcyanar-ine CDA 0.00025
Diphenyljmineehlnrarsiue DM 0 0004
Lewisite Ml 0.0008
Mustard ens HS 0.0010
Diphcn v lr It lornnino DA 0.0012
Chinrnrctophcitonc CN 0.0045
Bmmnertone BA 0.0100
Ethyldichlonirvim-

Ethyliodoaretnte .

. ED 0.0100

0.0150

0.0150Xylyl hmnndc
i

• • • • «

•
•

• • •

Phosgene CG 0 0200
Methyldichloraraine

Phenylcnrbyhumne chloride

MD 0 0250

0 0250
0 0300Bronibenzvl cyanide CA

Benzyl iodide ...

Ethylbronincetale

MethvUulfuryl chloride.

Dichlormcthyl ether

Diphoagcne

EthyUulfuryl chloride.

.

Chlorpicrin

Acrolein

Dibrominethvl ether

Benzyl bromide.
. ......

PS

0.0300

0 0400

0 0400

0 0400
0 0400

0 0500

0.0500

0.0500

0.0500

0.0600
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Cynnogen bromide I

I

0 0600

Cvcuiogeii chloride.
\ 0 0610

Pen-hloriuethylniercaptan j 0.0700

Chlormo.
. .

.... 1 a 0.1000

Cldorncetone
1

0.1000

Of these compounds, diphenyleyanarsine appears to exert the greatest

irritant effect, since only 0.00025 mg. of this gas per liter of air is intoler-

able after 1 minute, and 0.00000001 gram per liter of air proves decidedly

disagreeable.

From what has been said above, it is evident that high toxicity, while

an important factor, does not solely determine the utility of warfare

gases. An irritant agent of even low intrinsic toxicity becomes extremely

effective when not countered by the protection of the gas mask, so

that some sacrifice of toxicity value is clearly warranted if this

serves to circumvent or increase the burden of protection. Thus,

forcing the enemy to mask frequently becomes an end in itself,

which is attained positively and most efficiently by the irritant

non lethal gases.
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PERSISTENCY

Persistence is, in general, an expression for the length of time during

which a chemical agent remains and exerts its effect on the place where

it has been released. The physical properties of a substance are nearly

always the determining factors in its persistence.

In considering persistence, we distinguish two groups of chemical

agents:

1. Pure ganca, e.g., Cl and CG and toxic smokes (DA and DM).

2. Liquids and solids, c.g ., HS and M-l.

In the case of substances of the first group, the entire amount of the

combat chemical is distributed over the target area and there is none on

i lie ground in liquid or solid form. If it is Inter deposited on the ground,

os is sometimes the case with toxic smokes, it plays no importunt rule.

Since these true gases are completely distributed in and float with tin*

air, they have about the same persistency as the air with which they an-

mixed. They follow completely every current of air and, if a layer of

s»ir which has been over the target area moves away, the chemical ageut>*

of this group follow its course. There are, however, always small

differences in the persistence of these substances.

The pure gases (Cl, CG) are heavier than the air, and so they have a

tendency to sink into depressions in the ground and remain for a time

m the form of gas pockets in the deep spots where the air currents cannot

easily )K-netrute and cany them further away. But, even in a complete

culm, they diffuse from these sheltered places and gradually become

harmless through dilution with air.

The toxic smokes (DA, DM) sink finally to the ground, as does even-

smoke, with a speed which is proportionate to the size of the smoke

particles. Once on the ground, they can no longer rise and, like ordinary

dust, they are carried away by the atmospheric precipitations.

But l>oth the diffusion of the pure gases and the fall of the smoke

particles proceed so comparatively slowly that these factors play no

essential part as compared with the diffusing and dividing effect of the

vertical and horizontal air currents. The persistence of the chemical

agent of this group depends, therefore, chiefly on the conditions of wind

and, so far as the wind is affected by the lay of the land and its covering,

°n these factors also. It is thus easily seen that deep depressions in the

ground or thick high-standing forests may considerably increase the per-

sistence of the materials.

In the case of the materials of the second group (HS, M-l), the per-

sistence is considerably greater than it is with the first group, yet it

varies greatly according to the specific properties of each substance.

Most of the materials of this kind are liquids, which on the explosion
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of the shell in which they are placed are sprayed out over the terrain

in large or Bmall drops, whence they evaporate into the air layers above
the ground. As long as there is liquid chemical material on the ground,

it is a constant source of replacement for the evaporated portion of the

material, which has been thinned down or carried away by the air

currents. The air is constantly contaminated anew with toxic or

irritant gases. Similar to the liquid chemical agents are some agents

which in the open air evaporate without first becoming liquid (e.g., CA).

For tactical considerations, it is of decisive import since to know bow

long this process continues on a target area that has been covered with

gas. If we leave out of consideration, at first, the ordinary external

influences, then it appears that, above all else, the air temperature is the

determining factor.

Chemical agents volatilize w-ith a rapidity proportional to tin- tem-

jH-rature of the air, but in this they show great differences among them-

selves. For example, HS volatilizes in the cold so slowly that the air

above the contaminated ground often does not contain enough of the

vapor to endanger respiration. In summer it always vaporizes fast

enough, yet so economically that it may persist on the contaminated

ground under favorable conditions for three weeks or longer. On the

other hand, CG volatilizes so quickly that an open country treated with

it. may be entered without danger a quarter of an hour to half an hour

later.

The physical reasons for the great differences in the persistence of

chemical agents are to be found in the fact that these substances have

very different vajior pressures and in the degree to which these pressures

vary on change of temperature. The higher the vapor pressure at «

given temperature of the air, the less persistence at that temperature.

But the rapidity of volatilization of a chemical, which alone gives an

objective measure for its j»ersistence, is not simply proportionate to the

vapor pressure, but has a complicated dependence on other derisive

factors.

A more satisfactory basis for gauging the persistence of tin* combat

materials is a table of the reciprocal values of rapidity of volatilization

which serves as a table of the relative persistence of the chemical agents.

For purposes of comparison, the rapidity of volatilization of water at

I5°C., is assumed to be 1.

The reciprocal values of the rapidity of volatilization are taken

Is-cause the persistency of a combat material is greater in proportion

as its rapidity of volatilization is small; water was selected as the material

for comparison because the rapidity of its volatilization, by observation,

has come within the experience of everyone. Computing the rapidity

of the volatilization from the vapor pressure was accomplished by the
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inversion of a process which, in principle, was first applied by the Ameri-

can physicist Langmuir (Phys. J. t vol. 14, p. 1273) in the formula

In this formula 5 signifies the persistency of the chemical agent,

c, the rapidity of volatilization of water at 15°C., c the rapidity of

volatilization of the chemical at the absolute temperature T, p, the vapor

pressure of water at 15°C., p the vapor pressure of the substance at the

lemporature T, .\/, the molecular weight of the water, M that of the sub-

stance, T the absolute temperature of the air, T, the absolute tempera-

ture corresponding to the Celcius temperature of 15°.

Persistency or Some Typical Chemical Agents

{That of Wafer at 15° Assumed as 1)

I Liquid (1,162) (690) (418) {258); (162) 103 87 44] 29

M-l Liquid 96.0; 63.1; 42.1 28.5 19 6 13.6 9.6 6.9 5.0

Diphosgcne Liquid 2.7] 1.9 1.4 1.0 0.7 0 5 0.4 0,3 0.2

PS Liquid 1.36 0 98] 0.72, 0.54 0.4. 0.3 0.23 0.18 0.14

CG Liquid 0.014* 0.012] 0.010 0 008. Boil* at 8 .
02*0.

In the case of CA and HS, under the normal melting point, are given

in brackets the persistency of the liquid phases. These materials,

especially the first, are ol>stinately inclined to remain liquid w hen cooled

l»clow the freezing point. Moreover, the freezing point of the commercial

product, on account of the unavoidable impurities contained therein, is
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"I itself lower than that of the chemically pure compound.
T he use of the table is shown by the following examples. Liquid

H$ has, at 15°C., a persistence of 103; liquid CA has a persistence of 427.
I'his means that the first material under otherwise similar conditions
(similar average size of drops, similar wind conditions, etc.), takes 103
• Hues as long to disappear from the ground by evaporation as an equal
mass of water, and CA is 42 Ji'o 3, or about four times, as persistent as HS.

Diphosgene and phosgene arc also two materials which are chemically
closely related. But the difference in persistence between them is an
on|M»riatit factor in their tactical use. This can be compared directly, as
H rule, only under 8°C. (the boiling point of phosgene). Above this
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temperature, phosgene no longer exists as a liquid under atmospheric
pressure, but changes into a heavy gas which seeks a way through uneven
lands, partly following its own weight, pyartly the air currents. In level

country, it moves only with the wind. Under 8°, phosgene can exist as a

liquid in the open, but even at 10° the persistence of diphosgene is

1(H) times greater than that of phosgene.

HS and M-l are likewise two materials of very similar physiological

effect, distinguished by the vesicant effect on the skin which they pro-
duce, especially when they are in liqdid condition. But their persistence

i> quite different. In summer HS has a persistence seven to eight time*
greater than that of M-l. This is a well-known disadvantage of M-l in

most of the tactical uses for these materials, and it is still further empha-
sized by the fact that M-l easily undergoes chemieal decompaction in

warm weather if moisture is present, which is often the case at this

season. But in winter M-l is sup>erior to HS, as wo shall see. The
difference of the pjcrsistcnce of the two materials is greater then than
it is in summer, for HS freezes; as a solid body, it does not moisten the
uniforms, clings to them less, and cannot work through them to the skin.

M-l, however, remains fluid even in winter and, moreover, its persistence

increases to the degree possessed by HS in summer. So HS may l>e

called a summer gas and M-l a winter gas.

CA, a lacririmtor, is, so far as concerns px-rsistence, the king of all the
combat materials. The great persistence which it attains in low tem-
peratures hus a limited value, however, as its rapidity of evaporation is

then so small that the air, in movement, docs not become sufficiently

charged with the vnpx»r of the material and so cannot exert a satisfactory

physiological effect. Even in summer, the persistence of CA is so great
that it is frequently too long for most of the tactical uses of an irritant

agent. For this reason, the Americans prefer ON, another irritant that
lias other advantages also, such as simple preparation and compounding
with explosive materials. On the explosion of the shell, it vnpiorizex

The vapor exercises intense physiological irritation, but it disnp>|>onrs

quickly from the air of the combat terrain for, on its further attenuation
(on account of the negative specific heat of the saturated vapor), it

precipitates and falls to fhe ground where, owing to very slow evapwra-
lion, it exercises no effect worthy of note.

In the al>ove tabulation all data are based on the rapidity of evapora-
tion of water at 15°C., without making any assumption as to the absolute
time of evaporation. Different influences play a weighty role on the
length of time that passes before a chemical agent, placed on a terrain, is

• omplctely volatilized.

First, the average size of the surface of the drop** of the chemical,
which are sprinkled over the terrain, is of some significance. The
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greater this surface is, the quicker, as a rule, volatilisation will take pi

But in this regard it appears that the difference between most of the
liquid chemical agents is not considerable. This is due to the fact

that their surface tensions, as measured in the laboratory, are about
equal. But the chemical agents can be scattered in very different sized

drops by varying the amount of explosive material in the shells. Very
large drop* will be divided up into very small drops in their flight through
the air and when they strike the ground. On the other hand, small drop*
unite and form large ones through constant contacts which take place
among their great number. So there results a fairly constant average
<izc for the drops, which makes it possible to disregard the influence
exerted l»y the size uf the drupn in rough estimates.

.
But it is different with the influence nf the weather, uf the ground

formation, and of the covering. These factors can naturally affect

greatly the rapidity of volatilization. We can estimate their effect

approximately only by empirical rules.

If we compmre the data that may be deduced from war experience,

which in general agree fairly well with the figures in the above tabulation,

the following conclusion may be drawn:
The persistence of a chemical agent in dry weather and on open even

ground, for the duration of 1 hour, is taken as the unit of persistence

in the figures of the above tabulation. In greatly cut up land, double
value is to be assigned; in heavy forest, three times the value.

It must be noticed that heavy or continuous rain brings a pjremature
end of the persistence of the chemical agents that are clinging to the
ground, by washing them away; a heavy snow fall makes them ineffective
by covering them over with a thick layer of snow. Where precipitation
is frequent, persistencies of more than two or three weeks are seldom
nnhzod, if we except house mins and similar p>laces which are protected
from l lie weather.

Summary.—The method developa-d al>ove fur determining the
persistence of ehemiral agents makes it possible:

1. To form a dependable judgment in regard to the pereinteiwe of even Lh«w*«-
• heimeaLs, concerning which no war or Other practiml experiences are available;

2. To take into consideration. as accurately an desired, the temperature of the uir,
"Inch, next to air currents, exerts the moat imporlmi! tncticul influence of the day on

peranuence «>f »he chemical agents.

EFFECT OF WEATHER ON CHEMICAL WARFARE

" *'de chemical agents are influenced by weather conditions more than
u,,v 0,,, cr wcapxms, this docs not mean that the occasions on which
chemicals may be used in battle are limited to favorable weather. Cloud
K:is released from cylinders is the only form of chemical attack that cannot
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be launched with Borne degree of effectiveness in almost any weather in

which combat takes place. However, weather conditions do largely

influence the form and technique of chemical attack and are frequently
the deciding factor in the success or failure of the undertaking. Hence,
a thorough understanding of the effect of weather conditions on the
employment of chemicals is essential to a successful use of chemicals in

war.

The Six Weather Elements.—The weather at any particular time and
place is completely determined by the following:

Wind.

Precipitation.

Temperature.

Pmwun*.
Cloud*.

Humidity.

Since weather is the condition of the atmosphere at any time and place, it

is best described by giving numerical values for ita elements. These six

elements will l»e taken up and considered separately. Chemical-warfare
operations are more or less concerned with all of them. For example, the
factors influencing gas or smoke clouds are, in order of importance: (1)
wind, under which should be considered the direction, steadiness, and
velocity of the wind, and eddy current* due to the proximity of woods,
uneven terrain, etc.; (2) precipitation; (3) temperature; (4) piressure;

(o) clouds; (0) humidity. The effectiveness of all smokes is greatly
increased by high humidity; on the ntb^r hand, high humidity towlv. to
destroy some of the irritant agents by hydrolysis. 'Cloudiness has a
very marked effect on the rise of smoke clouds. The persistency of
agents is largely dependent upon teinp>erature and wind velocity. So
it will be seen That no chemical-warfare operation can be considered
without reference to the weather elements.

The numerical values of the weather elements are by no means
constant, but are always undergoing change or variations.

Wind

Air in motion near the earth’s surface and nearly parallel to it is

uwnd. All other motions of ninstuv; of oir ohould be spxikrn of ax
air currents. In connection with wind there are three things to be
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determined or measured, viz., the direction, the velocity, and the gustiness.

Direction.—The wind is named for the direction from which it comes;

thus, if the air moves from the north toward the south, it is called a north

" ind
- .... 25

In noting wind direction, eight points of the compose ore used, via.,

the cardinal points, north, south, east, and weat, and the four inter-

mediary points, northwest, southwest, northeast, and southeast. The
magnetic azimuth of winds is sometimes used in chemical-warfare

operations

Wind direction can be determined in the field by measuring with a

compass the direction of drift of smoke or of dust thrown into the air and

lidding 180 degrees. It can also be determined by means of a portable

wind vane previously oriented by compass, or by taking the magnetic

azimuth from the wind vane to a point indicated by its arrow.

Velocity.—Wind velocity can be estimated by using the following

ruble;

Meters Miles

Tiller Description per per

second hour

Calin Calm, smoke rii«w vertically Lew than Lew than

0.3 1

bight air Direction of wind shown by smoke drift

hut not by wind vanes

0.3-1.

5

1-3

•flight breeze. .
Wind felt ou face; leaves rustle; ordinary

vane moved by wind

16-33 4-7

* Iriit le breeze
j

Leave* and small twigs in constant mo- 3. 4-5.

4

6-12

tion; wind extends light Hug
Moderate breeze

Frei.li breeze, . .

High wind

Hurricane

Sways branches of trees, blows up dust 5. 5-9. 8 12-22

from the ground, and drives leaves and

paper rapidly before it

This sway* whole trees, blow* twigs and
small brunches along the ground, raise*

clouds of dust, and hinders walking

somewhat

This breaks brunches, loosens bricks

from chimneys, etc., litters the ground

with twigs and branches of trees, and

hinders walking decidedly

Complete destruction of almost every-

thing in its path

9. #-14. 81 23-32

14 4-32.2 33-72

32 . 2 on 72 on

Wind velocity can l»e measured by menu* of an anemometer and a

watch. The anemometer measures the distance in meters traveled

by the wind in the space of time measured by the watch. Thus, if in

1 minute the anemometer registers 606 meters, the wind has traveled

600 meters in 60 seconds or

606 + 60 * 10.1 meters per second

Meters per second X 2.237 * miles jkt hour

Miles per hour X 0.447 meters per second
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Wind velocity increases markedly with altitude. This will often be

noted in observing the travel of smoke clouds. The higher velocity above

the ground sometimes causes a rolling movement of the top of the cloud

and the top is carried forward faster than the body of the cloud. The
increase in velocity with altitude is very rapid in the first 100 to 200 ft.,

particularly over land.

The effects of surroundings on wind should be carefully considered in

any local observation of direction and velocity.

Gustinesa.—Wind, both as regards direction and velocity, is probably

more affected by the immediate surroundings of the place’ at which

observations are made than any other of the meteorological elements.

There are four things to be especially considered: valleys, buildings,

nature of the surface, and altitude. Valleys influence wind direction

markedly and velocity to a slight extent. Valleys have a tendency to

cause the wind to blow along their length. Buildings increase the wind

velocity near them and also make the wind gusty. In fact, one result of all

unevennesses in the surface over which air passes is to cause gusts. The
nature of the surface also has a marked influence on wind velocity.

On land the wind velocity is very much reduced near the earth’s surface.

This is brought about not only by friction but also by the intermingling

of air masses and by the formation of eddies that result from the uneven

surface. Turbulence may be defined u*j the sum of all the local air

currents. It causes a complete mixing of the atmosphere and conse-

quently the dilution of a gas or smoke cloud. Steadiness is the opposite

of gustineas.

Effect of Wind on Chemical Warfare.—ferried agents are used to

saturate the surface of the ground and the vegetation and hence are

not easily blown away. Winds have little effect on their use. Evapora-

tion will l>c slightly increased b}^ high winds, but the high winds blow the

vapors away so rapidly that their effectiveness is not greatly increased.

Nonpersistent Agents .—With this class of agents the wind is of

}>l tftii£Ai y liupuilance, cnpecmlly if the met Inn! of |>iu|fMgation i?* by the umc

of cylinders. The three characteristics of the wind which are especially

important are the direction, the velocity, and the steadiness.

1. Direction .—When cylinders or irritant candles are used, the direc-

tion of the wind must be such that it will carry the agent from our

emplacement to the enemy's position without carrying it into any portion

of our own position. When our own lines and the target for projectors

or mortars are in close proximity, the wind direction is similarly of

importance. When we are using chemicals from artillery shells, bombs,

or uirplanes, the direction may not be so important unless the action is

long sustained with a wind toward our own troops. Then the fumes

may be carried to our position and cause trouble.
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2. Velocity.—When cylinders and irritant candles are used, the

velocity should not be less than 3 miles per hour because winds having

a lower velocity than this arc likely to be gusty and variable. They may
die down or even reverse and blow the agent back on our own troops.

However, when the agent is delivered by artillery, mortars, projectors, or

bombs, this lower limit of wind velocity need not be considered.

The velocity should not be over 12 miles per hour because winds
having higher velocities than this tear the cloud apart and, immediately

after the agent is released, mix it with large quantities of air (through

turbulence) and cause the concentration to be lowered.

The higher the wind velocity, the faster a given wove or cloud will pass

over the enemy's position, the shorter the time he will be exposed to it,

and the less effective it will be. If a certain result is desired and if a

high wind is blowing, more agent must be used.

It is clear from the foregoing that, in general, a low rather than a high

wind velocity is to be desired in order that the cloud may stay over the

enemy os long as possible and in order that economy in the use of agents

may be practiced.

The higher wind velocities also tend to cause turbulence and eddies

over trenches and valleys, causing the agent to rise and preventing it

from penetrating into trenches and dugouts.

With high wind velocities the cloud may also be so torn upart that

groups of the enemy will be left in gas-free “islands” and so escape its

effect.

The upper limit of 12 miles per hour is just as important with artillery

and projector shoots as it is with cylinder attacks, owing to the tendency

of high winds to tear the plouds apart and disperse them before they have
existed long enough to be effective.

The technical limit of 12 miles per hour is sufficiently high to prevent

the enemy from running out of the cloud to safety. This becomes

evident when we consider that a man at a brisk walk covers only 4 miles

I
m i hour, that a horse at a trot covers 8 miles per hour and at a gallop

12 miles per hour.

3. Steadiness is important both as to direction and velocity. The
wind should maintain its direction and velocity over a wide front for at

least as long as the chemical attack is to last. Otherwise, conditions will

gusty and squally and the gas cloud will be broken, whirled up into

the air, and rarefied. For obvious reasons, the nearer the cloud

•qiproaches any portion of our own trenches, the steadier the wind
should be.

Irritant Smoke Clouds and Screening Smokes .—Irritant smoke clouds

may be generated from candles or from shells or bombs. In the first

cus.-, the same principles apply as were discussed under non persistent
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clouds. Again in the two latter cases, only the upper wind-velocity limit

need be considered, when the cloud might be dispersed or blown over the

enemy too rapidly for sufficient effect.
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Screening smokes may also be generated from candles, shells, bombs,
or airplanes. When a smoke screen is generated from candles, the wind
must be in the proper direction to accomplish the desired result. It must
usually blow toward the enemy. Here again, and for the same reasons as
stated above, the upper velocity limit should not be exceeded. The lower
limit is not so important since, even if the wind did reverse itself, the
screening smokes are harmless to personnel. Steadiness of the wind is

important with screening smokes so the smoke cloud or screen will not be
torn asunder, leaving gajw through which the enemy may see. Generally,
variations in wind velocity are accompanied by variations in the wind
direction, even as much as 180 degrees. Large wind-direction changes,
occurring at rapid intervals, often produce turbulent conditions, csj>e-

cially if accompanied by large velocity changes.

The effect of varying winds makes successful screening difficult
because of the breaks in the screen and the rapid dissipation of the smoke.

Conveetiv?) currents, due to bright sunshine, lift the cloud high in the
air and often prevent satisfactory screening.

Convection currents are not so strong in presence of high winds as
in the cases of light winds because high winds rapidly mix the warm
surface-heated air with the superimposed and surrounding cooler air and
tend to prevent their development.

Wind and Safety Limits.—Since the successful use of nonpernistent
agents is largely dependent on wind conditions, it is essential to establish
rules governing the relation of tlje wind direction and velocity to the use
of nonpersistent agents. Wind-direction limits are prescribed primarily
in the interest of safety to friendly troops, while wind-velocity limits
insure a reasonable chance of succeas in the operation. Safety pre-
cautions require wind limits for the |x>rtablc cylinder, the irritant candle,
the Livens projector, and the 4-in. chemical mortar.
They are not required for artillery weajxms or for the 4.2-in. chemical
mortur unless the ruiige is less than 1,200 yd.

A general rule for the use of mustard gas and other highly |x-rsistcnt
vesicants is as follows:

Let A - safe distance from our lines to near edge of target area,
A - depth of target area in direction of fire,

B - width of target area.

Then

^ 1 gX “ —
9
— (but never leas than 1,000 yd.)
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Temperature and Clouds

Effect of Temperature on Chemical Warfare.—Persistent agents are

much more effective when used in hot weather. Under these conditions

there is sufficient vapor generated to cause skin and lung casualties. Hot
weather without rising air currents gives the ideal temperature condition.

Under cold-weather conditions the blister effect from the vapor is not

obtained, although the agents will still cause casualties if personnel comes
in actual contact with the chemical, as by walking through vegetation

mi which the agent has been sprayed.

Sonpersietcnt Agents.—In contrast to the effect on the persistent

ugpnts, high tcni|>eratures are a serious handicap to the use of nonpersist-

ent agents. High temperatures cause the atmosphere near the ground
to become heated, and thus lighter than the overlying and surrounding
air. It then has a tendency to rise or be displaced by the cooler, heavier

air, and rising or convection currents may be set up. These will cause
the cloud or agent to rise rapidly over the heads of the enemy and to mix
with large quantities of air, thus lowering, both the persistency and the
concentration. Convection currents are especially prevalent in the after-

noon over dry or plowed ground or ground free from vegetation. On
i lie other hand, on days when the temperature is low, the lower layers
of the air will remain cool and there will be no tendency for an over-
turning of the atmosphere. The length of time that a definite amount of
agent will give an effective cloud of a desired persistency and concentra-
tion is thus increased.

It may be said, then, that high temperatures which usually occur on
bright sunny days usually produce conditions unfavorable to the succes>
of nonpersistent gas attacks, and that the cooler jwrts of the day, such
as from midnight to dawn, are the most favorable periods for gas attacks.
Normally, the coldest part of the 24 hours occurs at approximately

sunrise.

Irntnnt Smokes and Screening Smokes.—The smokes are comparatively
in-c from the influence of atmospheric temperature insofar as the forma-
tion of the original cloud is concerned. The cloud once formed is

affected in the same way as clouds of nonpersistent agents.

Temperature Effects at Night-*-During the daytime the temperature
over a limited area, say a square mile, is about the same unless there arc
marked changes in topography or soil. On days with much sunshine and
a low wind velocity, the lower points, particularly those in narrow
valleys, may be a few tenths of a degree wanner than the upper parts
(»f the area. At night, the layer of air next to the ground grows colder
and denser and drains like water into the valleys and places of low
elevation. If the wind is unable to remove these pockets of cold air, a
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marked variation in temperature over a limited area will be found. For
every limited area, there will be a critical value of wind velocity, which
for most areas is probably not far from 3 miles per hour. As long as the

wind velocity remains higher than 3 miles per hour, these pockets of air

will be removed and mixed with air at other points and no variation in

temperature will be found. Since the question of variation in tempera-
ture depend* upon the interplay between the drainage of colder air and
the ability of the wind to remove these pockets of cold air, the variation

will depend not only upon the elevation but also upon the openness
of the valleys, their direction, the roughness of the surface, and the direc-

tion from which the wind comes.

Because of the tendency of surface air to cool and drain into valleys

and depressions, such places in the vicinity of gassed areas will, on calm
nights particularly, be likely to contain dangerous concentrations of toxic

agents. This is a matter which should receive careful consideration

in the disposition of troops near a gassed area.

Effects of Clouds on Chemical Warfare.—Clouds as meteorological

formations have no direct effect on any chemical agent. It is through
their effects upon other meteorological elements that they become
important to the chemical-warfare officer. Clouds attain their effects

through their control over temperature. They shut off the sun’s my*
and thus shield the surface of the earth from some of the heat of the sun.
A clear hot sunshiny day has been described as one fuvorable to con-
vection currents and to a rapid rise of the agent from the ground. An
overcast or cloudy day is less favorable for the development of rising air

currents, and hence the agent will stay near the surface of the earth

for a longer period of time. A sunshiny day, then, is unfavorable to the
success of chemical attacks and a cloudy day is favorable.

Precipitation

Effects of Precipitation on Chemical Warfare. Persistent Agents.—
Heavy rain is unfavorable to the successful use of any chemical agent.
Under this weather condition the cloud of any agent will be washed
from the air and beaten to the ground. Even the liquid agent, such as
mustard, will be washed away, hydrolizod, and destroyed.

.Vonpersistent Agents.—The concentration of clouds of other agents
such ns phosgene and chlorine Is immediately lowered by rain. Snow”
mid hail, to n lesser extent, act in the same way.

Irritant Smokes.—These agents not being hydrolized, light rains and
mists are not especially unfavorable and may even be of assistance in

hiding the characteristic color of the cloud. Heavy precipitation,

however, is unfavorable in the case of irritant smokes. Heavy rain*
wash the agent from the air in the same way that they clear the air of
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other dust particles. Heavy snow will also remove toxic smokes from
the air by coming in contact with the smoke particles and carrying them
to the ground.

Screening Smokes.—For the same reasons that a high humidity is

favorable for the use of the screening smokes, so also are light precipita-
tion, fogs, and mists. These furnish the necessary water for the hydroty-
si* reaction. Also under conditions of fog, light rain, or mist, visibility

will lx* very much restricted and hence the amount of screening wnxoke*
necessary to obtain a desired end will be reduced. This is due both
to the obscuring power of the mist and to the increased efficiency of the
smoke in the damp air. On the other hand, here again heavy precipita-
tion tends to beat the smoke cloud down and wash it from the atmosphere.
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Humidity
Humidity is defined as the state nf the Atmosphere am regards moisture

If the air were absolutely dry, its humidity would be spoken of as aero.

It is the humidity, as much as the temperature, which makes one uncom-
fortable on a hot sultry day. X moist hot day in summer is much more
oppressive than a dry hot day because the moisture in the atmosphere

prevents that free evaporation of the perspiration from the human body
which cools it. The cold is also more penetrating on a damp day than

on a dry day. The reason is that the moisture makes the clothing a

liettcr conductor of heat and hence the body is cooled faster. Absoluts

humidity is defined as the actual quantity of moisture present in a given

quantity of air. It may be expressed in grains per cubic foot or gram*

per cubic meter. By relative humidity is meant the ratio of the actual

amount of water vapor present in the atmosphere to the maximum
quantity it could hold without precipitation. Relative humidity is

always expressed in percentage.

Effect of Humidity on Chemical Warfare. Persistent Agents .—The
humidity of the air will have no appreciable effect on the persistent
agents regardless 0f how they may be released.

A or persistent Agents .—The nonpersistent agents are very slightly

hydrolized by water vapor in the air. Phosgene shows the greatest

effect in this, hut even it is not greatly attacked. Thus the first part of a

phosgene cloud moving through an extremely damp atmosphere will

have a slightly lower content of phosgene than the following portions
of the cloud, but still the cloud as a whole will be effective.

Irritant Smokes .—These agents are not affected by the amount of
water vapor in the air, since the agents hydrolize very slowly.
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Screening Smokes .—These agents are made much more effective by h

high absolute humidity in the surrounding air. Since the initial chemi-

cal reaction generally produces a compound which is readily hydrolized

and which in being hydrolized is broken into still smaller particles, the

cloud becomes more effective on damp days. It is not necessary in the

field, however, to make measurements of the humidity because the other

weather conditions favorable to smoke screens are usually accompanied

by a sufficiently high humidity. If humidity is low and other conditions

are favorable, n satisfactory screen may be maintained by firing a some-

what greater quantity of agent.

Atmobphkric Pressure

The pressure of the atmosphere is simply the weight of the column of

air above the station in question, extending to the limits of the atmos-

phere. Atmospheric pressure thus diminishes with elevation above the

earth's surface because there is a smaller quantity of air to exert a down-

ward pressure. We are probably less conscious of atmospheric pressure

and its changes than of any of the other weather elements. In meteoro-

logical work the pressure of the atmosphere is usually expressed in terms

of inches of mercury. Thus a pressure of 30 in. means that the pressure

of the atmosphere is the same as the pressure exerted by a column of

mercury 30 in. long.

Effects of Pressure on Chemical Warfare.—Pressure has no appreci-

able effect upon any of the chemical agents except insofar as it controls

vertical air currents and winds. The winds tend to move from highs

toward lows, and the greater the change in pressure, the stronger the

winds which may be expected.

Rising air currents are unfavorable since they cause the cloud of agent

to be carried upward, in spite of its weight, and to rise over the heads

of the enemy and be carried away. Rising air currents are often formed

when the pressure is low, and they tend to follow the center of the low

area.

Descending air currents are to be desired. These are often found when
the pressure is high, and they tend to accompany high areas in their move-
ments. In the presence of these currents the air tends to carry the agent

downward and thus holds the cloud close to the surface of the earth where
it is most effective.

MILITARY APPLICATION

Now that the basic principles of chemical action have been broadly

outlined, there remains to be considered the manner in which chemical

agents are employed in battle.
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Viewing the typical modern battlefield in panoramic plan, each

military arm may be regarded as responsible for definite areas which are

largely delimited by the rnngps of the weapons nf thAl arm. Infantry,

for example, is directly concerned to a distance of say 1,000 yd. to its

front, which is about as far as infantry rifles are practically Effective.

Chemical troojis operate in the next zone out to about 2,500 yd. from ibo

front lines. Light artillery can reach well beyond this limit and therefore

is concerned with areas up to about 8,500 yd. beyond its own front lines.

Beyond this zone the longer ranges of corps and army artillery come into

plav, extending the flppth of Attack to 15,000 yd. Attack aircraft

employing chemicals usually cover the enemy’s eomlmt zone to u depth

of nlxmt 15 miles, bombardment aircraft are seldom utilized within ihe

effective range limits of artillery, but beyond this may be employed kii far

us cruising radii permit (about 1,150 miles). Flanks arc usually given

over to mechanized cavalry, which may be ex|x*ctcd to |»enctrate for

considerable distances within enemy territory (see. Diagram 1, Chap.

III). Weapons appropriate for the disj>ersioii of chemical agents are

characteristically employed in each of these distinct areas of military

action.

Within their range (2,500 yd.), the special weapons of the chemical

troojn afford mast effective and efficient means of laying down chemical

concentrations. For this reason, chemical troops arc attached to the

front-line infantry units in the attack and render close support by

accompanying them in the advance and treating the vital zone directly

in front of the attack with concentrations of gas and smoke upon targets

most threatening to the advancing infantry.

The zone next beyond that covered by chemical troops’ weapons is

treated by the divisional artillery' with chemicals as well as high explo-

sives. .Medium and heavy artillery of the corps and army are then

culled upon to disperse gas and incendiary agents at longer ranges;

aircraft utilize the same agents in o|x*mtions which in most cases may be

lernied ** If-completing, i.e., they are not de|x*ndent ii|x>n ground force for

consolidation and exploitation. To supjxirt and supplement the action

of mechanized cavalry, special chemical troops are attached and act us

components of these units, dispersing smoke and both persistent uml

•Kmpersistent gases.

Means for employing of chemical agents in military ojM*rations are

therefore characterized by considerable flexibility, and properly so,

because the successful use of the chemicals in battle often hinges on

natural and tactical circumstances not predictable long in advance.
The infantry and cavalry are thus not encumbered by chemical wcu|x>ns

f

but are supported within their immediate zones by the attachment of

chemical units from higher tactical reserves when the need for them
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arises; the supporting arms—artillery, air and chemical—are habitually

provided with suitable chemical munitions which permit the establish-

ment of appropriate concentrations of chemical agents in the areas with

which they are particularly concerned.

So the chemical arm has been assimilated into the organic structure

of modem armies without necessitating material changes in their basic

organization. But the use of chemicals in combat has brought about the

extension of military action into the fourth dimension, thus completing

a eyrie of evolution that has witnessed battles successively waged with

fists, clubs, arrow's, bullets, and molecules.

By means of molecular “bullets," man has finally learned the secret

of waging war in such manner as to temper the blows of battle with

something of the nicety of a skilled anesthetist. For, among chemical

agents, it is actually practicable to select those that vary in effect all the

way from simple lamination to quick death; it is thus within the range of

ixixsihility to conduct a virtually deathless war w-ith chemicals—a result

entirely beyond the scope of explosive munitions or any other military

agents heretofore devised.

As to those gases that are potentially lethal, we know with certainty

what the expectancy of fatalities per hundred casualties will be under any

given conditions, while complete recoveries from nonfatal gas casualties

are surprisingly high. In fact, the military value of chemicals derives

not from their deadliness per se, but from their direct influence upon

tactical situations, from their effect upon military units rather than on
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individuals.

Tin* predations with which this effect may be exerted are wide, thus

affording a flexibility never previously attainable in weapons of warfare.

The laws of diffusion and dilution of gases, and of the travel of gas clouds
in the field, have been carefully determined and have been found to Is- as

definite and exact ns the lows of ballistics, so that, while effective con-

centrations of gases may he extended over wide areas, such concentrations

may also be carefully delimited so as never' to extend beyond the areas
intended to lx* gassed. Moreover, within a specific area concentrations

may be strengthened or reduced according to the nature of tin* tusk at

hand. Controlled effect, resulting from technically correct application, Is

therefore a novel and outstanding characteristic of chemical warfare.

From this it follows as an underlying principle of chemical action

that any sizable gas attack, delivered with due regard to tactical and
technical considerations, may be depended upon to produce predictable

military results. In subsequent chapters is to be found an elucidation

of the corollary principle that the number of outright casualties so

inflicted upon an opponent will be increasingly high in proportion to his

deficiencies in gas discipline.
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CHAPTER II

TECHNICAL AND TACTICAL REQUIREMENTS OF CHEMICAL
AGENTS

The total number of compounds known to chemical science has l**c»i

variously estimated at from 300,000 to .500,000. Of these, some 200,000
have lH-cn studied to the extent that their principal properties are of
record (8). As nearly all chemical compounds exert some toxic effects
(either local or general) upon the body, it is not passible to estimate with
accuracy the total number of toxic substances. However, several
thousands of compounds have such pronounced toxic properties as to
bring them distinctly within the field of toxicology, and their toxic
powers are well known.

from this vast field, over 3,000 chemical compounds were selected
and investigated for use as chemical agents during the World War, hut
only about 30 were found suitable for actual use in the field. From
thi> group, about a dozen were finally adopted and used extensively as
war agents, and of these not more than half wore notably successful.
I bis may seem remarkable when it is recalled that the combined efforts
of the world’s leading chemists were intensively concentrated for nearly
four years on the problem of finding and producing the most effective
chemical agents. The reason for this apparent meager return for the
“ffort expended is found in the many exacting requirements which a
chemical substance must meet before it can qualify as a successful
chemical-warfare agent.

Tlie*e requirements may be logically considered in two groups—
<?l '"^ih'I and (2) tactical. The technical requirements are those

' rued with the problems of quantity production and utilization
hi the various forms of chemical munitions; the tactical requirements
Hrv ,ll0N, ‘ "ivolved in the effects produced on the field of battle.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

.Since the technical requirements for chemical agents are common to all
»< < iuwls, i.6., gases, smokes, and incendiaries, these requirements will
considered without distinction as to class of agent,

i

W Matenals-*—To he effective in war, chemical agents must be
,n c,,orm°us quantities, and hence the raw materials from which

‘ aRCnts ,lre made must receive first consideration. It is obvious
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that before a chemical substance is adopted for use in war, the raw
materials from which it is manufactured must be available in the quanti-
ties required for, no matter how militarily effective a substance may be,
it should not be adopted as a chemical agent unless it can be made in
sufficient quantities from materials that are available under war condi-
tions. Thus, if a chemical compound requires for its manufacture one
or more ingredients which cannot be produced in quantities from domestic
materials, dependence must be placed on importation from some foreign
country- Such n source of supply may be cut off in war, for even neutral
sources of supply will be unavailable if control of the sea or intervening

land areas is lost.

For certain critical materials which are not required in prohibitive
quantities and are stable in long storage, it is possible for a government
to acquire in time of peace a sufficient stock to last through the duration
of a war. Such cases will be exceptional, and we may therefore lay down
as a first, requirement that the raw materials for a chemical agent should
be available from domestic sources. This requirement at once rules

out a vast field of possible compounds depending upon the extent of the
domestic resources of a country.

Ease of Manufacture.—Of hardly leas importance than availability
of raw materials is the next general consideration—ease of manufacture.
No matter how effective a compound may be on the field of battle, if it

is difficult to make, there is always the serious threat of failure of supply
under war conditions. Complicated chemical processes require highly
skilled personnel to carry them put successfully, and such personnel is

difficult to make available when the whole industrial machinery is in high
gear to meet mobilization demands. Moreover, special apparatus and
equipment arc frequently needed in the more complex chemical processes,
often limiting production.

A classic example of the difficulties and delays, encountered in

attempting lo produce a chemical agent that involves a complicated
process of manufacture, Is mustard gas. Notwithstanding that a process
of making mustard gas had been worked out by Victor Meyer years
before the war, France was unable to manufacture mustard and use it in
retaliation against- the Germans for nearly a year while England did not
nse it until after 15 months of intensive effort. Even when the Allies did
produce mustard gns they find to make it by n much simpler process than
that used by the Germans.

Simplicity in production not only makes far less demands on the
chemical industry but immensely simplifies the supply problem in war.
Simple processes can easily be completely performed in one plant, thus
avoiding unnecessary transfer of intermediates from one plant to another
with the attendant confusion and difficulty of coordinating production.
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Chemical Stability.—The next most important general requirement

is perhaps chemical stability under all conditions of storage. Many com-
pounds otherwise suitable for chemical warfare react with iron and there-
fore cannot be stored either in bulk in steel tanks, or in ordinary shells,

bombs and other projectiles. This seriously detracts from the value
of the compound for war purposes since it necessitates sperial linings of
lead, porcelain, etc., in all containers and munitions into which the
chemical is filled.

The mast effective lacrimators used in the war were bromine coin-
IKiiinds, and these were not stable in contact with iron and steel con-
tainers. Much time and effort was therefore expended in developing and
producing special linings for all receptacles for those gases.

The production of satisfactory linings in this country proved to U*
such a formidable task that immediately after the war the United States
Army developed a new tear gas (CN) which did not contain bromine and
was stable in long storage under all conditions.

Hydrolysis.—Closely associated with chemical stability is the matter
of hydrolysis. If a compound hydrolyzes in contact with water it not
only greatly reduces its effectiveness in the field but seriously complicate*
its storage and loading intv munitions. Since water vapor is always
present in the atmosphere, compounds that hydrolize must be completely
protected from contact with the air in storage and also special
precautions must be taken in loading such chemicals into shells and
other projectiles.

Thus, phosgene slowly hydrolyzes in contact with water; hem e, when
fi’.lmc phosgene into shell, great care must Ik* exercised that the cavity
of the shell is absolutely dry before filling. Even water vapor from the
air condensing on the inside walls of the shell may lx- sufficient to hydrolize
the phosgene and break it down into hydrochloric acid which at once
•it tucks the steel walls of the shell body.

Polymerization.—Another form of chemical instability which is fro-
ratal to the use of a compound as a chemical agent is indvincriza-
" heu a cheiwal compound polymerizes, it usually changes into «^tance which has radically different physical and physiological pmp-

,eh* Thus a chemical compound may be a very active lacrimutor in
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*»n<- form while its polymer will have no lacrimatory power at all, ho that,

•f polymerization occurs after filling into munitions, such a compound will

useless in the field. This was the difficulty with the French tear gas

“Papite" used in the war. Chemically, “Papite” is acrolein (CH*:-
CHCHO) and is a rather powerful larrimator in its primary form. In

borage, however, it polymerizes into a secondary fonn which has little or

1.0 lacrimatory power. Hence this substance was subsequently aban-
d* • 1

1

• *<
1 a chemical agent.
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Dissociation.—An important requirement of a chemical agent, when

used in projectiles, is capacity to withstand the heat and pressure of

dispersion from strong thick-walled containers (such as artillery shell)

without decomposition or dissociation.

In order properly to open an artillery shell and effectively release its

chemical contents, a high-explosive charge is used. Upon explosion,

temperatures as high as 3,000°C. are created while pressures as great as

80.000 lb. per square inch are generated in the shell. Many compounds

that are perfectly stable at ordinary temperatures and pressures* will

break down and decompose under the high temperatures and pressures

generated upon explosion of the bursting charge.

In some cases, the decomposition upon explosion may be complete,

as when chlorpirrin is used with a large bursting charge. Here the loss

is complete, and such compounds cannot be employed in projectiles

which require heavy bursting charges to open them.

In other cases, only a partial destruction of the chemical filling results,

as when too large a bursting charge is used with volatile gases, such as

phosgene. But to the extent of the decomposition involved, the effi-

ciency of the shell is lowered. To avoid such losses, a shell of lower

tensile strength and a low-temperature type of explosive charge may

Ik* used. Such shell of cast iron and seinistcel were employed by the

British and French during the war. But the capacity of these shell was

much less than that of the steel shell so that the net gain was not great.

Another solution was the thin-walled steel shell which could lx* opened

with a smaller explosive charge. In any case, however, compounds which

tend to break down at elevated temperatures and pressure** involve

limitations and technical difficulties that make it very desirable to find

huI stances that arc unaffected by such conditions.

Another form of decomposition is inflammability. If a chemical

filling ignites upon explosion and is consumed in flames, its physiological

effect is lost
;
so it is obvious that a prime requisite of a chemical agent

for use in bursting munitions is capacity to withstand the temperatures

and pressures of explosion without dissociation through burning.

Physical State.—Chemical compound* may lx* either solids, liquids,

ur gas** at ordinary temperature*. If gaseous at ordinary temperatures,

it is essential that the compound lx- capable of Ix-ing held in u liquid state

under moderate pressures, since the quantity of a ga*eou* substance that

can lx- contained in an ordinary projectile is negligible. Chlorine and

phosgene are examples of substances that are gaseous at ordinary tem-

peratures under atmospheric pressure, hut these gases may he held in the

liquid state under moderate pressures which can be maintained in ordi-

nary projectiles. On the other hand, such compound* as hydrocyanic

acid and carlxm monoxide, while extremely toxic, cannot be liquefied
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at ordinary temperatures with moderate pressures, and hence these

gases cannot be used successfully in projectiles. Accordingly, we
may lay it down as a basic requirement that chemical agents must
cither lx* solids or liquids at ordinary temperatures and under moderate
pressures.

As between solid and liquid chemical agents, the solids are generally

to l>e preferred a* shell fillers since solids have many advantages over
liquid* in projectiles. If the chemical agent is a 9olid, the cavity in the
projectile may lx* completely filled, as in the case of high-explosive filling,

and there is then no difference in ballistic behavior between such chemical
shell and H.K. shell. On the other hand, if the chemical agent is a liquid,

the shell cavity cannot be completely filled but a certain percentage of

empty space must be left in the shell to permit expansion of the liquid

with rise in temperature. The void thus left in the shell affects its bal-

listic characteristics, and the general experience in the war showed that

liquid-filled shell had to be fired with special range tables. But whether
or not special range tables are required for liquid-filled shell, it is certain

that the behavior in flight of liquid-filled shell differs from solid-filled

shell. This difference is bound to be reflected in the dispersion of shots
and the impact patterns obtained. This problem will be further con-
sidered in a later chapter on artillery shell.

Liquids have one possible advantage over solids as chemical fillings

for projectiles in that they are generally more easily dispersed on the
opening of the shell. As a rule, solids require a greater bursting charge
to disperse them effectively, and the solid particles resulting do not dis-

seminate into the surrounding air so readily as the vapors generated by
liquid fillings.

Boiling Point.—Among the liquid chemical agents those with the
higher boiling points and lower vapor pressures are preferred. In
general, the higher the boiling point, the lower the vapor pressure at
ordinary temperature* and the less the pressure generated in the container
in storage. Henre, generally, a smaller void may be employed in filling

the shell and less leakage is apt to occur in storage and handling. On
the other hand, the higher the boiling point, the greater the explosive
cliarge required effectively to disperse the substance, and the less chemical
will l»e contained in the shell.

Another factor of great importance in connection with the lx>iling

point is the difficulty of filling the shell. A* chemical whose boiling point
i* below ordinary summer temperatures, e.g., phosgene (b.p. 47°F.),
must be artificially cooled and held below its boiling point during the
filling operation. This requires refrigeration facilities for preeoo/ing the
•_nipty shell and bulk phosgene and greatly complicates the process of
filling.
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Melting Point.—While not so important as boiling point, the meltitig

ix>int of a chemical agent is often of considerable importance if this point

occur* within the range of ordinary atmospheric temperatures. Thus,

the melting point of pure mustard gas is about 57°F., bo that mustard i*

a liquid in summer when the temperatures are alxrn* 57° and a solid in

winter when the temperatures are below that point. In order to secure

uniformity in ballistic effects and dispersion, it is nccexsary to keep the

chemical filler in one physical stnte and, since it is impracticable to keep

it as a solid above its melting point, it is necessary to keep it as a liquid

at ordinary tem|x*ratures below its boiling point by the use of solvents.

Concerning this use of solvents, Fries, gives the following interesting

data from the Wurld War:

In order that the product (mustard gas) in the Khcll might bo liquid at all tem-

Ijoraturpa, winter as well as summer, the Germans added from 10 to 30 per rent of

rhlorhenienc, later using a mixture of chlorbenzene and nitrobenzene and still

later pure nitrobenzene. Carlton tetrachloride him alao l*eon uacd an a mean* of

lowering the melting point. Many other mixtures, such a* chlorpicrin, hydrocyanic

arid, bromacetonc, etc., were tented, hut were not uaed. The effect on the melting

|Miint of muRtAnl gns is shown in the following table:

Mei.tiko Point of Murtaiuvoar Mixtvhes

Her cent

mbled
Chlorpirrin

1
'

Chlorbenzene

1
1

Carbon letritrhloridr

SSoo

! ]
•c.

- -

*F.
{

**C.

1

'

•F. °C.
1 _l

°F.

13.9

10.0

6 1

2.R

57

50

43
37

13 9

8.3

6.1

-1.1

57

49

43

30

13 9 57

10.0
|

50
. 6.7

,
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3.3 3H
i

While the difficulties of melting |Hunts in the range of ordinary tem-

poral tires ran Is- solved by the use of solvents, all these additional steps

greatly con:plicate production and reduce the efficiency ofchemical agents.

Specific Gravity.—Substances used as chemical agent* during the

war varied greatly in *|x*cifie gravity. Some were lighter than water

while others were nearly twice as heavy as water. This large variation

in weight creates filling difficulties. On the other hand, all the high

explosive* ordinarily us<*ri ns shell fillers closely approximate a specific

gravity of 1.5 so that different kinds of explosive charges introduce little

variation in the weight of loaded H.E. shell. As it is desirable that all

'dii'll lx* brought to the standard weights, for which range tables are cal-

culated, the nearer a chemical filler approaches the mean H.E., specific

gravity 1.5, the less variation there is between the chemical and H.E.

shell: also the difficulties of filling chemical shell are fewer.
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Vapor Density. Regardless of whether the chemical agent is a gas or

a smoke, it must have a vapor density greater than that of air for other-
wise, as soon as the agent is released from its container, it will immediately
rise from the surface of the ground and thus lose its physiological or
obscuring effect.

All the principal chemical agents used in the war met this require-
ment except hydrocyanic acid, the vapor of which was only 0.93 times »>
heavy as air. In consequence of its light vapor, this substance prov«-d
v ery disappointing in battle, ulthough it is physiologically one of the most
deadly gases known to chemists. Carbon monoxide is another very
loxic gas which cannot be used in battle chiefly because its vapor density
is less t ban air. Although the various suhstances used as chemical agents
in the war varied only about twofold in specific gravity in their solid or
liquid forms, they varied nearly tenfold in vapor density. Thus, the
lightest gas used was HCN with a vapor density of 0.93, while one of the
heaviest gases used, DA, has a vapor density of 9.0. Tin* average
vapor density of the more important agents was about 5.0.

In general, the heavier the vapor, the better it will cling to the ground
and roll into depressions, dugouts, and trenches thus exerting a more
intensive and lasting effect upon men taking shelter in such places.

As regards va|»or density of a substance, we may say that it must at
least be heavier than air and the heavier it is, the letter its substance is

suited for use as a chemical agent.

TACTICAL REQUIREMENTS

Under the heading of Technical Requirements, we have reviewed the
essential qualities which chemical agents must possess in order that they
may be manufactured and loaded into projectiles in sufficient quantities
to meet the vast requirements of modem war. We now come to a

consideration of those properties which chemical agents must |x>sscss in
order to exert the effects required in battle. These we call tactical require-
nmitK. As the tactical effects of gases are markedly different from smokes
:nid incendiaries, it will be more convenient to consider the tactical

requirements of each of these three classes of agents separately.

i

We shall begin with the gaaes and note first those requirements which
apply particularly to the gases used on the tactical offensive, as these are
the most, exacting requirements.

Toxicity.—In general, it may be said that, for the lethal and casualty-
producing gases, toxicity is probably the most important requisite.
Since the casualty effects of- most gases are in direct proportion to theii

toxieitjen, it follows that the more toxic the gas, the more effective and

efficient it is as a chemical agent. Or, stated in another way, the same
casualty results can be produced with decreasing quantities of the agent
and with shorter periods of exposure, in proportion as its toxicity

increases. This follows from Haber's generalization that toxic effect is

proportional to toxicity times exposure time (see page 12). Perhaps the
only exception to this toxicity requirement is in the case of the lacri-

mators, where toxic effects are not desired but where temporary inca-

pacitation over the widest area with the minimum expenditure of

chemicals is the prime consideration. Such a result, however, is hardly
a war requirement but belongs more properly to the class of agents
suitable for quelling domestic disturbances. Indeed, with far more
effective agents available for general harassment of troops in war, it is

difficult to foresee the future use of lacrimators in battle, although they
undoubtedly will continue to be widely used in war for the training of

troops behind the lines.

With the exception of lacrimators, we may say that toxicity is a funda-
mental requirement of all battle gases. High toxicity alone, however,
does not necessarily make an effective casualty agent on the field of

battle, as many other factors enter into the final effect. This fact was
not sufficiently appreciable in the early years of the wav and many very
costly mistakes were made. Thus, the French were deceived into

adopting HCN as a toxic shell filler by the extremely high toxicity of

this gas in laboratory tests. However, owing to the fact that it is

extremely volatile in the open air and that its vapor is lighter than air.

it proved to he almost impossible to set up effective concentrations in

artillery shoots with these shell. Another peculiarity of HCN is that,

unless its concentration exceeds a certain critical figure, it is almost

harmless. These two peculiarities made the French Ymcennite (HCN)
shells one of the most outstanding failures in chemical warfare during

the war.

Multiple Effects.—Next to toxicity, the manner in which a gas exerts

its action upon the body is the most important tactical consideration.

Many gases have more than one mode of action. Thus, chlorpicrin is

lx»th a lacrimator and a lung-injurant gas so that both the eyes and

lungs must be protected from this agent. Dimethyl sulfate (German
D-Stoff) is both a lacrimator and a vesicant, and the eyes as well ns the

l>ody must be protected; mustard gas has a triple effect, Ivoing a vesicant,

lung injurant, and lacrimator combined. Hence mustard is the most

difficult gas to protect against and for this reason it is one of tin* most

valuable tactical agents.

In general, the more extensive the inode of action of a gas, f.6. , the

greater the number of physiological effects it produces, the more vuluable

it is from a tactical viewpoint.
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Persistency.—Since the toxic effect of a gas is a product of its toxicity

and time of exposure, the next most important requirement for a casualty-

producing gas is its persistency. By persistency is meant the duration
of time an agent will remain around its point of release in an effective

concentration. It is obvious that, no matter how toxic a gas may he, if

it is so volatile that it lasts only a few seconds after being released, it

cannot produce worth while casualty effects. Persistency is a function
of the boiling point of a substance. That is, the higher the boiling

point, the slower the liquid will evaporate and the longer it will persist

in tin- field. Also, since volatility is a measure of the rate at which a

liquid evaporates, persistency is an inverse function of volatility, and the
niore volatile a liquid is, the less persistent it will be.

Duration of Effects.—Assuming that the primary object of battle is to
defeat the enemy by inflicting ujx)u him, not fatalities, but rather non-
fatal casualties of as long duration as possible, those chemical agents
which produce the most lasting casualty effects are the most efficient.

In this requirement, mustard is the most efficient chemical agent that
was used in the war, as it produced slow-healing wounds but was fatal in

only o small percentage of casualties.

Speed of Action.—The next most important tactical requirement is

rapidity of action. Sonic substances act with remarkable speed in
producing effects upon the body while others act very slowly, and their
effects arc not noticeable until many hours after exposure. Thus, HCN
acts with almost lightning rapidity when present in lethal concentrations.
One or two full breaths of (his gas are sufficient to cause instant collapse
and death within a few minutes. On the other hand, mustard gas is very
slow acting and, in usual field conrent ret ions, does not produce noticeable
symptoms until several hours after exposure.

Regardless of the type of gas, it is obvious that the quicker it produces
it> effect*, the sooner it secures the desired tactical results. Gases that
arc intended for casualty effects on the offensive must obviously In* quick-
ai'iini* and bring about ineaparitation during the attack which may last
«nlv a few minutes. For this reason, mustard gas, which does not
incapacitate for several hours after exposure, is unsuitable ns an offensive

and would be of more general value as a war gas if its sj>eed of effect
•ere greater.

Insidiousness.—If a ga> produces uncomfortable or painful physio-
“incal effpcts upon first exposure to it, men will at once l>e aware of its
presence and take measures to protect themselves and thus render ineffec-
tive the power of the gas. On the other hand, if a gus is insidious in
etion and produces no warning discomfort during the necessary period
° rx*P°*urc, it will exert its full casualty effect before countermeasures
ran U taken. Obviously, therefore, the more insidious the uetiou of a
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gas, the greater its surprise effect and tactical value. Moreover, the

slower the action of a gas in producing its physiological effects, the

greater the need for insidiousness in aet.ion. Thus, mustard-gas vapor
is effective in low concentrations only after several hours' exposure, so

that, if it were not insidious in its action and difficult to detect in low

concentrations, troops would not remain exposed to it for a sufficient

time to become casualties. But because mustard-gas vapor is |>oth

insidious in action and almost imjiossible to detect in low concentrations,.
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it has a high casualty power, although it is slow in action and although
its effects do not manifest themselves for several hours after exposure.

Volatility is also an important property of a casualty gas since it

determines the maximum concentration which can exist in the open air

at any given temperature. In general, liquids of low boiling points and
high vapor pressures build up much heavier concentration? in a given
volume of air than liquids with high boiling points and low vapor pres-

sures. In fact the maximum concentration that can be held in the air

(saturation point) is a direct function of the volatility of a substance (see

definition on page 8). The mathematical relations between persistency,

volatility, and vapor pressure are shown by the formulas in Appendix A.

The foregoing remarks concerning volatility apply particularly to the
lethal or casualty-producing gases. With the neutralizing gases, such as

mustard, and the harassing gases, such as DA, where immediate casualty
effects are not primarily sought, the best tactical results are secured by
maintaining a low concentration on the target area for a maximum period

of time, and persistency then becomes of paramount importance. The
principal requirements for the neutralizing and harassing gases are, first,

great persistency and, second, effectiveness in low concentration? over
long periods of time.

Penetrability.—Other things being equal, the greater the power of n

gas to penetrate the enemy’? masks, protective clothing, and other
means of chemical defense, the greater will be the offensive power and
tactical value of the gas. It ha? been estimated that the mere wearing
of a mask (even of the latest improved tyfK*) reduces the physical vigor
of troops about one-fourth. The addition of protective clothing still

further reduces the physical activity and stamina of troops and thus
greatly impairs their fighting ability. The greater the |ienetrntiiig power
of u gas, the more elaborate must Ik* the protective equipment of the
enemy with a corresponding reduction in this combat jiower. Hence,
the penetrability of a ga? is an important factor in its tactical value.

Invisibility.—Regardless of the type or kind of gas, it i? generally
agreed that it is most effective in the field wli**n used as a surprise. The
more difficult n gas is to detect by the senses, the more readily men are

taken unawares—lienee the importance of invisibility, which prevents
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troops from seeing the approach of a gas cloud and perceiving the extent

and limits of its concentration.

Odorlessness.—Next to visibility, gas concentrations art- most
usually detected in the field, especially at night, by the characteristic

odor of the agent. The more nearly odorless the substance is, the more
deadly is its surprise effect.

Smokes*
* n.»- .•mokes here consider*d arc the nontoxic screening .-moke*. Toxic smoke* an

Ucticully llie same as casualty gases except with regurd to visibility.

Total Obscuring Power.—Pawing now to a consideration of the
.second da?? of chemical agent?—the smoke*—we find quite different

tactical requirements. Since the purpose of a smoke is to obscure vision,

conceal terrain, and not to cause casualties, there is no necessity for a

smoke to be odorless, while visibility or rather obscuring power is a

fundamental requirement. Smoke* are generally rated on the basis of

their total obscuring power (T.O.P.). Total obscuring power is a function

of the opacity of the smoke particle and its density per cubic foot of air.

More specifically, the total obscuring |K>wer of a smoke is the product

nf the volume of smoke produced per unit weight of material and the*

density of the smoke. Chemical agents vary greatly in obscuring
|H)Wer and only those with high total obscuring power* arc suitable as

MTcrjjing smokes.

Persistency.—Next to total oiiscuriujc jmwer. persistency is the most
important requirement for a smoke agent. The more persistent a smoke
is, the less material is required to maintain a screen tor a given time, and
hence the more effective and economical the agent is.

Capacity.—The third requirement for a smoke agent i.- its smoke-
producing capacity per pound of agent. Smoke-producing chemical
compounds vary greatly in their output per unit of material and the
compound which produces the greatest quantity of smoke js-r jiouiid of
material is the most efficient.

Density.—The next most desirable property for a smoke is density,

or sjM cific weight relative to air. It is obvious that the heavier the smoke
»•'. l lie less it will rise from the ground and the Utter it will cling to and
‘•over the areas to be screened, so that density or heaviness is an in)]x»r-

f Hiit requirement.

Harmlessness.—Another important requirement for a screening
smoke is that it should exert no deleterious effect upon ]>cr*onncl, since
smoke is frequently used to envelop friendly troops for their protection.
If a smoke is irritating, the time during which troops can lx* blanketed
18 reduced and the effect upon the morale of the troops is adverse, even if

no undesirable physiological effects are produced.
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Temperature.—Other things being equal, a cold smoke is preferable

to a hot. one, for the hotter a smoke is, the more it will tend to ascend in

the air, and the less its screening value will be. For this reason, smoke?
which are the products of chemical action, such as hydrolysis (e.g., FM)
possess certain advantages over smokes which are the result of coin bus-

lion, as buming-oil smoke.

Color.—White smoke in most terrain? blends better with the horizon

line and is preferred to black or colored smokes for general concealment.

Incendiaries

The purpose of incendiary agent? i? to destroy enemy material by
conflagration. Accordingly, the fundamental requirement of an incen-

diary agent is that it have the rapacity to set fire, under the most adverse

conditions encountered in the field, to whatever targets it is employed
against.

Temperature.—The first tactical requirement of an incendiary agent

is that it generate within its own substance an extremely hot fire, prefer-

ably one emitting flames. The higher the temperature generated by the

incendiary substance, the greater its capacity to set fire to target material

of low inflammability.

Time of Burning.—The next requirement is one of time of burning

The longer an incendiary agent bums, per pound of material, the longer

it will sustain initiating fires and the greater will lx* the chances of

igniting the material against which it is employed.

Unquenchability.—A military incendiary agent should also preferably

be unquenchable by water, a? water is generally the only means avail-

able in the field for putting out fires.

Spontaneous Combustion.—From a tactical viewpoint, spontaneous

combustion is a distinct advantage in an incendiary material, since all

that is necessary to use this material for initiating fires is to spread it

over the target area and spontaneous combustion will create the desired

results. From a technical viewpoint, spontaneous combustion is advan-

tageous in that such a material does not require a fuse and special

igniting charge with the resulting complications that these elements
involve. On the other hand, technical difficulties in storage, handling,

and filling into projectiles are created when an incendiary agent is

spontaneously combustible, and these must be carefully weighed against

the above advantages.

Extinguishment in Flight.—If an incendiary agent is to he used in a

acattcr-type projectile, i.c., where the incendiary charge is to be scattered

over a large target area, an additional requirement is demanded of the

incendiary material, viz., the burning particles must not lx* extinguished

in flight after burst of the projectile. This is a very difficult requirement

to meet unless the incendiary' material is spontaneously combustible for

ihp reason that there is always a critical velocity above which a burning

particle cannot be projected through the air without extinguishing its

flames. This was the principal reason for the failure of the early type?

of incendiary bombs which were dropped from the German Zeppelins on
London and Paris. These bombs were made of nonspontaneously com-
bustible materials and were ignited, either on release from the bomb
rack or by a time fuse after a short period of flight. The bomba would

then burst into flames while high in the air. The increasing velocitj'

acquired during the remainder of their fall would exceed the critical flame

velocity and extinguish the flames from the bombs before they reached

rhe ground.

The same difficulty occurred with the early types of incendiary artil-

lery shell which were constructed on the shrapnel principle. It was
found that when these shell burst they expelled their contents (as lump?
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of burning incendiary materials) at such high velocities as to extinguish

{he flumes from the lumps. Consequently, if an incendiary material is

not sjK>ntaneously combustible, it must be able to maintain its fire when
rx|H*lli*d from the projectile by the bursting charge so that the incendiary

particles will be brought in contact with the target material in a burning

condition.

REQUIREMENTS FOR IDEAL AGENTS

Since we have now reviewed the requirements for chemical agent®

at some length, we may summariie this subject by stating the qualities

and characteristics of an ideal chemical agent of each type.

Offensive Gas.—The ideal combat gas for usj on the tactical offensive

should meet the following requirements:

Tactiral

l Mij*1i toxicity.

• Multiple effect ivcnenA.

•» N to
«persistency.

I l.fitvls of maximum duration.

liiinuHliatv effectiveness.
*• liutidmusncHH in action.
7. \ olutiiirv rniHxiinuin field conrcntrn-

( ion K

Penetrability.

Invisibility.

10. Otlorlessneas.

Technical

1. Availability of raw materials.

2. Ea«e of manufacture.

3. Chemical stability.

4 Xonhydrulvzuhle.

5. Withstands explosion without drrom-
position.

fi. A solid at ordinary tempers l urv.

7. Molting point alx»vc niaxittniiii

atmospheric temperature.

8. Boiling point as low as possible.

ft. High vapor pressure.

10. Specific gravity npproxiinaleh 1.5.

11. Vapor density greater than air (the

heavier the better).

Phosgene, which is described in detail in Chap. VII, came closer to
nieetmir the above requirements than any other aubstance. It fell short
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of the ideal requirements chiefly in respect to the following: it lacked

multiple effectiveness, being a lung injurant only; except in high con-

centrations, it was not immediately effective; it was not odorless and, in

contact with water vapor in the air, it formed a white steamlike cloud and
was thus not invisible; it hydrolysed slowly with water and hence was not

effective on very wet days; being a gas at ordinary temiieratures, it had

lo l»e artificially cooled to l>e filled into projectiles. But even with them*

limitations, phosgene was the best all-round offensive gas used in the war.

Defensive Gas.—The ideal combat gas for use on the tactical defensive

should also meet the above requirements except that it should be per-

sistent rather than nonpersistent and it should be effective in low

concent rations.

Mustard gas came clase to the ideal defensive gas, being defieient

only in the following particulars: it was not immediately effective; it had
a faint odor; it was not cosy to manufacture; it slowly hydrolysed in

contact with water vapor in the air and with water on the ground; it was
u liquid at summer temperatures and a solid at winter temperatures; it

had a ruther low vapor pressure. But, even with these limitations,

mustard gaH proved to be not only the best defensive gas but the best

all-round casualty agent used in the war.

Harassing Gas.—The ideal harassing gas should have the same
requirements as defensive gas but should also be effective in very much
lower concent rations in order that it may cover a largearea with minimum
exjK’iiditure of ammunition, and thus justify its use despite low toxicity.

DA was the most effective harassing gas used in the war and fell

short of ideal requirements only as to the following: it had only one

physiological effect—stornutntoFy
;

it was not very persistent; its effect.-

were of short duration, generally a few hours; it was not volatile; it had a

detectable odor; it was extremely difficult to make; it had high melting

and boiling points and low vapor pressure; it was difficult to disperse in

mi effective form. Notwithstanding those deficiencies, however, this

compound is a very effective harassing agent when used under proper

conditions.

The ideal smoke agent should meet the following requirements:

Tactical Technical

1. High total obscuring power. Same as for gases.

2. High persistency.

3. Large smoke-producing capacity.

4. High specific weight relative to air.

5 Low temperature of generation.

0.

No harmful physiological effect.

White phosphorus was tlie most successful smoke agent used during
the war, although it failed to meet the ideal requirements in the following
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particulars: unless used on the progressive burning principle, it was low

in persistency; the smoke generated, being lighter than air, tended to

rise rapidly from the ground and, also being a product of combustion,

I he smoke was hotter than the surrounding air, which still further

accelerated its upward movement. While the smoke itself was relatively

harmless, the vapors generated by the burning particles of phosphorus

were very poisonous, although the effects were not manifest until long

after exposure. Also the burning particles of phosphorus caused painful

wounds when brought in contact with the body so that phosphorus had

u very decided casualty power in addition to its obscuring power.

As lo technical requirements for smoke shell, phosphorus was very

satisfactory, the only difficulties involved with its use in projectiles being

those encountered in any spontaneously combustible material. It had

to Is- stored and loaded under water so as to exclude all contact with

air, and any leakage in storage and handling immediately caused fires.

However, notwithstanding its limitations, phosphorus was the best

World War smoke agent and in many respects remains among the l>est

smoke producers today although many new cold smokes, generated by

noncombustible chemical reaction, have been developed since the war to

ci»ni|wtc with phosphorus as a smoke agent and are better adapted for

erecting smoke screens from airplanes.

The ideal incendiary agent should meet the following requirements:

Tactical Technical
1. High combustibility. Same ag for gaae«.

2. High loinjHTaturc of combustion.
3. Km unquenchable with water.

4. Fin- ikii cxtinguifthnhle in flight.

5 Spool nncouniv combustible.
ti. Si-imnr.l fire generation.
7. (VhuI.u-ikhi with flames.

I uncmliaries used during the war were chiefly of two kinds:
Hi Hu- smttrr type consisting mainly of mixtures of inflammable oils,

resin-, tar, etc., primed with phosphorus, sodium, and the like; and (2)
the intensive type

,

consisting chiefly of thermite and similar metallic
chemically reactive mixtures producing intense though highly concen-
trated fires.

None of the World War incendiaries proved to be outstandingly suc-
r^ful, and much room for improvement remained in this field at the
dose of the war.

Although primarily a smoke producer, white phosphorus was about
Aaiisfartorv an incendiary agent as any material used in the war,

although it lucked many desirable qualities.

5°
In the light of what has been said above as to the many exacting

requirements which chemical compounds must meet in order to qualify
ms chemical agents, it is not difficult to understand why, with many
thousands of compounds from which to choose, so few met with success in

the World War and why so many of the early chemical agents were failures.

This does not mean, however, that there will not he greatly superior
chemical agents in the future. On the contrary, the progress that has
l*»en made in chemical-warfare research and development during the
few years since the war completely negatives such an idea. Future
developments M'ill undoubtedly be along two general lines of effort (I)
to find more effective ways and means of using known chemical agent®
and (2) to find more powerful compounds.

The progress since the war has been mainly in the first .field, i.e.
}

improving the ways and means of using known chemical agents. The
reason for this Is that the full power of successful World War chemical
agents was by no means developed by the military technique under
which they were employed. There is consequently little advantage in
finding more powerful agents while the full possibilities of those already
known remain unexploited. For example, it has been determined that
20 mg. (alxnit two-thirds of a teaspoonful) of mustard vapor quickly
al>sorl>ed into the lungs of a man will cause his death. At this rate,

there is enough potential poison in 1 ton of mustard gas to kill 45,000,000
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men. Yet, during the last war 12,000 tons of mustard caused only

400,000 casualties, ur an average of 33 casualties to every ton of muotard

used in hattle With this great discrepancy between the potential and

actual casualty-producing power of mustard gas, there is little reason to

look for still more powerful compounds. On the contrary, if sufficient

effort is expended in finding more efficient ways of using it, .mustard will

undoubtedly yield far greater results. Already two means of using

mustard gas have been developed which greatly increase its effectiveness

in the field, m., sprinkling from ground vehicles and spraying from

Hirp lanes, ol which more will be said in a later c hapter.

However, while military effort is being principally devoted to improv-

ing field technique in the use of chemical agents, industrial research is

constantly discovering and studying new compounds, some of which mill

undoubtedly prove more powerful than any chemical agents heretofore

employed. In fact, so vast is the field of chemistry and so far-reaching

are its potential powers that no man will presume to predict its ultimate

possibilities in either peace or war. The only certainty in the future is

that of progress; no government worthy of the name mill risk the security

of its people by failure to take military advantage of the unremitting

progress that has been and will continue to be made in the ever-widening

fields of science.

CHAPTER ITT

DISSEMINATION OF CHEMICAL AGENTS

To be effective in battle, chemical agents must be properly dissemi-

nated over a suitable target area. Dissemination comprises two proc-

esses—the delivering of the chemicals to the target (accomplished by

projection), and the spreading of the chemicals over the target in an effec-

tive state (accomplished by dispersion). Dissemination of chemicals,

therefore, consists broadly of their projection and dispersion.

The various methods and processes of dissemination are considered in

this chapter, while the weapons and material utilised for this purpose are

treated in Chaps. XIV to XVIII, in connection with the arms to which

they pertain.

MEANS OP PROJECTION

During the World War, chemicals were disseminated by every mili-

tary arm, although the air corps did not use toxic gases. When chemical

warfare made its appearance in 1915, there mas already a large variety of

high-explosive weapons in use. As chemical warfare was bom during

the war and there was no prewar development of its materiel, the first

chemical munitions were hasty adaptations of high-explosive weapons,

although subsequent experience showed that some of these weapons were

not suitable for chemical dissemination and were every inefficient for this

purjKise.

The first use of gas in the World War mas from hand grenades, which
• oultl be thrown about 25 or 30 yd. Owing to their limited range, they
m, ihl Is* used only in hand-to-hand combat and frequently exposed the
using troops to the chemicals employed almost to the same extent as tin-

enemy. They were, therefore, of advantage only m'hen employed by
musked t roops against an ‘Unmasked enemy. When masks wore available

both sides, their general combat effectiveness largely disappeared.

The next step was to put chemicals into rifle grenades which could be

projected from 200 to 250 yd. This was still too close to permit the
troops using them to employ them without masks and, as masks fur-

nished complete protectioh against the gases in these grenades, they
were not much more effective than the hand grenades. However, when
used with smoke fillings, especially white phosphorus, they did afford
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considerable protection to small bodies of infa: y in the attack and

continued to be used for this purpose throughout the mar.

Although chronologically the next use of gas was in artillery shell

(in January, 1915, by the Germans on the Russian Front), these shell were

a failure and the successful use of gas in artillery shell was not accom-

plished until the summer of 1915 after the great cloud-gas attacks from

cylinders in the spring of 1915. We may, therefore, say that tin- next

development in chemical warfare was the cylinder method of disi>ersion.

The effective range of gas released from cylinders varied greatly w ith the

weather and other local conditions and the numbers of cylinders employed.

As a general rule, it may be said that gas clouds were effective to a depth

approximately equal to the front from which they wore projected,

although in several notable instances the effective depth was much

greater. As the diffusion and dilution of the gas released from cylinders

increase roughly aa the cube of the duttnive duuinvind from the point of

release, very large quantities of gas are required to project effective con-

centrations for distance* greater than 2,500 yd., and we may, therefore,

delimit the effective zone of cylinder attacks by this range, except for

unusually large operations.

Beginning in the summer of 1915, chemicals w’ere loaded into artillery

shell, first of the light calibers, and then of heavier ealiliers, as the war

progressed. By 1917, artillery of all calil>ers were firing chemical shell

although many of the heavier shell were unsuitable for chemical

dissemination.

Following the artillery shell, the use of chemicals next extended to

the trench mortars, though here again the slow rate of fire and immobility

of heavier calibers were altogether unsuitable for chemicals; the lighter

calibers did not have shells of sufficient capacity for this purpose.

It was soon found that artillery was not adapted to disseminate

chemicals within the zone of infantry combat because of the fiat trajectory

of the guns, the low chemical capacity of the shell, and the difficulty

of placing effective concentrations relatively close to our own front

lines, without danger to friendly infantry. Since existing tyia-s of

trench mortars which normally covered this zone with high-explosive

fires were unsuitable for establishing and maintaining gas and smoke

concentrations, and since cylinder operations were too limited by adverse

winds and weather conditions, the problem of how to cover the infantiV

combat zone with effective chemical concentrations at all times became

very acute.

This problem wm finally solved by the British, who first devised

special (livens) projectors which were adapted to fire in one salvo a large

number of high-capacity bombs for a maximum distance of 1,800 yd.,

and thus create extremely heavy gas concentrations within the enemy’s
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defensive positions. The chemicals released from Livena bombs were

already on the target area and honce did not have to travel across

unoccupied terrain with resulting loss of strength, as in the case of gas

released from cylinders. The Livens projector was a very effective

means of chemical projection and was extensively employed on both

rides during the remainder of the war. However, it required much

labor and time to install and was adapted for use only in very stabilized

situations.

To supplement the Livens projector and to provide a more mobile

device whirh could be used in open warfare, the British also developed a

K|H*eial chemical (4-in. Stokes) mortar, which waa a compromise* in

mobility and capacity between the 3-in. and the 6-in. H.E. mortars.

The 4-in. chemical mortar had the same range and rate of fire (20 rounds

per minute) and almost the same mobility as the 3-in. mortar and, at

the same time, a shell holding nearly three times the amount of chemical.

The 4-in. chemical mortar thus had a gas-projecting capacity nearly

three times that of the 3-in. mortar and proved to be one of the most

valuable means of projecting chemicals devised in the war. Because of

its mobility and the fact that it could be used in small and large groups

equally well, it was a very flexible weapon well adapted for a wide

variety of tactical situations.

The cylinder, projector, and chemical mortar wfere all used to lay

down chemical concentrations in the infantry combat zone. Each was

necessary to supplement the other in order to fully cover this important

field with chemicals in all tactical situations, and these devices were,

therefore, grouped together as special chemical weapons. Because of

the skill and special training required to place effective concentrations

of gas and smoke in the infantry combat zone, close to friendly troops,

it was early found necessary to organize special troops to man these

special chemical weapons. Those troops were particularly trained in the

•i** <>f these sjKTial weapons and thoroughly understood the cnpabilitie.-

arnl limitations of each. They were known in the war as special gnx

troops and, while originally organized as engineer units, they devoted
their full time to chemical operations and were in fact chemical troops.
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Although gas was not disseminated from airplanes during the late

war, inrendiary and smoke agents were employed in drop bombs early

in the war. Since the war, many nations have developed means for

employing chemicals from airplanes.

Numerous special chemical devices such as land mines, toxic smoke
candles, smoke generators on tanks, etc., have also been developed during
the postwar period by many of the principal world powers.

'Vc may summarize the possible means for projecting chemical agent*
by o|x-rating arms as follows:
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Munition

Smoke generators on tanks

Hand and rifle grenades

Smoke onndlea

Smoke generators, portable

Accompanying mortar (81-mmj smoke
Toxic gtw cylinders

Livens projectors

Chemical mortars

Chemical sprinklers (murhciuiicd)

Toxic smoke candles

Flame projectors

Artillery shell >

(Light and medium I'alilier*)}

Drop bombs <

Chemical sprinklers and sprayer*^

Operating Arm

Infantry and cavalry

Infantry

Spe«-ml chemical troops

Field artillery

. , , ,

.

Air corps

With the addition of the postwar chemical armament, there now exist*

means for disseminating chemicals, not only to all parts of the battlefield,

but even to the areas behind the front and as far into the interior of the

enemy's country as the cruising radius of bombardment planes will

permit.

In order to coordinate all the various means for disseminating chemi-

cals and to insure that each is used to supplement the others in the

most efficient manner, the Theater of Operations is divided into zone*

progressively increasing in depth from the battle front. Diagram

I (page 55) shows in schematic form such a zoning of the Theater of

Operations.

METHODS OF PROJECTION

Regardless of the technical means employed, there are but three

basic methods of placing chemicals on a target area. First, by releasing

the chemical from containers installed in one’s own front lines, and

depending upon the wind to carry it to and over the target area. This

may be called the method of release at origin. Second, by releasing from

containers projected on the target area by some physical means, such as

firing from a gun (chemical shell), dropping from an airplane (chemical

bomb), or placing in position by retreating troops (chemical mines).

This is the method of release on target. Third, by releasing the chemical

from containers carried by airplanes over the target area and depending

upon gravity to carry it down to the target area. This is the method of

release over target.

From what has been said above, we may now summarize the possible

methods of projecting chemicals as shown on page 56.
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A discussion of the technical means and materiel used for projecting

chemicals will be found in subsequent chapter* pertaining to the several

arms which employ chemicals.

Zon» of bombardment aviation (1.150 miles)

Zone of at+acW aviation (15 m ii«>

— Zone ofarmy aad corps artillery (15,000 yards)

-Zone of divisional artillery
from 2,500 to fl^OO yards)

4
-Zone of chemical troops' weapons (2.500 yards)

>my front line'

! --Zone of infantry weapons Rifle grenades Q50 yards)

j-i-Screeninq smoke candles and generator* (lOO yards)

Infon+ry front line -

!****2one of chemical mines (upon withdrawal from position)

Dlaoram I.—Zoning of the Theater of Operations.

METHODS OF DISPERSION

In previous chapters we have seen that chemicals to be tactically
effective must be brought into contact with the body or the body must
be surrounded by a toxic atmosphere in which the concentration of the
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Method* or Projecting Chemicals

Boole

method of

projection

Kil.i.e at

""da

Krlraae on
taritat

Technical mcr*
Utilised

Tone so* cylinders

Tuxic tutuke CKurilee

Screening amokv
Cnndlre and gener-

ators

Artillery shell

Operating

service

Chemical rourtar shell

•cal sprinklers

(mechanised)

livens projectors

81-mm. mortar shell

Hand sod rifle gre-

nades

Chemical mines

Drop bombs

Airplane sprinkler*

Airplane sprayers

Chemical troops

(.Tie mi col troops

Infantry and csvairy

Artillery

Cbemiral troops

Chemical troops

Infantry

Infantry and lemlry

Chemical troops

Air

Air corps

Air corps

Type ol rhemicnle

employed

Depth id

nor trial aum-

coveted

Non persistent toxic. J UMj yd.

tliiees

l< es pi ru lory irritant I l.oUU yd.

Screening amokra

All kind* of toxic gi

screening -moke*, and

incendiaries

All kinds of toxic giioea.

screening smokes, and
iaoendianea

Toxic gas and inrrmli>

arias

Smoke
Toxic gas. amoks, and
incendiaries

Toxic gxa

Toxic go.-, smoke, and
incendiaries

Pertinent oxers

Persistent

I

I HU yd.

2. 300 to 13 ikH)

yd

2 .MHI yd

I .800 yd.

3.000 yd.

28 to 240 yd

Area evacuated

1.140 milts

IS miles

15 miles

chemical is at least equal to the minimum effective strength for a given

time of exposure. Since troops in battle normally take advantage of all

available sheltering cover, it is not ordinarily possible to bring a combat

chemical (in its original physical state) directly in contact with the body.

This being the case, it is necessary to distribute the chemical as uniformly

as possible, in a finely divided form, throughout the atmosphere covering

the target area, so as to create a toxic concentration which envelops the

unprotected body and penetrates it through the lungs or skin. This is

the problem of dispersion.

Physical States.—Under ordinary field conditions, combat chemicals

may originally be either solids, liquids, or gases; only a very few (Cl and

CG) are true gases; a few (DA, DM, and CN) are solids; the majority

arc liquids.

Dispersion as a Gas .—If the chemical is a gas at ordinary tempera-

tures [say +20°C. (68°F.)| and atmospheric pressure, its dispersion is

easily accomplished. It haa only to be released from its container, when

it will escape into the air and rapidly permeate it by expansion and dif-

fusion, until a fairly homogeneous mixture is obtained. The problem of

dispersion of a gaseous chemical is, therefore, very simple; it being

necessary only to release a sufficient amount of the chemical to insure

an effective concentration by the time the toxic cloud covers the target

area.
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Dispersion as an Aerosol.—The dispersion of liquid and solid chemi-

cals much more difficult. All liquids and many solids give off some
vapor at ordinary temperatures even though their boiling points are far

above, maximum atmospheric temperatures. These vapors act like true

gases and, from a chemical-warfare viewpoint, may be regarded as

such.* But the percentage of vapors given off by most liquid and solid

combat chemicals under ordinary field conditions is so small as to be

practically negligible unless the substance is heated, in which cane the

larger part, if not all, of the substance may be vaporized and pass off into

l lie nir in vapor form. Excepting the few chemicals that are true gases

in the field and those that can be readily vaporized at ordinary field

temperatures, chemical agents are usually dispersed in the form of

exceedingly small solid or liquid particles.

• In iih.VHu-M, h vapor is a gas at a temperature below tbe boiling point of the

eonmpotMlttig liquid.

As each molecule in a vapor is free to move according to the gas laws,

vapors, in general
,
obey the laws of gases and yield with air homogeneous

mixtures. In smokes, however, the molecules are not free to move

individually, but are clustered together in bunches, so that smokes do not

rigidly olx*y the laws of gases, but yield with the air heterogeneous mix-

tures. Such mixtures are dispersed systems, comprising a gaseous phase

—the air—-and a solid or liquid phase—the toxic substance—in very

finely divided particles. The most common forms of dispersed systems

nn those in which a solid or a liquid is dispersed in a liquid. These are

cullmdal solution*, or tolt. If the dispersing medium is water, the

system is a hydrosol and, if the dispersing medium is air, the system is an

aerosol. As a colloidal solution is intermediate between a true solution

and a s\is|H*nsion of large particles in a liquid, an aerosol is intermediate

fartwwti :i true gaseous mixture and a suspension of large particles in the

air. Accordingly, aerosols, although elastic fluids, do not rigidly obey

tlw* laws of gases, but closely approximate the properties of colloidal

w»lu?ion>. As chemical smokes are aerosols, they also in general follow

the l:r,v> governing colloidal solutions.

H« uardless of whether the aerosol is a toxic or simple obscuring smoke,

the Mivthud of dispersion is the same and consists basically of the con-

densation in the air, by a physical or chemical process, of a substance

emitted in the state of molecular dispersion. The structure and stability

of the aerosols thus obtained are subsequently modified by secondary

phenomena, such as: condensation of water on the surface of the

minute solid particles or drops, oxydation on contact with the air, or

hydration.

Processes of Dispersion.—The primary dispersion of the substance

may In* effected by either a physical or a chemical process.
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Physical Means of Dispersion.—In the physical process, three general

means are employed: (l) mechanical force, as when a very fine dust is

sprayed from an airplane; (2) heat, as when a substance is distilled in the

air (from smoke candles); ami (3) a combination of force and heat, an

when the contents of a chemical shell are scattered by the explosion of

a bursting charge.

When mechanical force alone is employed for primary dispersion, the

substance must be first reduced to an impalpable powder and must also

have, when thus finely divided a sufficient vapor pressure to be vaporized

on contact with the air.

When heat is the means employed for primary dispersion, the solid or

liquid chemical is heated and distills into the atmosphere in a gaseous

state and then condenses to a dispersed or aerosol state. Certain smoke

producers, such as phosphorus, oleum, and chlorsulfuric acid, for example,

are dispersed in this mdnncr. The vapors of these substances act as fog

producers, for their anhydrides have a strong affinity for water and by

hydration form acids which are themselves very hygroscopic. Thus, the

sulfuric anhydride (S0 3 ) in oleum and chlorsulfuric acid reacts with water

to form sulfuric acid (HaS0 4 ) T
which ill turn absorbs large quantities of

water. A smoke composed of liquid droplets, i.e., fog, is in reality a

dispersed solution of acid in water.

When mechanical force and heal are both employed for primary dis-

persion, the former scatters the substance in very finely divided form,

while the latter volatilizes it and reduces it to the vajHir phase.

Chemical Means of Dispersion.—When the primary dispersion is

effected by a chemical process, two substances in a gaseous state are

simultaneously emitted and, by chemical reaction on each other, yield

a liquid or solid compound in the dispersed state. Thus, gaseous hydro-

chloric acid and ammonia yield ammonium chloride in the form of a

dense white fume. Similarly, sulfuric acid fumes formed by the hydra-

tion of sulfuric anhydride form, on contact with ammonia, ammonium

sulfate, another dense white smoke, thus:

HtS0 4 + 2NH, - (NH 4)*SO«

If the products of decomposition are volatile, as in these cases, the

reactions are reversible, and we have the general equation

Salt •=* Acid + Base.

The direction and intensity of all reversible reactions laccording to

Gibbs' Phase Rule (10)) depends upon the factors of temperature, pres-

sure, and concentration of reacting bodies. Thus the reaction

NH.C1 *=*HCI + NH,
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depends for its direction primarily on the amount of moisture present

,

for gaseous hydrochloric acid and ammonia mixed together in the air

form ammonium chloride up to a certain point, when further formation

of the same ia inhibited by the reverse reaction.

Of all the factors affecting the formation of fog6 and smoke, water

plays the most important role. It not only converts anhydrides (PtOj,

SOj) to cui»»*Aj*»Jing acids and precipitates them in tho dioperat'd olntc,

hut also assures the dissociation of hydrolyzable salts and their repre-

sentation in colloidal dimensions. The water vapor in the air can also

adhere to the surfaces of minute solid particles floating in the air, and

eonvert them to liquid droplets, as is the case when natural fogs form over

smoky cities.

In the chemical process of dispersion, salts that are both volatile and

easily hydrolyzable produce the best smokes. Hence oxides with

feeble bases or feeble acids, because readily hydrolyzable, are most

generally employed.

Summary.—Chemicals then are dispersed in two forms, one, in which

a vapor (or gas) is mixed with air (gas clouds) and the other, a suspension

of solid or liquid particles in the air (smoke clouds). As the behavior

in the field of these two forms of chemical dispersion are somewhat dif-

ferent, the principal characteristics of each will be briefly summarized.

Gab Clouds

Density.—As a liquid changing into ft gas absorbs heat from the air

during vaporization, the air in contact with the vapor is cooled. The
niagnitude of this cooling effeef depends upon the material used and its

concentration and, while usually small, it is sufficient to cause an appre-

ciable increase in the density of the air mixed with the vapor. Also,

wur gases themselves are heavier than air. The result of these two

ple-iM'iuciin is to cause gas clouds to hug the ground and flow into all

ileproMon* and low places.

Lateral Spread.—When a gas is released in the open air, it immediately

expand.* und diffuses into the atmosphere. This, causes the cloud t«»

spread laterally and vertically. Shifting wind and air currents also

increase lateral spread as the cloud moves downwind. Under average

conditions, the lateral spread is about 20 per cent of the distance traveled,

while for favorable conditions it is about 15 per cent, and for unfavorable

conditions it will amount to as much as 50 jx»r cent.

Vertical Rise.—The expansion and diffusion of a gas upon its release

in the open air also cause the cloud to rise as it travels with the wind, not-

withstanding that the gas itself may l>e heavier than the air and that it

co°l- the air when expanding. The vertieal rise of a gas cloud depends

, .
00

upon several factore, chief among which are convection currents. These

currents are strongest when the ground is dry and warmer than the air

and when the sun is shining brightly. On the other hand, at night and

in the early morning, the ground surface is usually cooler than the sur-

rounding air, and there are no convection currents, so that gas clouds

have much less vertical rise under such conditions. This riae will vary
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from about 10 per cent of the distance traveled under the most favorable
conditions to a* much as 35 per cent under adverse condition*.

Draf Effect.—8ince the wind velocity along the ground is practically
srro, hut increase* rapidly upward, gas clouds are carried over the ground
with a sort of rolling motion, which causee the cloud to incline forward
and stretch out in length more at the top than the bottom. This
increase in the length of the cloud is called the drag effect and, for cloud*
releaMcd on the ground, amounts to from 10 to 30 per cent of the distance
traveled, depending upon the nature of the terrain. For gas released
from airplanes, up to 100 ft. above ground, the drag effect is equal to
100 per cent of the distance traveled, owing principally to the high
velocity of the airplane.

Variation of Concentration.—The concentration of vapor in a gae
cloud varies inversely as the logarithm of the height above ground.
Thus, if C, is the concentration at a height and C, the concentration
at a higher point. //,, then

,

Cl X
logTT, CD

This causes the lower layers of the gas cloud to be more dense and more
toxic than the upper layers, as is clearly shown in Chart III, in which
curve A shows the general relation between heights above ground
(ordinates) and the concentrations at these heights (abscissas) and indi-

cates the form of the relation between height and Concentration-
Average Concentration.—In a gas cloud, the average concentration is

not in the geometrical center of the cloud, but varies therefrom as the
height of the cloud increases. In Chart III, curve B shows the change
in the position of the average concentration, as the height varies.

If the concentration at any height in a toxic cloud is known, the
concentration at any other height may be computed from Eq. (1). If

the concentration is not known for any given height, then the total
height and the average concentration of the toxic cloud may Ik> xom-
pnled from a given quantity of chemical as shown on pages 64-66. The
position of the average concentration is then located from curve B in
Chart III. With the average concentration and its position thus deter-
mined, the concentration at any other height in the cloud can he com-
puted from Eq. (1). Also the effective concentration in the lowest 6-ft.

layer of the cloud may be determined from curve C in Chart III.

Smoke Clouds

Density.—When chemicals create a smoke they either burn or
hydrolyse in the air, thus generating heat which warms the air imme-
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diately downwind from the source of smolce. BmoKe clouds thus nse
more than gas clouds, since air containing hot smoke particles, being less

dense, tends to rise above the surrounding cooler air. Again, unlike gas
clouds, smoke clouds have an even concentration at all elevations above
ground.

Lateral Spread and Drag Effect—The lateral spread and drag effect

of smoke clouds are substantially the same as for gas clouds.

Vertical Rise.—The rate of i>ertical rise of smoke is much greater than
that of gas because the smoke particles absorb heat waves from the sun
and are warmed up thereby. The transfer of heat to and from smoke
particles by radiation is also very important, especially in bright sun-
shine. Since each smoke particle has a diameter of 10~* to 10

-< cm. and
is surrounded by a tightly held air film about 10~* cm. thick, it acts like

a tiny air-filled balloon, rising when heated and falling when cooled below
the surrounding air. Thus, while convection currents tend to give the
same rise to both gas and smoke, radiation primarily affects the smoke
panicles only. In addition, smoke particles in the air are heated by
radiation from the ground surface as well as from the sun and, when the
ground is cooler than the air, the smoke particles actually lose their heat

by radiation to the ground. Hence smoke clouds are more influenced
by ground temperature and time of day than gas clouds.

RELATION BETWEEN QUANTITY AND RANGE

The amount of chemical required to establish an effective concentra-
tion on a target is determined by the general relation between a quantity
of chemical and its effective range.

Let W - weight of chemical released from one point, in pounds,
D - density of chemical released (air - 1),

V - original volume of chemical released from one point, at

atmospheric temperature and pressure, in cubic feet,

V, - volume of chemical after it has traveled n distance S, in

cubic feet,

S - distance traveled from point of release at any time T, in

feet,

T - time of travel, in minutes,

C« - average concentration of the toxic cloud,

" ground concentration of the toxic cloud (».e., mean con-

centration of lowest 6-ft. stratum),

C — minimum effective concentration expressed as a volumetric
ratio of chemical to air, in parts per thousand,

“ height of Cm above ground, and
Hi — height of Ci above ground.
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Experience shows that the dimensions of a chemical cloud generated

from one point of emission can be expressed in terms of the distance
traveled under various field conditions as follows:

L*t S - distance traveled by top of cloud,

F, = width of cloud at any distance, S,

H, * height of cloud at any distance, 5,
R, - drag effect of cloud at any distance, S.

The values of F9 . H„ and R„ as functions of S, for various field con-
ditions, are shown in the following tabulation:

Values or Width, Height, and Dhag of Chemk al Clocdb*

* iHU con-

dition*

1

Sky

1

rime
day

Terrain

Ground
t einner-

Wind.,

Value of F. Value of //. Value of R.

• lure
m.p.h.

|

On* Smoke Gh Smoke oJStuoke

Favorable.

,

Heavily
1

Night or I. ^ r e 1 Colder Steady 0 155 0.1 5$

I

o.oas 0 MS n uiv fi in?
; over- 1 early field. than (V-4

v/. 1 wu UJUo

*»•* morn- ‘

or *ir

•ag water
Avrragi . . _ Partly Mid- 1 Modcr-

!
Slightly 0*15 0.205 j0. 105 0.20$ 0.1'OS 0.205
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over* m or n- • t * l y shifting
1

«:n*l itig or rolling 4-9 1

1

1

lute farm
after- land*

1 noon
Unfavor-

! Clear
1

11 AM- Broken Holler Variable o.sos' o.sos OSoS OJU 0.30S

able 4 r.M.
,

or
;

than or over

woixlrd air *
!

1

* \irrt: The value* riven for smolr in the above table apply only to a ru*m« «moke. one blond*
directly tOMnrU the target area. Fi*r data pertaining to laltrol amok* clouds. aee Chap. XIII.

In the uIjovp table, it is shown that, under average field conditions,

a pa* cloud will have a vertical rise of 10 per cent and a drag and lateral

»)f 20 per cent of the distance traveled. After the gas has traveled

:« di-t nricc ,S, we have a toxic cloud of the following dimensions:

Top length of cloud at distance S -5
Bottom length of cloud at distance 5 - L,

Drag of cloud at distance 5 - R,

Bottom width of cloud at distance 5 - Ft

Height of cloud at distance 5 -

Hence v LfiH.
V - " 6

But L. - 5 - R.

And, for average field conditions,

Hence

R

.

- 0.25

L, - 0.8S

Therefore

F, =* 0.2 X 0.85 - 0.165

H. - 0.15

0.8S X 0.165 X 0.15
* " 6

0.002135*

(2)

(3)

If we denote the coefficient of 5 by the symbol K, Eq. (4) takes the

form

When the toxic cloud reaches a length 5,

where Ca is the average concentration at the distance, 5. Substituting

value of V, from (6) in Eq. (5), we have

i- KS• (7)

Hence V - /CC.S* (8)

nr Co IIP (9)

.Since

W - KC.DS * (10)

and (U)

From Eq. (1), page 61, we have

Ci log Hi
log H.
65

(12)

Since Ci is the mean concentration of lowest 6-ft. stratum of the toxic

cloud,

Hi*3 ft. (curve B, Chart III)

and log Ht - 0.4771

Also, when the cloud reaches its maximum effective length,

Ci — C (13)

C is a definite quantity for each gas according to the physiological effect

desired and the time of exposure to the gas.

Hence, when the cloud reaches its maximum effective length:

0.4771

log H„ X C

Substituting the value of C. from Eq. (14)

we have

Tir 0.477IKCDS*

S “ Vo.4771C.KD

in Eqs. (10) and (11),

(15)

(16)

Since the ground distance, or range, L in any given cane is a definite

percentage of the distance 5 [Eq. (3) and table on page 63), we see from

Eq. (15) that the quantity of chemical required to set up an effective

concentration on a distant target increases as the cube of the distance to

the target and, from Eq. (16), the effective range of a given quantity of

chemical varies directly as the cube root of the weight of chemical

released and inversely with the cube root of its density and effective

concentration.

Since the values of K in the foregoing equations dtqwud upon the

corresponding values of F„ H„ and Ii„ which in turn vary with the

distance 5, as shown in the table on page 63, the values of K for gases

and smokes, under varying field conditions, may be summarized an

follows:

Field coudi lions

Favorable

Average

Unfavorable
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Values of K

0 000608

0 002133

0.014292

0.002026

0.004207

0.014292

As Hm ,
the height above ground of the average concentration, also

varies with the distance 5, we might express H„ as a function of S and so

convert Eqs. (15) and (16) to functions of 5 and the quantities K, C, D,

which are definite constants for any given case. Such a procedure, how-

ever, leads to very complicated formulas for If and 5, which would be

cumbersome to apply in practice.

A shorter and simpler method is to plot a curve for Eq. (14) from

which the value of C. in terms of C i may be read directly for any given

case and then inserted in Eqs. (10) and (11). Curve C on Chart III is

such a curve and expresses the value of C. as a percentage of Ci for any

rise up to 300 ft. Above a rise of 300 ft., which corresponds to u ga>

range of 3,000 ft. under average field conditions, the value of C„ is

obtained from Eq. (14).

In order to illustrate the time and space factors involved in dis-

semination of a gaseous chemical, from a single point of emission, let us

take the simplest case of a cylinder discharging chlorine. We shall

assume that the cylinder holds 30 lb. of liquid phosgene. A cubic foot of

air at 20°C. (68°F.) and atmospheric pressure weighs 0.075 lb. and. as

the density of gaseous chlorine is 3.5 times the density of air at this

temperature and pressure, it weighs 3.5 X 0.075 = 0.2025 lb. per

cubic foot. Using Eq. (11) above, and a lethal concentration of 1 : 10.000,

we have for average field conditions

30

0.002133 X 0.2625

10,000
812.2 ft.

for an average concentration of 1:10,000. But at this range the ground
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concentration equals approximately three times average concentration.

Substituting this value for Ca in Eq. (11), we have

S = 1,172 ft.

Lm = 0.85 = 942 ft.

Thus, 30 lh. of phosgene under average field conditions will have a
range of 942 ft., with ground concentration of 1:10,000 (0.434 mg. per
liter), which is lethal on 15 minutes* exposure. With favoraMc field

conditions, the same amount of chlorine will have an equally effective

range of 1,233 ft., while with unfavorable field conditions this effective

range will be reduced to 430 ft. In this case, favorable conditions

increase it to 53 per rent of the range under average conditions.

If the wind is blowing steadily toward the target at a rate of 5.4 miles
per hour (475 ft. per minute), the cloud will, under average field eon-
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ditions, reach its full development (in the form shown in Fig. 1) in
,,J ?475 = I 98, or approximately 2 minutes. To maintain an average

concentration of 1 : 10,000, our cylinder should be emptied in that time,

requiring a discharge rate of approximately 15 lb. per minute. If a slower

rate of discharge is used, the gas cloud will be attenuated and its concen-

tration will 1 m* correspondingly lowered. Also, if there Is an increase in

the wind velocity, then* should be a corresponding increase in the dis-

charge rate in order to maintain the same concentration.

On the other hand, with a 5.4-mile wind and a discharge rate greater

than 15 lh. per minute, the initial concentration of the cloud will be raised

above the strength of 1 .10,000 (0.434 mg. per liter). After the cloud has

traveled the same ground distance (942 ft.), its concentration will fall off,

as indicated above, but will still Iw* higher than 1 : 10.000 by the time the

cloud reaches the target. There is, therefore, a theoretical advantage in

increasing the discharge rate, but there are practical difficulties involved

iri so doing. In the first place, much higher pressures are required for

greater velocities of discharge, the pressure increasing as the square of the

velocity. Also, if the emission is too rapid, there is insufficient time for

the ejected liquid to change into vapor and the liquid chemical falls to

i he ground where part of it is lost by absorption. Moreover, the liquid

on the ground produces a very high local concentration immediately

adjacent to the operating troops and may endanger them if there Is any
unsteadiness in the wind.

Size of Target.—Another very important factor in the cloud or wave
method of disseminating gas is the size of the target area to be covered.

Width .—The width of the target area should be approximately equal,

but should not exceed the width of the gas cloud at the front edge of the
turget, t.e., the value of F, as shown in the following table:

I’icUI coiulitiow*

Value* of F. Value* of Fi

—
Per cent

of range L.

Gas Smoke Gas Smoke Gas Smoke

1 iivorulile, 0 156’ 0 156 0.1356 0 1355 0 90 0 90
Aver/lgr 0 206 0.206 0.1006 0.1606 0 80 0 80
1‘nfnvoruhlc

1

0 506 0 506 0 3506 0.3505 0 70 0 70

l or chemicals emitted from a single point, with a range of 1,000 ft.,

the width of target should be: for favorable conditions, 90 ft.; for average
conditions, 80 ft.; and for unfavorable conditions, 70 ft.

Depth .—If the target area is of material depth as compared to its
distance Trom the point of emission of the gas, it should always be included
us " JM,rl °f Me range. Otherwise, by the time the gas cloud reaches the
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rear boundary of the target, its concentration will have fallen below

the required effective strength. As an illustration of this point, let ua

assume that the discharge from the cylinder mentioned above travels over

a target 200 ft. deep whose front edge is at the distance L « 1,050 ft.

from the cylinder emplacement. We shall also assume that the cylinder is

emptied in 2 minutes, so that, by the time the first chlorine discharged

reaches the front edge of the target, the last chlorine will have just been

released from the cylinder. Traveling at the rate of 6 miles per hour

(528 ft. per minute) it will require 0.40 minute for the cloud to pass over

the target area. During this time, the cloud will expand to the larger

dimensions indicated by (") letters in Fig. 2. At the same time, the rear

part of this volume, following the pxpiration of the cylinder discharge and

indicated by (') letters, will be uncontaminated air.

ABCD - target area: AD - 200'

Assuming average field conditions,

S" “ S
'

+S " 1 ’563
'

/?" - 0.2S" * 312.6'

L" - S" - R" - 1,250'

Fi" - 0.16S" - 25(K

//." - 0.1S" - 156.3'

TV' - « 1.250 X 250 X .156,3 _ cu fl

V/ - - 200 * j° - 33,300 cu. ft.

6 o

The volume of the expanded toxic cloud is TV' — IV “ 8,107,325 cu.

ft., while its average concentration is
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8.107.325 + - 1:50,000

and its ground concentration is 1:15,000 which is only one-fifteenth of the

lethal concentration.

Time of Emission.—Again referring to the example given on page 66,

we st that 30 lb. of chlorine will produce a lethal concentration of

1 :1,000 over a target area 168 ft. wide at a distance of 1,050 ft. from the

|>oiiit of emission if discharged at the rate of 15 lb. per minute. This con-

centration is, however, lethal only after 30 minutes’ exposure, so that 450

III. of chlorine would be required to produce deaths per 168 ft. of enemy
front, or almost 3 lb. per foot of front. Of course, nonfatal casualties will

be produced over a much wider front, since chlorine cauhck such casualties

in concentrations of 1:10,000, or approximately one-tenth the lethal

concentration. In this case, nonfatal casualties could be secured with

the same amount of chlorine over a target area 361 ft. wide at a distance of

1,806 ft.

Comparison with Smoke.—If instead of a gas we used the same
quantity (30 lb.) of a toxic smoke of the same density, under the same con-

ditions, in a concentration of 1:10,000, we should have

30

0.004267 X 0.1865

10,000

0.8 X 1,556 - 1,245 ft.

0.2L. - 249 ft.

= 1,556 ft.

from which we see that our effective range is 1,245 ft. and our width of

target 249 ft.

When a gas concentration is increased tenfold and all other factors

remain the same, the effective range is increased by the cube root of 10.

or 2.154 times. The smoke cloud in our example does not realize such an
increase over the gas cloud because the vertical rise of smoke is twice as

great as that of gas, t.e., K smoke = 2K gas (table, page 63).

Multiple Points of Emission.—In the foregoing discussion concerning
the relation between a quantity of chemical and its effective range, we
have considered only emissions from a single point. In actual practice,
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however, the gas-cloud method of chemical attack is always carried out

on a large .scale over a considerable portion of the enemy’s front. To
• over such an area the chemical must be discharged from a sector of one’s

own front bearing relation to the size of the target to be covered, i.e., the

chemical is discharged from a large number of cylinders uniformly dis-

tributed along a line substantially parallel to the enemy’s front and of a

length in proportion to the target area.
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In order to determine the relation between the amount of chemical and

ita effective range when discharged from multiple points of emission and

the optimum arrangement of these points with reference to the target

Fig. 5. «•

Flo*. 3-6.— Multiple points of cmimon.

area, we shall first consider some fundamental clement* of the problem

As the vertical rise of a gas or smoke cloud bears a constant ratio to its

length in any case, it will somewhat simplify our discussion if we confine

our attention to the plan views of the chemical clouds considered.
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Accordingly, in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 we have plan views of three possible

arrangements of two cylinders, or points of chemical emission. In Fig. 3,

the cylinders, each containing a quantity of chemical W, are placed at

points O x and 0h F\ distance apart, along a line parallel to the front of

the target area ABCD and at a distance L\ — 1,000 ft. therefrom. Thus

nrranged, the contents of the two cylinders cover a target 2F\ in width

with a concentration C. In Fig. 4, the same cylinders are placed at points

0 ,
and Oi, half the distance apart, shown in Fig. 3, F i/2, so that their

clouds overlap a distance Ft/2 at the target line A\Bi. Thus arranged,

tlir cylinders cover a target 1.5F* in width with a concentration C.

In Fig. 5, both cylinders are placed at the same point O so that their

clouds coincide and cover a target F% in width with a concentration C.

Our first inquiry is as to the relative ranges obtained by these three

arrangements, i.e., the relations of L* and Lj to Lj.

It is apparent from inspection that Figs. 3 and 5 show the extreme

cases and Fig. 4 shows the mean case of all the ways in which two cylinders

or points of chemical emission could be arranged in practice, and that

the runge L, in Fig. 3, is equal to that of a single cylinder. Considering

Fig. 5 next, wc see that this is really the case of a single cylinder of 2ft'

capacity, so that from Eqs. (3) and (11), page 64.

L, « y/2 X Lx - 1.26Lx and Fz = 1.26F,

Comparing these two extreme arrangements, we find that the range in

Fig. 5 Is 26 per cent larger than that in Fig. 3, while the front covered is

only 63 per cent as large.

Now considering Fig. 4, wo aeo that tb© ground area covered by the

two clouds is

while their volume is

" F
'J “ l

F^

7 r - v H t 7FtLtHt

S
F%Lt X T 24“

Since the ground length of a gas cloud is eight-tenths, the spread two-

tenths, and the rise one-tenth, of the distance traveled, S, the volumes

of the two clouds in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 arc, respectively,

* -<^) - Kt * T * *) - ®
- ife X T X t) - T,

v F%L%H i 1 (L% w Li „ L%\ _ L?
’ 1 —6” " i\J

X T x
87 192

ru
708

Rut

1 , 2
DC

' , 2
TTC

_ 2
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where D is the density and C the concentration of the gas.

Hence V, - r, - v,

And

And

7L t
' L x

*

768 “ 96

L'
~ " 104St«

L,‘ W
192 “ 96

L, -
Lxyfift - 1260L.

From the foregoing we see that, if the range /,, in Fig. 3 is 100 per

cent, the range in Fig. 4 is 4.5 per cent greater, while the range in Fig. 5 is

26 per cent greater.

From the above we conclude that with a given quantity of chemical the

maximum range is obtained by discharging the whole quantity from one

l>omt, while the maximum width of target is obtained by discharging half

the quantity from each of two points spaced apart a distance equal to

half the target width. If the points of emission are further apart than

half the target width, then there will Is* ga|*s between the’ clouds over the

target area and, if the points are closer together than half the target width,

there will not be a uniform concentration C over I he target, hut an increase

above C where the clouds overlap.

When more than two point? of emission are used, optimum results are

obtained when the points are spaced a distance apart equal to half the

width of target covered by one cylinder. With this arrangement, as

indicated in Fig. 6, it may be shown that the distance S traveled by the

composite cloud emitted from a number of points, A\ varies in accordance

with the following general equation:
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and since L “ 0.85 for average field conditions

L = 0.8 (18)

II the range L for one point of emission is given a value of unity, we Imve
ilie following relation between the range from one point of emission
and the successive ranges from multiple points of emission:

Points of Emission Range to Target

1 1000
2 1045
3 1.003

4 1.072

5 1 077
6 . I.0S1

7 1.084

8 1 086

9 1 087

10 1.089

A 1.100

From the foregoing table, it i.> seen that the range slowly increases

"if li the number of points of emission and approaches a limit of 1.1 times
the range from a single |K>int of emission, as the number of points of

emission is indefinitely increased. Also, the optimum arrangement of

cylinders, as indicated in Fig. 6, gives a front of emission practically equal
to the width of the target to be covered.

From what has teen shown above, the number of cylinders needed to
cover a given target may te determined as follows: Let the target te

1,000

ft. wide by 500 ft. deep and at a distance of 2,000 ft. from the nearest
section of front from which t he cylinders can be installed. It is desired to
*'1 up and maintain a letlml concentration (1:10,000) of phosgene on the
huget, under average field conditions and with a range wind of 6 miles

l*‘r hour. Each cylinder holds 30 lb. of phosgene. Required: the
Minuter of cylinders and their distribution.

At 20°C. (08°F.), the density of phosgene i> 0.2054 lb. |x-r cubic fuot.

From Kq. (2):

2,500 ft. - 5 - 0.25 or S - 3,125 ft.

F. - 500 ft. H. - 312.5 ft. (table, page 63)

From curve B, Chart III,

H. - '^|-
5 - 104.17 ft.

From Eq. (14)

C‘ “
2.1271

X
10^00

" 0 00002243

Since here F, equals half the target width and the optimum arrange-
ment of cylinders is at intervals of FJ2, four groups of cylinders, spaced
250 ft. apart, are required to cover the target area.

From Eq. (18),

9 *inn ft = n c / ^
’

' V (4/3)0.002133 X~0.00002243 X 0.2654

from which

W - 560 lb.

mid the total phosgene required is 4 X 560 - 2,240 lb.

As the wind is blowing at the rate of 528 ft. per minute, it will require
5 minutes for the cloud to reach the rear boundary of the target and an
rqual time to move over the target. As the phosgene concentration of
l : 10,000 is lethal only after 10 minutes’ exposure, it takes twice 2,240 or
4,480 lb. to maintain this concentration on the target area for the neces-
sary time to produce fatal casualties. This is equivalent to h total of
150 cylinders divided into four groups spaced 250 ft. apart.

In the preceding example, it was shown that 2,240 lb. of phosgene are
required to establish a concentration of 1:10,000 on a target 500 by

1,000

ft. at a distance of 2,000 ft. (667 yd.) from the line of emission. If

the phosgene could be released on the target and dispersed uniformly
thereover, it would require only

to set up a lethal blanket of gas 6 ft. high over the target area. Thus, at
a distance of only 2,000 ft. (667 yd.), it takes 28 lb. of chemical to dis-

seminate 1 lb. in an effective form on the target area by the cloud-gas
method of projection. Moreover, as the quantity of chemical required to

establish an effective concentration varies as the cube of the runge, the

cloud-gas method of attack becomes very wasteful of chemical agents
when the range exceeds 1,000 yd., since so large n portion of the chemical
is dissipated before it reaches the target or is disseminated in the upper
parts of the cloud where it serves no useful purpose. For this reason
various forms of projectiles were early employed to carry the chemicals
to the target and to release* them on the target area. The first projectiles

used for this purpose were artillery shell. These were soon supplemented
by trench-mortar shell and later by special (Livens) gas-projector bombs
which were fired in only one salvo and thus released the entire chemical
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concentration at one instant, thereby greatly increasing the surprise
effect and the initial toxic concentration. Finally, special (4-in. Stokes)
rapid-fire mortars were developed for projecting chemicals in mobile-
situations and were used very effectively throughout the war.

DISSEMINATION BY PROJECTILES

While the theoretical economy of releasing chemicals on the target
area is very large, as indicated above, the practical advantage is not
nearly so great, for several deterrent factors enter into the projection
and dispersion of chemicals from projectiles.

In the first place, projectiles are not very efficient an carriers of
chemicals, for their walls must be made thick enough to withstand the
shock of discharge, and this greatly limits their chemical capacity. The
efficiency of a chemical projectile may te defined as the ratio of the weight
»f chemical filling to the gross weight of the projectile. On this basis, the
}>est artillery shell have an efficiency of about 12 per cent. The short-
range trench and chemical mortars, having to withstand far less violent
shocks of discharge, may have thinner walled projectiles with corres|>on<l-
ingly greater chemical capacity. Thus, chemical-mortar shell have an
efficiency of about 30 per cent. Livens projector bombs, having a still

shorter range, have 50 per rent chemical capacity. Finally, chemical drop
1snubs and land mines, which are merely dropped or placed in position
and thus have no shock of discharge to sustain, have an efficiency of
60 to 70 per cent.

Another factor which greatly reduces the efficiency of artillery for
chemical projection is the large increase in dispersion of the projectiles
as the range increases. The standard target unit for artillery fire is a
square 100 yd. on a side, generally called the artillery square. At 3,000 yd.

.

the dispersion of shots from a 75-mm. gun is so small that approximately
01 per cent of the projectiles fired fall within an artillery square. At
8.000 yd., however, owing to greatly increased dispersion of shots, onlv
41 |K-r cent of the shell fall within an artillery square. Thus, ateut
2.2 rimes as many shell and chemical must te expended to produce an
effective concentration on a 75-mm. artillery square at 8,000 yd. as ut
3.000 yci. The same is true of all other calibers of artillery and, while a
Rreuter percentage of shell will fall within a large target area than a small
one, u greater amount of chemical is also required for the larger target,
although not quite in the same pro|>ortion. It thus arises that the effi-

ciency of the artillery as a means for projecting chemicals falls off very
rapidly as the range increases.

A third factor limiting the efficiency of artillery shell as chemical
vehicles is the loss of chemical on the burst of the shell. On account of
if- nigged constniction, an artillery shell requires a considerable force

/b
to ojien it and, when this force is applied from the bursting charge in the
shell, it drives a portion of the chemical charge into the ground; also, it

throws a portion into the air above the 6-ft. effective stratum, where it is

largely lost insofar as any useful effect is concerned. It is variously
estimated that from 25 to 50 per cent of the chemical contents of an
artillery shell is thus lost on the burst of the shell if the gas is non persistent.
For persistent gases this loss is much less. Also, the loss is much less if

the shell is burst in the air just above the target, as air-burst chemical
shell release from 80 to 90 per cent of their contents in an effective form.

What has been said of artillery shell applies also, but to a far less
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extent, to short-range projectiles such as Livens bombs and chemical-

mortar shell and, to a still less extent, to aviation drop bombs and land

mines. Not only are all these latter projectiles of greater efficiency, but

they also have much less dispersion than artillery shell at the longer

ranges and do not require such large bursting charges to open them.

Because of the great variation in efficiency of the several classes of

chemical projectiles, it is obvious that only the most efficient types

should be used in the zones they can reach. Thus, the special chemical-

projecting devices, such as gas-cloud cylinders, Livens projectors, and

chemical mortars, which cover the vital infantry combat zone out to a

distance of 2,500 yd. from the front lines, are far more efficient and

effective for chemical projection than artillery with its shells of relatively

low capacity and efficiency. For the same reasons, aviation drop bombs
are more efficient than long-range artillery for dissemination of chemicals

l>eyond a distance of 10,000 yd. (ahout 6 miles) from the infantry front

lines. It is principally on the basis of the relative efficiencies of the several

chemical-projecting means that the normal zones for their employment,

indicated on page 54, were arrived at.

Regardless of the type of projectile employed to cam* the chemical

to the target, the dispersion of the chemical after release from the projec-

tile is essentially the same as when released from cylinders. That is to

say, the chemical, when released from projectiles, volatilize?, expands, and

diffuses into the air, and thus forms a toxic cloud which then moves

with the wind exactly as the clouds formed by cylinder discharges.

The same relation between quantity of chemical and the effective

range of the ehemical obtains when the chemical is released from projec-

tiles as when it is released from cylinders, except, of course, that there is

no loss from expansion and diffusion before the toxic cloud reaches the

target area.

In addition to obviating this loss, projectiles have two very important

advantages over cylinders as a means for disseminating chemicals. First,

all kinds of chemicals may be employed in projectiles regardless of their

physical state, whereas only chemicals which are relatively volatile liquid-
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may be employed in cylinders. Secondly, chemicals can be used in

projectiles regardless of the direction of the wind, whereas cylinders can

only be used when the wind is blowing toward the enemy's lines. Even
when the wind is blowing directly toward one’s own lines, chemicals may
be put over in projectiles without danger to friendly troops if the dosage is

adjusted to the distance between the target and one’s own lines in

accordance with the quantity-range relation discussed above.
This relation is thus one of the most important in chemical warfare,

for it not only enables one to determine the quantity of chemical required
to establish and maintain an effective concentration on a given target at a

given range, but, what is equally important, it also enables one to deter-

mine how much of a chemical can be safely placed at a given distance from
one’s own troops under the most adverse conditions. Except for cloud-

gas emission from one’s own front lines, for which favorable winds are

required, it is possible by these determinations to use chemicals at all

times and under all conditions with perfect safety to one’s own troops.

It is at once apparent that, if it requires W pounds of chemical to establish

an effective concentration on an enemy position A’ distance from one’s

own front lines, any amount of this chemical less than W, released within
die enemy position, will not produce an effective concentration on
friendly troops, even in an adverse wind, since the relation between a

quantity of chemical and its effective range applies alike to both situations

CONTROL OF CHEMICAL WARFARE

Because of this definite relationship between chemical quantities and
effective ranges, chemical warfare is susceptible of much closer control
than is passible with bullets and H.E. shell. When a buffet or shell once
/eaves the gun, the gunner cannot tell what its effect will be. It may
ricochet or be deflected from its path by striking some intervening
obstacle, and its ultimate point of impact may be far removed from the
intended target. Even if it strikes within the target area, no one can
predict where its fragments will strike or what their ultimate effect will
***

• °n th© contrary, a given quantity of chemical will have a definite and
predictable effect when intelligently used by properly trained troops who
1 roughly understand the behavior of chemical concentrations in the

field and know how to employ them, for chemical concentrations follow

ckwely the laws of gases and these law s are just as certain and definite a?

the law of gravity.

This fact cannot be too strongly emphasized, as there is much mis-

apprehension concerning it, not only on the part of the public in general,

but even on the part of military men of high rank and position. One of

the main arguments advanced against chemical warfare at peace con-

ferences and in other public discussions in the years immediately following
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the late war was the mistaken notion that chemicals employed in military

operations cannot be controlled and confined to the battlefield, but will

unavoidably extend their deleterious effects to areas far behind the combat

zone and thus kill or injure noncombatants and civilian populations.

A typical illustration of this erroneous idea is contained in General

March’s book on the World War. He says:

We had had the use of gas forced on us in the war by the action of Germany, and

in aclf-protection had to organise the Chemical Warfare 8ervice. And no soldier

can say (hat he prefers to be killed by being torn to pieces by a shell rather than to 1m*

gassed. But the use of poison gma, carried wherever the wind lintel h, kills the bird*

of the air, and may kill women and children in rear of the firing line. When I first

reached France I found in Paris an American organisation, headed by Mim Lothrop.

which had s hospital in which, when I inspected it, were over 100 French women and

children who had been living in their homes in rear of and near the frmd, und who were

gassed. The sufferings of three children, particularly, were horrible and produced s

profound impression on me. War is cruel at best, hut the use of an instrument of

death which, onee launched, cannot be controlled, and which may decimate non-

combatants—women and children—reduces civilisation to savagery.

The instances in which women and children were gassed in the war

were very few and in every such case they were gained because they wen*

living (a* in this cane) in area# so close to the battle front that they might

easily have become victims of bullets, shells, or any of the other weapons

of war, as were many thousands of others who risked their lives by

remaining in the combat tone.

As a matter of fact, the largest gas attacks in the war did not extend

lieyond 10 or 12 kilometers behind the firing lines. Moreover, the con-

centrations beyond 2 to 3 kilometers from the front were so weak as to

require prolonged exposure to produce even light casualties whereas

deaths from such concentrations were unheard of. Since tin* normal

range of medium and heavy artillery is from 12 to 15 kilometers behind

the front lines, it is obvious that any civilians remaining in this zone do

so at their own risk and are in daily jeopardy of their lives. Yet no one

advocates the abolishment of artillery as a weapon of warfare. The ease

is even worse against high-explosive long-range artillery shell and aviation

drop bombs, for these two weapons were extensively used throughout the

war on Paris and other cities far behind the combat zone where non-

combatant civilians had every right to pursue their i**accful occupations

without jeopardy of life and limb. Nothing is said of the thousands of

women and children who were killed and maimed by long-rungo artillery

and aviation boml* in areas far behind the battlefields. It is apparently

considered legitimate for a combatant to fire H.E. shell at random into a

large city some 70 kilometers behind the front, as when the Germans fired

long-range guns on Paris and with a single shell killed or maimed 80 pwplc

worshiping in a church. Instances of this kind could he cited by the score,
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yet the advocates of humanity in warfare are apparently prepared to

accept such wholesale destruction when carried out by raeanp of the

older and more familiar methods of warfare.

The record of gas in the World War as affecting noncombatants is

singularly free from the charge of indiscriminate and uncontrolled injury,

for gas was not used in long-range artillery shell or aviation bombs, or in

any way beyond a distance of 10 or 12 kilometers behind the firing lines,

which zone is universally regarded as the field of battle in modern warfare.

Whatever objections might be logically advanced against the use of

chemicals in war, the lack of control of their effect is not one, for chemicals

can l>e far more accurately controlled and their effects more carefully

adjusted to the purpose sought than any other weapon heretofore devised

by man.
107

CHAPTER V

CLASSIFICATION OF CHEMICAL AGENTS
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Chemical agents may be classified in several ways depending upon the

point of view and the purpose of the classification. Broadly speaking, we
may divide the several classifications into two general groups—theoretical

nnd practical. In the theoretical group are included classifications

according to: (1) chemical composition, (2) physical state, and (3)

physiological effect, whereas the practical group comprises classifications

according to: (1) persistency, (2) degree of action, and (3) tactical

employment. In this chapter we shall discuss briefly these several

classifications, both during and since the World War, including the system

of marking to denote the various classes of chemical agents used by the

principal nations, and we shall conclude with some general observations

on I he subjeet of classification.

Unfortunately, many of the classifications heretofore in use were
lms<*d upon classes that were not mutually exclusive but tended in many
instances to overlap. This was unavoidable from the probities of the
agents themselves, as will be more particularly brought out in discussing

the various classes of agents, and there is probably no system that can be
devised which is absolutely free from this defect. Nevertheless, classi-

fications serve many useful purposes and, for use in the field, should be
made as simple nnd as clear-cut as possible.

CHEMICAL CLASSIFICATION

Although a vast amount of effort has been expended during and
aince the late war in an attempt to establish some general laws governing
Ihe relation between chemical structure and physiological action on the
living body, there is, strictly speaking, today no simple classification nl

toxic substances in accordance with chemical comixwition. We have
mentioned in Chap. II the tremendous number of chemical compounds
Among which physiologically active substances may be found. With this
vast reservoir from which to draw

,
it is obvious that much research effort

*ould be saved if the field of search could be delimited by the establish-

y?11 y general relation between chemical composition and physio-
jo^cul action. Consequently chemists and toxicologists have worked

in hand on this complex problem for many years and, while they

have not yet solved it, they have succeeded in throwing much light upon
the subject and enabled investigators to confine their research to certain
families -of compounds where desired physiological properties are most
apt to be found.

We cannot go very deeply into this subject here; to attempt to do so
would lead us far into the field of biochemistry and pharmacology
and space does not permit; but we shall state briefly certain limited
generalizations which have been established and found useful. The
clearest simple statement of this complex subject known to the author
i» that of Hederer and Istin (15), of which the following is a condensed
extract.

It has long been known that certain metals and metalloids possess
well-defined toxic properties and that they often confer upon the com-
pounds in which they are present marked physiological activity. Such
metals are arsenic, antimony, tin, mercury, lead, and bismuth. Other
elements, themRelves of indifferent toxicological action, are capable of
combining to form groups nr radical* which, although they do not always
have an actual existence, have the power of giving to their compounds
s|«cial physiological properties. For example: (1) the ions H+ and 0H~
w-hich form, respectively, the acids and the bases; (2) the oxidizing groups
—SO,, S0

4f NO,, and P,0»; and (3) the reducing groups—SO,, 8H,
P,0,, and CO.

These materials being know n, we can distinguish, without attempting
to formulate a law of general application, three different classes in
accordance with the organization of toxic molecules; each of them is

characterized by particularities of molecular structure and common
physiological properties.

In the first class, the atom or the toxic group is combined, according
to its valence, either with one or several halogens (F, Cl, Br, I) or with
one or several radicals (SO,—, SO«—, NO,— ,

NO,—, CN—) but never
with an atom of carbon. The substmu-e* constructed on this model arc
mineral compounds

,
and their schematic formula can be written

where the symbol A’ represents either a halogen or a reducing group, and

>/, the toxic atom or group.

The substance mercuric chloride (HgCl,), the formula of which may be

written

Cl—Hg—Cl

is an example of compounds of the first class. Other toxic compounds of

military importance in this class are:

m
Sulfur monochloride

Arsenic trichloride.

.

Sulfunc chlorhydrin

In the second doss, the toxic elements (A/) are combined with one or

several organic radicals (such as CH,— ,
C,H,— ,

C,H,— ,
C»H*—) and are

found linked by carbon, or by one or several atoms of hydrogen—the most

simple organic radical. There are thus obtained the organic compounds,

many of which (to indicate the presence of the characteristic element)

merit the name organo-minerals. They respond to the general formula

R—M—R
in which the symbol Af is the same as before and in which the R represents

an organic radical. The substance cacodyl ((CH,) 4.As#), the formula of

which may be written:

CH* CH,
/As—As/

CH/ XCH,

i> an example of compounds of the second class. Other toxic compounds
of military importance belonging to this class are:

Methylmercaptan
Methylandne

Leninite (III)....

Methylformnte...

Acrolein

Hydrocyanic acid. .

lMicnvlcarbylamine

H—8—CH,
CH,—An=H,
Aa=(CH=CHCll,

lit the third class, the basic materials can combine, in one or several
valences, with halogens or with ionizable mineral radicals, as bodies of the

da** and thus, or by the remaining free valences, either with carlsjn
organic radicals or with hydrogen, as bodies of the second class. In

to realize similar compounds, called organic or organo-mineral
w, the primary elements should be at least bivalent. The formula

** compound* of this class is

R—M—X
which all the symbols are the same as above.

UU
Ethyl mercuric chloride, the formula of which may be written

C,Hf—Hg— Cl

is an example of compounds of the third class. Other important military

toxic compounds belonging to this class are

CH,-CHr—Cl
Mustard ga* S/

XCH,—CH*—Cl

DichloniiPthylantine CH,— A*=CI,
Lrwu*ite(II) (ClCH—CH »t=A*
Phosgene (>=C=Ol,

/
C ‘

Chloroformate of methyl chloride O—C\

o=c<^

OCCI,

CHI

CH,A-M—X Iodoscetone
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Cyanogen chloride.

Phenylcarbylamint* chloride

Methylchlonniifttte

CUlorpicrin

a—c=n
Clr=0=N—C*H»

/
Cl

SOr-H<
N
OCH,

CUC—N^°

While it appears from the foregoing that many of the World War
chemical agents may be classified in accordance with the scheme out-

lined, it does not follow that all such agents are so classifiable, as there are

many known exceptions, and undoubtedly many more exceptions will

l»e found as new chemical agents are discovered.

Another chemical classification of combat toxica is indicated by

Hcderer and Istin as follows:

1. Oxvtlizeni, r.g., rhlorinn, ehlorpicrin, or

2. R«lufern, e.g., ucrolrin, ketone*.

3. lonizahle, e.g., hydrorynnie acid, aniiiie*, or

4. Noniomxahfo, e.g., ci»r)x>n monoxide.

However, there are not clear-cut lines of demarcation between the*

classes, nor do they in any way help to associate chemical composition

with physiological action so that little seems to be gained by effort* to

• lassify toxic compounds along these lines.

Our conclusion, then, as regards the chemical classification of toxic

compounds is that at present only very sketchy approximations can be

made. Moreover, among compounds of military importance there sit
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so many exceptions to any general chemical classification that the whole

subject abounds in technical difficulties. Fortunately, however, chemi-

cal classification is not of any great importance in chemical warfare, other

than as an aid to research. Perhaps the most important point to be

emphasised here is the fact that many of the most formidable toxic agents

known today belong to two well-defined families of fompounds—the

cyanides and the organic arsenicals—and it is from these fields that

most of the future chemical agents seem likely to be drawn.

PHYSICAL CLASSIFICATION

The physical classification is very simple and is based upon physical

state or form of the substance under ordinary conditions, i.e., tempera-

ture 68°F. (20°C.) and atmospheric pressure (760 mm. Hg). Thus, an

agent is a true gas, if its boiling point is below ordinary atmospheric tem-

perature, as is the case with chlorine (b.p. — 28°F.). This classification

tts a true gas is not to be confused with the broad generic term gas, used to

refer generally to toxic chemical agents, but means that the substance is

in a gaseous state under ordinary temperatures and pressures.

Classification of Chemical Agents Acvokding to Physical Statk

7®.7‘ Brorab*n«yl cyanide

126.3] Diijhrnylcynnarain*

I
White phosphorus

228 2 Dlpbenylchlormraine . •

231.0 Elhyicarbasol

246.2 Diphenyls mineehlorsreinr

' hlonne

PhtisgeiM- . .

.

Hydrocyanic acid

- 28.3 Hydrocyanic acid

+ 46.7 1
Aeroltin

•f 79.7 Monochlormethylchloro-
formme

Chlorpicrin

Chlorscetone

Trichlormethylchloro-

j

formate..

MrthyUulfuryl chloride...

Brommethylrthyl ketone. .

.

Bromarrtonr

j

Perchlormrthylmercnptgn..

Ethyldichloraratne

Ethylbromarrlate

,
Dimethyl aullaie

Benayl bromide ....

Pbenylcarbylamine i

Xylyl bromide
Dichlorethyl sulfide

'< Phanyldichlorarsine

Meluog point

Boiling

G»w point.

•F.

Liquid*

Boil-

ing

point.

•F.

Halida

I
Melt-

ing

• point

; *f.

L__
farbon monoiirir.

.
,i — 310 1 Brorabensyl cyanide. . .

.

,'+77-
|

Diehlorethyl sulfide... •l+“

An agent is a liquid if its melting point i> below ordinary tempera-

tures and its boiling point is above such temperatures, i.e., when the
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range of atmospheric temperatures lie between the melting and boiling

points of an agent, e.g., chlorpicrin (m.p. — 92.4°F., b.p. 235.4 °F.).

Similarly, an agent is a solid when its melting point is above ordinary

atmospheric temperatures, e.g., white phosphorus (m.p. 111°F.).

The tabulation on page 111 shows the principal World War chemical

agents classified according to physical state.

PHYSIOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION

This classification arranges chemical ngenfs according to the eff«*cts

they produce upon the living body. Both during and since the late war,

the physiological classification systems of the principal countries has

differed considerably; in order to compare these systems, we shall

review briefly the salient points of each.

American Classification (World War) —Jn

this system, the toxic substances are classified according to the predominant

effects which they exert, with the understanding, however, that the action

of any substance in not limited to u single tissue or group of tissues.

Thus, a substance, the vapor of which causes injury to the respiratory

passages, may, when applied to the skin, cause blistering. If the sole or

chief usefulness of a substance in warfare dejn-nds upon its effect on the

respiratory tract, it is classed as a respiratory irritant. If its power to

produce casualties is due to its action on the skin, it is classed a- a skin

irritant. If l»otl» actions are useful, it is placed in both groups.

1. Respiratory Irritants.—By far the greatest numl>er of substances

thus far used injure the respiratory apparatus. Three groups may l>e

differentiated:

a. Those which exert their chief effects on the delicate membranes in

the lungs through which oxygen passes from the air into the blood. The

main result of this injury is to cause fluid to pass from the blinxi into the

minute air sacs and thus to obstruct the oxygen supplied to the blood.

Death from one of these substances may be* compared to death by

drowning, the water in which the victim drowns being drawn into his

lungs from his own blood vessels, e.g., phosgene, chlorine, chlorpicrin,

diphosgene.

b. Substances which injure the membranes which line the air passages.

During normal life these membranes insure protection to the lungs against

mechanical injury by particles which may be taken in with the air and

against bacterial infection. As a result of the action of substances of this

group, their protective power is lost. Portions of the membrane may

become swollen and detached and may plug up the smaller passages lead-

ing to the lung tissue, or the damaged tissue may become the scut of

bacterial infection, thus setting up brouchitis and pneumonia, e.g.,

mustard gas, ethyldichlorarsine.
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e. Substances which affect chiefly the upper air passages, t.f., the

nose and throat. These substances cause intense pain and discomfort,

but are not dangerous to life. They cause sneezing, painful smarting of

the nose and throat, intense headache, a feeling of severe constriction of

the chest, and vomiting. For varying periods after exposure, they may

cause general muscular weakness and dizziness, loss of sensation in parts

of the IkhIv or any transitory unconsciousness, e.g., diphenylchlorarsine,

diphcnylcyauarsine.

2. Tear Producers (Lncrimotors).—Certain substances have a powerful

effect upon the eyes, causing copious flowing of tears, followed by red-

dening and swelling of the eyes, producing thereby effective temporary

blindness. These effects are often produced by extremely minute quan-

tities of tear-producing substances. Large quantities of the same sub-

stances usually act as lung irritants as well, e.g., brombenzyl cyanide,

bromacetone, ethyliodoacetate, chlorpicrin.

3. Skin Blisterers ^Vesicants).—Certain substances have a powerful

irritating effect upon the skin, very much like that produced by poison

ivy. The same effect is produced upon all the surfaces of the body

with which the substance may come in contact, such as the eyes and the

breathing passages. Accordingly, a substance producing skin blistering

will, if inhaled, also act as a powerful irritant of the air passages, e.g.,

mustard gas.
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American Classification (Postwar).—Agents are classified physio-
logically according to their most pronounced effect. The following are
the terras usually employed'

1. Lung Irritants. 0—Agents which, when breathed, cause inflammation and injury
to I he interior cavity of the bronchial tube* and the lungs, e.g., phosgene, diphoegene.
chlnrpicrin.

2. Irritant* (titernutatore).—Thone substances which produce violent sneezing and
coughing followed by temporary physical disability. Stemutators are usually in the
i«»rm of irritant smokes and the two arc regnrded a* synonymous, e g., diphenvlchlorar-
"ine, dipbcnvlaminechlorarsine, diphonylcvnnarsine.

3. Locrimotor*.—Agents which cause a copious flow of tears and intenae, though
••‘inponiry, eye pai;is, e.g., hromocetono, brombensyl cyanide, cliloraretophenone.

4. reneanfe—Agents which, when absorbed or dissolved in any pan of the human
i-Kly, produce inflammation und burns with destruction of tissues.

'The author has substituted the term lung injurant* for this class of gases to
<liMiiigtijH |) thorn from the nose and throat irritanls (MernutaionO.

British Classification (World War).—During the early part of the war,
•In* British employed four classes, as follows:

1- (jiutes of permuneut effect, roughly corresponding to our class of vcaicauts, t.g.

•li.-hlnrvthvl sulfide.

2

.

Gttauh of temporary effect, roughly coi responding to our class of luug injurant*.
• IT. phosgene.
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MlioaeeUtT
***** * “onfatal effect, corresponding to our irritant., t.g., ethyl-

4. Gases having a fatal effect, corresponding to our class of systemic poiaon* r ahydrocyanic acid gaa.

Uter on in the war, the British reduced their physiological classifica-
tion to only two classes:

1. lAcrimatory agents (ethyliodoaretmel.
2. Lethal Agents (phosgene, chlorpieriii, mustard gas).

British Classification (Postwar).—Since the war, the British have
adopted the following classification:

a. Vesicant*, e.g., mustard gua and lewisite.

h. Lung irritants, e.g., phosgene, chlorine, chlorpirrin.
r oenmiy irritants, e.g., diplienylchloramine, dipheiivlcvanareinr.
* ^"nialom, e.g., brombensyl cyanide, xvlyl bromide, etc.
e Dim-t poison* of the nervous system, or paralysants, e.g., hydrocyanic arid gas.
/. Oases which interfere with the moratory function of the blood, e.g., carbon

monoxide.

“Broadly speaking, the gases in groups (6) and (e) may be regarded
as lethal agents, and those in groups (c) and (d

)

as irritants, capable of
putting a man out of action immediately, though only temporarily;
whilst those of group (a), though intensely poisonous, have, when used
against troops who are well disciplined in defence against gas, a casualty-
producing power enormously in excess of their killing power*'.

French Classification (World War).-The French classification
recognised seven classes as follows:

1.

Highly toxic git**, e.g., hydrocyanic acid.

r)d«Vrnn
CHH,in* ph^cno, dipha*rnc,

3. Lucrimntnrh. e.g., ehloracitono, acrolein.
4. \ csic.nts, e.g., miiHinrd gns, dimethyl sulfate.
5. {'(emulators, e g., diplienvlclilontrvine, diphcnylcvan.reine.
6. Labyrinths:, which affect the car, e.g., dirhtonnethyl ether.
7. Carbon monoxide.

French Classification (PoatwarJ.-Since the war, the French have
simplified their physiological classification to the following:

1. IrritAnt toxics romprising:
a. Lacrimatore, e.g., benzyl bromide and xvlyl bromide.
b. Respiratory irritant* or sternutators, e.g., diphenylchlorarsine, diphenyb

ryuiarsine.
2. Caustic toxics comprising:

n. Lung caustics or suffocants, e.g., chlorine and phosgene.
b. Skin caustics or vesicants, e.g., mustard gas, lewisite.

3. General toxics, e.g., hydrocyanic acid type, comprising no actual well-
linrrciiYinted subdivisions.
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German CUaaification (World War).-The early German clswific
tion distinguished three classes as follows

:

I. Irritant gases (Reizetoffe) which cause only temporary injuries, comprising

a. Lacrimatorn, ej., T-Stoff.

b. Irritant*, e.g., B-8toff, Bn-Stoff, D-Stoff.

2. Combat goat*
(Kanp/etoff

)

which cause more permanent injuries, v.g., CSutff
:md K-Stoff.

3. Toxic gases (Oi/tetoff) which cause death or serious incapacitation, r.g,, hydro-
cyanic acid, diphoegene, chlorpicrin.

Later on in the war the middle-class (2) gases gradually dropped out
and the Germans came to recognize only two great classes: ( 1 ) the
uonfat&l irritants, and (2) the fatal toxic gases.

German Classification (Postwar).—Since the war the Germans have
adopted the following classification :

1. Lacrimator* (Irdnenerregmde Kamp/etoffe), e.g., bromacetone, xylyl bromide,
Itromhecuvl cyanide, chkiracetophenone.

2. Srcniutatore < nieeenerregende Kamp/etoffe), e.g., diphenylchlorarsine, diphenvl-
rrznniiit.

3. Lung irritants (lungenreizrnde Kamp/etoffe), ej., chlorine, phosgene, diphosgenc,
rhlorpicriu, lewisite R.

4. Vesic ants (blaemiirhmde Kamp/etoffe e.g., chlorovinyldichlorareine. dichlor-
ethyl sulfide.

5. Nerve poisons (Krrvmgi/te), e g., hydrocyanic acid.

un comparing the several World \\ar physiological classifications
with those of the postwar period, we find that there was much greater
divergence among the various systems during the war than since then.

Thus it is noted that the German World War classification differed
in principle from those of the Allies, the German classification being based
*>lely upon the decree of physiological effect, while all the Allies’ systems
wore based upon the nature of the effect.

Since the war there has been a gradual rapprochement of view|K>int
1,1 Hu- matter of physiological classification so that now we find the
pniuipal nations in substantial agreement upon the following phynio-
mgicul classification of chemical agents:

1. Lung injurants—compounds which attack the pulmonary passages
«nd hmgs and generally prove fatal in a few hours if the gas is present
>fi the usual field concentration.

2. Irritant* (often called strmutators)—compounds which produce »
strong local irritation of the nose and throat, causing violent sneezing“d coughing. This irritation often extends to the stomach through the
fallowing of saliva containing the irritant substance and causes severe
«dachc, nausea, and vomiting. Exposure to strong concentrations of
,mta,,t (,<>mf>oundK generally results in marked physical debility. How-

ever, these effects are only temporary and are limited to the period of
exposure and a few hours therea/ter.

3. Lacrimator* compounds which act almost exclusively upon the
eyes, producing a copious flow of tears and rendering vision impossible
during the period of exposure and for from half an hour to an hour
thereafter. Lacrimatory gases seldom have any other physiological
effects in the concentrations employed in the field.

4. Vuicard* compounds which attack all body surfaces with which
they came in contact (both internal and external), producing blifltci* and
a general destruction of tissue similar to burns from fire. In addition
to this surface action, most of the vesicants were also toxic if inhaled into
the lungs in the form of vapor. Because of their multiple effects upon the
body, the vesicants were by long odds the most prolific casualty producers
of any military agents used in the late war.

5. Systemic poison*—compounds which usually attack the blood (as
carbon monoxide) or the nerve centers (as hydrocyanic acid) and produce
almost instant death by arresting the vita! processes of the body at their
motor centers. These agents are the most virulent poisons with respect
to the quantity required to produce death but they are not the most
fata] gases on the battlefield owing to their extreme volatility, light
vapor density, and other peculiar properties which detract from their
effectiveness in the field.

In addition to the above classes of gases, there are also the smoke
and incendiary agents but, as they produce only slight or incidental
physiological effects, they are usually omitted from the physiological
classifications.

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDUfG TO PERSIBTEIfCT

As the persistency of an agent in the field measures the length of
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lime its effective concentration can be maintained and hence the dura-

tion of its action in battle, the classification of chemical agent* accord-

ing to persistency of great practical importance.

For the purpose of comparison, we shall note briefly the practice of the

principal nations with regard to this classification during and since the

World War.

American Classification (World War).—The classification shown in

the table on page 117 was employed by the American Army during the

War:
American Classification (Postwar).—Since the World War, the

American classification has been reduced to two classes by the elimina-

tion of the intermediate (moderately persistent) class, so that now

agents which peraist for more than 10 minutes in the open field are

classed a> persistent, while agents which persist less than 10 minutes are
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ciasssed as nonpersiatent. In accordance with this scheme, only the

following important chemical agents are nonpereistent: Cl, CG, HCN,
CN, DM, DA, DC, WP, FM. All other agents are persistent.

Amkiik an World Wah Classification According to Pkrbistcnct

Persistency

CllUB* Agent*
In In

Remark*

open woods

I. Nonpcraiatcnt. . .

.

VN 10 min. 3 hr. These gases are very volatile.

Cl vaporizing entirely at the moment

CG of explosion. They form a cloud,

CXL capable of giviug deadly effects,

DA but which lose*, more or leas

DC rapidly, its effactiveneaa by dilu-

tion and dispersion into the

atmosphere.

11. Moderately per- NC 3 hr. 12 hr. Theae gases, having moderately

sistent. PS high boiling points, are only par-

PG tially vaporized at the moment of

PCC explosion. The cloud formed

DG upon explosion is generally not

deadly, but it immediately give*

1

penetrative laerimatory or irri-

tant effects. The majority of

the go* contents of the shell is

pulverized and projected in the

form of a spray of fog. which

slowly settles on the ground and

continues to give off vapor* that

prolong the action of the initial

cloud.

Ill Highly persistent. HS 3 dnvs 7 day* These gase*. having a very high

CA boiling point, an- but little vapor-

BA ized at the moment of explosion.

A small portion of the content* of

the ahell is atomized and gives

immediate effect, but by far the

greater part is projected on thr

ground in the form of droplet*

which slowly vaporize and con-

tinue the action of the initial

cloud.

Other Classifiedlions .—The British, French, and Germans, neither

during nor since the war, adopter! any sharply defined classification of
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chemical agents iri accordance with jiersiatency. On the contrary, all

three, while recognizing generally the two main classes—nonpersistent

and persistent—failed to specify any definite time units to distinguish

these classes.

Thus, from the British point of view,

. . . g»M*> ttn- generally divided into two main categories:

Nonpereistent.

Persistent.

Nonpersistent sulwtumres when liU-ruted uiv rapidly converted into gas or smoke;

cloud* of gas ho produced continue to Ik* effective until dissipated by the wind mid

the #un.

Persistent auhatanoe* used in gas warfare are generally liquids, which contaminate

the area on which they are released and continue to give off vapor for a considerable

period. Mustard ga> and most tear gases are typical example*. Whilst evaporation

is going on tl«* immediate neighborhood to leeward of the contamination iadangeroua.

In the rase of gases aurh ns mustard gas, which attack the akin, actual contact with

contaminated ground or objects must be avoided'*

The French Anew of this subject is clearly pxpressod by Hcderer ami

Istin as follows:

The military employment of the chemical arm leads to the distinction, on the basis

• »f total particular toxir effect, between two categories of aggressive substances; the

volatile substances and the persistent auhataneea. The volatile substances are either

gases, such a* chlorine, or liipiids of low lx>iling point and high vu|>or pressure, such

ns phosgene and hydrocyanic acid, which boil, respectively, at 46°F. and 79°F., or

solids dispersed ns iiltminicrosenpic particles, such as the chloride or cyanide of

diphcnylaifcinr.

The first constitute tin* gaseous “clouds" and the second smokes which diffuse

and rapidly vanish in open country.

The |**r*«istent sulwtnnce* are, on the contrary, liquids of high Ixiiling point and

low vnpnr pressure, such ns rhlorpirrin and mustard gs-, which hoil, respectively, ni

224' P. him! 423°F. Their clouds condense upon the soil in the form of minute liquid

droplet* and evaporate slowly. These substances are generally endowed with great

stability. They do not oxydixe readily in rontnet with air and they hydrolyse onlv

with diffieulty.

An i<» Germnii practice, Hnnslian says:

Hy jsTsisienec we undersinnd the period of lime during which a romhnt snh-

stnuer remuiiiM on the *|*»t where it was liberated for faetienl purpose*, and r\ori>

its effects there. This penustencc is dependent first of all upon the volatility flf the

sultetanre in question; it is greater the lower the volatility, and vice versa.

From a tar l icu I viewpoint, jK-raistency is a matter of vital importance since it i*

the* pru|s*rty which mainly determines whether or nut u eheniical agent is Mutable loi

iih4* on i !•«* iiltensive. Since attacking tnaqis must traverse the ground between their
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own position and that of the enemy, and, if their attack is successful, they must

occupy the enemy's position, it is manifest that chemical agents employed in support

of the attack must he of very low persistency so m to leave the terrain treated with

such agents safe for occupancy by the attacking troops when they reach the enemy

lines. Under normal battle conditions, it has been found that gases which peraist

for more than ten minute* after release upon open ground arc dangerous to attacking

troops when they traverse or occupy such treated areas ami hence only nonpersistenl

gases are suitable for offensive operations, except when the attack is made on such :•

bruad front that certain strung defensive arcus can he avoided in the attack, in which

rase ouch area* may be treated with persistent gases

For general harassing and for defensive operations, where the ground treated with

chemical agents u not to Ik- occupied by friendly troops, persistent agent* are mon-

effective and are generally employed for these purposes.

For iim* of tnsips in the field, no military rliowi Heation of chemical agents can

ignore persistency and the more dear rut and definite the classification according to

persistency, the more useful it is.

He then gives a tabulation of the persistencies of several of the more

important chemical agents, calculated according: to the Leitner formula

(see page 21) and arranged in inverse order of persistence, but no segre-

gation into rhisses according to persistency is made.

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO DEGREE OF ACTION

By degree of action is meant the seriousness of the casualties inflicted

by chemical agents and, as chemical agents vary all the way from simple

lacrimation to almost instant death, there is a wide range in their degree

of action.

From the viewpoint of military operations in the field, chemical agents

are generally divided into three classes:

1. Light-exisualty Agents which produce simple lacrimation or tem-

porary irritation of some part of the body, as the nose and throat, e.g.,

sternutatory.

2. Moderate-easnolty agents which incapacitate for a period of from

a few days to several weeks, but seldom cause permanent injuries or

death, e.g., the vesicant agents (mustard gas).

3. Sertons-easuaUy agents which cause prolonged or permanent

casualties and a high percentage of deaths, e.g., lung injurants such as

phosgene.
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Closely associated with, ami really forming a logical part of, the
classification according to degree of action, is the further consideration
da to the speed of action of chemical agents, t>., whether they produce
immediate or delayed effects. In general, agents of the light-casualty
class (1) and serious-casualty class (3) produce immediate effects,
whereas those of the moderate-casualty class (2) produce delayed effects,
but this rule is variable and there are notable exceptions both ways
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TACTICAL CLASSIFICATION

This classification Is according to tactical use and logically embrace*
rlic following classes (see Table III):

I- Casualty agents, which include:

a. Lung injurants.

b. Vcsicnntii.

e. White phosphorus.

2. Harassing agrnta, whirh include:

a. Lacrimalora.

b. Irritants (slemutatore and irritant smokes).
Screening agent# (obscuring smokes).

4. Incendiary agents.

MILITARY CLASSIFICATION

Front the six classifications described above may be worked out a
single mixed classification which is useful in military operations. This
mixed or military classification groups all chemical agents into categories
most useful to the using troops.

As the two things which are of paramount importance to commanders
m the field are (1) persistency and (2) nature of effects produced upon the

•iieiiiy, the most logical military classification is as follows:

Military Classification- of Combat Oases

l. XnHjicrsuient agent*

A. bung injurant*

I Chlorine

/ MethylsulfurvI chloride

I El hvitmlfuryl chloride

1 Chlomiet hyIrhloroformate
Phosgene

1. Simple
/Dftncthyl sulfate

\ Perchlormethyhnrrcaptan

JTrichlomtethylchlomfonnate. .

.

IChlorpicrin

I Phcnylcarhylamine chloride. . . .

l Dichlonnethyl ether

'.Dibrommcihyl ether

i

Phcny ldichloraraine

Ethyidichlorareine

Phrny Idibromnraine
D. Kr»,nmtnry irritant

*

reirrnutatora)

. Diphenylrhlurarsine

1. Simple J Diplienylcyanaraine

jEthvlrarhasol
I IlilKiOliV'lulii m«M«Klnan

Simple.

1 Oiphcnylauiinrchloniniine.

t PliciiYldiclilururaine*
2 Tox,c < Ethyidichlorareine*

I Eihyldihromareine*
* Pnmsr,|r , w^r ,u„f

C. ^yatriNxe toxic* .

II. I'ernutent ogint*

A. 1 utwedinte effect
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Hydrocyanic acid

Cyanogen bromide

Cyanogen chloride.

Phenylcarbvlamiiic chloride*.
.

.

(Cl.)

(CISO.CH*)
(ClSO»C*H»)

(C1COOCH.CI)
(coci.)

(CHaJtSOi)

(SCCL 4)

(ClCOOCCld
(NO.CCL)
(C,HiCNCl,)

((CHiCbtO)
((CH a Br)»0)

(CiHkAsCl*)

(C,H»AsCl,)

(C*H*AsBr.)

(GHdiAsCl)
(C*H*)»AmCXj

((C»H,),NC,H,)
(NH(C*H«),A«Cli

(CJI*A*Cb>
(C,H»AsCl,)

fC,H*A*Br,i

(HCN)
(CNBr)
(CNCl)

(C«H»HCCIi)

Pure Im*rm i n lore

.

2. Toxic lacriniNiorx

B. Di laijtd effect

1. Pun* vesica n la.

2. Toxic vesicanta.

• Pn cn.nl> luaic lu

t Pnmanly lun* inj

Ethylbromacetate

Xvlvl bromide

Brniyl bromide.

Ethyliodourctate

Hcnxvl iodide

Hrniubenzyl cyanide

Chlomrctophenone

Chlnrarrtone

Rronuirelonr

lodoacetone

Acrolein
• ••••

Broiumet hylethv 1 ket one

Chlorpicrint

Phenv len rhvla 1 1 lii ic chloride

t

Dimethyl sulfate
f Mcthyldichlorareinp

Dichlorcthvl sulfide

PhenyIdichkirarainc t

Phenyldibroiuaraine
f

Ethyldichlorareincf

Chloninyldichlornrsine

(CHjBrCOOCiH*)
(CH,C.HiCH,Br)
(C.H.CH,Br)

<CH,ICOOC,H»)
(C*H»CH,I)

(C.H»CHHrCN)
IC»H»COCH»CIj

(CH.COCH.Cli
<CH,COCH,Rr>
(CHiCOCH;! i

(CH,CI1CH0»
(CH.COCHBrCH,
(CC1»N0|)

(C,H*CHC1,)

(<CH*)*$0 4 )

(CHjAsCI*)

tSfC«HiCI)i)

<C*H»A*Cld
(C*H »An Br, I

(CiH»AsClf)

(CICHCHAaCljj

While the above classification is a logical and useful arrangement
to combat gases in accordance with properties of primary ini)>ortance to
t r*»ops in the field, it is more fortuitous than rigid in its application.
I bus, while all vesicant gases heretofore in use have lieen persistent and
have had delayed effects on men and animals, it does not follow that' all
future vesicants will necessarily have these properties, for there is no
known connection Ik*tween vesication and persistency, or In*tween
vesication and delayed cfTcets. On the contrary, it is entirely po«sihlc
that a m,i,|KTsistent vesicant, or one that is immediately effective, will
Ik* discovered. There is an urgent tactical demand for such a type of
Kas and then* is no reason why it cannot be found. Similarly, there is

no inherent reason why lung-injurant or respiratory-irritant gases should
U- non j)crsistent and it is readily conceivable that persistent gm** of
these two rhuwc* may exist.

Accordingly, all we can say for the military classification indicatetl
above is that it accords with the known facts today and is a logical and
useful arrangement If and w heiM-xccptions to this classification ap|>ear,

as is not at all unlikely, we shall then have to amend our arrangement
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nnd formulate a new. classification in accordance with the new facts.

Marking systems

In order to indicate to troops in the field essential information con-

cerning the type and character of the fillings contained in chemical

projectiles, each nation adopted a special system of marking Mieh pro-

jectiles. As the basic theory of the several marking systems used in the

war was quite different, the principal features of each will be noted here.

German System.—We have said that the German World War classi-

fication of combat gases differed in principle from the classifications of

the Allies, in that the German system was based primarily upon th<-

degree of effect exerted by the gas, whereas the Allies’ systems wen-

predicated upon the nature of the effect, i.e. whether lung injurant or

vesicant, etc. Based upon the fundamental idea of degree of effect, the

German system grouped all gases into four major classes, with dis-

tinguishing marks, as follows:

Claaa Physiological action Murkitig

1. HunnlcMh glut* Lacrimator* (.4 uQtnrriz- White Cro*
( Wfwkreutkam pfdoffr)

T-Sloff Xylvl bromide

B-Sioff Broinacetone

Bn-Stoff Brommcthylethvl ketone

2 . Slightly harmful gum* IrritAnta (Rr\t»!n]fr\ Bine Cnw*
t Rln 11krruzkam pfitnfff

)

Clark 1 Diphenylclilornmiiii*
1

Clark II Diphcnyleyananhne

Dick Ethvlclichloraruine

:t Moderately harmful ga*-* . . Yeaicunte (blnnrtuirh*•/.«/• • Yellow CrtKv*

KampftJoffr) 1 \C,rlhkrr>izkaiMpf*loffe)

Ixj&t Dichlorrlhyl aultide

D-Stoff Dimethyl sulfate

l>iclilonnet hvl ciliyr

4. Severely harmful I.ung injumiitu
,
Green I'm**

rt-uindi Kampf*(nfft) . \Grun±riuzLain pj»loffv

Chlor Chlorine

PhiMgcn (D-Stoff) C-Arhonyl chloride

PcnUnfT (diplioegcne) TriehlormrrhylehU.ro-

formatc

Klop (chlorpicrin) Nitrochloroform 1

f

K-Stoff Monochlormet hylchloro-i

formnte
V

1

All projectiles containing gases belonging to any one of the above.

groups were marked with a correstxmding colored cross, as indieuted.
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To identify further particular gases within a group, additional marks were

used. Thus, if a shell contained diphosgene, it was marked with a green

cross; if it contained diphosgene mixed with chlorpicrin, it was marked

with a green cross and the figure 1 ;
if it contained phosgene, diphosgene,

and diphenylchlorareine, it was marked with a green cross and the

figure 2. Similarly, diphenylchlorareine was marked with a blue cross

and the figure 1, while diphenylcyanareine was marked with a blue

cross and the figure 2. Also ethyldichlorareine was distinguished from

mustard gas (yellow cross) by adding the figure 1 to denote the former

filling.

The earlier type shell containing lacrimatore and simple irritants

were marked with large white letters thus, “B" for B-Stoff, “C " for

C-Stoff, and “D” for D-Stoff, etc. There was no uniform body color to

denote gas shell as a whole; the earlier types of gas shell were painted

gray, whereas the later types were painted blue with a yellow ogive.

Smoke shell were painted gray with a black letter "N” (A
r
ebd, fog) to

distinguish them from gas shell.

Incendiary shell were painted red all over with the word “Brand-Gr"

on the side in black letters to distinguish from certain types of HE shell

which were also painted red.

The principal defects in the German marking system were: (1) the

lack of a distinctive uniform body color to distinguish chemical shell

from other types; and (2) the absence of means for indicating the relative

liersistency of the various chemical fillings, which is of great importance

to tactical operations in the field. This second defect was somewhat

mitigated by the circumstances that, as a whole, the Green and Blue

Cross shell were nonpersistent, while the Yellow Cross were persistent.

But this was more fortuitous than deliberate, and the lines of demarca-

tion were not clear cut. Shell containing ethyldichlorareine were at first

marked as Yellow Cross 1, but were later changed to Green Cross 3,

when it was found that this gus was sufficiently noupcraisteiit to la* used

mi the offensive.

French System.—French chemical shell were distinguished from

other types by a ImkIv color of dark green, and the incendiary shell were

distinguished from the gas shell by a red ogive. There were no' French

smoke shell, distinguished as such. Certain gas shell had n sufficient

amount of smoke-producing material to make a visible cloud on burst,

but they were regarded as gas shell.

Chemical fillings, regardless of whether they were gas, gas with smoke,

or incendiary, were denoted by certain code numbers, sometimes in com-

bination with colored bands or stripes on the shell. The code numbers

were purely arbitrary and were not arranged in any way to indicate

persistency or even the type of chemical filling. On the contrary, the
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numbers seem to have been chronologically assigned to each filling as it

was adopted.

The following table gives the principal French chemical shell with

their markings:

ShHl

75 mm. incendiary.

75 mm. incendiary

75 mm. gas

75 mm. g»*.

75 mm. gu* and ninoke.

76 mm. ga* and ninoke.

75 nun. ga» and wnoke.

75 mm. go*

75 rum. gas

155 nun. gaa arid amoke .

155 mm. gan

155 min. ga*

Charge Mnrkingn

155 mm. F.A. go*

15 mm. F.A. incendiary,

Nnud.

155 mm. Xund (at eel). .

.

Carbon diaulfide; white

phoaphorua; cylinder of in-

cendiary in celluloid

White phoaphorua; neutral

liquid

Yincenniie quartemaire

(V4)

Vitrite; manganitc; maraite

Collongite, Hiopacite, M

Aquinite, opaeite, )
'

A

Martonite; opaeite

Yperite with solvent

Canute, 13; aquinite, 100

Collongite, *4 ; opacile,

Aquinite, *4; opacile, }£

Yperite with solvent

Camitc, 13; aquinite, 100

Carbon disulfide and tar;

phosphorus 1 ;
kilogram

cylinder of incendiary

matter

Carbon disulfide and tar;

white phosphorus; evlinder

of incendiary

Green ogive, red body, No. 2

on top of ogive and alao on

bottom

Green ogive, red body, No. 3

on top and bottom
Green, 2 white ring*, No. 4

on lop and bottom

White Bands, "4B" on

ogive, base and shell raw
Green, 1 white ring. No, 5

on top and bottom

Green, 1 orange-yellow ring.

No. 7 on top and bottom

Green, 1 orange-yellow ring,

No. 9 on top and bottom

2 orange-yellow hxndx, "20

1 orunge-vellow band, "21”

Green body, 1 white ring,

No. 5 on top ogive

Green body, 1 white ring.

No. 7 on top of the ogive

2orHnge-vellow bands, "20”

on lop of ogive

1 orange-yellow bund, "21"

on top of the ogive

Green l*ody, red head, and
Mack ring

Green l>ody. red head, and
Mark ring

M

The French system of marking, being purely arbitrary, had little to

recommend it. The information denoted by the code numbers applied

only to the filling and, unless troop commanders were very familiar with

the properties of these fillings (which was seldom the case), they had
little or no guidance in the use of chemical shell in the field. Moreover,
the numbers painted on the shell frequently became more or less obliter-

ated, and when they were illegible, the different kinds of gas shell fre-

quently could not be distinguished.
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British System.—The three classes of British chemical shell were dis-

tinguished from each other and from all other types of shell by distinctive

body colors, as follows: gas shell were painted gray; smoke shell, light

green; and incendiary shell, red. In addition, for gas shell, the kind of

gas filling was indicated by a system of colored stripes encircling the body

of the shell as follows:

Filling

SK ^cthyliodonretute).

Marking bands

No bands
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No band*, letter* HVV
PS (rhiorpii rin ) 1 while
PG (50 per mil i liU*r|m riii | 2 while

XC vSO |M-r rent rhlorpii-nn; 20 jx*r crnl

wtannic chloride, .1 while, I red, l while
VN (viiieciiniici

1 white, I red

CG (phcwgemc . . I red. I white. 1 red

CBR 1 red

HB (niii»lHrd kiihi 4 red

Thr .smoke shell were also dUtingubdiod by having a red ring paints!
around the ogive, Hum- to the nose of the shell, and tin* letters “PHOS"
Hlenrilrd in black on I lie side* of flu* shell to denote phosphorus filling.

The incendiary shell were without distinguishing marks, pxcept all

over red color.

From the foregoing, it is apparent that the British system was an
improvement of the French, in that each class of chemical shell was dis-

lingiiished from all other types and the kind of filling was indicated by
bands that were more readily identified than the French code numbers
However, the British system also failed to denote the persistency of the

gas fillings as a guide to use in the field; in this respect it was open to the
same objections as the French system.

American System (World War).— In the war, American chemical
shell were distinguished from all other types by n gray l>ody r»Jor and
black letters reading “Special Gas,” “Special Smoke,” or "Special
Incendiary.” The three classes of chemical shell were further distin-

guished by distinctive color stri|x*s encircling the l»ody of the shell, a*,

follows: gas shell—white and/or r<*d stripes: smoke shell—yellow stripes:

incendiary shell—purple stri|n*.

Among gas shell, those filled with nonpersistent gases were distin-

guished by white stripe*; those with persistent fillings by red stripes; and
those with arm

i
persistent fillings with combination white and red stripes.

Furthermore, within each group of gases the number of stripes de noted
tin* relative persistency That is, the least persistent gas of the non-
persistent group was denoted by one white stripe, the next least per-

sistent gas bv two white stri|H*s, etc. Similarly, among the iH-rsistent
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group, the least persistent gas was denoted by one red stripe, the next

least persistent by two red stripes, etc.

The following tabulation shows the chemical fillings used in the war

and the markings employed to denote them:

Filling Marking atripea

SonixrtiUrnl Ga*t»

DA (diphenylt’hloranune) 1 white

CG (phosgene) 2 white

PD ICG ami DA) 3 w hite

Srtn i/rrrirlrnf Ga+rt

1*8 (chlorpicruu.
.
.. I red. 1 while

NC (ehlorpicrin mid tannic chloride) "I yellow, 1 red, 1 white

PC* (PS and CG). . . — 1 white, 1 red, 1 white

Prrn$lcnl Gan •

HA (broiiiacctonc) 1 red

CA (broinlieiuyl cyanide) 2 red

HS (mustard gas) 3 red

Smoke*
WP (while pIxMphoruv • . .. I yellow

FM (titanium tetrachloride l 2 yellow

Incendiary

Incendiary mixture I purple

x*nmr rhtond# • • amokr Dfodurrc H*»« •>»» #’ri yr i* i|rM« itiv toil.

From the foregoing, il will 1h* seen that the American marking system

wits by far the most logical and informative scheme of identifying chem-
ical fillings of any of the marking systems used in the war. It not only

distinguished chemical shell from other types, and the three classes of

chemical fillings from each other, but it also identified each gas by a mark
which indicated to what persistency group the gas lieloiigcd and its rela-

tive persistency therein. The American system had the further advan-
tage that if a more effective gas of any group were substituted for a Im*
effective gas, no change in the marking of the shell would !>c ncroetary.

Tim*. suppose a more effective lacrimator were substituted for BA. If

• hi* new gas were less persistent than CA the shell containing it would
continue to Ik* marked with one red stripe. If, however, tin* new gn>

'w*T<- more persistent than CA, hut. less than HS, the new gas shell

would lie marked with two red stripes and the shell thereafter filled with

CA would Is* marked with one red stripe fo denote the fact that CA win-

now i

I

k* least persistent ga* of the persistent group.

American System (PoBt War).—The only disadvantage of the Amer-

ican World War marking system was the number and variety of markings

u**d to denote gas shell, but this was due to the large number of ga^or-

which had to In* distinguished. Since the war the effort has been to

reduce tlii' iiuuiImt of standard ebcmieal fillings to the minimum. To

• hi- end. only one chemical filling of each type i.- now approved as stand-

I2X
artl, t.e., one nonpersistent, one isrsistcnt gas, one irritant gas, one smoke
and one incendiary filling. When a new filling in developed to n point

when* it is found to l>c more effective than any of the existing standard
Ivjs s, it is adopted as the standard for its type and the former standard
gn> then liecomc* a substitute standard if it is desired to retain it for

|H>ssiblc substitute use, or if not, it is declared obsolete and dropped.
A comparison of the present classification and marking system with

I lie American World War practice shows a marked simplification. While
the system of stripes to denote type of chemical agent is retained, these

stri|»es no longer distinguish degree of persistency as between gases of
the same type. This is not serious, however, so long ns there is but one
gns of any one type in use, as is now contemplated.
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CHAPTER VI

LACRIMATORY AGENTS

T'he first toxic gases employed in the World War wore the lacrimators,

i.e., sulwtancea having a specific action on the eyes and producing m

copious flow of tears and temporary blindness. In the concentrations

used in battle, neither the eyeball nor tho optic nerve wuh injured and
only in rare cases (as when a soldier was so near a shell burst as to have
the liquid chemical splashed in his eyes) was any corneal injury experi-

enced. In fact, so transitory was the effect of these early lacrimatory

gases tlml no one, at the time of their introduction, appeared to regard

them as toxic gases coming within the prohibitions of tho Hague Con-
ventions of 1899 and 1907. As a matter of fact, however, most of the

World War laerimntors were equally os toxic as many of the lethal gone*

used. For a comparison of the relative tox»cities of the lacrimatory and
lethal gases see the tables on pages 14 and 16.

Perha|M the reason why no protest was made over the initial use of

lacrimatory gases was that, in the low concentrations ordinarily encoun-

tered in the open, tem|»orary lacrimation was the only effect produced,

and no one regarded these substances as militarily effective. However,

when these gases were employed against enclosed places, such as field

fortifications, deep trenches, dugouts, etc., where their vapors could

accumulate, toxic concentrations could be built up and serious casualties

result. Since toxic concentrations could thus be produced in battle,

it is clear that most of the World War lacrimators were ill fact toxic gases

and did come within the prohibitions of the Hague Conventions.

The principal lacrimators employed in the late war, in the order of

their introduction Mre shown in the tabic on page 130.

As will be noted in the table, the lacrimators fall naturally into two
groups: (1) simple lacrimators, which in ordinary field concentrations

affect the eyes only; and (2) toxic lacrimators, which in ordinary field

concentrations not only affect the eyes but also exert certain toxic

effects against other parts of the body. All the toxic lacrimators, in

addition to their lacrimatory action, are also lung injurants. In the

cases of ehlorpicrin and pheuylcarbylamine chloride, their lung-iiijurunt

effects are so much more pronounced than their lacrimatory effect*

that they are usually classed as lung-injurant agents (see Chap. VII).

13U

Agent

•W
Introduced

by
j

Date

Simple lacrimator*

EihvlbromaceUte AuiubI. 1014

Xylyl bromide . . German* January. 1015

Benzyl bromide March, 1915
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Hrommethylethyl ketone German. July, 1915 established by tests &nd war experience.

Ethyliodoftcetate Britiuh September, 1915 Although lacrimators were used throughout the World War, their

Benzyl iodide French November. 1916 employment was more and more limited as other more powerful gases

Brombenzyl cyanide French July, 1918
introduced. During the whole period of the war, about 6,000 tons

Chloracetophenone Amencans Postwar
|a4

.riin|ltor8 were used in battle. Thus was less than 5 per cent of the

total tonnage of toxic gases used. However, owing to their effectiveness

in extremely low concentrations, forcing troops to mask, with its attend-

ant disadvantages, lacrimators served a useful purpose in the war. Also,

owing to their total lack of permanent injury, lacrimators are well

adapted for controlling mobs and suppressing domestic disturbances;

they have been used in increasing amounts for this purpose since the

World War. m
As the later lacrimators are far more powerful than their earlier

predecessors, they are of the greatest interest, particularly, as to the

GROUP CHARACTERISTICS future. However, in order to trace the development of the laenma-

The larrimator., as a group, have certain well-defined properties in tors as a group and to compare the properties of each with the others,

common, the most important of which are the following: a brief description will be given of each in the chronological order of its

introduction.

1. They all have the power to irritate certain tissues only, ue., the eyt*. and

without producing noticeable lesions; their action is thus both elective and ttvmhW

since they affect only ono organ, and the irritation produced quickly disappears.

2. Their threshold of action is low, they are effect ive in extremely low con-

centrations, such as a few thousandths of a milligram per liter, und can produce an

intolerable atmosphere in concentrations as low as one-thousandth of that required

for the most effective lethal agents.

3. They are quirk acting, producing almost instantaneous physiological .effect*

(in less than 1 minute) in the form of a muscular reaction of the eyelids, cloning the

eyes, and a glandular reaction from the larrimntory glands, producing a ropioua Him

of team.

4. Chemically they are vary closely related, being formed bv a central atom of

carbon, carrying a halogen and one or several negative groups in which the hydrogen

atoms are readily displaced. Hedcrer and Istin (15), quoting Plofnwnr Job, give the

following type formulas which explain the chemical relationships of the lacrimator*

to each other:

5. Physically, the lacrimators are, in general, liquids of relatively high boiling

point* and low vapor pressures. They are, therefore, essentially nonvolatile sub-

stances that form persistent gases.

Since all the lacrimators are practically insoluble in water, although

readily soluble in fats and organic solvents, on coming in contact with the

moist surfaces of the eyeball and conjunctiva, they are not diluted by the

moisture encountered but are rapidly absorbed by the epithelial surfaces.

The effect upon the sensitive nerves at once produces an irritation that

passes rapidly from a slight tingling sensation to an intolerable smarting

and terminates in a muscular reaction, closure of the eyelids, and a secre-

tion of tears. The reflex action of closing the eyelids and the profuse

secretion of tears produces a suspension of vision which, however, usually

persists but a few minutes after termination of the exposure to the lacri-

matory atmosphere, and rarely produces any pathological lesion or

injurious aftereffects.

A marked peculiarity of the lacrimators as a group is their relative

ineffectiveness against animals. Thus it was noted early in the war that

concentrations which caused profuse lacrimation in men produced no

visible effect upon horses and mules. From careful tests, using bromben-

zyl cyanide as the agent, it was found that it was necessary to use a

solution 100 times as strong to lacrimate a dog and 1,000 times as strong

to lacrimate a horse to the same degree as a man. The reason for this

great difference in the sensitiveness to lacrimation between men and

animals has never been satisfactorily explained, though the fact is well

Ethylbromacetate (CHjBrCOOC*Hi)

The first combat gas used in the war was ethylbromacetate ,
which was

employed by the French in rifle grenades as early as August, 1914. In

November, 1914, owing to a shortage of bromine from which brominated

compounds could be made, rhloraretune was substituted as a filling in

the French gas grenades (1).

Ethylbromacetate was first prepared by Perkin and Duppa in 1858

by heating bromacetic acid and alcohol in sealed tubes. The compound

was thus known long before the World War and was used in many ways

in industry in the manufacture of other chemical substances. Its highly

irritant effect upon the eyes was also well known to chemists. This

property and the fact that it is easily manufactured and handled were

perhaps the reasons for its employment in 1912 as a filling for hand bombs

by the Paris police for temporarily disabling criminals and facilitating

their arrest. The success attained by the French police in suppressing

lawless gangs with this gas undoubtedly led to adoption by the French

Army as a filling for 26-nun. rifle grenades.

According to German authors, the French had actually manu-

factured a quantity of these gas-rifle grenades before the outbreak of

the World War, and 30,000 were taken into the field by the French Army

in August, 1914, and used during that summer. The French deny this

and assert that the hand bombs filled with ethylbromacetate were used

for police purposes only. However, regardless of whether or not

the French actually manufactured rifle gas grenades prior to the World

War, they certainly appear to have been employed by the French Army

during the first months of the war, and the chemical filling used was

ethylbromacetate.

According to Mueller; ethylbromacetate is prepared by the brom-

ination of acetic acid in the presence of red phosphorus and the subse-

quent esterification with alcohol of the bromacetic acid obtained.

It is a transparent liquid of 1.5 specific gravity, which boils without

decomposition at 168°C. (334.4°F.), and does not react with iron. It is

almost insoluble in water and is only slowly hydrolysed thereby.

Ethylbromacetate is very irritating to the eyes and nasal passages,

causing lacrimation in concentrations as low as 0.003 mg. per liter. At

0.04 mg. per liter, the concentration becomes intolerable to the eyes, and
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a concentration of 2.30 mg. per liter is lethal on 10 minutes exposure

It* toxicity is, therefore, over twice that of chlorine. Its volatility i*

21.00 mg. per liter at 20°C. (fig'T.), so that field concentrations of nearly

ten times the lethal dose are practicable.

On account of the scarcity of bromine, ethylbromacetate was dis-

placed by chloracetone in November, 1914, and was not used thereafter.

Its use was, therefore, very limited and, aside from the fact that it was

the first combat gas used in the World War, this compound was not

important.

Chloracetone (CH*COCH?01)

French: “Tonite”
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Chloracetone was introduced by the French in November, 1914, as a

substitute for ethylbromacetate in hand and riJIe gas grenades. It is

obtained by the direct chlorination of acetone and is a clear liquid, of

1.16 specific gravity, which boils at 119°C. (246.2°F.), yielding a vapor
3.7 times heavier than air. Chloracetone is only slightly soluble in

water and is not decomposed thereby. It tends, however, to polymerize
into a relatively inert form on long storage.

It has a pungent odor like that of hydrochloric acid and iacrimates
the eyes (conjunctiva) in concentrations as low as 0.018 mg. per liter. A
concentration of 0.10 mfc. per liter is intolerable after 1 minute of exposure,
and a concentration of 2.30 mg. per liter is lethal on 10 minutes’ exposure.
It is, therefore, about as toxic as ethylbromacetate. However, it is much
more volatile so that its ordinary field concentrations are much higher
than those of ethylbromacetate.

Because charcoal readily absorbs chloracetone and therefore even
the early gas masks afforded adequate protection against it and because
bromacetone proved to be a better tear gas, chloracetone was displaced
in 1915 by bromacetone and other more powerful lacrimators then
introduced. A relatively small amount of chloracetone was used in the
war, and it played but a minor role in the early stages of gas warfare.

Xylyl Bromide (C*H 4CH,CH,BR)

German: "T-Stoff"

In the early experiments with various chemical compounds, in an
effort to produce more powerful lacrimators, the Germans found that, in
general, the bromine derivatives were far more effective than the corre-
sponding chlorine compounds; as there was then no shortage of bromine
in Germany (as in France and England), the German chemists proceeded
to develop for chemical warfare a series of bromine compounds of which
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xylyl bromide was the first. The first use of this gas in battle was in
artillery shells fired against the Russians at Bolimow on Jan. 31, 1915,
and its first employment on the Western Front was against the British
at Nieuport in March, 1915. The firing of these shells against the
Russians not only constituted the first use of gas in artillery shell* but
was also the first use of gas in a major operation in the World War, ante-
dating, as it does, the celebrated c loud-gas attack at Ypres in April, 1915
by three months.

* Strictly speaking, the first German gas used in the World War was chlorsulfate
of orlho-dianisidin, a powder which was filled between the lead bolls of the 10.5-mm.
shrapnel. However, only one trial lot of these shell was used on Oct. 27, 1014, at
Neuve-Chapelle and, as the success obtained was not sufficient to warrant further
use of this material, it was abandoned.

Xylyl bromide is prepared by the direct brominatiun of xylene ami
consists of a mixture of the three isomeric substitution products of the
ortho-, meta», and para-xylene present. When pure, the xylyl bromides
are light yellow slightly viscous liquids, while the xylyletie bromides are
solids. Crude xylyl bromide consisted of a mixture of xylyl and xylylpne
bromides and, as used in gas warfare, was a black liquid, of 1.4 specific
gravity, which boils at from 210° to 220°C. (410° to 428°F.), yielding a
pungent aromatic vapor, 8.5 times heavier than air, with an odor resemb-
ling lilacs. As it corrodes iron and steel very rapidly, xylyl bromide had
to be loaded into lead containers which were in turn placed in the shell.

Later in the war, lead and enamel linings were developed which success-
fully protected the shell from corrosion and made the inner lead contain-
ers unnecessary.

Xylyl bromide is an extraordinarily powerful irritant to the eyes
(conjunctiva). It can be detected by sensitive individuals in concentra-
tions as low as 0.00027 mg. per liter, whereas its lacrimatory concentra-
tion is 0.0018 mg. per liter. A concentration of 0.015 mg. per liter is

intolerable after 1 minute, and a concentration of 5.60 mg. per liter is

lethal on 10 minutes’ exposure. Hence while xylyl bromide is a much
stronger lacrimator, its toxicity is only half that of ethylbromacetate.

On account of its low volatility (0.60 mg. per liter at 68°F.), xylyl
bromide was not very effective at low temperatures, and it was also
very readily absorbed by the charcoal in gas-mask canisters, so that
masks furnished adequate protection against it. Owing to these facts

and its corrosive properties, it was replaced in 1917 by more volatile

and powerful substances. However, xylyl bromide played an important
role in the history of gas warfare. About 500 tons of T-Stoff were fired

by the Germans and, while no serious casualties were produced thereby,
this gas first showed the tactical importance of gas shell and paved the
way for the more effective gas shell which followed.
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Benzyl Bromide (CiHsCHjBr)

German: T-Stoff; French: "Cyclitc"

The second bromine compound introduced by the Germans was
benzyl bromide. It was first used by them at Verdun in March, 1915,

in an effort to obtain a more volatile substance than xylyl bromide, but

the improvement was not marked for, while benzyl bromide is somewhat
more volatile, it is less irritating than xylyl bromide. The French also

later used this compound under the name of "Cyclite."

Benzyl bromide is prepared by the direct bromination of toluene in

the same way as xylyl bromide is obtained from xylene. In its pure

state, benzyl bromide is a transparent liquid, with a specific gravity of

1.44, which boils at 20I°C. (393.8°F.), yielding vapor 6.0 times heavier

than air and with a pleasant aromatic odor resembling water cress. It

is insoluble in water and is only very slowly decomposed thereby. Its

great chemical stability, low vapor pressure, 2.0 mm. Hg at 20°C.

(68°F.), and low volatility, 2.4 mg. per liter at 20°C. (68°F.), assures its

}>ersistence on the terrain.

While benzyl bromide is a decided eye irritant, its effect is not nearly

*o great as that of xylyl bromide. Thus, a concentration of 0.004 mg.
per liter is required to produce any irritation at all, and the concentration

does not become intolerable until it attains 0.06 mg. per liter. In higher

concentrations, it also produces much irritation of the nose, throat, and
air passages with salivation and nausea. Its lethal concentration for

10 minutes’ exposure is 4.50 mg. per liter, as compared to 5.60 mg. per

liter for xylyl bromide.

Like other bromide compounds, benzyl bromide corrodes iron and
steel and must, therefore, be kept in lead- or enamel-lined containers.

It was used in battle in small quantities for a short time because its

irritant power was much leas" than that of other compounds, and its hasir

component—toluene—was more urgently needed for the manufacture of

high explosives. For these reasons, and the fart that charcoal thor-

oughly absorbs its vapors, it is unlikely that benzyl bromide will ever b<>

used again as a chemical agent.

Bromacetone (CHiCOCHtBr)

German: "B-Stoff”; French: “Martonite”; British and American: "BA "

Not satisfied with the slight improvement of benzyl bromide over
xylyl bromide, the Germans soon brought out a third bromine compound
bromacetone—in an effort to solve the problem of a more easily vola-

tilized irritant. It was also used by the French, mixed with 20 per cent

chloracetone, under the name "Martonite," and by the British and
Americans under the symbol "BA." This compound was the most
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widely employed of any of the pure lacrimators, more than 1,000 tons

being fired in projectiles alone, not to mention use in other weapons such

as hand and rifle grenades. Bromacetone is the bromine compound
which corresponds to chloracetone and is produced in a similar manner,

9.6., by the direct bromination of acetone. It is a colorless liquid, of

1.6 specific gravity, which boils at 135°C. (275°F.), yielding a vapor 4.7

times heavier than air. On long standing, bromacetone decomposes,

gradually changing to a black resinous mass, during which process

hydrobromic acid is released. Although bromacetone is not soluble in

and is not decomposed by water, it is nevertheless a rather unstable

compound, as it decomposes even in its purest form, particularly under
the influence of heat and light.

Bromacetone was one of the most effective lacrimators used in the

war. It produces an irritating effect upon the eyes in concentrations

as low as 0.0015 mg. per liter while, a concentration of 0.010 mg. per liter

is intolerable, and a concentration of 3.20 mg. per liter is lethal on 10
minutes’ exposure. The toxicity of bromacetone is thus intermediate,

l>etween that of ethylbromacetate (2.30 mg. per liter) and xylyl bromide
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(5.60 mg. per liter).

At 20°C. (68°F.)
f
the vapor pressure of bromacetone is 9 mm. Hg and

its volatility 75.0 mg. per liter. Owing to its relatively high volatility,

toxic concentrations of bromacetone were often encountered in the field,

so that, in addition to its lacrimatory power, this compound is classed as

a toxic lacrimator. Moreover, liquid bromacetone, on contact with akin,

produces blisters which, although they heal rapidly, are extremely pain-
ful on the sensitive parts of the body.

In the late war, bromacetone was used by the Germans in artillery

(Green T) shells and trench-mortar bombs (B-Minen) for only a short

time, owing largely to the ever-increasing demand for acetone for other
purposes. The British also used It for a short time until it \\h* irplaced

by more effective iodine compounds. In the mixture Martonite (80 per
cent bromacetone and 20 per cent chloracctone), it was used by the

French and Americans throughout the war, although it was rapidly
being displaced toward the end of the war by the more powerful com-
pound, brombemylcyanide, introduced by the French in the summer of

1918.

Brommethylethyl Ketone (CHaCO.CH.Br.CH,)

German: “Bn-Stoff"; French: "Homomartonite”

By the summer of 1915, the demand for acetone as a solvent for

nitrocellulose in the manufacture of powder and dopes for airplane fabrics
l*ecame so great that both sides began to look for substitutes for bromace-
tone, with the result that in July, 1915, the Germans introduced brom-
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methylethyl ketone (Bn-3toff), while the French followed with a mixture of

brommethylethyl ketone and chlormethylethyl ketone, under the name
Homomartonite," so called because of its great similarity to Martonite

(80 per cent bromacetone and 20 per cent chloracctoue) in chemical
composition and physiological action.

Methylethyl ketone is present in large quantities in the "acetone oils,"

which are by-products in the manufacture of acetone from wood, and, if

this compound is brominated in a way similar to acetone, bronuncthyl-
ethyl ketone is obtained. When freshly distilled, it is a faintly yellow
liquid, insoluble in w*er, of 1.43 specific gravity, and boils with some
decomposition at I45°C. (293°F.), yielding a vapor 5.2 times heavier

than air.

The vapor pressure of brommethylethyl ketone is 15.0 mm. Hg at

14°C. (57.2°F.), while its volatility at 20°C. (68°F.) is 34.0 mg. per liter.

1 1 is thus less persistent than xylyl bromide. Like all bromine com-
pounds, it corrodes iron and steel and requires lead- or enamel-lined
receptacles for storage.

Brommethylethyl ketone is a powerful lacrimator, being more power-

ful than benzyl bromide and only slightly less powerful than bromacetone,
which it resembles to an extraordinary degree in its other properties.

Thus, its minimum lacrimatory concentration is 0.0126 mg. per liter,

while a concentration of 0.016 mg. per liter is intolerable and a concen-
tration of 2.00 mg. per liter Is lethal on 10 minutes’ exposure. Owing to

its high toxicity and volatility, toxic concentrations of brommethylethyl
ketone may readily be produced in the field

;
for this reason this compound

is classed os a toxic lacrimator.

On the whole, brommethylethyl ketone was not so effective a war ga.«

as bromacetone, and its substitution for bromacetone was solely for

economic reasons relating to the shortage of acetone.

Iodoacetone (CH.COCH,!)

French: “Bretonite"

The scarcity of bromine caused the French and British to turn to the
iodine compounds corresponding to the bromine compounds in use by the
Germans, with the result that during the latter part of 1915 three such
iodine compounds—iodoacetone, ethyliodoacetate, and benzyl iodide

—

made their appearance in the war. These substances were, on the whole,
somewhat superior in irritant and toxic effects, but less stable than the
corresponding bromine compounds.

The first of the iodine compounds to make its appearance was iodo-
seetone which was introduced by the French in August, 1915, as a filling

for artillery shell.
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Iodoacetone is prepared by treating chloracetone with sodium or

potassium iodide in alcoholic solution. When first prepared, it is »

clear faintly yellow liquid, with a specific gravity of 1.8, which boils sf

102°C. (215.6°F.) and turns brown on contact with the air. Iodoacetone
decomposes on heating more easily than bromacetone and is converted
on standing about one week into symmetrical dviodoacetonc. Its vapor
possesses a very pronounced pungency and is of about the same laeri-

matory strength a* brommethylethyl ketone (0.120 mg. per liter), but is

more toxic than any of the halogcnated ketones.

Iodoacetone was used only a short time by tk* French, being super-
seded toward the end of 1915 by benzyl iodide. The British manufac-
tured some iodoacetone but do not nppeAr to have used it in the field,

preferring the more powerful ethyliodoacetate.

Ethyiiodoacetate (CH,ICOOC,Hi)

British: “SK”
This compound was introduced by the British at the battle of Loos,

Sept. 24, 1915, as a filling for 4.2-in. howitzer shell. It was later also
used in 4-in. Stokes-mortar bomba and gas grenades and was the British

standard lacrimator throughout the war.

Like iodoacetone, ethyliodoacetate is obtained by the double decom-
position of the corresponding chlorine compound (ethylchloraeelate)

with potassium iodide in alcoholic solution. It is a colorless oily liquid,

of specific gravity 1.8, which boils at 180°C. (356°F.) and quickly turns
brown in the air, liberating iodine. At 20°C. (68°F.), its vapor pressure
is 0.54 mm. Hg, and its volatility is 3.1 mg. per liter. It is somewhat
more stable than iodoacetone, but is still quite easily decomposed.
Unlike the bromine compounds, it does not attack iron and may, there-

fore, be loaded into projectiles without any protective lining.

Ethyliodoacetate iz extremely irritant and lacrimatory and is moder-
ately toxic as well. Its lowest lacrimatory concentration is 0.0014 mg
per liter; the intolerable concentration is 0.015 mg. per liter; a concen-
tration of 1.5 mg. per liter is toxic on 10 minutes' exposure. It is, there-

fore* more irritant, lacrimatory, and toxic than any of the laerimutors
previously employed in the war. While its toxicity is about one-third
that of phosgene, its volatility is very low, and for that reason lethal

concentrations were not encountered in the field. To increase its vola-

tility, it was usually diluted w'ith alcohol before filling into projectiles.

While ethyliodoacetate was one of the most powerful lacrimators used
in the war, the Britiah were forced to adopt it because of a shortage of

bromine and the fact that they then had access to large supplies of iodine

from South America. At the present time, the price and scarcity of

iodine make the future use of this compound as a chemical agent undesir-

I3y
able, particularly since other even more powerful lacrimators are now
available.

Benzyl Iodide (CJLCH.I)

French: "Fraissite”

This su Istance was the last of the three iodine compounds used as

chemical agents in the war. It was introduced by the French in Novem-
!**r, 1915, to replace imloacctono, on account of the shortage of acetone,

and was intended to serve the same purpose as benzyl bromide used by
the Germans.

Benzyl iodide is obtained by the double decomposition of benzyl

chloride with potassium iodide in alcoholic solution. It is a white

crystalline solid which melts at 24°C. (75°F.) and boils with complete

decomposition at 226°C. (438°F.). Its specific gravity is 1.7; it is insolu-

ble in water and has a marked ability to undergo double decomposition

on storage.

As a lacrimator, benzyl iodide has about twice the power of benzyl

bromide. Thu*, its lowest irritant concentration is 0.002 mg. per liter;

its intolerable concentration is 0.03 mg. per liter; its lethal concentration

is 3.00 mg. per liter on 10 minutes' exposure. However, its volatility

(1.2 mg. per liter at 20°C.) is only half that of benzyl bromide, and for

that reason it was usually employed in the field in the form of a 50-50

mixture with benzyl chloride under the name “Fraissite."
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While benzyl iodide was an improvement over iodoacetone, it was
used for only a short time and was displaced early in 1916 by acrolein.

Except for ethyliodoacetate, the iodine compounds were used only in
very small quantities and for a short time by the Allies as a temporary
measure, owing to the scarcity of bromine, and were soon displaced by
other more effective substances.

Acrolein (CH,CHCHO)

French: “Papite”

Acrolein was introduced by the French in January, 1916, as a filling

for gas grenades and artillery shell, in ail effort to obtain an effective
laerimator which did not require bromine or acetone for its manufacture.
Acrolein is obtained by the dehydration of glycerine, by distiUing it in
the presence of potassium bisulfate or crystallized magnesium sulfate
as a catalyst.

When freshly prepared, acrolein is a clear liquid of greenish yellow
color and pungent odor, with a specific gravity of 0.84 at 15°C. It boils
at 52°C. (125.6°F.), yielding a light vapor only 1.9 times heavier than
air, is very unstable, and is easily oxidized into acrylic acid. Even when
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protected from the air, acrolein gradually polymerizes into disacryl or

acrolein gum, an inactive gelatinous substance which has none of the

physiological powers of acrolein.

In order to prevent polymerization, the French added about 5 per cent

amyl nitrate as a stabilizer. While this tended to prevent polymeriza-
tion into disacryl, it did not prevent the formation of acrolein gum, so that

\\ was not very effective.

Acrolein is a fairly powerful laerimator and respiratory irritant,

the effects on the eyes and throat occurring simultaneously. In higher
concentrations, it is also a lung-injurant toxic gas. In concentrations

as low as 0.007 mg. per liter, acrolein laminates and greatly irritates the

conjunctiva and the mucous membranes of the respiratory organs. At
0.05 mg. per liter, it lx‘comes intolerable, while a concentration of 0.35 mg.
per liter i.s lethal on 10 minutes* exposure. Because of its toxic prop-
erties, acrolein is classed as a toxic laerimator. On account of its great

lack of chemical stability, acrolein was not a successful chemical agent

in the World War and ran never play an important role in chemical
warfare.

Chlorpicrin (CCUNO,)

French :
" Aquinite ”

;
German

:

41 Klop ”
;
British and American

:

14 PS ” and
"NC’*

Brombenzyl cyanide was first prepared by Riener in 1881 by hroin-
inatingphenyl cyanide, and its manufacture in industry was commenced in

1914. Industrially, brombenzyl cyanide is prepared in three ste|>s, a*
follows: (1) chlorination of toluene to form benzyl chloride; (2) the con-
version of benzyl chloride to benzyl cyanide by the action of sodium
cyanide in alcoholic solution; (3) the bromination of the benzyl cyanide
with bromine vapor in the presence of sunlight.

In its pure state, brombenzyl cyanide is a yellow-white crystalline
solid which melts at 25CC. (77°F.) into a brownish oily liquid of 1.47
specific gravity, and boils at 225°C. (437°F.). After a slight initial

decomposition upon exposure to air, the compound is chemically fairly
stable at ordinary temperatures, although it slowly decomposes in storage.
When heated above 150°C. (302°F.) it decomposes very rapidly. It is

soluble in water, which decomposes it only very gradually. It is also
very soluble in phosgene, chlorpicrin, and benzyl cyanide. Its vapor pres-
sure is 0.012 mm. Hg at 20°C. (68°F.), and its volatility is 0.13 mg. per
liter at the same temperature. Its persistency in the open is three days;
in woods, seven days; and in the ground, from 15 to 30 days. Like most
compounds containing bromine, brombenzyl cyanide corrodes iron and
steel and can be kept only in glass-, porcelain-, o* enamel-lined containers.

This substance has an odor like soured fruit and produces a burning
sensation of the mucous membranes and severe irritation and lamination
of the eyes with acute pain in the forehead. As a laerimator it is seven
times as powerful as bromacetone. Thus, brombenzyl cyanide can be
detected in concentrations as low as 1:100,000,000 (0.000087 mg. per
liter); it has an irritating effect on the eyes in concentrations of 0.00015
rag. per liter and it produces lacrimation in concentrations of 0.0003 mg.
per liter. A concentration of 0.0008 mg. per liter produces an intolerable
irritation, and a concentration of 0.90 mg. per liter is lethal on 30 minutes*
exposure. It is thus less toxic than phosgene and, owing to its low vola-
tility, toxic concentration cannot be realized in the field.

While brombenzyl cyanide was by far the most powerful laerimator
used in the war, it has three very serious defects: (1) it corrodes iron
and steel, requiring specially lined containers; (2), it is not chemically
stable, but slowly decomposes in storage; (3), its great sensitiveness to
heat makes its use in artillery shell very difficult. If the bursting charge
** not kept very small, it causes loss of the chemical filling through
decomposition on explosion. An additional disadvantage might also
be found in its rather extreme persistency in the soil.
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From a tactical standpoint, therefore, brombenzyl cyanide seems quite

limited in its possibilities in the future.

Chlorpicrin lacrimates in concentrations as low as 0.002 mg. per liter.

A concentration of 0.05 mg. per liter is intolerable, and 2.00 mg. per liter

is lethal on 10 minutes' exposure. Chlorpicrin is thus both a larrimatory
and lung-injurant toxic gas, but, as its lung-injurant effects are so muc h

more pronounced than its larrimatory effects, it is usually considered as

a lung-injurant gas and is so regarded here (see Chap. VII).

Phenylcarbylamine Chloride (C*H*CNC1*)

This compound is both a laerimator and a lung injurant. Its mini-

mum larrimatory concentration is 0.003 mg. per liter, which makes it

intermediate between benzyl bromide (0.004 mg. per liter) and benzyl
iodide (0.002 mg. per liter). At 0.025 mg. per liter it is intolerable for

more than 1 minute, while 0.05 mg. per liter is lethal on 10 minutes’
exposure. As its toxic properties are so much more important than its

larrimatory power, it is generally regarded as a lung-injurant agent and
is so treated in Chap. VII.

Chloracetophenone (C.HkCOCH,Cl)

American: “CN”
Because of the difficulties attending the use of brombenzyl cyanide,

I he Americans toward the end of the war begun to investigate the proper-
ties of chloracetophenone as a combat gas. This compound wus dis-
••overed in 1869 by the German chemist, Uraebe, who described the
powerful effects of its vapors upon the eyes. Owing to the short time
it was under study in the war and the difficulty of its manufacture, no
chloracetophenone was used in the World War. Shortly after the war,
however, American investigators became convinced of its superiority as a
tear gas and worked out a satisfactory process of manufacture. This
process consists of the following steps:

1.

Chlorination of acetic acid to obtain monochlnracptic acid, accord-
ing to the equation

Brombenzyl Cyanide (CJLCHBrCN) CH.COOH + Cl, — CH,ClCOOH + HCl
French: “Camite"; American: “CA” 9 Tho . . .. ....2

.

ihe chlorination of this compound with sulfur monochloride ami
Brombenzyl cyanide was the last and most powerful laerimator used chlorine to obtain chloracetyl chloride according to the equation

in the World War. It was introduced by the French in July, 1918, as the

141 4CH,ClCOOH + StCli + 3Clt -* 4CH,ClCOCl + 2SO, + 4HC!
culmination of their efforts to produce more powerful and effective l.irri- 0 ~ . . . . ,

. t %

mators. It was also simultaneously adopted by the Americans as their
1Yeatrneilt of chloracetyl chloride with benzene in the presence

standard lammator and manufactured in the United States in the fall of
Qf anhydrous ^ummura chloride, according to the equation

into
CHjClCOCl + C.H, -* CJI.COCHtC'l + HCl
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Se* Chart VIII.

Unlike the lacrimators used in the late war, chloracetophenone is a

dichloridc; and (3) CXS, consisting of CN, chloroform, and chlorpicrin.

On account of its low volatility, chloracetophenone usually exists in n

solid, and remarkably resistant to heat and moisture. It does not eor- «*««" f|'™. '"Il » h,

f
h «nrmtraUona at low temperatures „ nw>

rode metals, including iron and steel, .so it may be loaded direct into «•<•« m th* form of smoke (solui part.eules) In this form, it does no.

shell, either by easting or pressing, without danger to the workmen «.h the ehareonlm the gxs-mask.on.nstor a,^ for that re^n em,

. ... .. inters must He provided with a mechanical snioke niter in order to insure
handling it.

.

When pure, it consists of colorless crystals, of 1.3 specific gravity, •‘(lequate protection against t.

which melt at 59°C. <138”F.) and boil at 247°C. (476T.), yielding «
Aside from its combat use, this substance is excellently suited or

vapor which in low concentrations has an odor resembling apple bios- « * *™>nmg gas for training troops m chemical warfare. It » also

soma. At 20°C. <«T.) its vapor pressure is very low (0.013 mm. Hgl

and its volatility is 0.106 mg. per liter.
and easily handled and is not likely to prove injurious to persons who

Chloracetophenone is only slightly soluble in water and is not decom- come contact %\ith it.

posed thereby. It is not decomposed by boiling and may therefore be COMPARATIVE STRENGTH OP LACRIMATORS

distilled and poured into shells in the molten state, which greatly facili-
aggreSHive power of a lacrimator is a function of its specific

143 lacrimatory power, expressed as the minimum concentration required

fates loading into munitions. It is not affected by explosion of high to produce laerimation, and its volatility at ordinary temperatures

explosives and may even be mixed with same in shell. (68°F.). On this basis, the lacrimators described above are arranged

In lacrimatory power, chloracetophenone is about equal to brom- below in the descending order of their aggressive powers.

benzyl cyanide. Thus, it produces laerimation in concentrations as Minimum lacrimatory . ....

low as 0.0003 mg. per liter while a concentration of 0.0045 mg. per liter concentration (thresh- zrc^tirl'

)

is intolerable and a concentration of 0.85 mg. per liter is lethal on 10 min- Ak ‘m" old of action), mg. per
ntf ^ Uu.r

'

utes’ exposure. !i!£!!

Glacial ace+lc
cicki

(CHjCOOH)

Sulphur
monochloride

$2 Cl 2

REACTOR
Chlorine

Chlorine

REACTOR
Zinc chloride

cto
War?4*

Still or
plate
column

Solution

Agent

Minimum lacrimatory

concentration (thresh-

old of action*, nig. jwr

liter

Volatility,

20#C. (08*F.),

mg. per liter

Broinbensyl cyanide 0 00015 0 1300

Chloracetophenone 0.0003 0 1060

Ethyliodoacetate 0.0014 3 1000

Bromaeetone 0.0015 75.0000

Xylyl bromide 0 0018 0 6000

Chlorpicrin
(

0.0020 165 0000

Bcnzvl iodide 0.0020 0.0012
•

Ethylbromocetate 0.0030 21.0000

Phcnvlcarbylamine chloride . 0.0030 2.1000

Benzyl bromide 1
0.0040 0 0024

Acrolein 1

0.0070 20.0000

Brommethylet hyl ketone— 0.0126 34 0000

Chloracetone 0.0180 0 1200

Iodacctone !
0.0120 0 0031

Benzene

Chlorocetylchloride
CH ? Cld0Cl

REACTOR
aluminum
chloride
fAlCls)
catalyst

Steam
still

Steam Was** add

Condenser

Product

Sfjdc- *
|

C

6HsC0CH2q
Chart VIII.—Manufacture of rhloraretophenone (flow «he*t).

In addition to its lacrimatory effect, chloracetophenone is a decided

irritant to the upper respiratory passages; in higher concentrations, it

is irritating to the skin, producing a burning and itching sensation,

especially on moist parts of the body. These effects are very similar to

sunburn, are entirely harmless, and disappear in a few hours.

Although chloracetophenone can be effectively dispersed by explosion,

it is very much more effective when it is distilled into the air hy the heat

of a burning composition. A very efficient dispersion results when one
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TOXICITY OF LACRIMATORS

The toxicity of the World War lacrimators has been previously

mentioned in Chap. I. The following table shows their relative toxicity

on the basis of 10 minutes' exposure:

Minimum Lethal

Concentration,

Agent Mg. per Liter

Acrolein 0.35*

Brombenxyl cyanide 0 35

Phenylrarbvlnmine chloride 0.50*

Chloracetophenone 0 . H5

Ethyliodoacctate 1.50*

lodoncetone .. 1.90

Chlorpicrin 2.00*

Brommethylet hyl ketone 2.00*

Ethylbromacctnte 2.30*

Chloracetone 2.30

Beniyl iodide 3.00

Bromaeetone 3.20*

Benay1 bromide 4.50

Xylyl bromide 5.60

In the cases of those compounds marked with an asterisk (*), their

volatilities at 20°C. (68°F.) exceed their minimum lethal doses, ho that

fatal concentrations of these compounds may be encountered in the field

part of chloracetophenone is intimately mixed with three parts of small- at ordimuT temperatures. Moreover, it must be remembered that,

144 even in the cases of those compounds w-hose volatilities are below their

grained smokeless powder and the mixture burned without explosion, minimum lethal doses, as shown above (unmarked), a smaller eoncentra-

Surh a progressive burning mixture can be successfully employed in hand tion over a correspondingly longer time is equally fatal, so that if these

and rifle grenades, trench-mortar bombs, and even artillery shell. This compounds are released in protected places, such as trenches, dugouts,

mixture is quite stable in storage and has the advantage of being prac- woods, etc., where they may persist for a longer period than 10 minutes,

t trolly inert on exposure to air until actually ignited. they may also prove fatal.

Chloracetophenone is readily soluble in organic solvents and is thus It is also to be noted that all the above lacrimators are much more

frequently filled into grenades and shells as a liquid solution. Three toxic than chlorine, and that acrolein and brombenzyl cyanide are more

such solutions have been used as follows:. (1) CNB, consisting of CN, toxic than phosgene, although the volatility of the latter is too low to

lienzol, and carbon tetrachloride; (2) CND, consisting of CN and ethylene permit fatal concentrations in the field.
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FUTURE OF LACRIMATORS

The future role of the lacrimators in war ia uncertain. Their great
advantage ia the extremely small amounts required to force men to mask
with the attendant impairment of their fighting vigor. On the other
hand, they produce no real casualties and protection is easily obtained.
For these reasons, it seems fairly certain that lacrimators will not be
u^d in any future war between first-class powers, as their armies will

.

pipped with masks affording adequate protection. At the same
time, tear gas is very effective against troops having no protection, and

for that reason, will probably be used in minor warfare against poorly
organized and semicivilized peoples. Also, tear gas will undoubtedly
continue to be used to suppress riots and civil disturbances for which
purpose it is eminently fitted.

For a summary of the properties of the principal lacrimatory agents,
see Table IV.
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CHAPTER VII

LUNG-INJURANT AGENTS

GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

The lung injurants were the second group of agents to make their

appearance in the World War. They form a well-defined group, having
many properties in common, and for that reason they were designated
by the Germans under a siugle generic class—Green Cross substances. In
general, they were all liquids of relatively low boiling points and high
vapor pressures. They, therefore, were volatile substances that formed
i ionpersistent gases upon release from their containers. Their principal
physiological action was injury of the pulmonary system of the body.
The main result of this injury was to cause fluid to pass from the blood
into the minute air sacs of the lungs and thus obstruct the supply of

oxygen to the blood. Death from one of these substances may be com-
pared to death by drowning, the water in which the victim drowns being
drawn into his lungs from his own blood vessels.

As a rule, the lung-injurant agents are lethal (deadly) in concentra-
tions ordinarily employed in hattle and have the following properties
in common:

1. Their thrrehnld of useful notion ut relatively high, varying hotwren 1 and 10 mg.
per liter of air.

2. They arc effective on very abort exposure, usually only a few minutes are
required to produce death or rerioua casualties in the concent rations generally
employed in hattle.

3. They exert a similar physiological action comprising the following factors:
o. Irritant effect on the mucous membranes of the respiratory system (nose,

throat, anil trachea).

b. Special changes (injury) in the lung tissue.

c. Secondary sequelae of these changes in the lung tismieH, chieMy in the cir-

culatory system and in the composition of the blood gn*e«.
4. Their physiological effect is not immediate, but generally produces death or

"cnoua casualties in from I to 2 hour* after exposure.

From both a chemical and physiological viewpoint, the lung-injurant
agents may be divided into two distinct groups: (1) the simple lung
injurants, derived from chlorine; and (2) the toxic lung injurants, derived
from arsenic. The first group acts only locally on the pulmonary system,
while the second group exerts an additional systemic poisoning effect
by virtue of the arsenic which they contain.
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Chlorine (Cl,)

French: “Bertholite”

Chlorine was the first gas used on an effective scale in war. It was
employed by the Germans against British and French Colonial troops
at Yprr-s, Belgium, on Apr. 22, 1915, when 168 tons of chlorine were
released from 5,730 cylinders on the front of 6 kilometers. It was effec-

tive to a distance of 5 kilometers downwind and caused 15,000 casual-
ties, of which 5,000 were fatal.

During the war chlorine was the principal gas used for cloud-ga>
attacks. At first, when the Allies had little or no means of protection,
it was a very effective weapon and caused many thousands of casualties.

WORLD WAR LUNG INJURANTS

The principal lung-injurnnt agents in order of their chronological

appearance in the World War, are:

Agent
Introduced

hv
•

Dale

Simple lung injurant*

Chlorine Germans April 22. 1015
MelhvUulfury1 chloride Germans 1 June, 1915
Ethylsulfurvl chloride French June, 1915
MotiiK’hlorinethvli'hloruforinnle

.

Germans June IS, 1915
Dimethyl sulfate Germans August, 1915
Perchlormethvlinercaptnn French September, 1915
Phosgene German* Dec. 19, iyi5
Trichlormethylchloroformate German* May 19, IU1C,

Chlorpicrin Russian* August, 10 Hi
PhrnylcnrbyUmine chloride Gorman* May, 1917
Dichlordimethvl ether German* January, 1918
Dibroinidimethvl ether. German*

Toxic lung injurant*

Phenvldirhlomreine German* September, 1917
EthyldiehlonirKine German* March, 1018
Phenvldihroinurainc German*

|

September, 1918

Later in the war, when troops were protected with masks, the effective-

ness of chlorine was greatly reduced. However, in mixtures with other
gases, such as phosgene and chlorpicrin, it continued to be used through-
out the war.

At ordinary temperatures and pressures, chlorine is a greenish yellow
volatile gas with a pungent odor and caustic poisonous characteristics.
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It is readily liquefied by moderate pressure (6 atmospheres) at ordinary
temperatures (70°F.). When liquid, it has a specific gravity of 1.46 and,
"hen a gas, it is 2.5 times heavier than air, so that when released as a
cloud it clings well to the ground as it travels downwind. One liter of

liquid chlorine at 25°C. will yield 434 liters of chlorine gas. Sims*

Chakt IX.—Electrolytic manufacture of rhlorinc (flow sheet).

chlorine l>oiIs at —33.6°C. (— 28.5°F.), it readily vaporizes at ordinary
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temperatures and escapes with vigor from its container, so that it is well

adapted for cloud-gas operations from cylinders, and this was its prin-

cipal mode of employment during the war.

Chlorine is manufactured by the electrolysis of common salt (NaCl),

a* indicated on Chart IX, and is widely used in enormous quantities in

industry. In the presence of moisture it is extraordinarily reactive.
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attacking almost all metals and organic sulwtances. This is its principal

disadvantage as a chemical agent, as it is very easily neutralized.

Although extremely soluble in water, chlorine does not hydrolyze readily

and, when strictly anhydrous, it does not attack iron and steel so that it

may he kept in such containers indefinitely.

Physiologically, chlorine is classified as a lung-injurant agent. It

also causes a marked irritation nf the conjunctiva and the mucous mem-

branes of the nose, larynx, and pharynx.

Concerning the physiological effects of chlorine upon the human l>ody.

Gilchrist says:

The progressive phyMiologiml nation of chlorine in limn s* w ell ns in Hiiinutl* limy

he -uiinimrixetl a* follows:

1. It stimulates the sensory nerves and produces severe pain mid spnsni of ihr

muscular walla of the bronchi, thus narrowing their lumen anil miming a gs*ping for

breath. The muscular spasm soon relaxes and breathing Incomes easier.

2. Obstruction of the bronchial tubes by an inflammatory exudate, due to the

irritation of the gas.

3. A flooding of the pulmonary air aaca by serous effusion, with resulting edrmn

mid interference with gaseous exchange of respiration.

4. A disruptive emphysema of the lungs and of the subcutaneous tissues, due to

mint in iious coughing, and the rupturing of many of the alveolar cells, resulting in the

passage of the air into the tissues of the lungs and into the tumues of the neck. Such s

condition interferes with normal respiration and Icnils to a certain degree of asphyxia.

The lethal concentration of chlorine for 30 minutes' exposure is 2.53

mg. per liter; and for 10 minutes’ exposure, 5.6 mg. per liter.

Chlorine possesses many of the tactical and technical requirements

of an offensive battle gas, us discussed in Chap. II, page 47. Thus it is:

1. Fairly toxic (5.tt0 mg. per liter hi lethal after 10 minutes).

2. Non persistent (5 to 10 minutes in the openl.

3. Immediately effective (few minutes of exposure).

4. Extremely volatile (19,300 mg. per liter).

5. Raw materials available in unlimited quantities.

ft. Easy to manufacture.

7. Chemically stable (when completely anhydrous).

R. Nonhydrolvxuhle.

9. Not decomposed under shock of explosion.

\0. Of low boiling point (
— 34.6*C.) (—30.3*F.).

11. Of high vapor pressure.

12. Of specific gravity 1.4.

13. Of high vapor density (2.5).

The chief disadvantage of chlorine ia its great chemical activity

which makes it easy to protect against.

As chlorine is the basis for the manufacture of nearly all chemical

:igents and is readily available in enormous quantites in industry, it will

always be a potential chemical-warfare threat against any nation whose
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armed forces are not protected against it. However, since present-day

gas masks afford complete protection against chlorine and sincp there

are so many more effective combat gases now available, there is little

likelihood that chlorine will figure as a chemical agent in any future war

between first-class powers.

Methylsulfuryl Chloride (ClSO,CH a)

Methyl Chlorsulfonate

The great success obtained by the German cloud-gas attacks in April

and May, 1915, at once suggested the use of gas in other ways, such as

in grenades, trench-mortar bombs, and artillery shell. Since chlorine

was too volatile to be loaded into projectiles, a search for a suitable gas

for this purpose was begun on both sides.

The first compound to be successfully used in projectiles* was mcthyl-

sulfuryl chloride, introduced by the Germans in June, 1915. This

compound was filled into trench-mortar bombs and hand grenades, but

was never employed in artillery shell.

Methylsulfuryl chloride is obtained by the action of sulfuryl chloride

on methyl alcohol and is a transparent viscid liquid, of 1.51 specific

gravity, which boils at 133°C. (232.4°F.), yielding a vajxir 4.5 times as

heavy as air, which lacrimates in concentrations as low us 1:750,000

(0.008 mg. per liter). It has a very irritating effect on the conjunctiva

and respiratory organs which heroines intolerable when the concentration

rises to 0.050 mg. per liter. A concentration of 2.00 mg. per liter is fatal

on 10 minutes’ exposure, death being caused by lung edema as in the

rase of chlorine and phosgene poisoning. Its volatility at 20°(\ is

60.00 mg. per liter.

Methylsulfuryl chloride was used only a short time, being replaced

in the summer of 1915 with K-Stoff.

Ethylsulfuryl Chloride (ClSO,C-Hs)

French: “Sulvanite"

About the same time that the Germans brought out methylsulfuryl

chloride, the French countered with the ethyl compound, as a filling for

artillery shell, under the name “Sulvanite.”

Ethylsulfuryl chloride is similarly obtained by acting on ethyl alcohol

with Rulfuryl chloride and is a colorless liquid, of 1.44 specific gravity,

which boils with some decomposition at 135°C. (275°F.), yielding a vapor

which lacrimatcs in concentrations as low as 1:1,000,000. A concen-

tration of 0.050 mg. per liter is intolerable and a concentration of 1.00

mg. per liter is toxic.

* The earlier use of xylyl bromide (T-8toff) in artillery shell on the Russian Front

in January, 1915, vu unsuccessful.

Compared In methylsulfuryl
* chloride, the ethyl compound is morn

lacrimatory and toxic, but is less volatile, so that the combat values of

the two are probably about the same.

Neither of these compounds played a role of any importance in the

war; they mark a milestone in the race for a more effective lung-injurant

agent and an* of historical interest only.

Chlormethylchloroformate (ClCOOCH«Cl)

French: "Pnlite”; German: “K-Stoff” “C-Stoff”

This substance, known as “ K-Stoff'' when used in shells and

“C-Stoff’’ when used in trench mortars and projector hombs, was first

used by the Germans in June, 1915, in an effort to find h chemical agent,

more effective than chlorine.

K-Stoff is a mixture of the incompletely chlorinated methyl esters

of formic acid (70 per cent ClCOOCHjCI and 30 per cent CICOM-

CHCl*) and is a clear liquid, of 1.48 specific gravity, which boils at

1 .09°C. (228.2°F.), yielding a vapor 4.5 times heavier than air. It has an

ethereal odor, is somewhat lacrimatory, and hydrolyzes easily when

warm and even when cold in the presence of alkalies, yielding formalde-

hyde, carlwnic acid, and hydrochloric acid. Its vapor pressure at 20°G.

(68°F.) is 5.6 mm. Hg.

Chlormethylrhlomformate is prepared by first acting on phosgene

with methyl alcohol to obtain mrthylrhloroformnte as follows:

COCl, + CH»(OH) « C1COOCH, + HC1

and then chlorinating this ester in the presence of strong light, so that

chlorine progressively replaces the hydrogen atoms of the methyl group,

yielding monoehlormethylehloroformate (ClCO()CH?('l) and dichlor-

lnethylchloroformate (C1COOCHCU).
In concentrations of 1:100,000 (0.0528 mg. per liter), K-Stoff causes

slight lacrimation, while a concentration of 1.00 mg. per liter is lethal on

30 minutes’ exposure.

It is, therefore, about five times more toxic than chlorine, but only

about half aa toxic as phosgene and diphosgene, so that, while it was n

great improvement over chlorine when first used, it was soon displaced

by diphosgene and chlorpicrin when these more powerful compounds were

introduced.

Dimethyl Sulfate ((CHi)^0 4)

German: “D-Stoff”; French: “Rationite”

The question of who first used this compound as a chemical agent in
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Hie late war is somewhat uncertain. Thus, Dr. Hanslian
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says this substance was introduced by the Germans as a filling for

artillery shell in August., 1915, under the name of “D-Stoff”; the reports

of the Allies’ laboratories which analyzed the contents of these early

German D shells show that dimethyl sulfate was an ingredient of their

chemical eon tents. On the other hand, Dr. Mueller (21, page 96)

emphatically denies the German use of this compound and explains the

situation thus:

The of i -repealed statement to I he effect that dimethyl sulfate had been uitfil

experimentally by the Germans us early as in 1915 is not true. It is to ho explained
Uy i he ftiirt that nieihylsiilfuryt chloride used at that time temporarily was slightly

iwdhitod with a few per rent of dimethyl sulfate, and the impurities still elting to

• la* commercial product after its manufacture. Under no circumstances was dimethyl
sulfate purposely added. Those concerned with such matters would never have
a^rivd to its use.

boil* at 149°C. (300.2
C
F.), yielding a vapor 6.5 times heavier than air.

It lacrimate* in concentrations as low as 0.010 mg. per liter and is intoler-

able at 0.070 mg. per liter. A concentration of 3.00 mg. per liter is

lethal on 10 minutes’ exposure, which makes it about one-sixth as toxic

as phosgene.

Perchlormethylmercaptan has the following disadvantages as a chemi-

cal agent

:

1. Rather low to.xicitv.

2. Warning odor which betrays its presence before toxic effects are produced.

3. Decomposes in the presence of iron and steel.

4. Charcoal easily fixes its vapors and furnished complete protection against, it.

For these reasons, this compound was soon abandoned in favor of

other more effective substances and is not likely to be used again as a

chemical agent. Commenting on this gas, Izard (23) says, “Its utiliza-

tion had no other object than to realize a provisional solution.”

Whether or not the early German use of dimethyl sulfate was deliber-

ate or accidental, it is clear that no one at that time really realized the

true combat value of this substance. Thus, it is not only a good lacri-

mator and very toxic, but is also a fairly powerful vesicant. These
properties were later discovered by the French and dimethyl sulfate was
adopted by them as a filling for artillery shell and hand grenades in

September, 1918, under the name of “Rationite.”

Dimethyl sulfate is produced by acting on fuming sulfuric acid with

methyl alcohol and distilling in vacuo. Before the war it was used in

industry as a methylating agent for amines and phenols and as a reagent

for detecting coal-tar oils.

It is a colorless oily liquid, of 1.35 specific gravity, which boils at

188°C. (370.4°F.), yielding a vapor 4.4 times heavier than air with a

faint odor of onions.

At ordinary temperatures (68°F.), its volatility is only 3.3 mg. per

liter, which is low for a lung injurant but high for a vesicant. Dimethyl
sulfate is very readily decomposed by water so that its vapors quickly

combine with moisture in the air to form sulfuric acid. This is one of the

chief defects of this substance as a chemical agent.

Dimethyl sulfate is a powerful irritant to the mucous membranes,
'•specially the conjunctiva and respiratory system. Its direct toxic

action is exerted against the lungs in a manner very similar to that of

ehlorim*, resulting in bronchitis, pneumonia, and lung edema. A con-

centration of 0.50 mg. per liter is fatal on 10 minutes’ exposure. It is,

therefore, about as toxic as phosgene. In lower concentrations it exerts
a corrosive action on the skin, resulting in a peculiar analgesia of the skin

which is said to last for six months after exposure. For this reason, it

may also be regarded as a vesicant agent.
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The limited use of this compound during the war did nut definitely

establish its combat value. However, the high degree to which it is

decomposed by water, and even by the moisture in the air, would require

that any tactical effects produced lie secured by the vapors directly upon
the bursting of the shells before these vapors are decomposed by the

moisture in the air. This so greatly limits the combat effectiveness of

this substance as to raise a serious question regarding its future value

a> a chemical agent, particularly since other more toxic and more vesicant

compounds have been discovered.

Perchlormethylmercaptan (SCCI 4)

Carbon Tetmchlorsulfide

During the summer of 1915, while the Germans were experimenting
with halogeimted esters, the French conceived the idea of utilizing

perchlormethylmercaptan as a chemical-warfare gas, and this substance,
which was introduced by the French in the battle of the Champagne in

September, 1915, constituted the first use of gas shell by the French
Army#

Perchlormethylmercaptan may be obtained by the direct chlorination

of methylmercaptan (CHaSH) or by passing chlorine into carbon disulfide

in the presence of a small quantity of iodine as a chlorine carrier. The
resulting product is a light yellow* liquid, of 1.71 specific gravity, which

Phosgene (Carbonyl Chloride) (COC1,)

French: “Collongite”; German: “D-Stoff”; British and American: CG
Phosgene was the second toxic gas to be used in large quantities

during the war. It was first employed by the Germans, mixed with

I

chlorine, in a cloud-gas attack against the British at Nieltje, in Flanders,

on Dec. 19, 1915, when 88 tons of gas were released from 4,000 cylinders

and prialuced 1,069 casualties, of which 120 were fatal.

In February, 1916, phosgene was adopted as an artillery-shell filler

by the French in retaliation fur the German K-Stoff shell. Throughout
the remainder of the war, this gas was the principal offensive battle gas of

the Allies, being used in enormous quantities in cylinders, artillery shell,

trench mortars, bombs, and projector drums. More than 80 per cent of

gas fatalities in the World War were caused by phosgene. Concerning
the use of phosgene in the World War, see Table XVII, pages 663 ff.

Phosgene was known to chemists for over a hundred years before the
World War, being first made by the British chemist John Davy in 1812
by the reaction of carbon monoxide and chlorine in the presence of sun-
light. At the beginning of the present century, phosgene was used
extensively as an intermediate in the dye industry and had been manu-
factured on a considerable scale for many years in Germany. With its

well-known toxic properties und its ready availability in large quantities,

phosgene was a logical choice of the German chemists for a more powerful
substitute for chlorine when the Allies had equipped themselves with
masks that afforded adequate protection against chlorine.

At ordinary temperatures and pressures, phosgene is a colorless gas

which condenses at 46.7°F. to a colorless liquid of 1.38 specific gravity.

Above 46.7°F., phosgene immediately evaporates, although at a slower

rate than chlorine, and gives off a transparent vapor, 3.5 times heavier
tlian air, with a stifling, but not unpleasant, odor resembling new-mown
hay.

Aside from its characteristic odor, phosgene may also bo detected in

the field by its so-called tobacco reaction, by which is meant that men who
have breathed only very slight amounts of phosgene experience a peculiar

flat metallic taste when smoking tobacco. Certain other gases, such as

HCN and sulfur dioxide, however, also have this effect and must 1 m* dis-

tinguished from phosgene by their very different odors.

Chemically much more inert than chlorine, phosgene is a very stable

compound and is not dissociated by explosion of even strong bursting

charges. When dry, phosgene does not attack iron and may, therefore,

he kept indefinitely in iron and steel containers. It is, however,
extremely sensitive to water, in contact with which it quickly breaks
down into hydrochloric acid and carbon dioxide, according to the
equation

COC1, 4- H»0 - CO, + 2HCI

Hence, even if slight traces of water are present in loading phosgene into
shell, the hydrochloric acid formed will attack the shell walls and gen-
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crate dangerous pressure in the shell; if sufficient hydrochloric acid is

formed, it will eventually destroy the shell. Because of its rapid hydroly-
sis in the presence of water, phosgene cannot be efficiently employed in
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very wet weather.

While phosgene boils at 46.7°F., which is considerably below ordinary

summer temperatures, its rate of evaporation is so slow that it has to be

mixed with equal quantities of chlorine in order to set up satisfactory

rloud-gas concentrations in the field. This was the manner in which

plux^gcne was employed in cloud-gas attacks throughout the war.

The toxicity of phosgene is over ten times that of chlorine, a concen-

tration of 0.50 mg. per liter being fatal after 10 minutes' exposure. In

higher concentrations, which are often met in battle, one or two breaths

may he fatal in a few hours.

Phosgene appears to exert its physiological and toxic effects chiefly

through the medium of its hydrolysis products—hydrochloric acid and

carbon dioxide. Its effects upon the upper air passages of the body,

where moisture is relatively small, Is therefore comparatively slight.

With prolonged breathing, however, sufficient phosgene is decomposed in

the bronchi, and trachea to produce marked inflammation and corrosion.

These effects reach their maximum in the alveoli where the air is satu-

rated with water.

Unlike chlorine, phosgene produces but a slight irritation of the

sensory nerves in the upper air passages, so that men exposed to this gas

are likely to inhale it more deeply than they would equivalent concen-

trations of chlorine or other directly irritant vapors. For this reason,

phosgene Is very insidious in its action and men gassed with it often have

little or no warning symptoms until too late to avoid serious poisoning.

Generally, the victim first experiences a temporary weak spell, but other-

wise feels well and has a good appetite. Suddenly he grows worse, and

death frequently follows in a few days.

Concerning the physiological action of phosgene, which is typical of

the lung-injurant agents, General Gilchrist says:

After fciwaing with phosgene there ia irritation of the trachea or bronchi; coughing

i* not a prominent Hymptoin, and disruptive emphysema in practically never aeon.

After moderate gunning, a mnn may feel able to carry on hia work for an hour or two

with alight nymptoum, but he may become auddenly worse, may show evidence of

extreme cyanosis, and subsequently may pass into collapse. There are records of

men who have undergone a phosgene-gas attack and who seem to have suffered

^lightly, but have died suddenly some hours later upon attempting physical effort.

Pulmonary edema appears very early. This edema is at first noncellular but.

after about five hours, leucocytes are found, and later the exudate is rich in cells.

After inhalation of phosgene, red blood cells are seldom found in the exudate; later

fibrin appears. Physical examination at this time reveals focal patches of broncho-

pneumonia. At the height of illness edema is the outstanding condition. After the
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second or third day, if death docs not occur, the edema fluid is resorbed and m-overy
follows, barring complication of the bronrhopncumonic process.

The important immediate effects of phosgene are practically limited to the luugi*.

These changes consist of dunmgc to the capillaries. This damage may be noted a

half hour after gassing. The capillaries in the walls of the alveoli are mnrkcdly con-

stricted and appear collapsed. Later they become dilated and engorged with hlnotl.

and blood stasis is the rule. Frequently thrombi form and block the capillaries for

some distance, wlurh increases the blood stasis. This dilation and blood stasis in

the capillaries is the main cause of pulmonary edema; the latter progreases rapidly

from this time on.

A number of theories have been advanced to explain the production of edema.

The preponderance of evidence ns to the cause of the edema following phosgene

gassing is that it is due to local injury of the endothelial cells which results in

an increased capillary permeability; the other changes in the blood and in the circula-

tion are secondary to the trauma sustained by the capillary wall.

The injurious effects of phosgene are materially increased by physical

exertion. Frequently those parts of the lungs which have not been

damaged by the gas would be sufficient for breathing purposes if the body
were at rest, but they are not sufficient while the body is in motion, par-

ticularly in view of the excess carbonic acid which is formed in the body
by the decomposition of the phosgene.

Phosgene is manufactured in industry by the original process of

direct synthesis of chlorine and carbon monoxide, as indicated in Chart

X. The only change from the original process of making it is the sub-

stitution of a catalyst (animal charcoal) for the notion of sunlight.

Compared to chlorine, phosgene has the following advantages as a

chemical agent. It is:

1. Far more toxic (0.50 mg. per liter at 10 minute*).

2. A little less volatile and more persistent.

3. Greater vapor density (3.5).

4. More insidious in action.

5. Chemically more inert and, therefore, more difficult to neutralize and protect

against.

The principal disadvantages of phosgene are its slower physiological

action on the body and its inability to discharge itself from cylinders at a

sufficient rate for cloud-gas attacks.

In addition to the foregoing, phosgene is relatively easy to protect

against and for that reason would probably be displaced in the future by

gases of greater toxicity and more difficult to neutralize.

Trichlormethylchloroformate (C1COOCCL,)

German: “Peratoff French: “Surpalite"; British: “Diphosgene”

This gas was first used in the World War by the Germans at Verdun
in May, 1916, in retaliation for the French phosgene shell which were

introduced in February, 1916.
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Trichlormethylchloroformate is the completely chlorinated methyl

ester of formic acid and l* obtained by completing the chlorination of the

inonnchlnrmethylrhloroforniate (K-Stoff). In studying the chlorinated

methyl esters of formic acid, the German chemists found that their

toxic properties increased, while their lacrimatory powers decreased, with
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he addition of chlorine atoms in the methyl group of their molecular

structures. Thus, diphosgene, which contains the maximum chlorine

atoms, was found to be the least lacrimatory but the most toxic of these

compounds and was for that reason substituted for K-Stoff as the

standard German nonpereistent lethal gas for shells. An analysis of the

gas casualties of the late war indicates that, on the basis of the total
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Qumber of fatalities, diphosgene was the principal killing gas used in

shells during the war.

Trichlormethylchloroformate is an oily liquid of specific gravity 1.65

and a disagreeable suffocating odor. It boils at 127°C. (260.6°F.), giving

off a dense whitish vapor 6.9 times heavier than air, which persists on

open ground about 30 minutes. At 20°C. (68°F.), its volatility is 26.00

mg. per liter. When heated to about 350°C. (662°F.) or upon contact

with moisture, as in the tissues of the body, trichlormethylchloroformate

breaks down, yielding two molecules of phosgene, thus: ClCOOCCla —
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2COC1-, from which it received its English name—diphosgene. Under
ordinary conditions of temperature and pressure, it hydrolyses slowly,

ultimately yielding carbonic acid and hydrochloric acid, according to the

following equation:

CICOOCCL + 2HsO - 2CO* + 4HCI

Because of its high boiling point and the fact that in its primary form

it is relatively inactive physiologically, diphosgene is peculiarly adapted

for shell filling. Unlike phosgene, which requires artificial refrigeration

to keep it belou* its boiling point during filling operations, diphosgene can

be filled into shells in the field, the workmen requiring no other protection

than gas masks. This was of great advantage to the Germans during the

war as it enabled them to fill shell close behind the front lines, and the

filled shell thus required the minimum transportation, handling, and
storage. Because of this fact, the Germans were able to use all sorts of

H.E. shell fAr gas by the simple expedient of cementing the joints in the

shells, while the Allies, whose shell were filled far from the front and had
to withstand much rough handling and long storage, could not success-

fully use cemented gas shell, because of leakage difficulties.

The toxicity of diphosgene is about the same as that of phosgene.

In fact, it is probable that the toxicity of diphosgene is not a specific

property of that compound, but is derived from the phosgene molecules

into which it decomposes in the tissues of the body.

The German chemist, Haber
,
quoting the work of Flury, gives the

toxicity index of diphosgene as 500, as compared to 450 for phosgene.

For a 10-rninute exposure, this is equivalent to a concentration of 0.050

mg. per liter of diphosgene and 0.045 mg. per liter of phosgene. Amer-
ican determinations, however, show that the minimum lethal concen-

trations of phosgene for a 10-minute exposure is 0.50 mg. per liter which
is over ten times the German figure. Many reasons have been advanced
to account for the large discrepancy in these figures, such as that Flury’s

determinations were on cats which were subsequently found to be
peculiarly sensitive to phosgene and diphosgene concentrations. The
cats were also said to be undernourished, which still further increased
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their susceptibility. However, regardless of the differences in specific

toxicity of phosgene and diphosgene, as between the different nations, all

agree that there arc no perceptible differences in the physiological effects

of these two compounds atul that they are substantially equal in toxicity.

As phosgene 4 was the choice of the Allies for a standard nonpersistent

lethal gas, while the Germans used diphosgene, it is interesting to com-

parc relative merits of these two compounds as chemical agents.

Both have about the same toxicity and physiological effects on men
and animals. Diphosgene is about three times as persistent as phosgene,

having an open-ground persistency of 30 minutes against 10 minutes for

phosgene, so that diphosgene would not be classed as a nonpersistent

gas under our present system of classification, which regards all agents

having an open-ground persistency greater than 10 minutes as persistent.

However, the present limit of 10 minutes for nonpersistent gases is some-

what arbitrary and, from a tactical standpoint, it is believed that a

persistency of 30 minutes is not too great for a nonpersistent gas. The
main consideration governing the length of time a nonpersistent gas ran

be allowed to remain on the target area is the time required for the

attacking infantry to traverse the ground between their jump-off lines

and the enemy's front line. Under the most favorable conditions, with

the jump-off line only 800 yd. from the enemy's front line and maximum
rate of advance under fire (100 yd. in 4 minutes), this will not be less than

32 minutes, so that a gas which would not persist for over 30 minutes

would be suitable for use in offensive operations.

Within the limits of permissible persistency, the nearer this limit

is approached by an agent, the easier it is to maintain effective concen-

trations in the field; therefore a persistency of 30 minutes is an advantage

over a persistency of 10 minutes, so that diphosgene has the advantage in

this respect. On the other hand, phosgene is more volatile than diphos-

gene and higher field concentrations can be effected with phosgene.

The speed and duration of the casualty effects of both phosgene ami

diphosgene are about the same, but phosgene has the advantage* of being

more insidious in action, as diphosgene is somewhat lacrimatory and
gives a noticeable warning in concentrations of 1:200,000, as compared

to 1:100,000 for phosgene. The odor and visibility of phosgene ami
diphosgene are very similar and almost equal, the latter being somewhat
more pungent and visible in cloud formation than the former.

Phosgene is made by the direct synthesis of CO 4- Cl, whereas diphos-

gene requires the following additional steps:

1. Formation of methylchloroformate from phosgene and methyl alcohol by
reaction with calcium carbonate.

2. Formation of diphosgene from methylchloroformate by the reaction of chlorine

by the action of electricity (ultraviolet rays).
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Special title-lined reaction vessels are also required for the many
facture of diphosgene which considerably complicates its production in

large quantities. Phosgene is thus fur easier to manufacture than diphos-

gene, and it was primarily on this account that the Allies chose phosgene

ax their standard lethal agent.

Phosgene Ls chemically more stable than diphosgene and withstands
explosion without decomposition, although diphosgene is first resolved

into phosgene by dissociation. Owing to its higher boiling point and
relatively inert physiological action in its primary form, diphosgene is

far easier to fill into shell, but, on the other hand, it cannot be used for

cloud-gas attacks as can phosgene. Finally, diphosgene vii|>or is more
than twice as heavy ns ph<»sgcne, which gives it greater ground-clinging

and searching values in the field.

Chlorpicrin (Nitrochloroform) (CCljNOi)

British: “Vomiting gas”; French: “Aquinite”; German: “Klop”

The next lung-injurant gas to make its appearance in the World
War was chlorpicrin. This gas was first used in battle by the Russians
in August, 1916, and was subsequently employed by both Germany and
the Allies, alone or mixed with other combat substances, in artillery

shells, trench-mortar bombs, and in cylinders for eloud-gas attacks.

Indeed, chlorpicrin appears to have been the mast widely used combat
gas in the war, although the total amount used was probably less than
that of phosgene and diphosgenp.

Like chlorine and phosgene, chlorpicrin was a well-known chemical
substance before the World War. It was discovered by the English
chemist, Stcnhouse, in 1848, and its chemical and physiological properties
had been carefully studied many years during the nineteenth century.

Chlorpicrin is a colorless oily liquid, of 1.66 specific gravity, which
boils at 112°C. (231.5°F.), giving off a pungent irritating vapor, 5.6 times
heavier than air, and having & sweetish odor resembling that of flypaper.
Even at ordinary temperatures chlorpicrin evaporate very rapidly,
and its vapor pressure is quite high, e.g., at 20°C. (68°F.) it amounts to
18.3 mm. Hg. Its volatility at 20°C. (68°F.) is 165.0 mg. per liter.

Chlorpicrin may therefore be used in cylinders for cloud-gas attacks if

mixed with chlorine. Mixed with 70 per cent chlorine, chlorpicrin was
used in a large number of British gas attacks under the name of " Yellow
Star gas.”

Chemically, chlorpicrin is quite a stable compound. It is almost
insoluble in, and is not decomposed by, water; it does not combine readily
with either acids or alkalies. Owing to its chemical inertness, chlor-
pterin does not react with any of the chemicals in the gas-mask
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canister and is removed from the air passing through the canister by
the charcoal alone. It is therefore one of the most difficult of the war
gases to protect against. Owing to this fart, the protection afforded

by gas-mask canisters is usually rated in accordance with the number
of hours it will protect against ordinary field concentrations of

chlorpicrin.

Chlorpicrin is rather easily manufactured by the direct chlorination of
picric acid. In practice, the reaction is carried out by injecting live

steam into an aqueous solution of bleaching powder and picric acid,

as shown on Chart XL The yield is 114 ppr cent of the volume of picric

acid employed. Since large amounts of picric acid are used in industry

and for high explosives and, since bleaching powder is easily obtainable

everywhere, the raw materials necessary in the manufacture of chlorpicrin

are readily available. This fact and the ea*e of manufacture undoubtedly
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Cmart XI.— Mnnufftctur* «»f chlorpicrin (flow -hoct).

.•(•count for the widespread use of chlorpicrin during the late war.

As a war gas, chlorpicrin has a number of desirable offensive proper-

ties. Like chlorine and phosgene, it is a lethal compound which acts

primarily as a lung injurant. In toxicity, it is intermediate between
chlorine and phosgene, as indicated by the following comparative figures:
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Lctiial Concentrations

Exposure, Chlorine, Chlorpicrin, Phosgene.

minutes mg. per liter

I

mg. per liter mg. per liter

in fi.fiO

!

2.00 0 50

30 2.63
|

0.80 0 30

In addition to its lethal (lung-injurant) effects, chlorpicrin is also a

strong laerinuUor, and has the additional advantage of being capable
of penetrating gas-mask canisters that are resistant to ordinary* acid gases,

such us chlorine and phosgene. The injurious effects of chlorpicrin also

extend to the stomach and intestines, causing nuusea, vomiting, colic, and
diarrhea. These conditions arc difficult to combat in the field and often

persist for weeks so that even slight cases of chlorpicrin gassing frequently

involve large casualty louse*.

The main tactical idea in using chlorpicrin, aside from its toxic effect,

was to penetrate the mask and produce an intolerable irritation of the

eyes, as well as coughing and vomiting from nausea. These effects are
sufficient to cause masked troops to remove their masks and thus expose
thpmselves to even more lethal gases, such as phosgene, which would
be put over with the chlorpicrin.

The principal disadvantages of chlorpicrin are its relatively low

toxicity, as compared to some of the later war gases, and the fact that it

decomposes upon heating and when subjected to too high an explosive

shock. Notwithstanding this latter peculiarity, the results of the late

war showed that chlorpicrin could be successfully used in artillery shells

if the bursting charges were properly adjusted to this filling. Another
factor limiting the general usefulness of chlorpicrin is its rather high

persistency. On open ground chlorpicrin has a persistency of about
3 hours, which would preclude its use on the tactical offensive in ordinary

situations.

Owing to the foregoing disadvantages and limitations, the fact that

modern gas masks generally furnish adequate protection against chlor-

picrin, and the further fact that much more powerful and effective lethal

agents were iimnl in the late war and would be in all probability used in

any future war, the future role of chlorpicrin as a war gas is at least

uncertain, with the probabilities rather against its future use.

PhenylcarbyUmizte Chloride (C$H*CNCli)

Phenylisocyanide Chloride

This compound, introduced by the Germans in May, 1917, was the
last of the simple lung-injurant agents to be employed by them in the
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. .World War. Two months later they brought out two entirely new and

radically different types of agents—the vesicants (Y'ellow Gross), of

which mustard gas was the prototype, and the strmutators (Blue Cross),

of which diphenylchlorarsine was the prototype—and thus changed the

whole character of gas warfare.

Plienylcnrbylaniine chloride was the culmination of an attempt to

produce a more persistent and enduring lung-injurant agent, so as to

enable concentrations to be maintained in the field for such a length of

time as to exhaust the current types of gas-mask canisters. Later it. was

used in shoots with mustard gas to mask the presence of the latter.

Phcnylcarhylamine chloride is produced by chlorinating phenyl

mustard oil (C*HjNCS), derived from the action of carbon disulfide on

aniline. The product is a transparent liquid, of 1.35 specific gravity,

which boils at 210°C. (410°F.), yielding a vapor 6.0 times heavier than air.

Its volatility at 20°C. (68°F.) is 2.10 mg. per liter. Its lowest irritant

concentration is 0.003 mg. per liter; it lacrimates at 1 : 1,000,000 (0.0072

mg. per liter); it is intolerable at 0.025 mg. per liter; and a concentration

of 0.50 mg. per liter Is lethal on 10 minutes' exposure.

Phenylcarbylamine chloride was used chiefly in shells for the 10. fi-

rm. light field howitzer (without a mark) and 15.0-cm. heavy field

howitzer (marked 1 Green Cross — variation). Owing to its low

volatility, it was very persistent, and for that reason could not be used on

the tactical offensive. Moreover, its low vapor pressure often prevented

effective concentrations from being realized in the field. Altogether,

about 700 tons of this gas were fired by the Germans from the middle of

1917 to the end of the war and, while this gas was a fair

lacrimator and was moderately toxic, it failed to achieve any noteworthy

success. It was not considered of much value by t he British and the

reason for its use by the Germans is not apparent, since they already hud

far more effective lung-injurant agents (e.g., diphosgene and chlorpicrin).

Dichlordimethyl Ether ((CH,C1),0)

Dibromdimethyl Ether ((CH*BR),0)

Dichlormethyl ether is one of the lesser combat substances used by the

Germans, usually in mixture with ethyldichlorursine. It was introduced

in January, 1918, and was utilized to increase the volatility of ethyl-

dichlorarsine, which was brought into use ubout the same time.

Dichlordimethyl ether is a colorless liquid, of 1.37 specific gravity,

which boils at 105°C. (22l°F.) and has a volatility of 0.180 mg. per liter

at 20°C. Its lowest effective concentration is 0.015 mg. per liter; it is

intolerable at 0.040 mg. per liter and lethal at 0.470 mg. per liter on 10

minutes’ exposure.
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The bromine analogue, dibromdimethyl ether, was also used by the

Germans in the same way as dichlordimethyl ether and, as compared to

the latter, has the following properties: it has a higher boiling point,

155°C. (311°F.), and a lower volatility (0.022 mg. per liter). It is also

less irritant, a concentration of 0.020 mg. per liter being required to

produce an irritating effect, while the concentration does not become

intolerable until it reaches 0.050 mg. per liter. On the other hand, it is

more toxic since a concentration of 0.040 mg. jmt liter is lethal on 10

minutes’ exposure. It is also denser, having a specific gravity of 2.20.

In addition to their typical lung-injurant efforts, these two com-

pounds also exert a peculiar selective action on the organs of equilibrium

of the body, i.e., the labyrinth of the ear, so that the victim staggers and

recLs and is unable to maintain his body balance. Fur this reason the

French classified these compounds in a separate class and called them

labyrintlnc substances.

Both dichlormethyl ether and dibrommethyl ether are more toxic

than phosgene, and this fact, together with their favorable volatilities

and the fact that they are both insidious in action, make them note-

worthy combat substances. As they do not appear to have been used

to any great extent, except in mixture with ethyldichlorarsine, their

individual values as toxic agents were not established in the war. How-
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ever, their proportion ami characteristic* are such as to make them of
considerable potential value, notwithstanding the fact that they an- both
rather easily decomposed by water.

Phenyldichlorarsine (C«H sAsCI.)

French: “Stemite"

The first of the toxic lung-injurant agents to appear in the World
War was phenyldichlorarsine. This gas was first used by the Germans in

September, 1917, with, and as a solvent for, diphenylcyanarsine (Clark 2)
in Blue Cross 1 artillery shell, and later by the French in a mixture with
40 per cent diphcnylchlorarsine, known as “Sternite.”

Phenyldichlorarsine is a clear somewhat viscid liquid, of 1.64 specific
gravity, which boils at 252°C. (485.6°F.) giving off dense vafxjrs 7.75
times heavier than air. It is insoluble in water but dissolves readily
m the usual organic solvents. It hydrolyses readily in contact with
water and tlie oxydants destroy it.

Owing to its high boiling point, phenyldichlorandne has a very low
vapor pressure at ordinary temperatures, being equal to only 0.0146 mm
Hg at 15°C. (59°F.).

While the primary physiological effect of phenyldichlorarsine on men
and animals is injury to the lungs and death is usually caused by pul-
monary edema, phenyldichlorarsine also has a marked vesicant as well
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a* a sternutatory effect on the upper respiratory passages. It** toxicity

exceeds that of phosgene, a concentration of 0.26 mg. per liter being
fatal in 10 minutes; its vesicant action is somewhat slower than that of

mustard gas and the resulting wounds as a rule heal more rapidly.

On the whole, phenyldichlorarsine was not used in the war to any
great extent. The principal idea underlying its use was as u solvent
for diphenyfchlorarsino and to assist in the penet ration of the gas-musk
canister. A mixture of these two compounds in the proportion of 60 per
cent phenyldichlorarsine and 40 per cent diphenylehlorarsim* was used
by the French under the name of “Sternite." It was claimed that this

mixture would readily penetrate the masks then in use and, In-ing a

liquid, did not present the difficulties in shell filling that attended the
filling with a solid diphcnylchlorarsine.

The limited use of phenyldichlorarsine in the late war did not clearly
demonstrate any marked superiority for this eompound over other
organic arsenical:* simultaneously employed, hut it would seem from a
consideration of its properties that it is an agent of considerable promise.

Ethyldichlorarsine (C*H»AsCU)

German: “Dick"

This compound was introduced by the Germans in March, 1918, in an
attempt to produce a volatile nonpersistent gas that would be quicker
acting than diphosgene or mustard gas and would be more lasting in its

effects than “Clark” (sec Chap. X). Such a gas was particularly

desired for use in the immediate preparation for and in support of infantry
attacks in the grand offensive operation planned for the spring of 1918,
and ethyldichlorarsine was the answer of the German chemists to this

demand.
The German process of manufacturing this compound was complicated

and comprised the following principal steps: (1) the conversion of ethyl
chloride into ethyl sodium arsenate by treatment with sodium arsenate
under pressure; (2) reduction to ethyl arsenious oxide by the action of

sulfurous acid; (3) conversion of the ethyl arsenious oxide to ethyl
dichlorarsine by treatment with hydrochloric acid.

1 ho final product, when pure, is a clear somewhat oily liquid, of
1.7 specific gravity, which boils at 156°C. (312°F.), yielding a vapor 6.5
times denser than air with a piquant fruity odor. At 20°C. (68°F.), its

volatility is 100.0 mg. per liter. Although the liquid ethyldichlorarsine
is slowly hydrolyzed by water, the vapor seems sufficiently stable to
endure for its ordinary period of persistency in the field. The hydrolysis
product, ethylaraenious oxide, is also poisonous when swallowed.
Although ethyldichlorarsine is but little soluble in water, it is soluble in
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alcohol, ether, benzene, or ethyl chloride and is destroyed by oxydants.
such as chloride of lime and potassium permanganate. Although

ethyldichlorarsine is a fairly powerful stemutator and vesicant agent, its

primary action on the body is as a lung injurant. Its first effect in low
concentrations is a respiratory irritation which occurs in concentrations

as low as U.D01 mg. per liter after 5 minutes' exposure. A concentration

of 0.010 mg. ja-r liter is intolerable for more than I minute because of the

great irritation of the nose and throat. The lethal concentration of

ethyldichlorarsine is 0.50 mg. per liter for 10 minutes’ exposure and
0.10 mg. per liter for 30 minutes’ exposure. Its toxicity is, therefore,

the same as phosgene for short exposures (10 minutes), but is over three

times the toxicity of phosgene for long ex|x*ureH (30 minutes). In con-

centrations as low as 0.005 mg. per liter, this gas causes marked local

irritation of the eyes and respiratory tract. The effect upon the eyes ami
upper respiratory tract is evanescent, while that upon the lower respira-

tory tract leads to membranous tracheitis and pulmonary congestion,

edema, and pneumonia. Arsenic is absorbed rapidly and leads to sys-

temic arsenical poisoning, characterized by lowered temperature, atoxic

symptoms, anesthesia, and depression.

On short exposures (x.c., less than 5 minutes), ethyldichlorarsine is not

a particularly efficient irritant for the human skin. On exposures greater

than 5 minutes, how ever, positive bums appear which increase in severity

with length of exposure. On the basis of rapidity of action, extent of

rubefaction, swelling and edema, and time of healing, ethyldichlorarsine

is about two-thirds as effective as mustard gas, but for vesication it is

only about one-sixth as effective.

Ethyldichlorarsine and its bromic analogue, ethyldibromarsine, wen-

used in mixtures with the equally toxic dichlormethyl ether (21, pages 9-3

and 95) a-* fillings for the German Yellow Cross 1 or Green Cross 3
artillery shell. Ethyldibromarsine has the same physiological effects a*

ethyldichlorarsine, but is less irritant and toxic than the latter and the

reason for its use by the Germans is not apparent.

Concerning the use of ethyldichlorarsine in the war, Hanslian

says:

Uke the Yellow Cross substance, this combat substance was usually not noticed

st nil when it wsh breathed in. It was distinguished from the Yellow Crow sulwtniic-

when used in the field by the fact that in the first place there was no effect on the

skin, and In the second place, the injuries to the nose, throat, and cheat did not delay
for hours but appeared at the end of a few minutes. When small quantities are
inhaled, about 5 cc. for 1 minute, the victim is rendered incapable of fighting for a»
much as 24 hours as the result of dyspnea and pains in the chest, and if large quantities
•re inhaled the result is fatal. In case small amounts of the substance have already
been inhaled before the gaa mask is put on, it is impossible to keep the mask on
bemuse of the irritation. The substance of the Yellow Cross 1 shell was not nearly
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mi persistent mi the terrain ns that of the regular Yellow Cross. These shells were
therefore suitable for gnsaing operations to l»c followed by infantry’ aasaulta. In
summer, terrain could be entered 1 hour after the gas cloud had dmuppmred, and, in

winter. 2 hour* after. The \ elbw Cross substance So. 1 behaved, accordingly, almost
in all rt-spects like the Green Cross substance and not like the Yellow Cross substnpee.

There iri no record of the casualties produced by ethyldichlorareinc,

nor any reliable loconl by which its battle efficacy may be judged.
However, it jmjsscssos many valuable properties and characteristics, chief

among whi^h are its quick action and low persistency which makes it

suitable as on offensive chemical agent. There is a great tactical need
for a quick-acting nonpersistent vesicant and, while the vesicant action of

ethyldichlorarsine is secondary to its lung-injurant action, it is, never-
theless, not inconsiderable. We may, therefore, expect to find this

compound given careful consideration in Any estimate of chemical warfare
in the future.

Phenyldibromarsine (CJLAsBr,)

This was the last type of lung-injurant gases of the toxic variety used
in flu- World War. It was introduced by the Germans in September,
1918, and there is very little information as to its effectiveness.

The eompound is a colorless or faintly yellow liquid, boiling with
slight decomposition at 285°C. (545°F.), and having a density of 2.1 at
15°C. (59°F.). When dispersed by heat, the fumes are slightly laeri-

matory and somewhat sternutatory, although this latter effect is very
much less than diphcnylchlorarsine. A concentration of 0.020 mg. per
liter is fatal on 10 minutes' exposure; hence its toxicity exceeds that of

any of the lung-injurant agents used in the war.
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It was the opinion of the Allies that phenyldibromarsine had very

little value during the war. This was no doubt due chiefly to its high

boiling point, low vapor pressure, and the relative ease with which it

was decomposed in the field. However, definitive data as to the value

of this compound are lacking, so that no definite conclusions can be drawn.

COMPARATIVE TOXICITIES OF LUNG INJURANTS

As the lung injurants are eonqKmnd.s of relatively low boiling point>

and high vapor pressures, their volatilities are well above their lethal

concentrations, and therefore the casualty and fatality powers of these

agents are in proportion to their minimum lethal eoncentrat urns. On
t-liis basis, the foregoing lung injurants are arranged in the descending

order of their fatal concentrations as shown on page 169.

USE OF LUNG INJURANTS IN WORLD WAR

Ao a group, the lung injurants were used to a larger extent than any

other type of gas and secured the bulk of the gas fatalities in the war.
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Agent

Phenyldibrotnnnine

Phcnyldichlorundnc

Dibromethyl ether

Dichlormcthyl ether

Ethyldichlornreme

Phongene

Trichlormethylchloroformate .

.

Dimcthylaulfale

PhenylcarbylnmiiM* chloride. .

Monochlornivlhylchloroforiiinis

EthyUmlfuryl chloride

Methylsulftiryl chloride

Chlorpienn

Perchlormothylincrcnptrtn

Chlorine

Minimum Lethal

Concent ration on

10 Minutes' Ex|m-

aure. Mg. per Liter

0.200

0.26O

0 40(1

0 470

0 800

0 500

0.600

0.500

0 500

1 000

1 000

2 000

.... 2000
3 000

5 600

July 1, 1916. The group is very small, consisting of the following com-

pounds used in the war:

Agent
Introduced

by
Date

— ii -

Hydrocyanic acid French July l, 1916

Cyanogen bromide Aus! riii ii» .Septemlier, 1916

Cyanogen chloride French October. 1916

{ Phen vlrarbvlnniinr chloride) * German* May, 1917

• Primarily * tun* injurant.

The systemic toxics are nonpermstent and were used tactically in the

same way and for the same purport?* as the lung-injurant agents. Their

appearance and use in the war was also concomitant in point of time

with the lung injurants, and they may, therefore, he tactically regarded

as supplementing the lung-injurant group rather than as a separate and

distinct group of agents. On the other hand, their physiological effect is

quite different from that of the lung injurants and, since our classification

is based primarily on physiological effect, with the systemic toxics

assigned as a separate subclass under the nonpersistent agents, it is

logical to treat them as a separate group.

GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Chemically, the systemic toxics are closely related. They are all

derivatives of the compound cyanogen (C«Ni) and are divided into two

classes: (1) those containing the radical (—C*N), called nitriles; and

(2) those containing the radical (—N«C), called iaonitriles or carbyl-

amines. All are commonly known os cyanides.

Physically, the systemic toxics are all light liquids with relatively low

boiling points, high vapor pressures, and high volatilities. They arc

the least persistent of all of the combat agents.

Physiologically, they are, in general:

Thus it is estimated that, altogether a total of 100,500 tons of these gases

were used in battle during the late war and caused 876,853 casualties, or

an average of one casualty per 230 lb. of gas. While the ratio of casual-

ties to pounds of gas employed is much lower than in the case of the

vesicant gases, it must be remembered that the latter, on account of high

persistency, cannot be used on the tactical offensive, whereas the lung-

injurant agents are generally nonpersistent and may be employed in any

situation.

FUTURE OF LUNG INJURANTS

As the lung injurants were the principal nonpersistent casualty gases

of the war and are the only casualty gases suitable for use in the tactical

offense when friendly troops are required to occupy terrain within a few

minutes after gassing, the lung-injurant agents will continue to play a

major role in gas warfare of the future.

The toxic lung injurants were but little used during the late war, ami

their possibilities were not extensively explored. Their high toxicities,

dual physiological effects, and other properties are very favorable to

offensive chemical warfare, and this field is one from which new and more

effective chemical agents may be expected to be drawn in the future.

For a summary of the properties of the principal lung-injurant agents,

see Table IV.
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CHAPTER VIII

SYSTEMIC TOXIC AGENTS

The systemic toxic agents are those com|K>und.s which,* instead of con-

fining their dominant action to some particular organ or part of the body,

usually near the point of impact, have the power to penetrate the epithel-

ial lining of the lungs without causing local damage. They then pass

into the blood stream, whence they are diffused throughout the whole

interior economy of the body and exercise a general systemic poisoning

action which finally results in death from paralysis of the central nervous

system. The systemic toxics were the third type of compound* to appear

in the World War, the first member of the group being introduced

1. Specialised in their action on the body for, while they pervade the entire cir-

culatory system, they set primarily on ihe nerve ecu tern and causa death by paralysis

of the central nervous system.

2. Extremely quick acting when present in lethal concentrations. A few brent li*

are sufficient to cause death, which occurs within a few minutes.

3. Reversible in action below a certain critical concentration (about 0.030 mg.

per liter), for below this concentration the body appears to have the power to neu-

tralise and eliminate the poison. Hence with the systemic poisons, Haber’s simple

generalisation, that the degree of intoxication equals the toxic concentration times

the time of exposure, does not hold true, and an additional factor enters the equation.

This is known as the elimination factor* and is specific for each compound, being the

quantity which the body can constantly eliminate by reversing the toxic action.

Below the critical concentration no lesions are formed by the poison in the body.

Even after acute poisoning, few organic lesions are found, for above the critical con-

centration asphyxiation is so rapid that they do not have time to form.

* See p. 13.

4. Of relatively low threshold of action. Thus, hydrocyanic acid is effective

down to the critical concentration of 0.030 mg. per liter.

5. Exceedingly toxic, a concentration of 0.012 mg. per liter of hydrocyanic acid

being fatal in from 30 to 60 minutes.

6. Insidious in action, causing practically no premonitory symptoms until after

seriouh poisoning has ensued.

Hydrocyanic Acid (HCN)

French: 11 Vincennite ” and “Manganite”

For over a hundred years before the World War, hydrocyanic acid was

known in industry a* one of the most virulent of all poisons. During the

latter part of 1915, in the race to produce more deadly chemical-warfare

gases, it was inevitable that attention would be turned to this compound

because of its high toxicity. The French were the first to consider it

and were in fact its only exponent during the war. Since the practical

difficulties encountered in its use in the field soon convinced the other

belligerents that this gas was not suitable for war use, it was never used

by them.

Dr. Hanslian# citing a French authority, says that as

early as the end of 1915 the French had filled great quantities of gas

shells with hydrocyanic acid (Special S^ell 4) and phosgene (Special

Shell 5), but hesitated to authorise their use at the front because of their
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high degree of toxicity and lack of splinter effect. In this connection, it

will be recalled that the signatories to the Hague Conventions of 1899
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and 1907 had agreed not to use shell, the sole purpose of which was to

diffuse asphyxiating gases, and had laid down the rule that a shell in

which the toxic-gas effect was greater than the splinter effect came within

the prohibited category. It is, however, difficult to understand the

hesitancy of the French to make use of gas shells containing hydrocyanic

acid and phosgene in view of their earlier use of gas shell filled with such

compounds as ethylsulfujyl chloride and perchlormethylmcrcaptan, and
the prior German use of gas shells filled with bromacetone. To be sure,

these earlier compounds were sufficiently lacrimatory to be regarded as

such, but they were also toxic enough to cause serious casualties and

deaths in ordinary field concentrations and hence could not properly be

excluded from the class of asphyxiating shell prohibited by the Hague
Conventions.

Regardless of whatever scruples the French may have had against

the use of hydrocyanic acid and phosgene shells, they commenced their

use in 1916. The phosgene shells were first employed at the front at

Verdun on Feb. 21, 1916, and the hydrocyanic acid (Vincennite) shells in

the battle of the Somme, July 1, 1916. In view of the superior combat

properties of phosgene, which antedated the introduction of hydrocyanic

acid, it is not clear why the French ever decided to use the latter. Per-

haps the only valid reason is to be found in the fact that the German
masks of early 1916 afforded adequate protection against phosgene, but

very little protection against hydrocyanic acid. Even this advantage,

however, was short-lived for the Germans learned of the contemplated

French use of hydrocyanic acid a week before its introduction at the

front and soon equipped their troops with mask filters capable of holding

back this gas
f

These filters contained 1 gram of pulverized

silver oxide scattered through the potash layers and afforded adequate

protection against hydrocyanic acid.

Hydrocyanic acid is derived by distilling a concentrated solution of

|x>tassium cyanide with dilute sulfuric acid and absorption of the

vapors in water. The anhydrous form used in battle was obtained by

subsequent fractional distillation from the aqueous solution. When
pure, hydrocyanic acid is a colorless liquid, of 0.7 specific gravity, which

boils at 26°C. (79°F.), yielding a light vapor, only 0.93 as heavy as air,

with a faint odor resembling bitter almonds. The vapor is exceedingly

volatile (873 mg. per liter at 20°C.) and persists in the open only a few

minutes after release. In order to prevent the too rapid diffusion of its

vapors in the air, hydrocyanic acid was not used in pure form but was

mixed with stannic chloride, with the addition of chloroform as a stabi-

lizer to counteract a tendency to polymerise. This mixture was known
as “Vincennite,” and was used on a large scale in artillery shell by the

French. Later, hydrocyanic acid was also mixed with arsenic trichloride,
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and known as “ Manganite.” Hydrocyanic acid is miscible with water

in all proportions, but is slowly deeomposeci.thereby with the formation of

ammonium cyanide. Anhydrous hydrocyanic acid is extremely unstable

and is quickly decomposed with the formation of a black resinous

mass. However, it can be stabilised by the addition of small per-

centages of strong acids and by dissolving it in arsenic trichloride or

stannic chloride.

According to Hederer and Isfcin, the toxic action of

hydrocyanic acid is typical of the protoplasmic poisons. It suspends
certain functions of the living cells, notably oxidation. By inhibiting the

action of the respiratory ferments, it brings about a true internal asphyxi-

ation. Under its influence, the tissues become incapable of utilizing the

oxygen of the blood and an analysis of the venous blood shows that in

oxygen and carbonic acid contents it is very close to the arterial blood.

With the higher animals and above all w*ith man, it strikes the central

nervous system. After a short period of excitation, the pncuinogastric

nerve centers, as well as the vasomotor and respiratory centers, are

paralyzed. Then the poison, following its general action, gradually

arrests cytoplasmic oxidation, and all the tissues suffer from an acute
lack of oxygen. But, as the nerve cells are more sensitive tlian the others,

they pay first tribute to the increasing asphyxiation. Their functional
death is then shown by noisy symptoms which dominate the scene and

mask the divers accompanying troubles.

Hydrocyanic acid is one of the most virulent jwisons known. When
injected under the skin 0.05 gram is lethal and Yedder (25, page 186) says:

“The lethal dose by respiration is usually Indieved to be less than the

above and our figures confirm this view.”

However, unlike most toxics, the poisoning effect of hydrocyanic acid

is not cumulative, so that Haber’s simple generalization does not apply.

On the contrary, the body seems to lx* able to neutralize the effects of this

gas up to a critical concentration of about 0.030 mg. per liter. Below
this level, the poison is eliminated from the body as rapidly as it, is

absorbed and no serious toxic effects are produced. Above* the critical

concentration, however, there is a very' rapid poisoning effect and death
••nxues in a few minutes when the concentration reaches 0.300 mg. per

liter. The lethal concentration for 10 minutes' exposure is 0.200 mg. i**i

liter and for 30 minutes’ exposure, 0.150 mg. per liter.

Because of its extreme volatility and the fact that its vu|M>rs arr

lighter than air, it is almost impossible to establish a lethal concentration
of hydrocyanic acid in the field, and this is particularly true when the gas
is put over in artillery shells. This difficulty, coupled with the peculiar

action of hydrocyanic acid wherein it produres no casualties until a

lethal concentration is established^ made the use of this gas in artillery

shell a tragic mistake on the part of the French. Despite the vociferous
controversies among the Allies as to the effectiveness of hydrocyanic acid
on the field of battle, the evidence from all sources is now convincing that
extremely few casualties were caused by the French artillery shell con-
taining hydrocyanic acid, although the French used over 4,000 tons of
this gas in the war.

Cyanogen Bromide (CNBr)

Austrians: “Ce”; British: "CB”; Italian: “Campillit *’

The Austrians introduced cyanogen bromide in Septemlx-r, 1916,
shortly after the French brought out hydrocyanic acid. Cyanogen
bromide was first employed in & mixture with bromacetone and benzene
(25 per cent CNBr to 25 per cent CH.COCHaBr and 50 per cent C«H«).
Later, as a result of poor storing qualities and a resulting decrease in
toxic effect, cyanogen bromide and bromacetone were loaded separately
into shells. Cyanogen bromide was also used on the Western Front bv
the British (CB shell).

Cyanogen bromide is made by treating a concentrated solution of
potassium cyanide with bromine at 0°C. When freshly sublimed, it is

a white crystalline solid, of 2.02 specific gravity, which melts at 52°C
(125.6°F.), and boils at 61.3°C. (142°F.), yielding a vapor 3.4 times
heavier than air with a piquant odor and bitter taste. It Is soluble in
alcohol and in water, but hydrolizes in the latter, yielding a nontoxic
hydrate. At 20°C. (68°F.) its vapor pressure is 92.00 mm. Hg and its

volatility is 200.00 mg. per liter. Thus, as compared to nonpersistent
gases, generally it is highly volatile, yet it is only about one-fourth as
volatile as hydrocyanic acid.

The effect of cyanogen bromide on the body is similar to that of
hydrocyanic acid. It is, however, less toxic, but has, in addition, a
lacrimatory and strong irritant effect. A concentration as low as 0.006
ing. per liter greatly irritates the conjunctiva and the mucous membranes
of the respiratory system, while 0.035 mg. per liter is unbearable. Its
lethal concentration for 10 minutes’ exposure is 0.400 mg. per liter, which
makes it somewhat more toxic than phosgene, but only about one-third
as toxic as hydrocyanic acid. Moreover, it corrodes metals and suffers
decomposition thereby; it also is unstable in storage and gradually poly-
merizes into a physiologically inert substance. In view of the above,
cyanogen bromide is rather unsuitable for use as a chemical agent and
the success obtained from its employment in the World War was so slight
that the Austrians abandoned it in favor of the German Green Cross
(diphosgene) ammunition,
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Cyanogen Chloride (CNC1)

French: “Mauguinite” and “Vitrite”

Almost at the same time that the Austrians introduced cyanogen
bromide, the French brought out cyanogen chloride, in an attempt to
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secure a systemic toxic gas that did not have the disadvantages of hydro-

cyanic acid, i.e.
t
a heavier and less volatile gas with cumulative toxic

effects in low concentrations.

Like its bromine analogue, cyanogen chloride is produced by the

direct chlorination of a saturation solution of potassium cyanide at U°C.

It is a colorless liquid, of 1.22 specific gravity, which boils at 15°C.

\59°F.), yielding a volatile irritant vapor 1.98 time's heavier than air.

At 20°C. (68°F.) the vapor pressure of cyanogen chloride is 1,000 nun. Hg
and its volatility is 3,300 mg. per liter, so that it is more volatile than

hydrocyanic acid.

Although cyanogen chloride is but slightly soluble in water, it dis-

solves readily in the organic solvents. It is chemically unstable and on

storage polymerizes into cyanogen trichloride (CXCl)j, which i> physio-

logically far less active. When mixed with arsenic trichloride, which

increases the density of its vapors, cyanogen chloride is far more stable,

and for that reason it was used in this mixture by the French under the

inline of "Vitrite ”

The toxic action of cyanogen chloride is similar to that of hydrocyanic

acid, hut it is much more effective in low concentrations on prolonged

exposure. Like hydrocyanic acid, in high concent rat ions it kills by rapid

paralysis of the nerve centers, especially those controlling the respiratory

system, hut, unlike hydrocyanic acid, in low concentrations (0.010 to

0.050 mg. per liter) it is also irritant to the eyes ami lungs and has u

retarded toxic effect somewhat resembling that of the lung-injurant com-

pounds. Its lethal concentration for 10 minutes’ exposure is 0.40 mg. per

liter the same as that of cyanogen bromide. Cyanogen chloride is also a

moderate lacrimator, 0.0025 mg. per liter producing copious lacrimation

in a few minutes.

Phenylcarbylamine Chloride (C«H*CNC1»)

This compound lias already l>een considen*d under the lung-injurant

group, as its predominant action is against. the pulmonary system. It

does, however, have a subsidiary effect resembling that of the systemic

toxics, which is attributable to the fart that it is chemically an isonitrik*

and, therefore, belongs to the family of cyanides. Its systemic toxic

effect is not important and it is mentioned here in order to complete its

elassification.
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FUTURE OF SYSTEMIC TOXICS

The systemic toxics are as a class the most virulent poisons known.
They are, however, extremely volatile and their vapors are very light and
diffuse into the atmosphere wtyb extraordinary rapidity. They are also

practically noneffective until a certain critical concentration is reached

and then they strike with great speed and vigor. Hence, in order to use

them effectively in the field, it is necessary to establish the concentration
with a high density in a minimum of time and under favorable meteor-
ological conditions, so that the enemy will receive a lethal dose in a few
breaths before the concentration falls below its critical effective strength.

Because of these requirements concerning its use, the systemic toxics are

neither economical nor certain of results on the field of battle. At the
same time, their toxicities and rapid actions make them very effective

against small well-defined targets, especially where men are sheltered in

dugouts, deep trenches, woods, etc., where high concentrations may be

established and maintained for several minutes.
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CHAPTER IX

VESICANT AGENTS

By the term vesicant agents wc* denote those compounds which vesicate

< blister) the human and animal body on any surface, either exterior or

interior, with which they come in contact. This type of compound
constitutes the fourth class of combat gases used in the World War.
M<»st of them are highly toxic substances and nearly all produce multiple
physiological effects. Thus, some are fairly lncriinatory, others exert
marked lung-injurant effects, while still others are systemic poisons.

However, in all compounds classed as vesicants, the vesicant effect is so
much more pronounced than their other effects as to constitute their

dominant characteristic. Where the vesicant effect of a compound is

sulHjrdinate to its other physiological effects, the compound is classified

in some other class, e.g ., cthyldichlorarsine is somewhat vesicant, but its

primary physiological action is on the pulmonary system of the body, and
it is, therefore, considered a lung-injurant agent (see Chap. VII).

At the outbreak of the World War, over 70 vesicant compounds were

known to science? yet only five were identified with the war. Of

these, but two—dichlorethyl sulfide (mustard gas) and ethyldichlor-

arsine—were actually used, while the other three—ehlorovinyldichlor-

ursine (lewisite), methyldichlorarsine, and dibromethyl sulfide—were in

process of investigation or manufacture at the end of the war and were

not actually used in battle. Of the first two, ethyldichlorarsine was

primarily a lung injurant and was used only to a limited extent as a

vesicant agent. While it proved to be quite effective, it did not play a

very important role in the war. On the other hand, mustard gas was

widely used by both sides and proved to be so effective that it became the

principal battle gas of the last year of the w ar. In fact, so completely

did mustard gas dominate the field of vesicant agents that the story of

mustard is practically the story of vesicants in the World War.

GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

While the vesicant agents, in addition to vesication, exert divers

• omplex physiological effects, their physical, chemical, and toxic proper-

ties ure such that they form a well-defined group with many characteris-

tics in common, and for this reason they were grouped by the Germans
under the general name of “Yellow Cross" substances.

Thus, the vesicants, although very soluble in the substance of animal

tissues, have weaker chemical affinities for

injurant agents. They, therefore, disintegrate more slowly and penetrate

further into the tissues of the body, thus greatly enlarging their field of

action.

Vesicants, in general, are:

1. Nonspecialized in their fiction on the body, bn they destroy ihcccllulnr structure

of the liMsuctt wlicrever they romo in contact with them.

2. Slow noting, in producing physiological offer In oii the laxly. Thus, their toxic

rffrciH do not commence In ninnife*! themselves until from tl to 24 hour* after expo-

sure. They are seldom fatal (less than 2 per cent deaths).

3. Nonrevernihle in fiction, for their injury to the rellulHr structure of the tissuo*

is permanent. The lesions produced heal in time, defending upon the depth of pene-

tration of the vesicant agent, hut the reaction upon the original cells in irreversible.

4 . Low in threshold of action. Thus, mustard gits producon definite incapacitating

effects in concent ratiorm as low as 1:100,000 (0.0005 mg. per liter) with 00 minutes'

exposure, nnd on longer exposure equal results are obtained with proportionately

lower concentrations.

5. High in (toiling point.

fi. I>»w in vapor pressure and volatility.

7. High in persistency.

8. Insidious in action, giving litilc or no warning of their presence until injury is

sustained.

CLASSIFICATION OF VESICANTS

The vesicant* may be divided into two classes: (1) simple vesicants

which exert a local action only; and (2) toxic vesicants which, in addition

to local action, also exert a systemic poisoning effect. The distinct!* n

is not of greut practical inq>ortancp since all the simple vesicants of

which there is any record of use in the war exert their vesicant effect

in a subordinate manner only. That is to say, the known simple vesi-

cants are predominantly compounds of other classes. Thus, dimethyl

sulfate, the only simple vesicant used in battle during the war, is a much
more powerful lung injurant than a vesicant agent, and for that reason il

is generally regarded as a lung-injurant compound (see Chap. VII). On
the other hand, mustard gas and the postwar vesicants arc all of the toxic

variety, so that from u practical-use viewpoint, we may regard the

vesicant agents generally as toxic compounds. We do not mean to say,

however, that this will always be the case, for it is entirely possible that

some new compound will be discovered, the vesicant action of which is

simple yet so predominant as clearly to entitle the compound to be

classed as a simple vesicant agent.

Dichlorethyl Sulfide (S(CH sCH*) sCL)

German: “Lost"; French: “Yperite"; British and American: “Mustard
Gas”

living matter than the lung-
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Tlit* introduction of mustard gas by tin* Germans on the night of

July 12, 1917, in the form of an artillery IxHiiburdmrnt against the
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British front near Ypres in Flanders, marked the beginning of a new
phase of gas warfare. It came as a complete surprise to the Allies and
caused thousands of casualties before any form of defense could he

devised against it. Its tremendous effectiveness perfectly illustrates the?

ever-threatening potential power of chemical warfare.

During 1916 and the 6rst half of 1917, the principal battle gases used

were of the lung-injurant type, and these were based on the principle of

attacking the respiratory organs, for which purpose they must necessarily

he inhaled. But by the summer of 1917 the gas mask had Ix-cii so

Improved that it furnished full protection against all the known lung-

injurant gases, so that the only casualties produced by these gases were
those where men were caught by surprise and were gassed before they

could adjust their masks. In other words, gas defense had caught up
with the offense. To break this deadlock, one of two things was neces-

sary—either to find a lung-injurant type of gas that would penetrate the

mask or to discover an entirely new type of gas that would go around
the mask and incapacitate by attacking some other part of the body.
The German chemists solved both of these problems simultaneously by
bringing out diphenylehlorarsine (Blue Cross), which, when properly

dispersed, would penetrate any of the masks as they were constructed in

1917, (see Chap. X), and mustard gas, which would go through clothing

and even rubber and leather boots and produce incapacitating bums on
any part of the body with which its vapors came in contact. In addition
to its vesicant properties, mustard gas was exceedingly toxic, so that it

also caused serious casualties when breathed, even in very minute con-

centrations. It was, therefore, an almost perfect battle gas, particularly

in view of the total absence of any means of protecting the body against

it, even though the mask furnished adequate protection for the lungs.

There \# small wonder, therefore, that mustard gas was soon recognized
as t he "king of battle gases,” and maintained this superior position

throughout the remainder of the war.

The gas shells used in bombardment at Ypres on the 12th and 13th
of July, 1917, were of 77- and 105-nun. caliber and were marked on the
base or side with a yellow cross. The va|>ors arising from these bursting

“hells had no immediate irritating action on the eyes or chest, and so at

first the troops in the bombardment suffered no discomfort from the gas,

except irritation of the nose which caused sneezing. In the course of an
hour or two, however, the signs of mustard poisoning begun to appear in

the form of inflammation of the eyes and vomiting, followed by erythema
of the skin and blistering. The conjunctivitis was murked and, by the

time the gassed cases reached the casualty clearing stations, the men were
virtually blind and had to be led al>out.

The Ypres aren was shelled with mustard gas each night beginning
July 12, 1917, until the end of the month. On the nights of the July 21
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and 22 a particularly heavy bombardment with Yellow Cross shells was

directed on Nicuport, which resulted in a heavy toll of casualties of a

more serious character than the casualties from the first mustard-gas

bombardment at Ypres.

Armcntteres was shelled with mustard gas on the night of July 20-21,

1917, and on the night of July 28-29 a heavy Yellow Cross bombardment
was directed on both Armentifcres and Nieuport. From then on, Yellow

Cross shells were used by the Germans extensively. It was not until

July, 1918, that mustard-gas shelling of this type showed any marked

diminution, and this was undoubtedly caused by a shortage of Yellow

Cross shells.

During the first three weeks of the mustard-gas period (July 12 to

Aug. 1, 1917) 14,276 cases of gas-shell poisoning were admitted to the

British casualty clearing stations and about 500 deaths occurred among
these cases. In this brief period, therefore, the Yellow* Cross shelling had

accounted for more casualties and practically as many deaths as the

entire previous shelling with lung injurants. The total gas-shell casual-

ties admitted to British clearing stations from July 21, 1917, to Nov. 23,

1918, w ere 160,970, of which number 1,859 died. Seventy-seven per cent

of these casualties were due to mustard-gas poisoning, 10 per cent were

due to Blue Cross (dichlorethylarsine) gas poisoning, and 10 per cent to

Green Cross gas poisoning (phosgene, diphosgene, chlorpicrin).

Concerning the important role played by mustard gas in the war,

Dr. Mueller says:

The German Front would never have succeeded in withstanding the powerful

onslaught of the concentrated force* and war material* of almost the whole world if

German chemist* had not at that moment held the protecting nhield of the "Yellow

Cross Substance ” (mustard gas) l»efore the German soldiers and at the same time

thrust into their hands a new sharp sword in the form of the "Blue Cross Substance."

Altogether about 12,000 tons of mustard gas were used in the war

and this caused a total of 400,000 casualties, from which it is seen that

one casualty was pmducod for every 60 lb. of mustard used, as compared

to one casualty for every 230 lb. of lung injurants used in the war.

Like the other World War gases, mustard was not a new or unknown

compound. On the contrary, it was discovered sixty years before the

outbreak of the war, and its chemical and physiological properties had

l>een studied and were known to science for many years. Mustard gas

was first obtained (in an impure form) by Richie in 1854 (15, page 235).

In 1860 it was independently prepared by Guthrie and Niemann by

passing ethylene into sulfur chloride; both oi

these chemists accurately and almost prophetically describing its high

toxic and vesicant properties. Thus Guthrie says: “Even the vapors of

this substance when in contact with the more delicate parts of the skin of
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the body cause the most serious destruction.” In 1886 the German
chemist, Victor Meyer, prepared mustard gas by the action of hydro-

chloric acid on thiodiglycol and described the terrible effects of the

product. Finally, in 1891 the opthalmologist, Theodore Leber, made a

nummary study of the toxicity of mustard gas.

In searching for a more effective combat gas, therefore, the Germans

had available many data in the literature concerning mustard and had

only to make it in quantity production and test it in the field. This they

did quite secretly in the spring of 1917 and were so well satisfied with the

results obtained that they adopted it as an artillery-shell filling and

accumulated a large quantity of these (Yellow Cross) shell before the

Allies were aware of this development.

In its pure state, dichlorethyl sulfide is a transparent amber oily

liquid, of 1.27 specific gravity, which boils with slight decomposition at

217°C. (422.0°F.), yielding a vapor 5.5 times heavier than air. It is

almost odorless in ordinary field concentrations and in strong concen-

trations resembles horse-radish or mustard. Hence the origin of the

English name—“mustard gas”—although this substance has no relation

chemically to the true mustnrd oils. It solidifies at 14°C. (57°F.) to

form white crystals, and for this reason was used by the Germans diluted

with a solvent to lower its freezing point and maintain it in a uniform

(liquid) state under all ordinary temperatures.

The vapor pressure and volatility of mustard gas are low, as shown by

the following tabulation:

Temperature
Vapor pressure. Volatility,

°C. °F.
mm. Hg mg. per liter

0 32 0.0200 0 250

5 41 0 0300 0.278

10 50 0 0350 0.315

15 59 0.0417 0.401

20 OS 0.0650 0.625

25 77 0.0996 0.958

30 86 0.1500 1.443

35 95 0.2220 2 135

40 104 0 4500 3.660

Because of its low volatility, mustard gas is very persistent in the

field, varying from one day in the open and one week in the woods in

summer to several weeks both in the open and in the woods in winter.

Its great persistency is the principal limitation on its use, as it cannot be

usi-d on the tactical offensive where friendly troo|>s have to traverse or
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occupy the infected ground. However, by the same token, mustard is
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peculiarly adapted for use in the tactical defensive, particularly to prevent

the occupation by hostile troops of ground evacuated on a withdrawal.

Dichlorethyl sulfide (mustard gas) was made by two radically different

processes during the war. The Germans used the more complicated proc-

ess of Victor Meyer because they had already available facilities for

manufacturing the principal components and had only to erect facilities

lor the final step in the process. The German process was briefly as

follows:

1. Ethylene chlorhydrin was converted into thiodiglycol by sodium

sulfide according to the equation

2(ClCHjCHi(OH)y + Na*S
/CHjCHj(OH)

x:h,ch,(oh)
+ 2NaC1

2. The thiodiglycol was chlorinated by treatment with gaseous

hydrochloric acid, according to the equation

<
CH,CH ,(OH )

/CH,CH«C1

+ 2HC1 * S< + 2H,0
CHaCHi(OH) CHiCHjCl

The German process had two outstanding advantages, rtf.; (1) the

intermediate products possessed no dangerous properties, and hence there

was no danger to personnel working in the plants on any of the inter-

mediate steps. The only danger involved in the whole process was in the

last step of chlorinating the thiodiglycol to form mustard gas. This was a

relatively simple reaction that was easy to control, and hence the danger

to personnel was far less than in many of the steps of the other process.

(2) The yield was high and the product pure, since the only other end

product was water, which was easily separated hy distillation.

On the other hand, the German method had the formidable objection

of bring a very complicated process, particularly in the method of making

the chlorhydrin. To make this intermediate, three steps requiring care-

ful control were necessary: (1) alcohol was split into ethylene by passing

it" vapors over aluminum oxide at 300°C.; (2) the ethylene gas was pumped

into large reactors containing chloride of lime paste which was carefully

cooled during the process (3) the resulting ethylene chlorhydrin was

forced out of the lime paste by steam.

While the foregoing steps in the German process of making mustard

gas seem simple, in reality they were very difficult and only a chemical

technique excellently organized and backed by a wealth of experience

could successfully cope with the technical difficulties encountered.

Lacking the facilities and experience in making the intermediates

required in the German process, the Allies turned to the older process of
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Guthrie and Niemann, in which dichlorethyl sulfide is formed by the

direct action of ethylene gas on sulfur monochloride (see Chart- XII),

according to the equation:

<H tCH*Cl
+ S

HjCHiCI

While this reaction under proper conditions priHeeds smoothly,

there are actually encountered in quantity-production ojM*rations several

very formidable difficulties. Thus, the reaction occurs spoiltaneously

with the evolution of much heat. Sulfur is set free, and the teinj>eratnre

must be carefully controlled in order to keep the sulfur in colloidal sus-

pension and thus prevent its precipitation in solid form in the reaction

veasels and connecting pipes. There is also considerable difficulty in

separating the mustard gas from the colloidal sulfur, so that the resulting
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product was not so pure as that from the German process, although it

seemed to be equally as effective in the field.

It is difficult to emphasize sufficiently the extreme danger that is

involved in working with mustard gas even under the best of conditions.

The workmen must be equipped with masks and the most efficient pro-

tective clothing, and everything coming in contact with even the vapors

of mustard gas must be decontaminated at once with chloride of lime or

other neutralizing agents. Notwithstanding all these precautions, casual-

ties w ill occur owing to carelessness, and only the most rigid discipline can

keep them within reasonable bounds.

While mustard gas is only slightly soluble in water, it is slowly decom-
posed thereby. When it is cold, the rate of decomposition is approxi-

mately 1 gram of mustard per liter of water in 30 minutes. When it is

warm, the decomposition proceeds more rapidly with saponification and
the formation of thiodiglycol and hydrochloric acid, according to the

reaction:

<H,CH,C1 /CH,CH,(OH)
+ 2H tO - S< + 2HCI

HiCHjCl CH,CH,(OH)

This hydrolysis takes place on contact with moisture in the air or

with water on the ground and thus mustard gas is slowly destroyed

wherever these conditions are encountered; the rate of destruction

depends upon the amount of water and the temperature. The hydrolysis

of mustard gas is also accelerated in the presence of alkalies, alkaline

carbonates, and the solvents of mustard that arc miscible with water,

such as alcohol. It is rapidly dissolved by the organic solvents, such as

ether, chloroform, and acetone, by the light paraffin hydrocarbons, and
by all of the organic fats, both animal and vegetable. It is, however,
soluble only with difficulty in the mineral oils and in vaseline and paraffin.

Mustard gas is also progressively soluble in gums, such as caoutchouc

and rubber; it easily goes through leather and fabrics of cotton end linen.

Hence mustard readily penetrates leather and rubber boots and gloves

and all articles of clothing, especially if these are brought in direct con-

tact with liquid mustard. It is lxrause of these remarkable powers of

solubility and penetration that mustard gas Is so difficult to protect

against. In fact, the only reliable protection is the destruction of the

mustard-gas molecule by decomposing it into its relatively harmless

constituents.

In striking contrast to its marked physical activity in solution and
penetration, the chemical activity of mustard gas is rather limited, e.y.,

its slow hydrolysis in contact with water. Its great chemical stability

increases the difficulty of decontaminating infected materials with
hypochlorites. However, mustard reacts violently with the evolution
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of great heat, the resulting products being mustard sulfoxide and calcium

chloride, in accordance with the equation:

<
:H,CH,C1 /CH,CH,C1

- SO< + CaCl,
:H,CH,CI xCH,CH,C1

As the sulfoxide is nontoxic, calcium chloride has been widely used to

destroy mustard. On the other hand, when very strong oxidizing agents

atv used, two atoms of oxygen are fixed to the sulfur atom and the
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resulting product, called mustard sulfone
,

is very toxic. This curious

phenomenon adds further difficulties to the problem of decontaminating

material infected with mustard.

Chlorine also attacks mustard vigorously and converts it into harm-
less higher chlorides, according to the equation:

/CH*CH|C1
(* +8C

/CHjCICHCl

CHiCHjCl X’HjCICHCl

The danger of dissociating mustard into toxic products is, therefore,

avoided by the use of chlorine or chlorinating agents, such as dichlor-

amine T and sulfur dichloride.

Mustard gas is lethal in concentrations varying from 0.006 to 0.200

mg. per liter, depending upon the time of exposure. Generally speaking,

when inhaled, 0.15 mg. per liter is fatal on 10 minutes’ exposure and 0.07

mg. per liter on 30 minutes’ exposure. Concentrations as low as 0.001

mg. per liter on 1 hour's exposure, will attack the eyes and render the

victim a casualty from conjunctivitis. Mustard is thus five times more
toxic tliun phosgene, which adds greatly to its effectiveness as a combat
agent.

Concerning the complex physiological action of mustard gas, we can-

not do I letter than to quote General Gilchrist as

follows:

Mustard claaeufied us a vesicant gaa. ... At first it acts os a cell irritant, and
finally as a cell poison. The first symptoms of mustard-gas poisoning appear in from
4 to 0 hours, but a latent period up to 24 hours may occur. The length of this latent

period depends upon the concentration of the gas. The higher the concentration the
shorter the interval of time between the exposure to the gaa and the first symptoms
arming hh a result of immlard-ftas poisoning.

The physiological action of mustard gas may be classified as local and general.
The local action results in conjunctivitis or inflammation of the eyes; erythema of the
skin, which may be followed hv blistering or ulceration and inflammatory reaction
of the nose, throat, trachea, Hiid hronrhi. . . .

It is of interest that racial susceptibility to the toxic action of mustard gas exists;

"liitcn are more susceptible than negroes. Thera is also an individual susceptibility
m the toxic action of mustard gaa, particularly of the skin, and also of the respiratory
tract

,
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A great deal of time has been devoted to a study of the mechanism of

action of vesicants in general and mustard gas in particular, and a

number of theories have been propounded to explain the toxic action of

mustard on the living organism. Space docs not permit a detailed

account of these theories here. Suffice it to say that the simplest and

most generally accepted theory is that the toxic effects of mustard are

caused by the protoplasm)r hydrolysis of the dichlorethyl sulfide molecule

and the liberation of free hydrochloric acid in the living cell. Concerning

this theory Yedder says:

Dichlorethyl sulphide is very slightly soluble in water and freely soluble m organic

solvents, that is, has a high liquid solubility or partition coefficient. It would, there-

fore, be expected to penetrate cells very rapidly. It* rapid powers of penetration are

practically proved by its effects upon the skin. Having penetrated within the living

cell, hydrolysis might occur. The lilwration of free hydrochloric acid within the cell

would produce scrioua effects and might account for the actions of dichlorethyl sul-

phide. The mechanism of the action of dichlorethyl sulphide according to this

theory appears to he as follows:

a. Rapid penetration of the substance into the cell by virtue of its high lipoid

solubility.

h. Hydrolysis by the water within the cell, to form hydrochloric acid and dihy-

droxycthyl sulphide.

c. The destructive effects of hydrochloric acid upon some part of the mechanism
of the cell.

This theory is very simple, and has been very generally accepted.

Whatever the theory of action, mustard is a cell poison, exerting its necrotizing

action on all cells with which it comes directly in contact, including the skin and

mucous membranes, with all their structures. The capillaries and other organs that

mustard reaches become paralyzed.

It is well known that the injuries produced by mustard heal much more slowly than

bums of similar intensity produced by physical or other chemical agcuciea. This

characteristic is explained by this action of muslHrd on the blood vowels which are

rendered incapable of carrying out their functions of repair; and by the fact that

necrotic tissue acts as a good culture medium. Hence the great liability to infection

of mustard bums.

One of the greatest dangers from mustard gas is the lack of any

positive means of identifying it in low concentrations in the field. While
it Ims a characteristic odor resembling mustard or horse-radish in strong

concentrations, this odor is very faint in concentrations which are still

dangerous on exposures of more than 1 hour. Thus, the odor is said to

U* detectable at 0.0013 mg. per liter, but a concentration of 0.0010 mg.
per liter will cause casualties from conjunctivitis on 1 hour’s exposure,
and such a concentration cannot be detected even by the keenest per-

ception. Moreover, the sense of smell for mustard gas is quickly dulled

after initial exposure, so that much stronger concentrations go unnoticed.
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Also, many odors, such as those produced by the stronger lacrimafors,

mask the odor of mustard gas so that it became a common practice to use

lacrimators with mustard for this purpose.

The impossibility of detecting mustard gas in the field and the

insidious action of this gas, which causes no noticeable symptoms until

several hours after exposure, resulted in thousands of casualties in the

war which might have been prevented had there been any positive means
of detecting mustard and warning troops of its presence. The great

importance of this problem caused much effort to be expended in attempts

to devise a reliable chemical detector which was practicable for use at the

front, but these efforts proved fruitless and the problem still remains
unsolved.

Since mustard freezes at 14°C. (57°F.), it is desirable to add to it

a small percentage of solvent to keep it in a liquid state at all temper-
atures ordinarily encountered in the field. If a solvent is not used and
the mustard-gas filling in artillery shell changes from a liquid to a solid,

with change in temperature, the ballistic behavior of the shells is seriously

affected. For this reason, both the Germans and French added from 10

to 25 per cent of some easily volatile solvent such as carbon tetrachloride,

chlorbenzene, or nitrol>eiizene. The Americans found that chlorpicrin

could also be used as a solvent with equally satisfactory results and with
the additional advantage that the solvent was toxic.

Not only does the addition of a solvent facilitate the ballistic behavior
of mustard-gas shells, but it also increases the volatility of the mustard
charge in winter weather and renders it more effective on the terrain.

Depending upon the solvent used and the force of explosion of the
bursting charge in the shell, the mustard-gas solution is scattered in the
form of gas clouds, or a finely divided spray composed of liquid particles

varying in size from an atomized mist to droplets resembling fine rain.

These liquid particles are very stable against humidity and cling firmly
to the ground and vegetation. The clouds of mustard vapor formed by
fhe explosion of shells are not at all visible in dry weather and only
"lightly visible in damp weather. They are effective for about 6 hours
on open terrain and for 12 to 24 hours in places protected by vegetation
from the wind and sun.

The mustard-gas drops penetrate with great speed and facility any
objects with which they come in contact. They easily penetrate leather

and rubber boots, uniforms, and other articles of equipment worn by
soldiers. The mustard liquid is thus easily earned about by soldiers

and spread and evaporated in other previously uninfected places. Fre-
quently in the late war all the occupants of a dugout were contaminated
and made ill by the mustard adhering to the clothing of a single soldier
who was not even aware of its presence.
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Not only is mustard gas spread over the battlefield and surrounding

areas by the transfer of droplets and the carrying of the liquid substance
in clothing, etc., but also by the wind blowing across infected areas and
saturating the air more or less with the evaporating mustard fumes.
Practical field tests have shown that winds not exceeding 12 miles per
hour, blowing over a normally saturated terrain, may transfer concen-
trations of mustard vapor sufficiently strong (0.070 mg. per liter) to
cause death within 30 minutes, for from 500 to 1,000 yd. downwind.
Consequently, every mustard-gas bombardment has a direct or immedi-
ate effect produced by the liquid spray and the resulting gaseous cloud,
as well as an indirect or continued effect produced by the evaporation of

the liquid substance from the infected area. The latter may he trans-
ferred by the wind in effective concentrations to a distance of from 500 to

1,000 yd. downwind or by men who come in contact with the liquid

droplets scattered over the infected area and carry them to other places
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on clothing and other material.

With its far-reaching diffusion over the battlefields, its insidious

action, and its manifold physiological effects, it is no wonder that mustard

gas became the “king of battle gases” and, pound for pound, produced

nearly eight times the number of casualties produced by all the other

battle gases combined.

Compared with the properties of the ideal battle gas, as set forth in

pages 47 and 48 of Chap. II, mustard gas meets the following requirements

:

1. Yen' high toxicity (0.15 mg. per liter is fatal in 10 minutes).

2. Exiremp multiple effect iveneaa.

3. Very persistent, which greatly limits it* use in the tactical offensive but

mcrvHHCH its value on the defensive.

4. Effects of long duration, but not permanent.

6. Effect is delayed for from 6 to 24 hours, which reduce* its offensive l>atllr

I
tower.

b. Extremely insidious in action. No warning properties or symptom*.

7. Volatility is low. The maximum field convent rat ion is 3.fi6 mg. per liter ihi n

hot day. This is sufficient for from 10 to 50 times a fatal dose.

5. Extremely penctmtivc to ull forms of organic matter.

9 Vupor is in visible in dry weather and only faintly visible in (lamp went her.

10. Practically odorless in ordinary field concentration*.

11. Ready availability of raw materials (alcohol, sulfur, and ehIonnrI.

12. Difficult to manufacture, but process i» now well worked out in all principal

countries.

13. Chemical stability in very high.

14. Hydrolyse* only very slowly at ordinurv teinjH-rature*.

15. Withstands explosion without decomposition.

16. Not a solid at temperature* above 57*K.

17. Melting point is not aliovt maximum atmoaphenr temperature*. Hence,

use of solvent is advisable.

1R boiling point, 217"C. (422.6"F.) is very high.
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19. Vnpor pressure is low but sufficient to eetabliah lethal concentration* at ordi-

nary temperaturca.

20. Specific gravity (1.27) is Mow 1.50.

21. Vapor density is 5.5 times that of air.

From the foregoing summary, it may be seen how close mustard gas

approaches the ideal battle gas in most of the important requirements.

For this reason and the fact that it is extraordinarily difficult to protect

against, mustard gas is assured of a secure position in the future, and it

is safe to predict that mustard gas will play a dominant role in future

chemical warfare until replaced by a more effective agent which has not

as yet made its appearance.

Ethyldichlorarsine (C*H*AsCU)

German: "Dick”

Ethyldichlorarsine is a difficult gas to classify according to physiolog-

ical action as its effects fall in three different classes. It acts as a lung-

injurant agent with a toxicity about the same as that of phosgene; it is

also a powerful stemutator with about one-fifth the irritant effect of

diphenylrhlorarsine; and, finally, it is a moderately powerful vesicant.,

with about two-thirds the skin-irritant power and one-sixth the vesicant

power of mustard gas. However, since its casualty power is chiefly by

reason of its lung-injurant effect, it is logical to regard this compound

as primarily a lung-injurant agent with secondary sternutatory and

vesicant effects, and it is accordingly grouped with the lung injurants in

Chap. VII. Ethyldichlorarsine is again referred to here, not only

because it is fairly vesicant, but also because its origin and early history

are associated with the vesicant agents.

The experience of the Germans with the use of mustard gas during

the latter half of 1917 showed that a vesicant type of gas was the most

effective casualty producer yet devised but, on account of the great

persistency of mustard gas, it could not he used on the tactical offensive,

where the infected ground had to be immediately traversed or occupied

by friendly troops, without prohibitive losses. Mustard also had
the further disadvantage that its effects were delayed several hours and

therefore it did not immediately incapacitate men so as to make it of any

great assistance in local attacks. Having in mind the grand offensive

planned for the spring of 1918, Germany called upon her chemists to

produce a quick-acting nonpersistent vesicant agent that could be used

to better advantage in offensive tactical operations. Ethyldichlorarsine

was the answer to this demand and was introduced by the Germans in

March, 1918, at the beginning of their great spring offensive on the

Western Front.
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To distinguish it from mustard gas, ethyldichlorarsine was first

called “Yellow Cross 1,” and it was intended to be used as a typical

offensive combat agent along with the “Green Cross” (phosgene type)

shells. Somewhat later it was found that the effects of ethyldichlorarsine

were *not primarily vesicant, but rather lung-injurant, and the vast

majority of the casualties produced were from the latter effect. Accord-

ingly, the classification designation of this gas was changed from “Yellow

Cross 1 ” to “Green Cross 3,” and it was used as a lung-injurant tyjie of

gas during the remainder of the war.

For further information concerning ethyldichlorarsine, see pages lOfi

et *eq.

Chlorvinyldichlorarsine (CHClCHAsCU)

American: “Lewisite”

Chlorvinyldichlorarsine is America’s principal contribution to the

materia chemica of the World War. It was first prepared in 1917 by

Dr. W. Lee Lewis (from whom it takes its name), in an effort to create a

compound that would combine the vesicant action of mustard gas with

the systemic poisoning effect of arsenic. Lewisite is a typical example of

the evolution of chemical agents. It will be reralled that in the summer

of 1917 the Germans had introduced two radically different tyj>es of

agents: (1) a vesicant gas (mustard), which penetrated the clothing and

burned the body wherever it came in contact ami thus produced casual-

ties without having to penetrate the mask; (2) a sternutatory gas

(diphenylrhlorarsine), which contained arsenic and, when proj»erly dis-

persed, easily penetrated all existing masks.

Mustard gas was tremendously effective as a casualty producer but

had two serious defects from a tactical viewpoint. It was too persistent

to be used on the offensive, and its physiological effects were not manifest

for several hours after rxj>osurc
f
so that it could not be counted upon to

produce casualties during the progress of the attack. On the other hand,

diphenylehlorarsine was very disappointing. Owing chiefly to technical

errors in the method of its dispersion, it was surprisingly ineffective on

the battlefield, although it was highly toxic, was nonpersistent, and

readily penetrated the mask.

The year 1917 then closed with the Germans in possession of the

most effective defensive chemical agent yet devised (mustard gas), hut

with no satisfactory offensive agent, since the masks of 1917 affordi*d

adequate protection against all the lung-injurant gases in use. During

the winter of 1917-1918, the German High Command was planning the

great spring offensive to commence in March, 1918, and must have been

much impressed with the vast number of casualties produced by mustard

gas during the stabilised warfare in 1917. It was therefore only natural
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for it to call upon the German chemistB for a nonpersistent vesicant that

would produce immediate casualties. Ethyldichlorarsine was the result

of this demand.
This compound was nonpersistent, quick-acting, highly toxic, and

contained arsenic. However, it was only about one-sixth as vesicant as

mustard gas, did not penetrate clothing to anything like the same extent,

and was completely stopped by the existing gas masks. Ethyldichlorar-

sine proved to be such a disappointment that, when the spring offensive

of March 1918, was launched, the Germans resorted to the use of a com-
bination of Yellow, Green, and Blue Cross shells as their principal

offensive weapons. The Yellow Cross (mustard gas) were used on sectors

not to be penetrated by the Germans during the attack, and the Green

Cross (diphosgene) and Blue Cross (diphenylehlorarsine) were used as

the main artillery preparation in sectors where the attacks were to be

launched#

Closely watching these developments during the spring of 1918, the

Americans became convinced that what was most needed was a more
effective gas of the ethyldichlorarsine type, i.e., a highly toxic, non-

persistent, quick-acting, vesicant compound containing arsenic. Lewisite

was the result of an intensive effort to produce such a compound. How
well the}- succeeded only time can show, as lewisite was produced too late
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f°r use at the front. It was not until October, 1918, that the manifold
technical difficulties of mass production were finally overcome and manu-
facture commenced. The first lot manufactured was ready for shipment
m November when the Armistice intervened, and it was destroyed at sea

Curiously enough, the Germans claim that they not only knew about
lewisite before the American discovery, but had actually manufactured it

during 1917 and 1918. Thus, Hanslian says:

It in evident from the publications of the German chemist, H. Wfafand, (H. Wicked
••ml A. Blocmer: “tfber die Synthese dcr organic-chen Arscnderivate" in “Liebig,
Nnnnlcn dcr Chemie,” vol. 451, page 30) that even before the American discovery
d.U.rvinvldirhloranrine was manufactured during the war in 1917 and 1918 in Ger-

according to the Germans’ own special methods and independently of Lewis'
"vnthesis.

If this is tnic, it would seem that Germany made a serious error in
not employing lewisite in the offensives of 1918, as comparative tests have
shown its superiority, in many respects, over the compounds used in 1918
That this opinion is shared by the French may be inferred from the
following paragraph from Hederer and Istin.

The true veaicunl a mines have not vet submitted to the proof of battle. They,
nevertheless, merit attention by reason of their strong activity and their multiple
'•fTct t«. One can already consider them m persistent* of rapid aggrewivcuuKi, capable
"f playing eventually a military role of the fiivt order.
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The method of making lewisite was suggested by the analogous

method of mustard-gas manufacture used by the Allies. Thus, mustard
is formed by the action of ethylene on sulfur monochloride, while lewisite

is produced by action of acetylene on arsenic trichloride in the presence

of aluminum trichloride acting as a catalyst. The dark brown viscid

liquid which results from this latter reaction is decomposed by treatment
with hydrochloric acid at 0°C. (32°F.), and an oil ia obtained which
can Ih* frac tionated by distillation in vacuo into three chlorvinyl deriva-
tives of arsenic trichloride. These derivatives, which differ from each
other only by the successive addition to the anwnic trichloride of one,

two, or three molecules of acetylene, are as follows (see Chart XIII):

C,H, + AsCl, - ClCH:CH.As<^J

(^-Chlorvinyldichlorarsine)
(Primary lewisite)

C1CH .-CHv
2(C,H.) + AsCl. - >AsCl

C1CH.-CH/
(00'-Dichlomnylchlorarsine)
(Secondary lewisite)

CICHiCHv
3(C*H>) + AsCl, - ClCH:CH->As

C1CH:CH/
00'0

'
'-Trich 1orv inyla rsine

)

Tertiary lewisite)

During the initial reaction considerable heat is liberated and great
care must be taken to keep the temperature from rising by regulating
the current of acetylene, as otherwise violent explosions may occur. The
reaction products are also explosive, and for that reason it is impossible
to separate them by direct distillation. Hence, they must be treated
with hydrochloric acid until all the aluminum compounds are dissolved.

During the distillation of the resulting oily liquid, the unconverted arsenic

trichloride passes over first (up to 60°C.); next follows the primary lewis-

ite (up to 100°C.); finally, the balance passes over above 100°C. as a
mixture of secondary and tertiary lewisites. The initial distillation

yields only about 18 per cent primary lewisite, which is the most active
rind the preferred product. However, the secondary and tertiary frac-

tions are subsequently converted into the primary form by beating under
pressure to 210°C. with an excess of arsenic trichloride, so that the ulti-

mate loss is small.

AH the lewisites are liquids at ordinary temperatures, having boiling

points ranging tatween 190° aud 260°C., and all are irritating and
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[>oisonous compounds but not to anything like the same extent. Thus,
primary and secondary lewisites are both highly toxic vesicants, the pri-

mary form being more toxic and less vesicant than the secondary, while

the tertiary form is very much leas active and is practically of no value as a

chemical agent. As the primaiy form ia by far the most active, it is tbe
form into which the mixture was practically all converted. Thus,
wherever the term, “lewisite” is used without qualification, it will be
understood to refer to primary lewisite (/3-chlomnyldichlorarsine).

Pure lewisite is an oily colorless to light amber liquid, of 1.S8 specific

gravity, which boils at 190°C. (374°F.), yielding a dense vapor 7.1 times

Cbabt XIII.—Manufacture of lewisite (flow sheet).

heavier than air with a faint odor resembling geraniums. It is readily

soluble in the usual organic solvents and petroleum, but is not dissolved

by water or weak acids. It is, however, rather easily and quickly
decumpowd by hydrolysis, yielding hydrochloric acid and an oxide of

clilorvinvlareine, according to the equation:

ncHrCH.AsrCl, + HtO - 2HCI -f C1CH .CH.AsrO

However, unlike mustard gas, one of the hydrolysis products of lew-

isite (CICHrCH.AsO) is a vesicant nonvolatile toxic w hich is not readily

washed away by rains. Hence, while lewisite may be quickly destroyed
by hydrolysis in moist air and on watery terrain, its combat value is not
lost, since ground which has been contaminated with lewisite will remain
dangerous from its oxides for long periods of time. In other words, one
should not regard hydrolysis as immediately destructive of the toxic and
vesicant powers of lewisite, hut as a process in which the compound

19-1

changes its state, while at the same time retaining its physiological

powers in a new form. This view is important in arriving at the true

combat value of lewisite, as far too much emphasis has been placed upon
its suceptibility to hydrolysis, quite overlooking the fact that, in addition
to the combat value of its hydrolysis products, the vast majority of situ-

ations in which lewisite would be used would not involve sufficient

moisture to destroy it. Most terrains over which armies fight are moder-
ately dry, and the great majority of the days in most parts of the north
temperate xone are clear. Also, it must be remembered that in cold
frozen countries and hot dry countries hydrolysis is of little importance.

Like mustard gas, lewisite is almost immediately decomposed in the
presence of alkalies, such as caustic soda (5 per cent solution) or ammonia,
and by active oxydanta, such as chloride of lime and the hypochlorites,

the reaction being greatly accelerated by heat. Hence terrain and
material contaminated with lewisite are decontaminated with the same
materials as mustard gas. Also, like mustard, lewisite readily penetrates

clothing, leather, rubber, and the tissues of the body, and hence is just as

difficult to protect against.

The vapor pressure of lewisite is very much higher than that of mus-
tard. At 0°C. (32°F.) its vapor pressure is 0.087 mm. Hg, as com-
pared to 0.026 mm. Hg for mustard; at 20°C. (68°F.), it is 0.395 mm. Hg,
against 0.065 mm. Hg for mustard. The volatility of lewisite at 20°C.
(68°F.) is 4.50 mg. per liter, as compared to 0.625 mg. per liter for mus-
tard, and the persistency of lewisite is correspondingly much less than
that of mustard. On the basis of Leitner's Formula (see page 21), the
persistency of lewisite at 20°C. (68°F.) is 9.6 times that of water, while
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the persistency of mustard is 67 times that of water.

The freezing point of lewisite is — 18°C. (0°F.), which is well

below ordinary atmospheric temperatures, so that it is a liquid at all

times, except in very cold weather, and hence does not require a solvent

as does mustard. Like mustard, lewisite is stable in storage and does not

react with iron and steel.

Physiologically, lewisite acts similarly to mustard gas and m addition

is a systemic poison when absorbed into the body through the skin or

lungs. It may, therefore, be cla&sed as primarily a vesicant, secondarily

a toxic lung injurant, and tertiarily a systemic poison when absorbed in

the tissues. The mechanism of the physiological action of lewisite is also

like that of mustard; both are cell poisons and both undergo endoplasmic

hydrolysis within the living cell and release hydrochloric acid in accord-

ance with the following equation (lewisite):

/Cl
CICH:CH.A< 4- H aO — ClCH:CH.Ast) 4 2HCI

\C1
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In the case of lewisite, however, the other hydrolysis product

—

#-chlorvinyIarsine oxide—is itself necrosant, and the arsenical residue of

this oxide passes into the circulation, fixes itself in various organs, and

sets up a general systemic poisoning, typical of arsenal compounds.

Lewisite is then both a local and general toxic of great deadly strength.

Thus, a dose of 0.0173 gram per pound of body weight, externally applied,

is fatal, so that an average man, weighing 150 lb., would be killed by 2.6

grams (30 drops) applied to his skin. The minimum irritating concentra-

tion of lewisite (0.0008 mg. per liter) is far below the minimum concentra-

• ion at which it can be detected by its odor (0.014 mg. per liter), so that

the warning effect of its odor has been greatly exaggerated by some

authors. Its blistering (vesicant) concentration (0.334 mg. per liter)

is less than 10 per cent of its saturation concentration in the air at 20°C.

(68°F.), so that field concentrations ten times that required for vesication

are possible. When inhaled, 0.120 mg. per liter is fatal in 10 minutes,

and 0.048 mg. per liter is fatal in 30 minutes. Its toxicity thus slightly

exceeds that of mustard gas.

Lewisite is quicker acting than mustard gas, as shown by the following

comparison, based on experimental tests in which a drop of each agent

was pluccd on the forearm of a man.

Lewisite was completely absorbed in five minutes with a slight burning sensation,

while mustard required from twenty to thirty minutes for absorption and produced

no noticeable sensation. With lewisite, the skin commences to redden at the end of

thirty minutes; then the erythema increases and spreads rapidly and occupies a

surface of 12 by 15 centimeters towards the end of the third hour. With mustard,

the reaction (salmon colored) does not appear until two hours, and during the third

hour covers a surface of only 3.5 by 4 centimeter*. The vesicular ion of lewisite

appears at the end of about thirteen hours and consists of a large blister, the size of a

cherry, which soon absorbs all the surrounding small blisters, forming about the

twenty-fourth hour, a single, large, bulging, vesicle, surrounded by a reddened fnngc

which merges with the healthy skin at its outer edge. On the other hand, the first

mustard blisters gnidually appear in the form of a nng around the infected spot

towards the end of the twenty-fourth hour. In the center the lesion is depressed and

of a yellowish gray color.

In the absence of a secondary’ infection, the wounds from lewisite heal

more rapidly than those of mustard, hut whether these conditions would

actually obtain on the field of battle is doubtful, and the probabilities are

that in war the wounds of lewisite would be serious and durable a*

those of mustard.

The future role of lewisite is uncertain. Under favorable conditions

it is undoubtedly superior to any of the other World War gases. The

question as to whether or not it would be used in a future war would seem,

therefore, to depend primarily upon the meterological conditions to be

encountered in the Theater of Operations. In cold countries and in hot
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dry countries it would be very effective, but in wet rainy countries much

less effective.

Dr. Mueller thinks lewisite would have been a great disappoint-

ment to the Americans had it been actually used on the Western Front

in the World War. While the climatic conditions in that Theater of

( iperations were, on the whole, rather unfavorable, it by no means follows

that lewisite would have been ineffective if used intelligently, and this is

particularly true in view of the highly toxic character of its hydrolysis

products which infect contaminated ground for long periods. On the

whole, we are inclined to believe that lewisite must be takeji into serious

consideration in any chemical warfare estimate of the future.

Methyldichlorarsine (CH aAs.Cl2)

Thb< compound is the methyl analogue of ethyldiehlorarsiue and the

properties and characteristics of the two arc very similar (see page 166).

It was under intensive study by the Americans during the last months of

the war, and Flury (28) includes it among the World War toxic gases,

although, as a matter of fact, there is no record of its actual use by either

side in the war. The preference of the Germans for ethyldichlorarsine,

instead of the methyl compound, is difficult to understand in view of the

superior properties of the latter, as shown by a comparison of their

characteristics. Fries (9, page 181) attributes the German preference for

ethyldichlorarsine to the difficulty of manufacturing the methyl com-

pound, but the differences in difficulty of manufacture are so slight as to

be no obstacle whatever to the genius of the German chemists who suc-

ceeded in solving many more formidable problems.

Like most of the chemical agents used in the war, methyldichlorarsine

was not a new compound. It was discovered in 1858 by Bneyer who

described its pronounced irritating effects.

The method of manufacture of methyldichlorarsine is complicated

and comprises the following principal steps:

1. Sodium arsenite is prepared by dissolving arsenic trioxide in

caustic-soda solution, as indicated in the following reaction:

6NaOH + AstO, - 2Na,A«0, 4 3H aO

The reaction proceeds readily evolving considerable heat.

2. The sodium arsenite solution is next methylated by adding

dimethyl sulfate at 85°C

Na*AsOi 4- (CH>)*SO» - Na,CH»AsOa + Na.CH^O*

3. The disodium methyl arsenite is converted to methyl arsenic oxide

by sulfur dioxidte, as indicated

Na,CH,AsO, + 80, - CH.AsO + NajSO,
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4. Methyl arsine oxide is finally converted to methyldichlorarsine

by passing hydrogen chloride gas through the mixture, when the following

reaction takes place:

CH*AsO 4- 2HC1 - CHzAsClj 4- H aO

Methyldichlorarsine is a colorless liquid, of 1.85 specific gravity,

which boils at 132°C. (269.6°F.), yielding a vapor with a powerful burn-

ing odor. At 20°C., its vapor pressure is 8.50 mm. Hg and its volatility

is 75.00 mg. per liter. This compound is chemically very stable, being

only slightly soluble in water, though soluble in organic solvents. It does

not corrode iron and steel.

Like the ethyl compound, the methyldichlorarsine is a vesicant, toxic

lung injurant, and respiratory irritant. A concentration as low as 0.002

mg. per liter causes quite a severe irritation in the nose which produces

sneezing and finally extends to the chest where it gives rise to pain. A

concentration of 0.009 mg. per liter is distinctly sternutatory; 0.025 mg.

per liter is unbearable when inhaled for more than 1 minute, and lead.**

at once to painful attacks of asthma and marked dyspnea which often

lasts for 24 hours. Still higher concentrations cause serious injuries to

the lungs, 0.56 mg. per liter being fatal on 10 minutes' exposure and

0.12 mg. per liter fatal on 30 minutes' exposure.

Methyldichlorarsine is thus about half as toxic as the ethyl compound
and when liquid is less irritant to the skin. On the other hand, its vapors

are as irritating to the skin as the vapors of mustard gas and, when
liquid it penetrates fabrics much faster than does liquid mustard gas.

The vesicant action of methyldichlorarsine is very similar to mustard,

but its lesions are much less severe and heal more rapidly than mustard-

gas lesions.

The vapor of methyldichlorarsine is hydrolyzed by moisture, but not

rapidly enough to destroy the gas before it can exert its physiological

action. Owing to its great volatility, methyldichlorarsine persists in the
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open for only about 1 hour in warm weather and 2 to 3 hours in cold

weather.

Although not proved on the field of battle in the late war, it is believed
that, taking everything into consideration, methyldichloraraine is prob-
ably superior to mustard gaa and lewisite for producing rapid vapor bums
of the skin. For this reason, together with its low persistency, it should
have a high value for offensive military purposes.

Dibromethyl Sulfide (StCH^HOiBr,)

German: “Bromlost”

The last of the vesicant agents usually identified with the World War,
although, strictly speaking, belonging to the postwar period, is the

l y
bromine analogue of mustard gas, dibromethyl sulfide, called by the
Germans “Bromlost.”

This compound was studied by the Germans during the closing days
of the war in an effort to find a vesicant compound more persistent than
mustard gas, for use on the tactical defensive where it was desired to con-
taminate ground yielded to the enemy for as long a period as possible.

The three elements which destroy mustard on the ground are humid-
ity, temperature, and wind. A compound less susceptible to hydrolysis
and of higher boiling point and lower vapor pressure would, it was
thought, persist longer than mustard and be a more effective chemical
agent on the tactical defensive. The substitution of bromine for the
chlorine atoms in mustard gas was expected to produce such a com-
pound, but dibromethyl sulfide did not measure up to expectations.

Dibromethyl sulfide is a solid ut ordinary temperatures, which melts
at 21°C. (70°F.) and boils (with decomposition) at 250°C. (464°F.). It

has a specific gravity of 2.05 and a volatility of about 0.400 mg. per liter,

as compared with 1.27 specific gravity and 0.600 mg. per liter volatility

of mustard. It is also far more susceptible to hydrolysis than mustard.
The physiological action of dibromethyl sulfide is very similar to that

of mustard gas, but to a far less degree. Its greater density permits
al>out 50 per cent greater amounts to be loaded in the same shell, and
this partially offsets its inferior physiological activity. But its sensitive-

ne«s to destruction by moisture is a net loss compared with mustard, so
that, on the whole, dibromethyl sulfide was not u real advance over
mustard gas and would in all probability never lx* used in war.

COMPARISON OP THE VESICANTS

Considering the factors: (1) rapidity of action; (2) extension of rube-
faction, swelling, and edema; and (3) time of healing of lesions, the
World War vesicants and those compounds having subsidiary vesicant
action may be arranged in descending order of their akin-irritant efficiency

follows:

exceeded in tonnage by the lung injurants only. Altogether, about
12,000 tons of vesicants were used in battle, and of this quantity it is

estimated that mustard was fully 95 per cent. No separate records are
available as to the exact quantities of the minor vesicants that were
used, or as to the casualties produced by them. Mustard gas so nearly

completely dominated the vesicant field that all such casualties are

generally credited to mustard. The vesicants produced 400,000 casu-

alties, or nearly one-third of the total gas casualties, although thp amount
of vesicants used in battle was less than 10 per cent of the total gas
used. The vesicants secured one casualty per 60 lb. of gas, which was
nearly four times the ratio of casualties to ga* for the lung injurants.

During the war, the vesicants were used only in artillery and trench-

mortar shells, as they were unsuitable for cloud-gas projection, owing to

low vapor pressures. By the same token, however, they are well adapted
for dispersion by airplane sprays and bombs, and it is accordingly

probable that in the future they will be largely employed by the air

force, as well as by the artillery.

FUTURE OP THE VESICANTS

The vesicants introduced a new principle in chemical-warfare offense

in that they readily penetrated clothing and produced casualties by body
burns. Masks, therefore, were wholly inadequate for protect ion against

these agents, and special protective clothing was resorted to. Such
clothing is very uncomfortable, especially in hot weather, and greatly

lowers the combat ability of troops. It also enormously increases the

problem of protection from contamination, not only for men and animals

but also for material. Food and water supplies in particular must be
specially protected and ready means must be devised to decontaminate
enormous quantities of material and large areas of ground.

The introduction of vesicants in the war tilted the scales heavily in

favor of the chemical offense , and the war closed leaving the problem
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of adequate defense against the vesicants largely unsolved. Since the

war all nations have expended much time and effort in trying to solve

this complex problem. How well they have succeeded only the future

ean show.

In the meantime, vesicants occupy the center of the stage of chemical

armaments and it is a foregone conclusion that they will figure largely

in wars of the future. Fortunately for the nations of the world, they

exemplify the most humane method of waging war yet devised.

For a summary of the principal properties of the vesicant agents,

see Table IV.
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CHAPTER X

RESPIRATORY IRRITANT AGENTS (StemuUtors)

1. MuHtnrd.

2. Lewisite.

3. Phenvldichlornraine.

4. Methyldichloraraine.

5. Ethyldichlorarxinc.

6. Phenvldibromarainc.

7. Dibromethyl sulfide.

On the basis of relative toxicity, the above agents would rank as
follows:
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Agent

Lewisite

Mustard
Phenvldibromarsine.

PlienyIdichlorarsine

.

Ethyldichlcrareine.

.

Methyldichloraraine

Dibromethyl aulfide.

Minimum lethal

Dose (10 Min-

utes' Exposure)

Mg per Liter

... 0.120

0.150

0 200

0.200

0.500

0.560

1 000

USE OF VESICANTS IN THE WORLD WAR
The vesicants rank second in the extent of use in the war, being

The fifth and last class of toxic agents used in the World War was
the respiratory irritants, often called slernutators (sneeze producers).

They form a small well-defined group having many properties in common
and were generally designated by the Germans as “Blue Cross”
substances.

By the summer of 1917, the gas masks of all of the belligerents had
In-en developed to a stage where they furnished adequate protection

against the lung-injurant gases. Also, the lung-injurant gases thereto-

fore employed were slow acting and did not incapacitate until several

hours after exposure. The problem was, therefore, to find a quick-
acting nonpersistent gas that would penetrate the mask, and the respira-

tory irritants were the solution of the German chemists to this problem.
While the respiratory irritants produced few serious casualties, by
quickly penetrating the mask, nauseating the soldier, and causing
frequent vomiting, they usually made it impossible to wear the mask, and
upon its removal the soldier soon fell a victim to the lung-injurant agents

(Green Cross substances) which were fired simultaneously with the
respiratory-irritant agents (Blue Cross substances).

The first large-scale gas attack featuring respiratory-irritant com-
|x>und8 was directed by the Germans against the Russians while crossing

the Dvina River at Uexhuell in September, 1917. The Germans
employed a combined Green Cross and Blue Cross bombardment against
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the Russian batteries which commanded the place of crossing- Tin*

iM.mbardment lasted for 2 hours and the Russian batteries were silenced

with the exception of a few guns which had not been recognized and

therefore were not included in the areas shelled.

The great German offensive of Mar. 21, 1918, was based eliiefly on

the effect of gas. The Allied flanks on the attacking salients were cut

off by mustard gas, while the main force was shelled by a mixture of Blue

Cross and Green Cross shells. The Allies were at first absolutely

defenseless against the respiratory-irritant substances and, had the

Germans been able to atomize and disperse their toxic smokes into

minute particles, the result would have been disastrous. Toward the

end of the war, the Allies incorporated in their gas-mask canisters a

mechanical filter, consisting of wadding and layers of felt, and in this

w ay provided adequate protection against these toxic dusts.
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The Allies claimed that the German Blue Cross shells were.not effec-

tive, and based their opinion upon the fact that the high explosive in the

shell did not sufficiently atomize the toxic chemical to create a dust fine

enough to penetrate the mask. There were but 577 casualties and 3

deaths in the American Expeditionary Forces owing to gassing with

respiratory-irritant compounds. Deaths from these compounds wen-

very rare.

GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

In general, the respiratory irritants were all solids with high melting

points and negligible vapor pressures. They were, therefore, dispersed

by heavy explosive charges, in the form of a finely pulverized dust. The
jmrticulate clouds thus created lasted only a few minutes in the open,

and they were accordingly classed as nonpersistent agents. They were,

however, immediately effective and readily penetrated the existing gas

masks of the Allies. It was due chiefly to these properties that they wen-

introduced by the Germans on the night of July 11, 1917.

Chemically, all the respiratory irritants belong to the family of

arsines (AsHs) and are compounds consisting of trivalent arsenic in

which the arsenic atom is linked by one valence to a halogen atom, or to

a monovalent active group, and by two other valences to two atoms of

carbon of two carbonyl radicals, thus:

(Diphenylchlorarsine)

(Diphenvlcyanarsine)

The respiratory irritants have the power to irritate certain tissues uf

the body without producing notable lesions, i.e., without injury, at the

point of contact when employed in concentrations above their thresholds

of action, which are extremely low. They act only on the ends of the

sensory nerves, which are anatomically poorly protected against chemical

attack, and give rise to more or less acute pains accompanied by mus-

cular reflexes and various secretions, depending upon the nature of the

compound and the region infected. The mucous membranes of the

respiratory system (nose, larynx, trachea, bronchial tubes, and lungs)

are thin and sensitive, and their moist surfaces facilitate the fixation and
dissolution of these gases. They, therefore, furnish an excellent field for

the action of the respiratory-irritant compounds and are, accordingly,

the members chiefly affected by these compounds. Based upon exten-

sive experiments, Flury sums up the physiological action of these

compounds, as follows:
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The intensive cell toxic effect is seen everywhere where the substances come in

contact with the living cells in the solid, liquid or gaseous state. They are distin-

guished from the strong corrosive substances by the fact that even when used in the

very lowest concentrations they cause inflammatory phenomena and necrosis in the

affected tissues. From the qualitative standpoint, there are no great differences from

the effects of the other irritants. The arsenic compounds also act on the respiratory

passages and the lungs, the organs of sight and the outer skin, thus causing an acute

toxic lung edema, serious injuries to the capillaries, the formation of false membrane*

in the. air passages, inflammation of the conjunctiva and neerosia of the corneal

epithelium .in the eye, and sometimes also inflammation of the outer skin with the

formation of blisters and the deeper destruction of the tissues. The general character

• if the effect now is more like that of phosgene, again more like that caused by the

sulfur-containing irritants such as dichlorethvUulfido. Despite that, there are certain

jieculiarities to the poisoning caused by the arsenic compounds. The irritation to the

sensitive nerves far surpasses in intensity the effect of any chemically accurately

lehned compounds heretofore known. The irritant action, however, extends not

only to the portions of the mucous membranes affected directly by the poison bui

in a cluiracteristic way also attneks the so-called accessory cavities.

As a rule, the respiratory' irritants are nonlethal in concentrations

ordinarily employed in little and have the following properties in

common:
1. Their thresholds of action arc extremely low; a few thousandths

of a milligram per liter produce certain and useful results.

2. They arc immediately effective; an exposure of 1 to 2 minutes

l>eing sufficient to produce positive effects.

3. Their action is reversible, since the irritation produced disappears

rapidly after termination of exposure. They do not destroy the nerve

ends and, after the reflexes caused by the irritation, the nerves recuper-

ate their normal functions.

4. Their action is elective, for they affect only the nerve tissues and

especially those controlling the respiratory system.

From a physiological viewpoint, the respiratory-irritant agents may
he divided into two groups: (1) the simple respiratory irritants, and (2)

i he toxic respiratory irritants. The first cause only a local irritation of

the respiratory system, while the second go further and set up a systemic

arsenical poisoning. Only the first group (1) are primarily respiratory

irritant*, m* the compounds in the second group (2) primarily exert other

effort* and their respiratory-irritant action is only subsidiary. Cnm-

)M>iinds in the second group, therefore, belong primarily to other groups

of agents and are only secondarily regards as respiratory irritants.

WORLD WAR RESPIRATORY IRRITANTS

The principal respiratory-irritant agents, in order of their chrono-

logical «p|s*aranoc in the World War, were:

Agent
Introduced

by
Date

Simple respiratory irritants

Diphenylchlorarsine

Diphenylcvanareine i

Ethvlcarbasol
. . .

Germans
Germans
Germans
Americans

July, 1917

May, 1918

July, 1918

PostwarDiphenylaniinechlorarsine

Toxic respiratory irritants

Phenvldichlorareine*

Et hyldichlorarsi ne *

Ethvldibromarsinc*. .

Germans
German*
Germans

September, 1917

March, 1918

September, 1918

• Primarily toxic lung injurant*

Diphenylchlorarsine ((C*H»)*AsCl)

German: ‘‘Clark I"

Diphenylchlorarsine was introduced simultaneously with mustard
gas as an offensive companion thereto, since mustard gas was too per-

sistent to be used on the tactical offensive. The purpose of diphenyl-

chlorarsine was to penetrate the Allies’ masks, which successfully

protected against all the lung-injurant agents. This was accomplished

by dispersing the chemical substance in the form of a dust which, not

being a vapor or gas, was not absorbed by the charcoal and soda lime in

the gas-mask canister.

Diphenylchlorarsine was discovered in 1881 by Michaelis and

LaCoste. During the war it was manufactured by the Germans in

accordance with a complicated process, of which the following were the

principal steps:

1. Benzene diazonium chloride was treated with sodium arsenite to

form sodium phenylarsenate

CJI*—NiCl + NajAsOj «= CsH*AsO,Na, + NaCl + N a
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2. Sodium phcnylareenate was converted to phcnylareenic acid by
treatment with hydrochloric acid

C*H 5AsO*Na2 + 2HC1 = C.H^AsOjH, + 2NaCl

3. Phenylarsenic acid was reduced to phenylareenious acid by treat-
ment with sulfur dioxide and water

0fiHyAsOaH- + SO j 4 HjO - C«HsAsO*Hs 4- H*SO,
205

4. Phenylarsenious acid was treated with sodium hydroxide to form
sodium phenylarsenite

C*H &As0 2H 2 + 2HaOH = C ftHsAs02Na 2 + 2H,0

5. Sodium phenylarsenite was converted to sodium diphenylarsenite

by treatment with benzene diazonium chloride

C«H|AsOiNaj -I- C»H$N2C1 =» (CeHj)iAsOfNa 4- NaCl 4 Nj

6. Sodium diphenylarsenite was treated with hydrochloric acid to

form diphenylarsenic acid

(CoH^jAsOjNa 4* HC1 = (C«H e)tAsOaH + NaCl

7. This acid W’as reduced to diphenylareenious oxide by treatment

with sulfur dioxide and water

2(C.Ht) 3A802H + 2S02 4- H,0 - ((C«H»),AsbO 4- 2H.SO,

8. Diphenylarseniou8 oxide was converted to diphenylchlorareine

by chlorination with hydrochloric acid

[(CtHOiAsW 4- 2HC1 - 2(C*Hi),AsCl + H 20
Diphenylchlorareine may also be prepared by a much simpler process,

as follows:

1. Triphenylarsine is formed by acting on chlorbenzene and arsenic

trichloride with sodium.

2. The triphenylarsine is then heated under pressure with more
arsenic trichloride and diphenylchlorareine is thus obtained.

While the latter was the laboratory method of making diphenylchlor-

areine, there appears to be no inherent reason why it could not be used as

a basis for a successful commercial method of manufacture and thus
greatly simplify the production problem. It was stated that the Germans
adopted the more complicated method outlined above because they had
previously manufactured several of the intermediates in this process and
‘hat the equipment of their chemical plants was peculiarly adapted to

‘his process. Undoubtedly, if diphenylchlorareine were manufactured
in quantity in the future, especially outside of Germany, a simpler and
more direct process would be employed.

In the pure state, diphenylchlorareine is a white crystalline solid, of
1.4 specific gravity, which melts at 45°C. (113°F.), although the some-
what impure commercial substance used during the war melted at 38°C.
(100°F.). It boils with decomposition at 383°C. (720°F.). It is insol-

uble in water, but is readily soluble in organic solvents, including
phosgene and chlorpicrin. It decomposes rapidly in contact with water,
yielding hydrochloric acid and phenylarsenic oxide which is toxic, but
this action is very slow in a merely humid atmosphere. As it is u solid,

2(Hi

its vapor pressure (0.0005 mm. Hg at 20°C.) is negligible and its volatility

at 20°C. is only 0.00068 mg. per liter.

When diphenylchlorareine is volatilized by heating, its vapors con-
dense in the air to form very fine liquid droplets or solid particles (depend-
ing upon their temperature) which float like particles of smoke or dust in

the air; but in order to volatilize and convert this compound into the form
•»f smoke (particulate clouds of solid particles), it is essential that the sul>-

stance pass through the actual gas or vapor stage. 'That is to say, a

preliminary heating process is necessary. It is impossible to convert

this compound by atomization at a low temperature into real smoke,
even if it is dissolved in a volatile solvent.

The reason for these peculiarities undoubtedly lies in the size of the

particles given off when this substance is distilled by heating, as com-
pared to the smallest sized particle that can be produced by atomization.

When volatilized by heat, the particles formed are extremely small, hav-
ing a diameter of only lO" 4 to 10“ 6 cm. On the other hand, when dis-

jx*rsed by explosion, the time of detonation is too brief for an appreciable

amount of heat to be transmitted to the chemical substance, and the

dispersion of the chemical is thus almost entirely due to the physical

force of the explosion. The result is that the particles of diphenyl-

chlorarsine dispersed by explosion were many times larger than those

resulting from heat distillation. Similarly, when diphenylchlorareine

is dissolved in a liquid solvent and sprayed by a mechanical sprayer,

even the best sprayers send out droplets many times larger than the true

smoke particles.

These facts were apparently not appreciated by the Germans at the

time they adopted diphenylchlorareine as a filler for their Blue Cross

shell, for they first attempted to dissolve this compound in some easily

volatilized solvent, such as diphosgene, and disperse it as a liquid spray.

When this proved unsatisfactory, they (lien attempted to disperse it by
the use of heavy charges of high explosive which also subsequently

proved ineffective on the field of battle. In loading diphenylchlorareine

into the shell, another error was made in placing the explosive charge

around, instead of within, the chemical charge. With the explosive

surrounding the chemical charge, the force of explosion tended to com-

press the chemical particles, instead of blowing them apart.

Subsequent experiments by the Allies proved (hat diphenylchlor-

areine was extremely effective in the field when dispersed (by heat dis-

tillation) as a true toxic smoke, and they were preparing toxic smoke
candles, embodying this principle of dispersion, when the Armistice

intervened and prevented thrir use at the front. The failure to adopt a

proper means of dispersing diphenylchlorareine stands out as one of tin-

few technical mistakes in chemical warfare that the Germans made dur-
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ing the World War. But it was a costly mistake, a* no less than

14,000,000 artillery shells were loaded with this substance (and its

analogue, diphenylcyanarsine) and great reliance was placed upon its

supposed offensive-combat power in the German drives in the spring of

1918. The evidence of the Allies’ casualties from German Blue Cross

shell, however, is conclusive that these shell were largely ineffective, not-

withstanding the known very powerful physiological properties of

these compounds.

When diphenylchlorareine is pulverized and dispersed by the explo-

sion of a high-explosive charge, and, to a far greater extent., when ther-

mally distilled as a toxic smoke, it is broken up into microscopic particles

that float in the air, easily penetrate the ordinary gas-mask canister, and
exert their effects directly on the respirator}' tract. When used in mini-

mum concentrations, this compound causes great irritation to the upper

respiratory tract, the sensitive peripheral nerves, and the eyes; it also

irritates the outer skin, but not to so great an extent; when present in

stronger concentrations or when inhaled in weaker concentrations for a

long time, it attacks the deeper respiratory passages. The irritation

ln*gins in the nose, as a tickling sensation, followed by sneezing, with a
How of viscous mucous, similar to that which accompanies a bud cold.

The irritation then spreads down into the throat and coughing and chok-
ing set in until finally the air passages and the lungs are also affected.

Headache, especially in the forehead, increases in intensity until it

Ix-come* almost unbearable, and there is a feeling of pressure in the
<*are and pains in the jaws and teeth. These symptoms are accompanied
by an oppressive pain in the chest, shortness of breath, and nausea which
soon causes retching and vomiting. The victim has unsteady gait, a

feeling of vertigo, weakness in the legs, and a trembling all over the body.
Flury gives the German experience with diphenylchlorareine:

In addition to the phenomena of sensory irritation, inlmlation of diphonvlchlumr-
lend to serious disturbance* of the nervous system from absorption of th«*

l**>ison. These show themselves ns motor disturlwnees, uncertain gait, swaying w hen
standing, and sometimes complete inability to walk. As a rule they are accompanied
by severe pain m the joints and limbs. Inhabit ion of very high eon cent rut ions i*

abo often followed by giddiness, attacks of faintnew. and loss of consciousness which
nuiy lust for many (tours. When considerable quantities of diphenylehkirnrsinc or
related organic anxMiirnl ronqiouiids are taken through the skin nervous disturbance*
of various types innv arise, and these an- to Ik- ascrilted not to a local net ion of tin*

laiison hut to iis general absorption. Hyperesthesia, anesthesia and paresthesia of

definite arena of the skin, es|>eeially of the lower extremities, could frequently be
oliM-rved. Twitching of the muscles and convulsions may occur in very severe ou*o*
uf |Miisuniiig by similar substance*.
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Hit* remarkable part of the effects above described is tlmt they

usually set in alujut 2 or 3 minutes after 1 minute of exposure to the gas
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and usually reach their culmination in about 15 minutes after exposure

ceases. After 15 minutes in uncontaminated air, the symptoms gradually

disappear and in from 1 to 2 hours recovery is complete in the average

case. In extreme cases, in enormously high concentrations, sufficient

arsenic may be absorbed to produce systemic arsenical poisoning, which

then produces the typical aftereffects of such poisoning.

Diphenylchlorarsine is effective in extremely low concentrations.

Thus, a concentration as low as 1:25,000,000 (0.0005 mg. per liter) i*

sufficient to produce marked irritation of the nose and throat, while

0.0012 mg. per liter becomes unbearable after 1 minute. A concentra-

tion of 1.50 mg. per liter is lethal after 10 minutes, and 0.60 mg. per liter

after 30 minutes 7

exposure. Since the volatility of diphenylchlorarsine

is only 0.00068 mg. per liter, it is impossible to attain even an intolerable

concentration in the air in vapor form. However, there is theoretically

no limit to the concentration which may be built up in the form of solid

particles suspended in the air, as this is merely a function of the amount

of the substance distilled into a given volume of air. Nevertheless,

under the actual conditions obtaining on the battlefield, it is very difficult

to set up a lethal concentration, and there were few deaths from this

gas in the World War.

Diphenylcyanarsine [(C*H k)*AsCN]

German: “Clark 11“

Diphenylcyanarsine was developed and adopted by the Germans in

May, 1918, as an improvement over diphenylchlorarsine to which it is

closely related. The main purpose for this development was to correct

one of the serious weaknesses of diphenylchlorarsine, vis., its ready

decomposition by water. The new compound not only overcame this

defect, but also proved to be physiologically more active than its chlorine

analogue and was, in fact, the strongest of all the irritant compounds used

in the war.

Diphenylcyanarsine was prepared by acting on diphenylchlorarsine

with a saturated aqueous solution of sodium or potussium cyanide, dur-

ing which reaction, the chlorine atom in the latter is replaced by the

cyanogen group, thus

(CJrI k)*A«Cl + NaCN - (CJL),A*CN + NaCl

In a pure state, it is a colorless crystalline solid, of 1.45 specific gravity,

which melts at 31.5°C. (91°F.) and boils with decomposition at 350°C.

(662*F.), yielding a vapor 8.8 times heavier than air with a characteristic

odor of garlic and bitter almonds.

It is not dissolved by water and is hydrolysed so slowly as to be

negligible. Chemically very stable, it is readily soluble in the organic
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fats and solvents, especially chloroform. Its vapor pressure is negligible

and its volatility is even lower than its chlorine analogue, being only

0.0015 mg. per liter at 20°C. (68°F.).

The physical and chemical behavior and the physiological effect of

diphenylcyanarsine are exactly like those of the chloro-compound except

t hat the last is more intense and somewhat more enduring. The lowest

irritant concentration of diphenylcyanarsine Is 0.0001 mg. per liter, and

its intolerable concentration (0.00025 mg. per liter) which is one-fourth

i hat of diphenylchlorarsine. The toxicity of diphenylcyanarsine for

10 minutes' exposure is 1.00 mg. per liter as compared to 1.50 mg. per

liter for the chlorine analogue. The former is, therefore, about 50 per

cent more toxic than the latter, but this is not of great practical impor-

tance since these lethal concentrations are far above the limit of actual

attainment in the field, except in very unusual circumstances, such as

where a shell bursts in an inclosed space so that a supersaturated con-

centration is obtained. Such concent rations may also exist for & few

seconds immediately adjacent to the point of burst of the shell, but on

the whole are extremely rare, as is shown by the Allies' casualties from

Blue Cross shell, which were surprisingly small in comparison with the

vast quantities of these shell used, and the percentage of deaths was

almost negligible.

On the other hand, owing to the ease with which diphen3’lcyanarsim*

penetrated gas-mask canisters in use in 1917 and the early part of 1918.

it temporarily put out of action large numl»crs of troops during the

initial period of a bombardment; where such bombardments were immedi-

ately followed by infantry assaults, considerable tactical advantage was

thus derived. Also, the difficulty of retaining the mask after penetra-

tion by this agent undoubtedly increased the number of casualties from

lung-injurant (Green Cross) agents which were simultaneously employed.

Owing to the fact that diphenylcyanarsine was effective in extremely

small concentrations (1:10,000,000), it was the agent per excellence for

general harassment of troops. Even a few shell, scattered over a wide

area compelled all troops therein to mask and thus greatly hampered

their combat efficiency and effectiveness. It was thus particularly

effective against artillery and Blue Cross shell were largely employed in

eounterbatteiy fire.

Notwithstanding that the German Blue Cross shell did not disperse

its rhemicnl contents in a very efficient form, the Allies were so impressed

with the possibilities of DA and CDA that they immediately started to

work to devise the most effective means for their employment against

I he Germans.

The British were particularly active in pushing the development of a

toxic candle which would by progressive burning distill off the chemical
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as a true smoke, in which form it was found to be far more effective

t han when dispersed by explosion from artillery shells. Speaking of this

development, General Foulkes saya:

When the DA web scattered by the high exploeivc it »u liberated not in the form
of n gas, but in fine particles; these were not sufficiently minute to penetrate the box
rt^pirotor completely, and absolute protection was very soon obtained by adding an
extension to the box which contained a cheesecloth filter.

Colonel Watson, who was the hend of the Central Laboratory at Hesdin, had
suggested in September 1917 the study of particulate clouds; and one of my officers,

Sisson, in s «p rit of investigation, put a pinch of DA which had been extracted from n

German shell on the l»ot plate of a stove in his room at my headquarters. The result

was so remarkable that everyone was driven out of the house immediately, and it was
found that the latest pattern of German mask, even when fitted with the extension

that had been supplied to give protection against Blue Cross shells, gave no protection

whatever against the DA cloud produced in this way.

This was the germ of a new and very valuable idea, and steps were taken imme-
diately to investigate how DA could be best volatilised in the most highly effective

and penetrant form by bringing it in contact with the heat evolved from the combina-
tion of a suitable mixture of chemicals; and a “ tbermo-generator ” was soon designed,

which consisted of a tin containing the DA and the heating mixture in separate com-

partments and which weighed two or three pounds.

The plan of attack was similar to the one previously put forward for gas; but as

the particulate cloud was effective in one-hundredth the concentration of the gas

rimid, and the German protection against it was nonexistent, oomplete success was
absolutely certain if only the secret could be kept.

The proposed assembly of tbe infantry assaulting columns would be simpler than

in the former proposal, because there was no longer any need to use a retired line for

the discharge. In fact, it was not even desirable, because the discharge would now
l*« a much shorter one, and the “M” device (as the thermo-generators came to he
rolled) would have to be used on a grand scale—hundreds of thousands being set

alight with a simple friction lighter, as in the case of the familiar smoke candles—so

that the infantry themselves would be called upon to assist the Special Brigade in

handling the tiru». The latter were not dangerous under artillery bombardment, like

gas cylinders, and in any cone the hostile fire would be silenced in the course of a few

ininutca by the cloud and by our own intensive gas bombardment.
Tbo "M " device was never used in France; but if its secret had been kept there

is not the slightest doubt that its effect on the enemy, both moral and physical, would
have been overwhelming; and if it had been properly and fully exploited il would have
had a more important hearing on the course of the war than any other measure that

wo* put to a practical trial on tlic battlefield or that whs even considered.

Ill diphenylcyanarsine, we have the extreme limit of effectiveness in

low concentrations of all chemical agents used in the war. Thus, a con-

centration of 0.00025 mg. per liter is intolerable if inhaled for 1 minute.

.As a man at rest normally inhales 8 liters of air per minute, he would

absorb only 0.0002 mg. of the substance in that time. This is, however,

sufficient to incapacitate him for an hour. For an average man, weighing
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154 lb. (70,000,000 mg.), this means that diphenylcyanarsine is effective

in the ratio of 1 : 35,000,000 of body weight, which makes it the strongest
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of all the known irritants.

Ethylcarbazol ((C*H 4)*NC*Hfc)

The last of the simple respiratory irritants used in the World War
was ethylcarbazol, introduced by the Germans at the battle of the Marne

in July, 1918. This compound is a white flaky solid which melts at

t»S°C. (149°F.) and boiLs at 190°C. (374°F.), yielding a vapor seven times

heavier than air. It is soluble in alcohol and ether, but is insoluble in

water and is practically unaffected thereby.

Very little information is available concerning the use of this sub-

stance or the reason for its introduction since it was by no means as

irritant as either diphenylchlorareine or diphenylcyanarsine with which it

was mixed in the Blue CVoss shell. Hanslian says, “As a

matter of fact, it was not irritant at all, but merely served as a solvent for

the arsine." This explanation, however, throws little light upon the

subject since ethylcarbazol was itself a solid and was loaded in mixture

with solid diphenylchlorareine as a solid charge in the Blue Cross shell.

It is, therefore, not clear as to how it could be used as a solvent. More-

over, it did have a decided irritant effect alone, although touch less than

any of the other respiratory-irritant substances.

The appearance of ethylcarbazol on the scene in the World War
remains as one of those peculiar phenomena which seem altogether lack-

ing in justification. It was used only to a limited extent and did not

achieve any notable results. It is mentioned here only to complete the

record.

Diphenylaminechlorarsine ((C«H «) SNHAsCl)

American :
“ Adamsite ”

When the Allies found that diphcnylchlorarsine could be'made very

effective by distilling it into the air and projecting it as a particulate

cloud, they decided to use it ugaiust the Germans in this manner, but they

had had no previous experience in the mass production of this com-
(Kumd, or even of its principal intermediates. The Gorman process was
•so complicated that it was soon realized that a simpler method of making
»t must be developed. In socking to find such a method, the British and

American chemists simultaneously discovered that a slightly different,

though closely related, compound could be easily manufactured in large

quantities, and that this substitute compound had very similar pro|H*r-

tiw and seemed to be equally effective as a respiratory-irritant chemical

agent. This new compound was diphenylaminerlilorarsine which
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differs from the German substance, diphenylchlorareine, only by the

addition of an amino (NH) group to the latter compound, thus

Cl

/
C*H »—As—C«H 4

(Diphenylchlorareine)

As
C,H,<Qh)^>CJI.

( Diphenylaminechlorarsine)

While this chemical difference is very slight, it immensely simplified

the problem of manufacture, 6ince all that is required is to mix together

and heat diphenylaminc and arsenic trichloride and a smooth reaction

proceeds in accordance with the following equation (see Chart XIV):

(C.H*),NH + AsCl* - (C.H 4),NHAsC1 + 2HC1

The resulting product is a dark green molten mass w hich can be puri-

fied by recrystallization from benzene and glacial acetic acid. The

Americans named this compound “Adamsite,” after its American dis-

coverer, Major Roger Adams.
Sot only is the process of manufacture simple but the two ingredients

are readily obtainable in large quantities. Diphenylamine is a common
intermediate widely used in the dye industry and is also required in large

quantities in time of war as a stabilizer in the manufacture of smokeless

powder, while arsenic trichloride is obtained by chlorinating white

Chakt XIV.—M nriu fir lure of diphenylftrauiorhluranmic (flow shoot).
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arsenic (ASjOi). Of all the arsenical chemical agents, diphenylamine-

chlorarsine is the most easily manufactured.

In addition to the research and development work of the British and

Americans on diphenylaminechlorarsine during 1918, the Germans claim

to have previously discovered, manufactured, and tested this compound.

Thus, Dr. Mueller (21, page 108) says: “A method for its manufacture

was patented by the Leverkusen Farbwerk as early as 1915 (German

Patent 281,049)" and Dr. Hanslian says: "In Germany it

was manufactured and tested even during the war by Wieland; however,

it was not used in the field." Dr. Mueller says it was not used in the

field because of the readiness with which it is decomposed when heated.

In view, however, of the small difference in this regard between diphenyl-

chloraraine and diphenylaminechlorarsine, the substantially equal

capability of the latter as a chemical agent, and its far greater ease of

manufacture, it would seem that there was little justification for the

German use of diphenylchlorareine, which was so much more difficult to

produce. Dr. Hanslian also says that the commercial method of manu-
facture of diphenylaminechlorarsine was greatly simplified and perfected

by the Italian chemists Cont&rdi and Fenaroli, and that certain Russian

publications state that this compound was actually used by the Italians

during the latter part of the war. This latter statement is, however,

improbable as no Italian authorities make such a claim, nor is there any

record of the tactical use of thus compound by the Italians in the war.

When pure, diphenylaminechlorarsine is a yellow crystalline solid,

of 1.65 specific gravity, which melts at 195°C. (387°F.) and boils (with

decomposition) at 410°C. (770°F.) under normal pressure. It has prac-

tically no vapor pressure or vapor density, as it distills into t lie air in the

form of minute solid particles. The impure commercial product used in

chemical warfare is a dark brownish green crystalline mass w hich par-

tially liquefies at 160°C. (320°F.)» but the major portion does not melt

until a temperature of 190°C. (374°F.) is reached. It is chemically a very

stable compound, being unaffected by the humidity of the air or precipi-

tation. It is insoluble in water and hydrolyzes very slowly and with great

difficulty, yielding hydrochloric acid and a toxic oxide [(C*H 4)jNHAs)*0 .

It is also very slightly soluble in the ordinary organic solvents and is not

readily dissolved in any of the liquid chemical agents. The fumes of

diphenylaminechlorarsine are much less inflammable than those from

diphcnylchlorarsine, so that there is much less risk of its inflaming when
dispersed by heat. It acts on metals, corroding iron, steel, bronze, and
brass. Upon dissemination in the air, it persists for about 10 minutes in

l>oth hot and cold weather, so that it is classed as a nonpereistent agent.

The physiological effects of diphenylamineehlorareine are in general

very similar to those of diphenvlehlorarsine. Like the latter it strongly
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irritates the eyes and mucous membranes of the nose and throat and
causes violent sneezing and coughing. It then produces severe head-
aches, acute pains and tightness in the chest, and finally nausea and
vomiting. The irritation of the eyes and the respiratory tract is at first

w'eak, but within a minute or so it increases in severity so that it becomes
unbearable. The acute effects usually last about 30 minutes after the
victim has left the contaminated atmosphere. Qualitatively, the physi-
ological effects of diphenylaminechlorarsine differ somewhat from those
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of diphenylchlorarsine, in that they appear more slowly and last longer;

also coughing and a burning pain in the nose and throat are less intense.

During the time of exposure, the effects of the latter are more apparent,

hut in higher concentrations the effects of the latter were more immedi-

ate and just as severe, but not as persistent as the former. The longest

period of incapacitation from diphenylchlorarsine was about 1 hour,

while that from diphenylaminechlorarsinc was about 3 hours. The lat-

ter is then more efficient as a casualty producer since men gassed there-

with are put out of action for three times as long a period.

To the average person, diphenylamineehlorarsine is odorless in ordi-

nary field concentrations, and one is not aware of breathing this gas until

.sufficient has been absorbed to produce its typical physiological effects.

It irritates the nose and throat in concentrations as low as 0.00038 mg.
per iiter (1:30,000,000), and causes irritation of the lower respiratory

tract at a concentration of 0.0005 mg. per liter. A concentration of

0.65 mg. per liter is lethal on 30 minutes’ exposure, while the lethal

concentration for 10 minutes' exposure is 3.0 mg. per liter.

Like diphenylchlorarsine, diphenylamineehlorarsine is most effective

when disseminated as a smoke, but when atomized, either by explosion

or distillation, it readily penetrates the gas-mask canister unless fitted

with the most efficient type of dust filter. Such filters have been devel-

op'd by all modern armies but they always increase the breathing resist-

ance of the canister and add to the difficulty of securing adequate

protection.

As fliphenylaminechlorarHine appears to be fully equal to diphenyl-

chlornrsine and is much easier to make, it bids fair to remain as the

standard respiratory-irritant compound, at least until it is replaced by
a more effective one.

In addition to its value as a chemical-warfare agent, diphenylaminr-

ehlorarsine has proved to be very effective in suppressing riots and civil

disturbances of a more serious character. For this purpose, it is usually

mixed with tear gas (chloracctophenonc) and loaded in hand grenades

which function by progressive bunting and distill off the irritant coin-

I
am ini in its most effective form.
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Phenyldichlorarsine (C«H*AsCl>)

German: “Blue Cross No. 1"; French: “Sternite”

This compound is primarily a toxic lung injurant and is therefore

treated in Chap. VII, page 165. In addition to its lung-injurant

effect, however, it also exerts a considerable respiratory-irritant action,

and for that reason, was used by the Germans in "Blue Cross 1
“ shell

in mixture with, and as a solvent for, diphenylcyanarsinc.

As phenyldichlorarsine was not used alone during the war, there is

no war data available as to its effectiveness by itself. When mixed with

diphenylchlorarsine or diphenylcyanarsine, in approximately equal pro-

portions, as it was used in the war, the mixture appears to have a more

irritating and toxic effect than either of the latter compounds when used

alone. The 50-50 mixture produces toxic smokes similar in character

to those produced by pure diphenylchlorarsine, but somewhat denser

and slightly less penetrating aa regards the gas mask.

Because of its high toxicity and not inconsiderable vesicant effect,

in addition to its respiratory-irritant action, phenyldichlorarsine is to be

ranked among the most valuable of the World War gases.

Bthyldichlorarsine (CiH*AsCL)

German: “Dick”

This compound is also primarily a toxic lung injurant and has l>eeii

treated as such in Chap. VII. It is also a rather powerful respiratory

irritant. A concentration as low as 0.0038 mg. per liter (1:1,900,000)

produces a slight irritation of the throat; 0.0125 mg. per liter (1:570,000)

strongly irritates the nose and throat and produces a burning sensation

in the chest which persists for about an hour after exposure ceases.

Ethyldichlorarsine was introduced by the Germans in an attempt to

produce a quick-acting nonpersistent vesicant and was first called “Yellow

Cross 1.” It was soon found, however, that it was not very effective as a

vesicant, but proved to be highly toxic and its classification was changed

to “Green Cross 3.“ It was thereafter used primarily as a lung-injurant

Agent.

Its combined toxic, irritant, and vesicant effects together with its

low persistency and quick action make it a valuable war gas for offensive

use.

Ethyldibromarsine

This compound is the bromine analogue of ethyldichlorarsine and its

properties are almost identical therewith. It was used in the war only

.••••* a mixture with ethyldichlorarsine in “Green Cross 3“ shell and datu
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as to its effectiveness alone are lacking. From its chemical structure, it

should be slightly more powerful than the chloro-compound, but. a*

bromine compounds usually attack iron and steel, any such advantage

would be more than offset by the disadvantage of its corrosive properties.

The reason for its use in the war is not apparent.

COMPARATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF RESPIRATORY IRRITANTS

The effectiveness of the respiratory irritants depends primarily upon

their minimum effective concentrations, since such concentrations are

generally sufficient to incapacitate men for the period during which the

irritants are effective. Accordingly, the lower the minimum effective

concentration, the greater the effectiveness of the respi rat ory-irritaut

agent. On this basis, the foregoing respiratory irritants are arranged

below in descending order of their effectiveness.

Agent

Minimum effective concentration

Milligrams

per liter

Paris per

million

Diphenv Icy anarvine

DiphonyUrn incchlorareine

Diphenylchloramine

Phcnyldichlornrainc

Ethvldichloraminr

0 00020

0 00038

0 00043

0 00500

0 00716

0 01080

0.015W

1:50.000.000

1:30.000.000

1:25.000,000

1:2,000,000

1:1,000,000

1:1,000.000

1:500.000
Ethvldibromareinp,

.

Ethylcarbaaol

USE OF RESPIRATORY IRRITANTS IN THE WORLD WAR

Based upon the total amount used in battle, the respiratory irritants

constitute the third largest group of chemical agents used in the war.

The Germans loaded no less than 14,000,000 Blue Cross shells, of which

only a very small part remained on hand at the time of the Armistice.

It is estimated that a total of 6,500 tons of respiratory irritants were

used in the war and produced 20,000 casualties, among which the deaths

were negligible. On the basis of casualties, therefore, it requin*d 650 lb.

of respiratory irritants to produce one casualty, as compared to 230 lb.

of lung injurants and 60 lb. of vesicants per casualty. However, the

tactical value of the respiratory irritants was far greater than simply

their casualty value, as they were certainly very effective in counter

battery fire and for general harassment of troops. Also they undoubtedly

helped to secure a far larger number of lung-injurant casualties by pene-

trating the mask and causing its removal in the presence of lung-injurant

gas concentrations. All in all, the respiratory agents played a major
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role in the last year of gaa warfare; while they were not used in their

most effective form technically, it cannot be said that they were not

successful tactically.

FUTURE OF RESPIRATORY IRRITANTS

The future of the respiratory irritants ii somewhat difficult to esti-

mate. The experimental work done by the Allies toward the end of, and

since, the World War showed conclusively that these compounds are

tremendously effective when thermally distilled and disseminated as

toxic smokes; while all modern masks contain special filters for protecting

against these smokes, the protection is only relative and greatly adds to

the breathing resistance of the mask. All things considered, it is believed

that these compounds are destined to play an important part in gas

warfare of the future.

For a summary of the principal properties of the respiratory irritants,

see Table IV.
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SUMMARY OF GASES

Wo have now completed a survey of the 38 compounds which con-
stitute the entire group of World War toxic agents. For convenience
of reference, a consolidated list of these compounds is. given below,
arranged in groups by physiological classification, in order of their
chronological appearance (of the group) in the war, as treated in the
foregoing chapters.

I. Lacrimatora

Simple

1. Etliylbromacetate.

2. Xylyl bromide.

3. Bcnxvl bromide.

4. Brommethylelhvl ketoue.

5. El liylioclorwct Ht e.
*

0. Benzyl iodide.

7. Brombenzyl cyanide.*

H. Chlorucelophenone.*

Toxic

ft. Chlorueetone.

JO. Bromncetone.*

11 . lodoucctone.

12. Acrolein.

II. Lung Injurants

Simple

1. Chlorine.*

2. Mcthylsulfuryl chloride.

3. EllivlsuHuryl chloride.

4 MononchlormcthvIchlonjfonnRte.
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5. Dimethyl sulfate.

6. Perehlorm ethylmercaptan

7. Phosgene.*

8. Trichlormethylchloroformate.

*

ft. Chlorpicrin. *

10 . Phcnylcnrbylamine chloride.

11. Dichlonnethyl ether.

12. Dihroinineihyl ether.

Toxic

13. Phcnyldichloraraine.

14. Et!ivldichloraniine.+

15. Phenyldihroinnreine.

III. Systemic Toxics

I. Hydrocyanic acid.

2. Cyanogen bromide.

3. Cyanogen chloride.

IV. Vesicants

1 . Dichlorethyl sulfide.*

2. Chlorvinyldichloraraine.

3. Met hyldichlora mine.
4. Dibromcthyl sulfide.

V. Respiratory Irritants

1. Diphcnvlchlorarsine.*

2. Diphcnylcyanarsine.*

3. Ethyloarbasol.

4. Diphenylnininechlorarnine.

The 38 compounds listed above were selected from over 3,000 sulv
stances which were investigated to determine their value in chemical
warfare, but only a small number, marked with an asterisk (•), achieved
any noteworthy results in the war. The few really successful compounds,
however, produced such astonishing results as to change the whole
character of modem warfare (see Chap. XXIV).

Even those successful agents were not used efficiently so as to really

develop their full possibilities. Much work has been done in the. prin-

cipal countries since the war to develop more effective ways and means
of using the successful World War agents, and great progress has been
made in this field. Aside from perfecting the various means of pro-

jecting chemicals used in the war, great stress has been laid upon develop-
ing effective means of dispersing chemicals from airplanes. This new
development bids fair to become, one of the most formidable weapons
of the future, the ultimate effect of which no man can safely predict.

In addition to increasing the effectiveness of the World War agents,

all nations have continued research to find still more powerful compounds

for chemical warfare. Necessarily, the results of this research are kept
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profound Becrets and nothing has been published concerning the progress

made in this field except sensational articles in popular magazines and
newspapers, which are not only grossly exaggerated, but are utterly

unreliable. Hardly a month passes but the public is apprised under lurid

headlines of some new supergas a few hundred pounds of which dropped
from airplanes could destroy New York. These startling announce-

ments are invariably the figments of the imaginations of sensation writers

who really have no technical or professional knowledge of chemical war-

fare, and, when their statements are analyzed, they are found to be

without the slightest foundation in fact.

While these press reports of supergases are not to be taken seriously,

if should be borne in mind that industrial research is constantly produc-

ing chemical compounds of ever increasing physiological power. We
have seen in our survey of the World War chemical agents how the effec-

tive strengths of these agents progressively increased as each new one
was brought out. Thus, it required a concentration of 5.6 mg. per liter

of chlorine to render a man a casualty on 10 minutes’ exposure, while a
concentration of only 0.0002 mg. per liter of diphcnylcyanarsine would
cause a casualty on a 1-minute exposure. It was also stated that the

respirator}' irritant agents are effective in the ratio of 1:35,000,000 of

ln>dy weight. This was considered in the war as the extreme limit of

effectiveness in low concentrations. Since the war, however, chemicals

have been discovered which are effective in far smaller doses—now in

the order of 1:1,000,000,000 of body weight. Thus, 1 oz. of irradiated

ergoeterol, the new cure for rickets, will produce the same effect on the

human body as 6 tons of cod liver oill When we remember that one
tublespoonful is the normal dose of cod liver oil, we can readily appre-

ciate how tremendously powerful is this new drug and what vast progress

lias been made in this field in the few years that have elapsed since the

war. As General Hartley says:

Scientist* ore making very rapid advance*, and many of these will have n direct

l- uring on the next war. It is absolutely essential to make adequate provision to

••ontinue reaenrrh on g&* warfare problema, tut otherwise all preparations for defence

may prove valueless. . . . Such renearrh can only l»e innde effective by the cIommi

sympathy and cooperation between soldiers and scientists, and unless their coopera-

tion » much closer than it was before the late war, there will lx* little rhanoc of suceeas

It is for the scientist# to explore the powibilitie* and to develop such as are thought
likely to be of value, and for the soldier# to apply the results to their investigation of

war problems.
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CHAPTER XI

SMOKE AGENTS

CLASSIFICATION

Smoke is the second member of the tripartite chemical arm. From »

chemical-warfare viewpoint, smoke is a concentration of exceedingly

minute solid or liquid particles suspended in the air. Its purpose is to

obscure the vision of the enemy or to screen friendly troops and terrain

from enemy observation. Its mission is thus essentially defensive and
in this respect is directly opposite to that of gas, for, while gas disables

and kills men, smoke protects them by a sheltering mantle of obscurity.

Tactically, we distinguish two kinds of smoke, depending on how it

Lh placed with respect to enemy or friendly troopR. * A smoke cloud laid

close to an enemy for the purpose of blinding him, or at least greatly

restricting observation and thus crippling his fighting power, Is termed a

blanketing cloud; a smoke cloud generated close to friendly troops to con-

ceal and protect them from the sight and aimed fire of the enemy, is called

a screening cloud.

Since the special group of toxic smokes are employed like gases for

their physiological effects and not for their incidental obscuring powers,

it is more logical to consider them as translucent gases and they are so

treated in Chap. X. When the simple term “smoke” is used, it will be

understood as referring only to harmless obscuring smoke.

Physically, we distinguish two general types of smoke, according to

whether it consists of (1) solid particles or (2) liquid particles. The first

type comprises the smokes of combustion, while the second comprises
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the fogs and mists produced by chemical reactions not invoking com-

bustion. Each type may be used either for blanketing or screening, su

this physical classification has no tactical significance.

HISTORICAL

As with gas, the methodical planned use of smoke in battle was a

development of the World War. History does record sporadic attempts

to usp smoke tactically in combat, as when, in 1700, King Charles XII of

Sweden crossed the Dvina River in the face of the opposing Polish-Saxon

army under the protection of a smoke screen generated by burning large

quantities of damp straw. But the results of such early, isolated inci-
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dents wore always too uncertain to justify the adoption of smoke as a

recognized agency of warfare.

As a matter of fact, for a century prior to the World War the dense

clouds of smoke generated by the increasing quantities of black powder

used in battle had been a growing nuisance. They obscured the field of

vision, interfered with the aiming and firing of weapons, and hampered

the movement and maneuver of troops. By the time of American Civil

War, this had become such a formidable problem as to force the invention

of smokeless powder in order to restore visibility to the field of battle.

Because smoke had so long been regarded as a tactical handicap to

land warfare, development of methods for its artificial generation for

military purposes prior to the World War had been constantly neglected.

Actually, the first experiments in this direction were made under naval

auspices, a fact testifying to the importance of concealment in naval

tactics.

Two methods were employed to generate smoke screens at sea. One,

used by the British and American navies, was the simple expedient of

limiting the admission of air to fires under ships’ boilers, so that, owing to

incomplete combustion of the fuel, a dense black smoke issued from the

funnels. This was done as early as August, 1913, in the course of United

States Navy maneuvers off Long Island,

The second method was to produce a white smoke by the reaction of

certain chemicals, such as sulfur trioxide and chloreulfonic acid, in special

generators placed on the aft deck of the ship. The German Navy made
experiments with such chemical-smoke producers as early as 1906 to

1909,

According to Dr. Hanslian during the World War the

German Navy used smoke screens with great success on several cruisers

in 1915, particularly in the battle of Jutland in 1916, when smoke was

generated from sulfur trioxide and chlorsulfonic acid on board ship and

from floating containers. During the summer of 1916, the Austrian fleet

also successfully covered its retreat from the French fleet in the Mediter-

ranean by the skillful use of a smoke screen. The regularly planned

tactical use of smoke on land commenced in the summer of 1915, closely

coinciding with the introduction of gas warfare.

Without doubt, the gas-cloud method of attack directed attention to

the possibilities of smoke for screening parts of the battlefield from enemy
observation. The dense clouds produced in damp weather by the

release of chlorine served to mask the advance of the German infantry

which followed behind them, to demonstrate clearly the tactical advan-

tage of concealment during the offensive.

The British were the first to use smoke clouds artificially generated

from special apparatus so as to mask their gas attacks and lead the
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Germans to believe a gas attack was being put over where actually no

gas was used. In such operations the British were able to advance

unmasked behind the harmless smoke while the Germans, fearing gas,

were put to the disadvantage of wearing masks. Smoke was also used

for other deceptive purposes such as to draw wasteful artillery fire on
unoccupied sectors by generating a smoke screen to indicate that an

attack was imminent. The Germans soon adopted these same tactics

and in turn used them effectively.

The first special smoke device used on land during the war was the

British smoke pot containing a mixture of pitch, tallow, black powder,

and saltpeter, which was introduced in July, 1915. The first large-scale

smoke operation occurred during the attack of the Canadians against

Messines Ridge on Sept. 20, 1915, where several thousand smoke shell

were fired from trench mortars.

During the latter part of 1915 and in 1916, the use of smoke extended

rapidly throughout all the principal belligerent armies. Not only were

special smoke generators employed by each, but smoke fillings were

loaded into every form of projectile. By the end of 1916 smoke was a

standard filling in hand and rifle grenades, trench-mortar bombs, artillery

shell, and even aviation bombs, and smoke tactics contributed to the

successes of both sides in many important battles.

By the fall of 1917, the tactical use of smoke on the Western Front

had become so well established that General Pershing cabled the War
Department on Nov. 3, 1917, asking that large quantities of phosphorus

be quickly manufactured for filling smoke ammunition for the American

Army.
Following are some outstanding examples of successful large-scale

tactical use of smoke during the World War.

The capture of the German position on the edge of the Oppv Forest

by the 15th British Infantry Brigade on June 23, 1917, under cover of a

smoke screen erected with artillery and trench-mortar smoke shell, suc-

ceeded with few losses after previous assaults without smoke had failed.

The maneuvers of the 9th and 29th British Divisions south of Metoran

on Aug. 25, 1918, and the advance of the 1st, 2d, and 3d Canadian Bat-

talions, at Vis en Artois sector, were conducted with great success by the

aid of smoke. In both cases, under the cover of a dense smoke screen,

the German Front was penetrated and from 300 to 500 prisoners brought

in.

In crossing rivers, constructing bridges, and establishing bridge heads,

smoke was frequently employed with excellent results as in the following

instances:

The Austrian crossing of the Piavc from Vidor to San Giovanni on

June 15. 1918, was, in the opinion of eyewitnesses, successfully made
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chiefly because of a smoke screen so dense that it was impossible for the

excellently located Italian machine-gun flanking units io see.

The success with which the Germans in 1918 screened with smoke

i heir preparations for the transportation of troops over the Marne at

Dormans Vincelles-Vemouil was most noteworthy.

Smoke was also successfully employed in a number of tank attacks by

the Allies of which the following are outstanding examples:

In the battle at Malmaison, October, 1917, a smoke screen including

in part natural mist, concealed the majority of the French tanks so that

i he German Artillery had little effect against them and their losses were

correspondingly small.

The British tank attack at Cambrai on Nov. 20, 1917, was also

favored by dense morning mist that was increased by intensive fire of

smoke shell by the British Artillery. In this attack 350 British tanks

moved forward in several waves and completely broke through the

German defenses.

French army officers report that in the battle of Metz, June 9-12,

1916, the French counterattack against the right flank of the German

advance, made with four divisions with 12 tank sections and two regi-

ments of horse artillery, was able to surprise the Germans and force them

to retreat because of the protection afforded the counterattack by smoke.

By the fall of 1918 the planned use of artillery smoke shell by the

French had become normal. On Sept. 2, 1918, in the combats at Somey
and Soissons, three battalions of light tanks advanced behind a rolling-

smoke barrage; despite German heavy standing barrages and a well-

organixed tank defense, the German lines were broken and 1 kilometers

of ground gained. In the hard fighting of the French Fourth Army in

1918 in the Champagne, the loss in tanks from artillery fire was greatly

reduced by the general use of artillery smoke shell.

Concerning the penetration of the German front by the British at

Amiens, on Aug. 8, 1918, during which 330 tanks, most of them heavy,

pushed through the German lines by surprise, General Fuller

emphasizes that: “The only artificial element in this successful attack

was the ordinary smoke barrage inserted into our artillery plan, which

fire increased the haziness of the early morning hour and the confusion."

In the battle of Cambrai-St. Quentin, Sept. 27 to Oct. 9, 1918, tanks of

the Ninth Tank Battalion made repeatedly successful use of smoke

screens produced from the exhausts of their own engines and thus pre-
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vented Josses from the fire of German close-range guns.

During the German drives in the spring and summer of 1918, smoke
fdicll were used in large quantities to blind observation posts and strong

iHiints of resistance. Also in the German retreats in the fall of 1918,

'Jimkr was used very generally to cover withdrawal from covering posi-
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tions, notably after the retreat from the Marne in 1918 and from the hill

to the east of Beaumont Hammel in the same year. On both of these

latter occasions, by developing dense smoke screens, the Germans were

able to escape with small lasses.

Smoke was also widely employed by the British and by our own

gas troops in conjunction with their gas attacks. In smoke operations

the British Special (Gas) Brigade used over 40,000 4-in. Stokes smoke

liombs, and in one such operation, just north of Armentteres on Sept.

26, 1918, 15,000 smoke candles were lighted by a single company.

Although drop bombs filled with white phosphorus were used to

some extent in the World War, the tactical employment of smoke by air-

planes was not developed to any appreciable degree.

On the whole, the tactical use of smoke during the World War lagged

l>ehind the tactical use of gas. It is safe to say the possibilities of the

planned use of smoke in battle were only beginning to be realised at the

close of the war.

It is a fact that, while the Germans took and held the initiative in the

use of gas throughout the World War, the Allies excelled the Germans
in the use of smoke, both from a qualitative and quantitative standpoint.

This is explained by the Germans as owing to the lack of phosphorus in

Germany and its availability and employment in enormous quantities

by the Allies.

Since phosphorus was lacking in Germany and Austria, these coun-

tries had to resort to sulfur trioxide and other smoke-producing acids

which were inferior to phosphorus. ^Nevertheless, the Central Powers

made extensive and generally effective use of smoke during the last

two years of the war.

Since the war distinct progress in the development of smoke technique

and tactics has been made, particularly in the United 8tates, Great

Britain, and Germany. Not only have the World War means of using

smoke been greatly improved, but an entirely new method of laying

smoke screens by spraying from airplanes has been developed in all

important armies.

NATURE OF SMOKE

We have already pointed out that the military term 11 smoke" com-

prehends two basically different phenomena: (1) an aerial concentration

of minute solid particles resulting from combustion, and (2) an aerial

concentration of minute liquid particles resulting from chemical reactions

not involving combustion. Neither of these phenomena can be scien-

tifically classified into any of the three standard physical states of matter.

On the contrary, both are "dispersed ” forms of matter, known as colloidal

suspensions or solutions
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The colloidal state of matter is characterized by an intimate admixture

of at least two phases—the dispersed phase and the dispersion medium,
by a dispersion of this kind is meant the regular distribution of one

substance into another in such a way that the individual particles of the

one substance are suspended separately from each other in the second

substance—in this case, the air. In this sense smoke is to be regarded

as a two-phase colloid whose dispersion medium (air) is in the gaseous

state and whose dispersed phase is a solid or a liquid. So-called colloidal

solutions of this kind have physical and chemical behavior entirely

different from normal solutions (such as sugar in water), in that the size

of the particles may vary within certain limits without causing the

solution to lose its colloidal character.

The particles of a smoke or fog vary in size from those just large

enough to be perceived by the unaided eye to those that approach the

size of single molecules. In general, smoke particles are intermediate

in size between dust particles (10
-4 cm.) and gas particles (10~ 7 cm.) and

average about 10” 4 cm. in diameter. As a rule, the smaller the particles

in a given quantity of smoke, the greater is their obscuring power; hence
the aim is to generate a smoke consisting of the maximum number of

jwrticles of minimum size.

Since smoke is a suspension of minute solid or liquid, particles, it is

not a true gas and does not follow the law of gaseous diffusion. However,

owing to the collisions of the molecules of air with the smoke particles,

the latter exhibit Brownian movements as the result of which they

gradually diffuse and spread. Because of their greater mass and inertia

and the resistance of the air, the larger particles of smoke diffuse more
slowly than the smaller ones. But, compared with the effects of wind

and convection currents, diffusion plays an almost negligible part

in the dispersion of smokes; even in very dense smokes, the weight

of the smoke particles is only a small fraction of 1 per cent of the

weight of the air it occupies, so that a smoke cloud is distinguished

from the surrounding atmosphere only by the small amount of suspended

foreign material.

If smoke is released in warm air, it will rise as the warm air expands,

i.e., becomes lighter than the surrounding air and rises. If released in

cold air, where these upward convection currents are absent, the smoki-

wili spread out in a horizontal layer and cling to the ground. The move-
ment of the cloud is therefore merely the movement of the air, which

accounts for the characteristic behavior of smoke clouds.

Since floating smoke particles are themselves heavier than air they

gradually fall, although at a very slow rate that varies with the size of

the particles. Thus, according to Grey and Patterson (31) a smoke
particle having a diameter of JO-4 cm. (the most common size of smoke
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particles) falls about 0.071 in. per minute, which is so slow as to be neg-

ligible for practical purposes.

In the same manner as particles in colloidal solution, smoke particles

u*nd to unite and increase in size by cohesion and coalescence as they

come in contact with each other by Brownian movements or air currents.

This agglomeration takes place much more rapidly in a dense than in a

thin smoke. When the smoke particles are completely dry, agglomera-

tion is not observed; but when the particles are liquid, or of a deliquescent

solid with condensed surface moisture, this is more pronounced. The
increase in the number and size of the larger at the excuse of the smaller

particles increases the rate of settling and decreases the concentration

of the cloud. Also, the smaller smoke particles vaporize more rapidly

because their surfaces are greater in proportion to their weight. From
the foregoing it follows that a smoke is most stable when its particles

are of the minimum size and consist of a dry nondeliqucwccnt solid

material.

OBSCURING POWER

Smoke obscures visibility by obstructing the rays of light and diffract-

ing them by reflection from the individual smoke particles. As the

nbst ruction and diffraction of the light rays is dependent primarily

upon the number of smoke particles in a given volume, a maximum
number of the minimum-size particles produces the greatest obscuration.

The tactical value of a smoke is measured by its power to obscure

objects behind it. The term for such measurement is T.O.P. (total

obscuring power). The T.O.P. of any smoke is the product of (1) the

volume produced per unit weight of material used and (2) the density

of concentration. The density of a smoke is the reciprocal of the smoke
layer (in feet) necessary to obscure the filament of a 40-watt Mazda
lamp, and a cloud of unit density is one of which a 1-ft. vertical layer will

just obscure the filament. If the volume of smoke per unit weight of

inert smoke material is expressed in cubic feet per pound and the density

in reciprocal feet, the unit of T.O.P. is square feet per pound1

. The
T.O.P. of a smoke Is therefore the area in square feet covered by the

smoke from 1 lb. of smoke-producing material, spread out in a layer of

such thickness and density that it will exactly obscure the filament of a

standard 40-\vatt lamp.

Factors Affecting T.O.P.—The three factors that most affect the

T.O.P. of a smoke are (1) rate of settling, (2) humidity, and (3)

temperature.

By rate of settling is meant the velocity wnth which the sinoke par-

ticles fall to the ground under the influence of gravity. This increases

with the size and density of the smoke particle. For particles larger
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than 10'* cm. (the most common si*e), Stoke* law give* for the rate of

settling (in air of spheres of unit density) a velocity

V - 3 X 10"* cm. per second

This law does not hold accurately for particles smaller than 10-4 cm.,

I he steady velocity of fall here being greater than indicated by the law.

Bat since convection currents are usually greater than the rate of settling

of particles 10~ 4 cm. in diameter (11 cm. per hour), it is evident that such

particle* would never settle in ordinary atmosphere. Hence, except in

very quiet air, smoke particles must grow to the order of 10~* ctn. lx*forc

appreciable settling can occur. In quiet air, after some time, iwirticlcs of

order 10~* cm. may settle out in appreciable quantities, but particles

of order 10 _i cm. are probably precipitated only as a result of diffusion

and convection (31).

Chart XV shows the relation between T.O.P. and elapsed time after

initial formation of a standard smoke, due to settling out of the smoke
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particle®. Chart XVI shows the effect of hurmdity on the T.O.P. of a
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Cha*t XVI.—B. M. standard amokr mixture (humidity curve)

standard smoke, temperature being constant. Chart XVII shows the

••ffect of temperature on the T.O.P. of a standard smoke mixture, humidity

remaining constant.

From Chart XV it will be observed that T.O.P. at first sharply

increases and then progressively decreases with elapsed time after

generation of the smoke; Chart XVI shows that T.O.P. varies directly

with humidity; Churt XVII shows that T.O.P varies inversely with

temperature.

These charts indicate typical relations between T.O.P. and the factors

that principally affect it. While these relations apply in general to all

smokes, there are some notable exceptions; the T.O.P. of phosphorus,

e.g., is unaffected by temperature, and the T.O.P. of ammonium chloride

is unaffected by humidity. However, these are not important, for, while

there are a few exceptions to the T.O.P.-temperature law shown in Chart

XVII, ammonium chloride and cnrl>on smokes (such as those generated

by crude oil) are the only smokes that dc|iurt from the T.O.P.-humidity

law, shown in Chart XVI.

Another useful measure for comparing the obscuring values of smokes

is the so-called standard smoke, defines! as one of such density that a
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25-candle-power electric light is just invisible through a lny<V of smoke

100 ft. thick.

PRINCIPLES OF SMOKE PRODUCTION

A satisfactory smoke cloud requires, in the first place, density; a

relatively thin layer of the smoke must completely oltneure any object

behind it. In the second place, the cloud must be inherently stable; it

must not quickly dissipate or dilute, nor must it settle out. Third, the

Cmabt XVII.—B. M. standard srook# mlxturt* <teni|MT»iufr nirv*>.

cloud must easily be produced without complicated apparatus oi difficul-

ties of manipulation. Finally, the materials required for producing the

cloud must be readily available, easy of transportation, and not danger-

ous to handle.

Any smoke fulfilling these requirements must becomposed of extremely

small liquid or solid particles dispersed in the air. The individual

particles must be large enough to disperse and diffuse light; but otherwise

the smaller the particles, the greater the obscuring power for a given

concentration of smoke in air and the more stable the smoke. The

diffusing power of a given particle is probably not greatly influenced by

it* siie, provided the particle is large enough to diffuse light at all. The

problem of smoke formation, therefore, reduces itself to the problem of

producing a suspension of extremely small particles of the smoke-forming

substance in air. Successful smoke production depends upon appreciation

and application of the following generalisation.
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Every particle of liquid, or solid, in contact with a gas is surrounded

by a film of gas closely adhering to it and capable of removal or penetra-

tion only by the projection of another solid or liquid particle through it.

This film serves as an effective insulator, separating the particle from the
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gu* around it, and breaking down only through mechanical rupture.

When such a particle travels through the gas, the film moves with it;

when the gas moves past the particle, the film is distorted and made
thin, hut in no case completely removed. The protective action of this

film ujkmi the solid or liquid surface can never be lost sight of if the

phenomena of eloud and smoke formation are to be appreciated.

Such particles of solid or liquid suspended in gas do not diffuse. This

fact in connection with the insulating power of the gas film around them
makes the removal of them from the gns extremely difficult. For

example, gas containing a small amount of HCI can be washed free from

t it#* acid by bubbling through water, even though the rate of bubbling

lx- very high. On the other hand, a gas eontaining a fume of NH«C1 can

1m* bubbled through water almost indefinitely without appreciable removal

of the fume. The HCI being a gas, diffuses with extreme rapidity through

the stationary film of air on the surface of the water in contact with the

bubbles and in this way is effectively removed, and the solid particles

incapable of diffusion pass through unabsorlxxl.

Such small suspended particles of either liquid or solid have also prao-

t /rally no tendency to coalesce. Even should two surh particles tend to

approach each other, they are held apart by the cushion or buffer effect

of the air films around them. If, however, the particles be large, two

particles approaching each other may have sufficient momentum to

|M*netrate mechanically the surrounding gas films and in this way come
together. Particles large enough to evidence this phenomenon to any
considerable degree are too coarse to be described as smokes or fumes.

A smoke or fume, once formed, can undergo growth of thp j/artidw*

only through condensation of gaseous or va|>or components in the air

around them. Thus, a |>article of NH 4C1 can grow only l>y the diffusion

into it through the gas film surrounding it of gaseous Nlij and HCI. A
|>article of water in a fog gruws only by the infusion of atmospheric water

sapor through the air film surrounding the drop. In other words, in

order to build up a particle of smoke or fume, that particle must be

formed by the condensation of gaseous components. It cannot lx* pro-

duced from licjuid or solid reagent*.

In illustration, a fume of NH«C1 is formed only by the interaction of

the vapors of its components; SOj cannot be absorbed by water because

it reacts with the water vapor above the liquid surface to form a fog of

sulfuric acid, the water vapor being continually replenished as fast as it

is exhausted by evaporation of the water and diffusion of the water vapor
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through the stationary film of air about the liquid; and HCI can he

readily absorbed by aqueous ammonia, because of formation of a fog by
interaction with the ammonia vapor from the solution. Only suhstance*

which volatilise before burning, such as soft coal, phosphorus, and the

like, produce a cloud or smoke upon combustion.

To produce a smoke composed of particles of suitable minuteness, it

is necessary that the components from which the smoke is formed be

diluted with some inert gas before condensation. If this precaution i-»

not observed, the particle of smoke initially formed will grow with extreme
rapidity, owing to further condensation of its components, so that a large

particle results. Only when the particle first formed finds the span*

around it depleted of its components, does it cease to grow. It is there-

fore self-evident that to produce a high-grade smoke, a diluted gas must
be employed.

One of the most striking illustrations of this is the fact that phos-

phorus burned in a large excess of air, with good circulation, produces
Mil extremely stable smoke; in insufficient air, with poor circulation, the

*moke settles rapidly and has little obscuring power. Every smoke thus
far studied shows very markedly the beneficial effect of dilution, even up
In r dilution of several hundred times. Many reacting gases when
diluted with 100 times their volume of air show from 20 fnAO times the

T.O.P. obtained when the gases are diluted with but two or three volumes
of air.

In general, dilution is hennfirial up to a point where the teaclinn

Ix'gins to l»e incomplete. This occurs much sooner when a large number
nf molecules must participate in the reaction than when the reaction is a
•ample one. For example, the firM step of the reaction l>etween chlorine

and ammonia is 301, + 2NH, - 6HOI + N,; the rate of this fifth-ordei

reaction drops off as the fifth power of the concentration, and therefore

l«cgins to be complete before the full beneficial effects of dilution ran lx*

realized On the other hand, HCI and NH« can be diluted to n very high

degree without preventing complete reaction, and therefore tin* obscuring

power per pound can be made three times as great as that for ammonia
and chlorine, although the substances formed are exactly the same.

If the smoke consists of a nonvolatile solid, it makes practically no

difference how the diluent air is distributed between the two reacting

knsew, any metlnxl of dilution being alxmt equally effective in tin* prie

duetion of a larger nurnlwr of small particles. On t lie other hand
T

if

there is the possibility of forming at any stage of the process liquid drop-

that grow in the presence of an excess of either component or if there ir-

tin- |x>ssibility of forming two different compounds, the method of dilu-

tion l>ccomcs quite important and the l»ext method must be detenniimd

by a study of the reaction in question.
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In order that a smoke shall have reasonable stability, it must be non-

volatile, or nearly so. A smoke produced by the condensation of HCI
and water vapor clears up rapidly in ordinary air, owing to complete

evaporation of the mixture. The same in true of a smoke of ammonium
carbonate and similar substance*. Such smoke* will also frequently

block out the particles growing by the following mechanism; a small

jiartirle has a higher vapor pressure than a large one; such a small particle

tends, therefore, to evaporute and to diffuse through the stationary air

films surrounding it, condensing later upon some larger particle. This

results in the disappearance of the smaller particle* and growth of the

larger one*. Thus, SnCl 4 react* with w ater vapor to make a fog, consist-

ing of a mixture of particle* of stannic hydrate and a solution of HCI in

water; this fog i* poor because the stannic liquid particle* rapidly and
completely evaporate in unsaturated air. The use of ammonia in the

production of this fog greatly improve* it by introducing stable ammo-
nium chloride particles.

Other things being equal, liquid particle* are poorer than solid par-

ticles because they tend to condense into themselves any one of their

comixment* that may be present in excess, while a solid particle will only

condense in a very small excess of one component before ceasing to grow.

For example, a fume formed from HCI and water vapor will condense

either water vapor or HCI almost indefinitely, whereas one of ammonium
chloride will not grow in the presence of either romjxment. Deliquescent

solids are, of course, open to the same objection, since they continue to

absorb moisture and grow to small drop* of saturated solution.

SUBSTANCES USED AS SMOKE AGENTS

The substance* that have been successfully used aa smoke agents fall

into five main groups, viz., smokes that owe their obscuring power to: (I)

particle* of colloidal carbon suspended in air; (II) particles of phosphoric

acid; (III) sulfuric acid; (IV) hydrochloric acid; and (V) zinc chloride.

Each of these group- appeared about in the order named and, except

for phosphorus (the l»est of all smoke producers), each was an improve-

ment u|>on its predecessor.

Group I

Crude Oil (CO)

The earliest modem method of producing artificial smoke was by the

imxmiplote combustion of the crude-oil fuel under the boilers of naval

vessels, especially destroyer*. Crude-oil smoke was used by the Germans
in the Dallle of Jutland (1915) to cover a turning movement that enabled

the German High Seas Fleet to escape from the pursuing Dritisb. It is

now used by all navies to erect smoke screens at sea.
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The oil used for this purpose ia the mixture of hydrocarbons known by

the trade name of crude oil. It is a liquid of O ft specific gravity which

solidifies at -20*C. (-3°F.) and boil* at 200°C. (392°F.). When incom-

pletely burned it evolve* a dense black smoke that derives its opacity

from particle* of colloidal carbon floating in the air. Oil smoke is slightly

suffocating when dense, but has no other deleterious physiological effect-

It w one of the few artificial smokes that are not affected by the humidity

and is noncorrosive to material.
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The smoke produced from crude oil may be generated in three ways:

1. The oil may be evaporated by heat and condensed again in thp

air to form small droplets. Such smokes are, however, very unstable

owing t.o the vapor pressure of the oil, which causes it to assume the

gaseous state with consequent disappearance of the colloidal carbon

particles that constitute the smoke.

2. The oil may be only partially burned, the carbon thus separated

in solid particles which at first float in the air and form a dense smoke.

The solid particles soon coagulate into flakes that quickly settle out and

drop to the ground. Such smoke is therefore quickly dissipated and has

poor screening value.

3. The best method is a combination of the first two; i.e., there is

mi imperfect combustion of the oil and at the same time an evaporation

of the excess oil. In this case the liquid particles surround the solid

particles of carbon and prevent their coagulation into flakes. Such a

smoke is grayish black and is far more stable.

Notwithstanding the tendency to clog up the flues by depositing solid

carbon therein, all modern navies use this method of producing smoke

screens at sea. It requires no special apparatus, is cheap, and can readily

generate large screens in a short time. Two ounces of crude oil are

required to produce 1,000 cu. ft. of standard smoke and the cost is 8 cents;

this is therefore the cheapest of all artificial smoke producers.

British Type S Mixture

The first material used in the World War for the generation of artificial

smoke on land was the British Type S smoke mixture. Thus was used n>

a filling for the first smoke candles, called “Smoke Torch, Mark I,

Type 8,” and consisted of the following ingredients:

Potassium Nitrate

Sulfur

Pitch

Horax . . . . .

Per Coni

by Weight

45

12

30

ft

Glue 4
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Later in the war these ingredients were somewhat modified for the Smoke

Candle. Mark II, Type 8-1, to include:

Viti>r

Per Onl,
by Weight

40

Sulfur 14

2ft

ll/irilV ............. t l 1 i 1 •• 1 1 1 - ........ 8

CohI «

The ingredients were ground, mixed, screened, and, while still in a plastic

condition, pressed into a 3-lb. tin container.

These candles burned vigorously for about 3 minutes and generated

a large volume of yellowish brown smoke. The obscuring power of the

smoke was due principally to the incomplete combustion of the solid

carbon particles in the pitch. Its T.O.P. was quite low (460) and its

screening properties were unreliable since the smoke had a tendency to

rise rapidly, break up, and leave gaps in the screen. Yet the agent was

cheap, easily produced from readily available materials, and had good

keeping properties. These candles were therefore used in large quantities

through the war by both the British and American armies.

Group II

White Phosphorus (WP)

One of the earliest and by far the most efficient material used in the

war for generating artificial smoke was phosphorus. This element exists

in two allotropic forms: white phosphorus and red phosphorus. White

phosphorus, the normal and common form, was discovered in 1669 by

the German chemist, Brand, who noted that it is spontaneously inflam-

mable at ordinary temperatures and bums with a dense white smoke.

While both white and red phosphorus were used in the war, white phos-

phorus was by far the most effective and the most widely cfnployed and

is the form now generally denoted by the word phosphorus.

Phosphorus is produced on a large scale in industry by heating phi»-

pliate rock (calcium phosphate) in an electric furnace. Such phosphate*

exist in enormous quantities in the United States and North Africa.

White phosphorus is formed by quickly cooling the vapors distilled

from the phosphate rock. When pure it is » solid, of 1.8 spcci fit-

gravity, which melts at 44°C. (111°F.) and boils at 287°C. (549°F.). It

is chemically very active and combines readily with oxygen in the air,

even at room temperature. The greater the surface exposed to the uir,

the more rapid is the reaction. Upon oxidation the phosphorus becomes

luminous and in a few minutes bursts into vigorous flames that can only

be quenched by complete submersion in water. It must (hen-fort* be
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stored and worked entirely under water. White phosphorus is insoluble

in water but rpadily soluble in fats and in carbon bisulfide.

Red phosphorus is produced by heating white phosphorus to n tem-

perature of from 250° to 300°C., out of contact with air, and then dissolv-

ing out the small traces of unchanged white phosphorus with suitable

solvents. Red phosphorus is a reddish brown amorphous powder, of

2.3 specific gravity, which is chemically much less active than white

phosphorus. In contact with air at ordinary temperatures, it remains

unchanged for a long time; it does not appreciably dissolve in carlion

bisulfide and the ordinary solvents for white phosphorus; it docs not

Ix-come luminous; and it can Ik* heated to 260
D
C. before.it ignites. Its

vapors are not toxic as are the vapors of white phosphorus.

Both forms of phosphorus combine with oxygen in the air to form

phosphorus pen toxide :
•

4P + 50, - 2P.O,

The phosphorus pentoxide is then converted by the moisture in the air

to phosphoric acid;

2P,O k + 6H/) - 4H»PO<

Thus 1 lb. of phosphorus combines with 1.33 lb. of oxygen and 0.9 lb. of

water to form 3.23 lb. of phosphoric acid, which makes phosphorus the

best smoke producer, pound for pound, of any known material. The red

phosphorus does not equal white phosphorus for generating smoke and

for that reason is seldom used alone, but it has been mixed with white

phosphorus in the ratio of 1:2 in artillery and trench-mortar smoke shell.

While the vapors of white phosphorus are exceedingly toxic, these

vapors are so quickly oxidixed to phosphorus jH-ntoxide ami phosphoric

acid as to be harmless to men and animals in ordinary field concentra-

tions. There is some difference of opinion as to the physiological effect

of phosphorus smoke because of the possibility of the continued presence

of phosphorus vapors therein. Extensive field tests, however, have

shown no injurious effects from phosphorus smoke under conditions

which obtain in the field.

In addition to its smoke value, phosphorus is of tactical importance

Ix-causc of it«* burning effect upon both personnel and material. In con-

tact with the body, phosphorus produces burns that are slow and difficult

to heal
;
thus the firing of phosphorus against personnel has a psychological

value that greatly increases its tactical effectiveness. Against material,

however, the incendiary effect of phosphorus is limited, as it ignites only

readily combustible materials, so that here it is inferior to thermite and

other primarily incendiary materials.
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The principal disadvantages of phosphorus are: (1) the difficulty of

storage and handling; (2) the bright flame produced when burning; and

(3) that it is a solid and cannot be sprayed without dissolving in highly

inflammable and dangerous solvents. In spite of these drawbacks, phos-

phorus remains today one of the most efficient smoke-producing materials.

Group III

Sulfuric Trioxide (SO,)

Sulfuric Anhydride

Next to phosphorus, sulfur trioxide was the best smoke producer used

in the war, notwithstanding that it requires humid air to develop its full

effect. It is prepared by passing a mixture of sulfur dioxide and oxygen
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over a catalyst (such as sponge platinum) at a temperature of from 400° to

150°C. It may also be obtained by the catalytic combustion of sulfurous

acid in special contact ovens. When pure, sulfur trioxide is a mobile

colorless liquid, of 1.92 specific gravity, which boils at 45°C. (113°F.) and

freezes at 18°C. (60°F.) into a transparent solid of 2.75 specific gravity.

It also polymerizes spontaneously into an asbestoid crystalline maw,

(SO,),, of 1.97 sj»ecific gravity, which melts at 40°C. (104°F.) into the

liquid commercial product. On contact writh the air it fumes vigorously

and throws off dense white clouds composed of minute droplets of sub

fnrous and sulfuric acids.

Sulfur trioxide produces its smoke effect by the formation of fine

droplets of sulfurous and sulfuric acids that remain suspended in the air

for some time because of their minute size, and then are not volatilized

because of the low vapor pressure of these acids. As the 80, fumes com-

bine with moisture in the air, concentrated sulfuric acid is formed, which

attract* more moisture and tends to become diluted, until finally an equi-

librium is established between the moisture in the air and the sulfuric

arid droplets, the latter being concent rnt»*d in proportion to the humidity

of the air. Sulfuric acid is not so hygroscopic as the phosphoric arid

formed by burning phosphorus, and the formation of its droplets stops

sooner, so that sulfur trioxide smoke is less stable than phosphorus smoke.

Since sulfurous and sulfuric acid are corrosive, the SO, smoke has a

somewhat irritant effect upon the respiratory organs and the skin. A
concent ration of even 0.010 mg. per liter causes a hacking cough which

is much aggravated in higher concentration*. A concentration of

0.03U mg. per liter completely olwwiirc* objects 20 ft. distant. In humid
weather sulfur trioxide 1u»» an ol*curmg value equal to 70 per cent of

that of phosphorus.

During the war sulfur trioxide was used ns a filling for German
artillery and trench-mortar smoke shell. Since the war extensive experi-
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mrnts have been made in Germany, England, and America in spraying

mlfur trioxide and other liquid smoke-producing materials from airplane

tanks for the production of smoke screens. Various portable devices

have also been invented for evaporating and spraying SO* to form smoke

concentrations on the ground.

Oleum (SO, + H,S0 4)

Fuming Sulfuric Acid

Oleum is a solution of sulfur trioxide in concentrated sulfuric acid,

the proportions of BO, varying from 20 to 40 per cent. It is a dense

liquid that fumes vigorously on eontact with air. During the war, for

producing smoke screens on land and sea, the Germans used special

smoke generators (Xebelkalkrakeim), in which oleum was brought in

•ontact with quicklime. In these generators the oleum was permitted

to drip on a bed of quicklime, which in a few minutes became red hot.

from the heat of the reaction (6K.000 caloro-s per mol) and quickly evap-

orated the oleum which continued to drip'on it. The smoke thus formed

was vigorously emitted in h very finely atomized form, free from large

drops.

Oleum was also used in the war by the Americans for generating

-moke from airplanes and comhnt tank* by squirting a small stream of

it into the hot exhaust manifolds of the engines. In this way, the engine

exhaust heat was used to evaporate the oleum in lieu of the heat chemi-

« ally generated by quicklime in the German smoke generators.

Experiments with oleum show that its smoke-producing power is due

solely to its sulfur trioxide content, the sulfuric acid itself acting only a**

a solvent. Pure sulfur trioxide is superior as a filling for smoke shell,

while oleum gives better results when progressively evaporated by heat.

Chlorsulfonic Acid (HC1SO,)

Chemically and as a smoke producer, chlorsulfonic acid is very similar

to sulfur trioxide. It is obtained by acting on sulfur trioxide with gaseous

hydrochloric acid:

SO, + HCI - HCISO,

This is a colorless liquid, of 1.77 specific gravity, which hoik at 158°C

(316°F.) and fumes on contact with air, forming sulfuric and hydrochloric

acids:

HCISO, + H,0 - H*S0 4 + HCI

Chlorsulfonic acid was first used by the Gormans, who adopted it a*

« smoke agent early in the war, using the oleum process of dripping on
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quicklime. It produces a volatile and not very dense smoke and has

now been superseded by other materials.

Sulfuryl Chloride (SO,CI,)

A third smoke-producing substance closely related to sulfur trioxide

is sulfuryl chloride. This compound is a colorless extremely pungent

liquid, of 1.66 specific gravity, which boils at 70°C. (158°F.) and decom-

jroses on contact with moisture in air to form sulfuric and hydrochloric

acids. Its efficiency as a smoke producer is very much lower than the

other substance* in this group and for that reason whs not used alone as

a smoke agent. It was, however, extensively employed by the Allies in

mixture with certain toxic gases, such as phosgene and chlorpicrm, as a

“fumigant ” to render the toxic-gas concent rat ions visible.

Sulfur Trioxide-Chlorzulfonic Acid Mixture (SO, + 8<),HC1)

American: “F8* 1

The several disadvantages of titanium tetrachloride led to search for

a substitute liquid and filially resulted in the discovery that a mixture

consisting of sulfur trioxide and chlorosulfonic acid produced u superior

smoke agent.

This mixture, known by the symbol “FS,” is a liquid of 1.91 specific

gravity, which freezes at -30°C. (
— 22°F.), and has a T.O.P. of 2,550 as

compared to 1,900 for titanium tetrachloride. F8 costs only 7.5 cents

l**r |>ound as compared to 30 cents per pound for FM ;
it deposits no solid

residue on hydrolysis and therefore flowa freely from nozzles without

clogging the eduction ports. There is no marked difference in the rate

of settling of the two smokes, so that they are about equal in persistency.

The only disadvantage of FS is its highly corrosive action on metals

and airplane fabrics, although in this respect it appears to be no worse

than FM. Because of its all-around superior qualities, FS has been

adopted as the standard liquid-smoke agent of the United States Army
and Navy.

Group IV

Tin Tetrachloride (SnCI 4)

British: “KJ”; French: "Opacite”

As phosphorus was very dangerous to work with and could not Ik? used

in liquid form for spraying without extreme hazard to using troops, and

since the various SO, compounds oxidizing sulfuric acid were very cor-

rosive, much effort was expended toward the end of the war in finding

substitute smoke agents free from these disadvantages. This resulted
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in the introduction of a series of metallic chlorides of which tin tetrachlor-

ide was the first.

This compound is obtained by the direct chlorination of metallic

tin. It is a liquid of 2.28 specific gravity, which boils at 114°C. (237°F.).

It fume* in the air and hydrolyzes into stannic hydroxide:

SnCl 4 + 4HtO - Sn(OH) 4 + 4HC1

The smoke thus produced is only one-half as dense as sulfur trioxide

smokes, but is less corrosive and far more penetrant to the gas-mask
canisters used during the war. For this last reason tin tetrachloride was
employed principally in mixtures with phosgene and chlorpicrm to increase

the visibility and penetrability of the gas clouds generated therewith.

It is very expensive and the scarcity of tin caused other compounds to be
substituted toward the end of the war.

Silicon Tetrachloride (SiCI 4)

The next metallic chloride used as a smoke agent was silicon tetra-

chloride. This compound is prepared by heating silicon or silicon car-
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Side* with chlorine in an electric furnace. It is a colorless liquid, ol

1.52 specific gravity, which boils at 60°C. (HOT.) and fumes strongly

uii contact with the moisture in the air by which it is hydrolysed:

SiCl« + 4H*0 = Si(OH) i + 4HCI

At a concentration of 0.20 mg. per liter, no further hydrolysis

takes place, but an equilibrium seems to be established in which the

hydrochloric acid liberated prevents further decomposition. In fact,

when the hydrochloric acid becomes too great the above reaction may
even be reversed and the amount of smoke actually diminished. If,

however, the excess hydrochloric acid is neutralized by reaction with

ammonia, hydrolysis of the silicon tetrachloride proceeds smoothly

SiCU + 4NH, + 4H*0 - Si(OH)< + 4XH«C1

and a dense smoke is obtained. Thus, while the value of silicon tetra-

chloride alone as a smoke producer is limited, its .-moke-generating power

with ammonia vapors is five times as great as silicon tetrachloride alone

and exceeds even that of phosphorus. Moreover, the smoke thus gener-

ated is much le*s irritant to the respiratory organs.

So closely doe* this smoke resemble natural fog that, when it wa>
employed by the British in their naval attack on Zeebruggc, the German
defending forces thought the smoke coming in from the sea was a natural

fog. and the British thus succeeded in approaching the harbor unseen.

The so-called nmoke funnel* that the British used in this attack consisted

of iron cylinders 2 ft. in diameter, into which gaseous ammonia and
MU

silicon tetrachloride were injected, the latter by means of carbon dioxide.

The results obtained were so satisfactory that small portable smoke

knapsacks, embodying the same method of operation, were also con-

structed and frequently used with good results in the field.

The only disadvantage of the silicon tetrachloride-ammonia method

of generating smoke is its complication, and for this reason other simpler

methods of smoke produetion were developed for field use.

Owing to its comparatively high volatility, silicon tetrachloride lias

also been used to lay smoke screens by spraying from airplane tank.-.

The droplets are volatilized after falling a very short distance and good

results are obtained. However, ammonia is also necessary in these

devices, which constitutes an undersirable complication in the apparatus.

Ilxoept for this drawback, the silicon tetrachloride-ammonia mixture is

one of the most effective smoke producers so far devised.

Because of the shortage of tin toward the end of the war, silicon

tetrachloride was substituted for tin tetrachloride in gas shells.

Titanium Tetrachloride (TiCI*)

German: "F-8t©ff”; American: “FM

”

The complications involved in producing dense smoke by use of

ammonia with silicon tetrachloride caused the introduction of titanium

tetrachloride by the Allies, near the end of the war, as a substitute for

tin and silicon tetrachlorides.

This compound is obtained from rutile TiOi which is found in natural

Iwds in Norw ay and in Virginia. The rutile ore is first mixed with 30 per

cent carbon and heated to 650°C. in an electric furnace. A fused mass

is formed, consisting of titanium carhouitride (Ti»C«N<) and titanium

carbide (TIC), which is converted to TiCl« by heating with gaseous

chlorine. The product is a colorless highly refractory liquid, of 1.7 specif-

ic gravity, which boils at 136°C. (277°F.) and solidifies into white crystal*

at — 23°C. (—9°F.). It reacts vigorously with the moisture in the air,

funning titanic acid hydrate and hydrochloric acid:

TiCU + 4HjO = Ti(OH), + 4HCI

with the evolution of dense clouds of acrid white smoke. The titanic

acid hydrate forms finely divided solid particles in the smoke while the

hydrochloric acid is in the gaseous state.

Like silicon tetrachloride, complete decomposition of the titanium

tetrachloride, according to the above equation, is inhibited by an excess

of hydrochloric acid. Therefore, the best smoke is formed when the

titanium tetrachloride is present in low concentrations and there is an

excess of moisture in the air (five parts of water to one of the tetrachloride,
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instead of the theoretical four parts). Owing to these peculiarities, when

it is used in concentrations under 0.060 mg. per liter and when the

humidity is high, titanium tetrachloride is superior in obscuring power

to sulfur trioxide; but when the concentrations are high and the humidity
low, it is inferior.

On account of its hydrochloric acid content, titanium tetrachloride

.-moke is acrid, but in ordinary field concentrations it is not sufficiently

irritating to the respiratory system as to cause coughing or other unpleas-

ant physiological effects. The smoke can 1m* neutralized and rendered

completely harmless by the simultaneous use of ammonia which fixes

the hydrochloric acid and greatly increases the density of the smoke by

the addition of ammonium chloride. While the addition of ammonia
almost doubles the obscuring effect of the titanium tetrachloride, the

total amount of material required is doubled, so that no advantage is

gained from the standpoint of weight. Also the apparatus employing

two liquids i« much more complicated and, as titanium tetrachloride alone

is an excellent smoke producer when used in the proper proportion to the

moisture content of the air, the use of ammonia is not necessary.

Because of its high boiling point and not too great volatility, titanium
tetrachloride is peculiarly adapted for use in laying smoke screens from
airplanes since each individual droplet can move through a great distance

liefore it is completely volatilized and hydrolyzed. For this reason it

was adopted as the standard American liquid-smoke agent for several

years follow ing the war. Because of its relatively high cost (about twenty
times as much as sulfur trioxide for equal smoke effect), the fact that in

hydrolyzing it deposits a gummy solid residue that clogs up the emission

orifices of the sprayer, and its corrosive action (in liquid form) on metals,

titanium tetrachloride hus been displaced by the much cheaper and more
generally satisfactory smoke agent FS.

It require* 0.1 5 ox. of titanium tetrachloride to produce 1,000 eu. ft. of

"Inmlurd moke, as against 0.06 ot. of phosphorus, so that, on a basis of

equal weights, the former is about 40 |>er cent as efficient a smoke pro-

dueer as the latter.

Titanium tetrachloride, although more expensive and not otherwise

superior to FS. is nevertheless used as a filler in artillery and mortar-

snioke shell.

Group V

Berger Mixture (Zn + CC1« + ZnO + Kieaelguhr)

The next group of substances employed during the World War a>
smoke agent-* were compounds and mixtures containing zinc that gener-
nied the* so-called zinc mokes. The first substance of this type to Is*

introduced was a mixture containing carbon tetrachloride and zinc dust,

called “Berger Mixture" after the French chemist, Berger, who invented

it. The original Berger Mixture as used by the French government
during the war had the following composition:

Per Cent,

by Weight
Zinc (dust) 25

Carbon tctnwhloride 50

Zinr oxide 20

Kksaclguhr. .5

The theory of this mixture is as follows: Finely divided metallic zinc

reacts vigorously with organic chlorine compounds {e.g. carbon tetrachlor-

ide or hexachlorethane), forming zinc chloride:

2Zn + CCI« - 2ZnClt + C

This reaction liberates a large quantity of heat, which instantly evaporate*

the zinc chloride and generates a dense cloud of smoke. As the reaction

quickly raises the temperature to l,200
o
C., it has to be moderated by the

addition of a volatile substance, such as an excess of carbon tetrachloride,

that absorbs heat during evaporation. In order to prevent the heavy

zinc dust from settling to the bottom of the liquid carbon tetrachloride,

an absorbent, kieselguhr, is added, forming a smooth paste which cannot

again be separated into its constituents. The zinc oxide used in the
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original mixture was practically usel ess a* its absorbent power Is small.
In order to ignite and start the Berger Mixture to burning, an igniting

composition consisting of iron dust and potassium permanganate was
employed. This ignition composition was started with an ordinary
match head. About 3 lb. of Berger Mixture were pressed into a tin

container about the size of a large tomato can and covered with a layer
of igniting mixture; in this way were obtained the smoke randies used in
the World War.

Smoke candles made with Berger Mixture had many advantages over
the liquid smoke producers. They were chemically inert and entirely
harmless until ignited and could not be fired even if hit by projectiles.
They could he stored for long periods without deterioration, occupied a
relatively small storage space, and could be easily transported, handled,
and operated. The smoke generated was quite harmless and produced no
irritant effects until the concentration exceeded 0.100 mg. per liter,

which was far in excess of ordinary field concentrations. The principal
disadvantages of the Berger Mixture smoke candles were: (1) high reac-

tion temperature and the dispersion of sparks that caused firee; (2) the
mixture was somewhat erratic in burning and did not utilise all its ingre-
dients to their full values; (3) the smoke generated whs light gray with

considerable carbon in the residue. Berger Mixture was also not suitable

fur use in smoke grenades, artillery shell, or airplane bombs, os it is too
slow in igniting and hurning.

In order to improve the performance of the original Berger Mixture,
a great deal of experimenting was done and a large number of formulas
for this mixture are found in chcmicni-warfarc literature. Regardless,
however, of the variations in the mixture, the general principles of opera-
tion are the same; one part by weight of line dust to two parts by weight
of carbon tetrachloride furnish the main reaction, to which is added enough
ulvsorbent material, such as kieselguhr, to form * dough like paste which
cannot be reduced to its original ingredients.

“B.M. Mixture” (Zn f CCU + NaC10$ + NII 4C1 + MgCO,)

The American improvement ou the original Berger Mixture was
worked out in 1917 by the U. R. BureAii of Minos, and was therefore known
as “B.M. Mixture.” It had the following composition:

Per Cent,

by Weight
Zinc (dual) 4

Carbon tetrachloride 41 ft

8odium chlorate 9 3
Ammonium chloride 5.4
MAgnemum carbonate 8.3

The changes in the original Berger Mixture, shown in the foregoing
formula, were made for the following reasons: The original Berger Mix-
ture produced a gray smoke and lacked vigor in reaction. The first step,

then, was to add a substance to oxidize the carbon, thereby changing
the color of the smoke from gray to white and at the same time accelerat-
ing the reaction. For economic reasons, sodium chlorate was chosen for
this purpose. The addition of sodium chlorate givally increased the
quautity and quality of the smoke produced, but made the rate of burning
loo rapid, the heat of reaction too great, and the wnoke too hot. The next
<t«*p was therefore the substitution of ammonium chloride for the zinc
oxide of the original Berger Mixture. By absorbing a great deal of heat in
its volatilization, this cooled the smoke and considerably retarded its rate
of burning. It also added materially to the density of the smoke, as the.

obscuring power of the chloride itself is high. The last step was the
substitution of magnesium carbonate for the kieselguhr in the original
mixture. Kieselguhr was not satisfactory as an absorbing agent. It

lacked constancy of composition, contained variable amounts of moisture
and organic matter, and swelled, caked, and arched badly upon burning,
thereby causing irregularities in the rate of combustion of the mixture.
Magnesium carbonate proved a better absorbent, gave a smoother bum-
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ing mixture, and added to the density of the smoke by virtue of the
magnesium mechanically expelled.

By reason of these changes, the T.O.P. of the smoke was increased
from 1,250 to 1,400 and the smoke had far better hanging properties, was

not as easily disturbed by air currents, and did not dissipate as rapidly.
In order to give a quick puff of smoke at the beginning of the reaction

when the standard B.M. Mixture was just starting to burn, a “fast”
mixture was employed, having the following composition:

Zinc (dust)

Carbon tetrachloride

Sodium chlorate

Zinc oxide

Per Cent,

by Weight

.. 30.2

.. 35.1

. . 24 .9

9.8

Tliis burns much more rapidly than the standard mixture, as ammo-
nium chloride and magnesium carbonate are absent and the line oxide
acts as the absorbent.

B.M. Mixture was employed in smoke candles, grenades, and floating
boxes for naval use. These devices, in addition to the standard and fast
B.M. smoke mixture, also contained two starting mixtures, as follows:

Starting Mixture 1 served to start the reaction and wan of the following
composition:

Powdered sulfur

Zroc (du«t)

Zinc oxidn

Per Cent,

by Weight

. .
20 7

.. S3 I

.. 10.

2

Starting Mixture 2 received the flaoh from the igniting mateh head,
served to bum through the igniting cup, and ignited the Starting Mir’
ture 1. It consisted of

:

Powdered Iron (reduced)
Potauium permanganate

Per Ont.
by Weight

.. 46.6

..
*

53.1

As compared to the British smoke mixture, tl.e B.M. smoke mixture
had certain definite advantages. It burned more uniformly and freely,
left a much smaller residue, and the smoke hod better hanging properties
and greater persistency. Moreover the T.O.P. of the B .M. smoke was
1,400 as compared to 460 for the British Type 8 smoke mixture. Its
disadvantages were: (1) absorbents that constituted about 25 per cent
of inert material; and (2) the necessity for an absolutely airtight eon-
tainer to prevent the evaporation of enrbon tetrachloride. Nevertheless,
the B.M. Mixture was the most efficient smoke producer of thin type
developed during the war.
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HC Mixture (Zn + CiCl. + ZnO)

Since the war efforts have continued in America to produce a better
zinc-smoke producer by improving the B.M. Mixture.

Solid hexachlorethane (C.CU) was substituted for and found to be
much superior to carbon tetrachloride. It proved to be an equally good
source of chlorine and, being itself a solid, eliminated the necessity for
an inert filler such as magnesium rArhonate.

As an absorbent in place of sodium chlorate and ammonia chloride,
zinc oxide was substituted.

The new mixture, used in smoke candles IIC, MI, contained the fol-
lowing con^t itutents:

Zinc (dust)

Hexacbloreth&ne
Zinc oxide

Pet Cent,

by Weight
... 28

... 50
.. 22

This mixture was ignited by a starting mixture composed of:

Antimony
Zinc (dust)

Potassium perchlorate

Per Cent,

by Weight

.. 76.4

.. 11.8

.. 11.8

The original HC smoke mixture, as a result of continued development
and improvement, has evolved to the following composition used in
smoke candles HC, Mil:

Per cent

Fast mixture : Slow mixture
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Zinc (dust)

Hexuchlorethanc

Ammonium perchlorate

Ammonium chloride...

36

43

13

36

44

10

10

The filling of this smoke candle consists of about nine-tent bn slow-
burning mixture and one-tenth fast-burning mixture. The fast-burning
mixture is placed as a layer over the slow-burning mixture and is ignited
by a starting mixture consisting of:

Per Cent,

by Weight
PotMalum nitrate 42
Antimony triaulfide 26
Ferrous sulfide 26
Dextrin
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The chemical reaction in the HC Mixture is as follows:

maneuvers and of attacking troops in march and other concentrated
formations, that it has become increasingly necessary to find some means
of concealing and protecting ground troops from air observation and
attack. Obscuring smoke is a most effective means for this purpose.

All nations are impressed with the importance of obscuring smoke and
are busily engaged in developing the superior smoke agents and in devil-

ing technical means of employing them. The rapid strides made in this

direction during and since the World War plainly indicate the possibilities

of this field.

Detailed data concerning the most important smoke agents are pre-

sented in Table IV. The technical apparatus for producing smoke and
the tactical principles involved in its use are treated in Chap, XIV,
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CHAPTER XII

INCENDIARY AGENTS

3Zn + C,C1. - 3ZnCl, + 2C CLASSIFICATION

The ignition and burning processes are similar to those of the B.M. Mix-
ture, but the reaction is less violent and no delaying agents art* necessary.

The mixture is also more stable and more efficient per unit weight than
the B.M. Mixture.

This HC Mixture, Mil, is now the standard smoke producer for

smoke candles and pots in the United States Army. It requires only

0.12 ox. to produce 1,000 cu. ft. of standard smoke and represents the most
advanced development of the zinc-smoke type of smoke agents.

COMPARISON OF SMOKE AGENTS

On the basis of total obscuring power (T.O.P.), the smoke agent*
discussed above, as well a* other substances that have been used since

the War for producing smoke, are arranged below in the descending order
of their T.O.P.'s.

White phosphorus 4,600
Titanium tetrachloride and ammonia 3,030
Sulfur trioxidc 3,000
Sulfur trioxidc and chlonmlfonic arid (FS) 2.&50
Hydrochloric arid and ammonia 2,500
HC Mixture 2,100
Silicon tetrachloride and ammonia 1 ,960
Titanium tetrachloride (FM) 1,900
Oleum* 1 890
Tin tetrachloride (KJ) 1,860
Phosphorus trichloride and ammonia 1 .800

ChkuwUonic acid and ammonia. 1,600
Silicon tetrachloride 1,500
Sulfur chloride nnd ammonia 1,425
Chlonmlfonic add* 1,400
H.M. Mixture 1,400
Horger Mixture 1,230

Titanium tetrachloride and ethylene dicbloride 1,235
Sulfuryl chloride 1,200
Chlorine and ammonia 750
Araenie trichloride 460
Type S mixture 460
Crude oil 200

• Hrotini to 450°F inrrr««r* T O P # from 30 lo 50 p*r e#nt.

In comparing the T.O.P.'s for different smokes, the rate of burning
must be considered, since a slow-burning smoke may not reach its maxi-
mum density before its particles begin to settle out. Humidity and tem-
perature also have an important influence on the T.O.P.'s of many
chemical smokes. The values given above are for average conditions of
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temperature and humidity and may vary greatly with variations of either
or both.

FUTURE OF SMOKE AGENTS

During the World War obscuring smoke proved its tactical value on
land and sea and won for itself an assured place as a military weapon.
Since the war the development of air force* has still further enhanced tin*

value of obscuring smoke, for not only are airplanes a means par excellence

for putting down smoke screens on the field of battle, but their power of
observation has greatly increased the need for ohscuratkm. So greatly

has aircraft increased the facility of observing enemy dispositions and

Incendiaries, the third member of the chemical arm, an* sillstances

used to act fire to enemy material in the Theater of War. Unlike gas

and smoke, which are directed against personnel and ure used chiefly on

the field of battle, incendiaries are directed primarily against material,

and their employment is not limited to the battle front, but extends to

target* anywhere in the Theater of War that can be reached by l>omhiiig

airplanes. Incendiaries may also be used to a limited extent against

|x*rsomicl, as in the World War, when air-burst trench-mortar shell,

filled with phosphorus and thermite, were fired against enemy machine
gunner* sheltered from rifle and machine-gun fire.

Tactically, we distinguish two types of incendiaries: (1) the intensive

type, where the heat and flames are concentrated in a limited space, in

order to set fire to heavy construction and targets generally difficult to

ignite; (2) the scatter type, where the incendiary materials are scattered

in a number of small burning masses over a relatively large area, in order

to initiate fires at a number of points simultaneously in large target* of

inflammable or easily ignited materials. Another convenient tactical

classification of incendiaries is by the using arm, thus:

Using Ami

Infantry

Chemical troops.

Artillery

Air font*

Munition

!

8mftll-nrins incendiary bullet*

Incendiary grenade* and other hand devices

S

Chemical-mortar incendiary projectiles

livens projector incendiary' drums
Flame projectors

Incendiary shell

Incendiary sircruft bomb*

Technically, we distinguish four classes of incendiaries, a** follows:

1 . Spontaneously inflammable material*.

. Solids. »uch aa phosphorus nnd sodium.

. Liquids, such as phosphorus dissolved in carbon bisulfide and line ethyl.

2. Metallic oxidca. such aa thermite.

3. Oxidizing combustible mixtures, such as barium peroxide und magnesium
powder, or barium nitrate, magnesium, and iinaced oil.

4. Flammable materials, used aa aurh, eg., resins, pitch, celluloid, “solid oil"

and flammable liquids and oil.
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HISTORICAL

Unlike gas and smoke, the systematic use of incendiaries in warfare

is not modern, but extends back into ancient times. The early use of

incendiaries in combat is easily understood when it is remembered that,

from the earliest times, fire has been the most ruthless enemy of mankind,
and its application to war is but further evidence of the universal dread

of the Great Destroyer which has come down through the ages.

The idea of using incendiaries in battle dates back to early Biblical

times when armies attacking and defending fortified cities threw upon
each other burning oils and flaming fire ball* consisting of resin and straw.

The first flame projector was used at Delium in 424 b.c. It consisted of

a hollow tree trunk to the lower end of which was attached a basin filled

with glowing coals, sulfur, and pitch. A bellows blew the flame from the

tree trunk in the form of a jet, setting fire to the enemy fortifications and
aiding the besiegers in the capture of the city.

The next recorded use of iucendiaries was by the Trojan king, ./Eneas,
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alKrtit 360 b.c. He made use of fire compositions consisting of pitch,

>ulfur, tow, resinous wood, and other highly inflammable substances

which were easily ignited and hard to extinguish. The incendiary com-
position was poured burning into pots, which were fired from the walls

of lx*sioged cities upon the attacking troops below.

Somewhat later the Romans hurled from catapults crude iron lat ice-

work lK>mbs, about 2 ft. in diameter, filled with highly inflammable mate-
rials. These were ignited and thrown as flaming projectiles upon the

enemy fortifications. Later, incendiary arrows came into use as a means
of setting fire to the wooden forts sheltering the enemy. These incendiary

arrows were subsequently enlarged and shot from catapults. Behind
the arrowhead they carried a perforated tube containing a mixture of

tow, resin, sulfur, and petroleum, which was ignited just before being shot.

The greatest impetus to the use of incendiaries in war came with the

introduction of “Greek Fire," which was said to have been invented by
the Syrian, Callinieus, about the year 660 a.d., although there is evidence

of the use of similar materials as early a.- the time of Constantine the

Great, in the fourth century a.d. The exact formula for “Greek Fire”

Ims never been definitely established. The process for making it was
kept o secret for several centuries and no detailed information as to its

composition seems to have survived. It is certainly known to have con-

tained readily inflammable sul**tance* such as pitch, resin, and petro-

leum, as well as quicklime and sulfur. The quicklime, on contact with

water, generated sufficient heat to ignite the petroleum, the burning of

which ignited the other combustible material- The light vapors from
the petroleum caused explosion- which still further spread the flames.
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It was difficult to extinguish “Greek Fire” because water increased

the reaction of the quicklime and spread the petroleum. The troops

of the Bymntine Empire made such effective use of “Greek Fire” against

the Saracens that it is frequently said to have saved the empire from

Mohammedan domination for nearly a thousand years. At any event,

“Greek Fire” was extensively employed in the wars of the Middle Ages,

and its use survived until the introduction of gunpowder in the fifteenth

century.

From the beginning of modem times down to the World War, incendi-

aries were not extensively employed, as the introduction of firearms

caused armies to engage in battle at such distances that they could not

be effectively reached by incendiaries. Moreover, the defensive use of

armor and later of earthworks left little of combustible material on the

field of battle. So formidable were the technical difficulties created by

these new conditions that the successful use of incendiaries in war remained

an unsolved problem until the advent of the World War, when the

vast resources of modem science were utilized to effect a solution. 8o,

while fire has been considered of military value from antiquity, means for

scientifically using it in warfare were not developed until the World

War.

The effectiveness of incendiaries in war is dependent upon the char-

acter of the materials employed and upon the devices used for carrying

them to the target and setting them in action there. Because of the

generally adverse conditions of modern warfare, the development of

successful incendiary armament involves chemical and mechanical prob-

lems of great complexity, as will be appreciated from the consideration

of the many rigid technical and tactical requirements which must be met.

At the same time, the introduction of the military airplane has greatly

increased the field of application of incendiaries, as it is now possible by

such means to reach large and vulnerable incendiary targets at practic-

ally any point in the Theater of War. This was exemplified in the

German air raids on Paris and London in 1915, in which incendiary bombs

were frequently employed.

Although the French and Germans both had developed incendiary

artillery shell before the World War, one French model dating back

to 1878, such shell were not used to any extent in the early days of the

war, probably because they were largely ineffective. The earliest incendi-

ary munitions used in the war appear to be incendiary bullets and anti-

aircraft artillery shell directed against observation balloons.

The first incendiary attacks against ground troops were by means of

flame projectors. These devices were invented by the Germans before

the war (20, page 7) but do not appear to have been used until 1915.
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General Foulkes says that the Germans used their

Flammtnwerfer (flame projectors) on the French front on June 25, 1915,

but it is probable that their first use was several months earlier, for it is

known that the Germans had an organised detachment of Flammenwerfer

troops as early as January, 1915, and the French made n formal protest

against the use of these devices under date of Apr. 29, 1915.

The initial use of incendiaries from aircraft occurred during the first

German Zeppelin raid over London on May 31, 1915, during which one

airehip dropped 90 incendiary bombs.

By the end of 1915, improved types of incendiary artillery shell were

in use by both sides. These were soon followed by the introduction

of incendiary grenades, trench-mortar shell, and projector bombs.

Throughout the war, all the principal belligerents engaged in the energetic

development of incendiary armament and much progress was made in

improving all types of incendiary munitions, particularly aviation drop

bombs.

SUBSTANCES USED AS INCENDIARY AGENTS

Group I. Spontaneously Inflammable Materials

Solids

Phosphorus (P)

American and British: *‘W.P.”

While white phosphorus is primarily a smoke producer, its property

of igniting spontaneously and burning vigorously when exposed to the

air made it one of the first materials proposed for incendiary munitions.

Experience showed that against readily combustible materials and

substances which can be ignited by a brief exposure to u small flame,

phosphorus is undoubtedly effective, and it was therefore the principal

incendiary agent used against balloons and aircraft and for setting fire to

woods, gruin fields, etc. However, against wooden structures and mate-

rials relatively difficult to ignite, phosphorus proved of little value,

principally because of its low tem|**rature of combustion and the excel-

Icnt fireproof protection of the phosphoric oxides formed by burning

phosphorus.

In addition to its incendiary effect on material, phosphorus proved

very effective in use against personnel. When scattered from overhead

bursts of grenades and trench-mortar bom be, the phosphorus rained

down in flaming particles, which stuck to clothing and could not be

brushed off or quenched. The larger particles quickly burned through

clothing and produced painful bums that were slow and difficult to heal.

Tlicer properties soon became known to troope and phosphorus was justly
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dreaded and always caused a demoralizing effect far beyond the actual

casualties produced.

During the war, phosphorus was extensively used in small-arms

incendiary bullets and in hand and rifle grenades by all the principal

belligerents; in artillery incendiary shell by the French and Germans; and
in trench-mortar bombs by the British and Americans. In all munitions,

except small-arms bullets, the phosphorus produced both obscuring smoke

and incendiary effects and they were, therefore, variously classified as

cither smoke or incendiary projectiles. The physical and chemical projn

crtics of phosphorus are given in Chap. XI, page 234.

Sodium (Na)

8odium is a light soft ductile metal of 0.97 specific gravity, which

melt* at 97.6°C. (208°F.) and boils at 750°C. (1382°F.). It is obtained

by the electrolysis of molten sodium chloride (common salt). On con-

tact with water, sodium decomposes it with vigorous evolution of hydro-

gen. The heat of reaction is sufficient to ignite the hydrogen and, hence,

in the presence of moisture, sodium is spontaneously inflammable.

Sodium was used as a filling for the German 17,5-cm. incendiary shell.

In that shell, which was the largest incendiary shell used during the war,

the sodium was ignited by thermite. Sodium was also used in some of the

spontaneously inflammable liquids of the World War to ignite the mixture

on contact with water. Except for this latter use, sodium was not an

effective incendiary material, as it required considerable moisture to
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Ignile it, which generally prevented the ignition of other material*.

Liquids

A* liquids generally give Letter and more uniform dispersion on
ex pionion of the container, and also have a tendency to adhere and pene-
trate into combustible materials, with greater chance of igniting tlK*m,
they are preferred to solids as incendiary agents. Also, since spontane-
ously inflammable substances require no igniting device and initiate
fires in several places simultaneously, a spontaneously inflammable liquid
was sought which would: (1) ignite after short exposure to the atmos-
phere; (2) have a positive and effective incendiary action; and (3) be saf.-

to transport and hand lei

As phosphorus was spontaneously inflummable and was also readily
soluble in carbon disulfide, this mixture was among the first spontane-
ously inflammable liquids tried out. It failed, however, to meet reqube-
menM in s number nf particulars. First, it was no more effective as ail
incendiary agent than the phosphorus it contained, and tlicreforr, had the
disadvantages mentioned for phe^phorus. It was also dangerous to

transport and handle and was so volatile that it frequently burned out
before heating the contacting material lo the ignition point.

To correct the deficiencies of the phosphorus-carbon disulfide solution,

mixtures were made by adding various combustible oils in such propor-
tions that a homogenous mass was secured and no separation of any
of the constituents occurred. It was then found that these mixtures
lacked intensity of combustion, so various nitrated organic compounds
wen- added to accelerate the reaction. Of these compounds, trinitro-

toluene (TNT) was found to be the most satisfactory. As a final result

.if this research, a mixture containing phosphorus, carbon disulfide, crude
l« nxenc, fuel oil, gas-tar oil, and trinitrotoluene was developed. This
wo* found to be satisfactory from the standpoints of simplicity of prep-
aration, safety, and effectiveness; also, by varying the proportions of the
ingredients, the ignition could be regulated to occur either almost
instantly upon exposure to the air, or after a considerable delay.

The speed and spread of combustion of the mixture are secured by
its readily volatile constituent*, and the duration and intensity of the
flame, by its heavier combustibles. With proper precautions, the prep-
aration and handling of the mixture can be done without danger of
accidental ignition. Also, it is not subject to detonation by shock, and
its low coefficient, of expansion (0.0174 per degree centigrade) and low
va|»or pressure (58 cm. at 50°C.) will not cause undue pressure in the
container. The mixture may be used alone or with an alworbent, (e.f.,

cotton waste) in any sort of device designed to carry liquid material,
such as 8-in. Livens projectiles.

In the course of the research on spontaneously inflammable liquids,
many substances, such as zinc ethyl, phosphine, silicine, chromyl chloride,
fuming nitric acid, permanganates, and phosphorus, were fully inves-
tigated. In the end, it was found that phosphorus-carbon disulfide

solution was the best material to initiate the fire, and the fuel and tar oils

were the |>est materials to propagate and sustain the flames. While the
problem of s|x>ntaneou*Iy inflammable liquids was considered reasonably
solved during the World War, the solution was not effected in time for
use on the field of battle, at least insofar as American munitions were
concerned. There is, however, no reason to believe that the solution

indicated above would not be satisfactory in war.

A satisfactory spontaneously inflammable liquid has a groat field of

application from aircraft, for not only should drop bombs filled with surh
a liquid prove very effective on targets, and even on cities of light wooden
construction, but by regulating the ignition to occur after the lapse of
sufficient time for the liquid to reach the target, such a liquid could also
be sprayed at night from low-flying attack planes over relatively large
areas with tremendous effectiveness.
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Group II. Metallic Oxide*

Thermite

For several years prior to the late war, a mixture of iron oxide and
finely divided aluminum, known under the proprietary name of " Ther-
mite," was used in industry for welding iron and steel. When ignited,

this mixture reacts as follows:

8A1 + 3Fc|0« = 4A1?0, + 9Fe

and produces an enormous heat (758,000 calories per gram molecule).

This heat is sufficient to raise the temperature of the reaction to about
3,000°C. t

and the resulting molten slag prolongs the heating effect after

the reaction ceases. However, when thermite is used alone, it has the
disadvantage that its incendiary action is confined to a small area, and a

very large percentage of it* heat energy is wasted because of the fact that

it is ***1 fret* m» lapidly. Against readily ignitoblo material which allows

the conflagration to spread easily, thermite is very effective, hut as such
material Is not often present in a target, the method of placing it with

the thermite in the incendiary device was early adopted.

Fui igniting and starting the conflagration, thermite proved to be by
far the most effective material used in the war; for a secondary incendiary

material to continue the conflagration, thermite was found to be inferior

to an inflammable liquid, either used as such or imoi pointed in n suitable

absorbent carrier, and to specially prepared combustible materials, such
an solid oil

f
w hich burned with a large flame and effectively set fire to a

difficultly ignitable target. By using thermite as a primary igniting

incendiary agt*nl, tLe large amount of hoot suddenly released is utilized

and the secondary material begins its action with a tremendous burst of

flame w hich is most effective. The proper secondary incendiary material
is capable of not only burning with a large hot flame, but actually renders

the target inflammable.

The thermite used in industry is generally composed of three parts

by weight of aluminum powder to ten parts of magnetic iron oxide, but

for military purpose* a mixture consisting of 24 per cent aluminum and
76 per cent by weight of magnetic iron oxide w as found to lx* most suitable.

Ordinary granulation produced the best results, but special limits had to

lx* placed on purity of materials, presence of moisture, and foreign

substances.

As commercial thermite is simply a loose mixture of aluminum dust
and coarse particles of iron oxide—materials of quite different densities

—

il could not be used in military device* that must withstand severe jar-

ring, w ithout some means of preventing segregation. To prevent segre-

gation, the mixture may be either consolidated by pressure or hound
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together in a hard mass by such binding substances as sodium silicate,

sulfur, and celluloid.

Segregation may be successfully prevented by compressing ordinary
thermite under a pressure of 12,000 lb. per square inch, which doubles
its density and holds the compressed mass together even when subject to
aevere jarring. However, this increase in density causes the ignition to

become more difficult, makes the propagation of the reaction uncertain
and increases the time of burning. Moreover, since the compressed
thermite does not materially increase the incendiary' effect over the same
volume of thermite bound together with sodium silicate, the cost of
obtaining the same results with compressed thermite is greater. For
these reasons we did not adopt it for general military use and the British
employed it only in their special flame mixture which contains barium
nitrate.

On the other hand, the use of sodium silicate as a binder was found
to give several advantages. Besides preventing segregation, it caused
the thermite blocks to react completely regardless of the point of ignition,

and the material so bound is insensitive to shock and shot and may, there-

fore, be utilized in high velocity projectiles and bombs. The optimum
amount of sodium silicate (of 40°BA) was found to be 15 per cent by
weight of thermite. The liquid silicate is simply mixed with the thermite
which is then molded and baked until thoroughly dry. Because of its

advantages, sodium (or potassium) silicate was generally used as a thcr-

mite binder by most of the nations in the World War.
In binding thermite with sodium silicate, it is very essential that all

the water be driven out, and, because of the difficulty of completely
drying the silicate-bound thermite, a number of other binders were tried.

Sulfur was highly recommended as a binder, since a unit of weight of
mixture made up according to the equation

8AI + 3Fe,04 + 9S - 4A1*0, + 9FeS
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? licoretically generates the same amount of heat as an equal weight of

thermite containing no sulfur so that the binder does not reduce the heat

efficiency of the mixture. However, in actual tests of incendiary value

the sulfur-bound thermite did not show up well, owing to the fact that,

it burned with explosive violence and spattered aa small drops over a

considerable area, thus lessening its incendiary effect. Also, the molten

products from the silicate-hound thermite were more effective in penetrat-

ing metal and prolonging incendiary action upon inflammable materials.

Notwithstanding these drawbacks, the French used sulfur-bound ther-

mite’, which they called “Daisite,” in an incendiary drop bomb in which

the explosive property of the thermite was utilized to scatter the other

incendiary materials in the bomb.
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Celluloid, dissolved in a suitable solvent, proved to be fairly successful

as a binder, particularly where it was desired to get a long flame and
uniform burn of the thermite. It was also used as an envelope for the

incendiary units of scatter-type drop bombs, chiefly by the Germans.
Various organic materials, such as resin, paraffin, and hard pitch, were
also investigated as binders, but did not give satisfactory results.

For the ignition of thermite used in devices where it is not desired to

seal ter the contents, the commercial igniter, consisting of finely divided

aluminum and barium peroxide mixed with a certain amount of coarse

aluminum and black iron oxide, was found to be most satisfactory. This

igniter has no explosive reaction and can be ignited by a black powder
flash, although better results arc obtained by the use of a “booster"
charge com|»osed of reduced iron and potassium nitrate pressed on top

of it.

For the ignition of thermite in devices where it is desired to scatter the

contents, an entirely different type of igniter is required. For this pur-

pose, an igniter should react with such rapidity and explosive violence as

lo simultaneously ignite and scatter the reaction products and, at the

same time, sljou/d la’ as safe as the slow igniter. The best World War
solution of the quick igniter was the British “Ophorite” which consisted

of an intimate mixture of 9 parts of magnesium powder to 13 parts of

|Yotassium perchlorate. Ophorite was much easier to ignite than' the

commercial igniter and was extensively used by the British and ourselves

as an igniting and bursting charge for incendiary projectiles and also as

an explosive in certain types of gas shell. Ophorite was, however, not

altogether safe to manufacture and the British had several very serious

explosions and fires in their manufacturing and loading plants during the

war.

Modified Thermite

Group III. Oxidizing Combustible Mixtures

Incendiary mixtures which contain an inorganic oxidizing agent
,
such

as potassium or barium nitrate, barium or lead oxide, or potassium per-

chlorate, together with such combustible substances as carbon, sulfur,

magnesium, aluminum, or organic combustibles, are designated by the

generic name of oxidizing combustible mixtures. Such mixtures have

liecn used successfully in two widely different types of incendiary muni-
tions, viz.: (1) small-arms incendiary bullets, and (2) drop bombs and

other special devices.

For devices as different as bullets and drop bombs, it is evident that

very different types of mixtures are required for most effective results.

Thus, a mixture for use in bullets must meet very rigid requirements as

to weight per unit volume, time of reaction, change of weight during

reaction, and character of incendiary effect.

For bullets, the ballistic requirements are even more important than

the incendiary requirements since the bullet must be capable of accurate

flight in order to reach the desired target and have any effect at all. On
the other hand, the type of mixture desired for drop bombs must react

to give considerable heat and flume when the l»oml> bursts.

In both tyjies of munitions, it is, of course, important that the mix-

tures do not segregate, and this is accomplished either by compression

or by binding the mass with some substance, such as sulfur, shellnc, resin,

pitch, paraffin, gum, etc., and then heating or compressing.

The following typical mixtures have been used with success in .-mall-

arms incendiary ammunition:
Purls, hy Weight

barium peroxide 17

Magnesium (powder) 2

The magnesium jiowdcr mixed with alcohol is pressed into the bullets

under a pressure of 2,500 lb., and is ignited by the projiellant.

Red lccd ..

M&gnmium.

258
9

1

or

Red lead jg
Aluminum

j

Compressed into the shell under a pressure of 15 tons per sq. in. and ignited
by a primer consisting of

Potassium nitrate..

Sulfur

Antimony (powder)

Shellac (powder)...

. 05

. 13 5

19

2 5

Since the* general military requirements of a thermite mixture are

that it should function projwrly under all conditions of use and that the

reaction should produce the desired effects, and since it matters little

what the reaction products are, it is obvious that the composition of the

mixture may Ik- varied greatly. A number of mixtures, in which copper,

nickel, manganese, and lead oxides were used in place of iron oxide, were
tested but were found to lx* no better for military purposes than the ordi-

nary thermite mixture, although the Germans used, in certain early incen-

diary bombs, a mixture containing manganese dioxide and magnesium.
Later in the war, alumino-thermite mixtures, in which oxidizing

agents other than the oxides wore incorporated, were investigated, and
a special flaming thermite was developed by the British and used in their

“baby incendiary” bombs. This mixture consisted of:

, • ,
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aluminum, powdered, 3 parts; barium nitrate, 6 parts ;hammerscale (Fe sO«)

S parts; and was compressed to half its original volume in the bomhs.
Thermite mixtures containing oxidizing agents other than those neces-

sary f° r the thermite reaction were also investigated hut none were found
to possess special merit for military purposes, and it was concluded after

many tests that a simple mixture of magnetic iron oxide and aluminum
was the most satisfactory for general military uses. Of all the incendiary

materials adopted by the Allies, thermite was probably the most widely
used. On the other hand, the Germans did not use thermite very exten-
sively, although many German incendiary drop bombs and artillery

shell contained thermite or an alumino-thermite mixture.

Another typical mixture comprising a different type of oxidizing agent,
is

Barium nitrate.

Magnesium 28
Linseed oil g

The linseed oil acts as a binder and deterrent.

For use in projectiles where the tracing effect is important, a consider-
able number of the so-called pyrotechnic mixtures have been used. These
give upon ignition a large amount of smoke and a very brilliant light,
but have little or no real incendiary effect. These mixtures should,
therefore, not be registered as true incendiaries.

The use of oxidizing combustible mixtures in drop bombs and other
relatively large incendiary devices was less successful than in small-arms
ammunition. Such mixtures were used early in the war in incendiary
urtillery shell and in drop bombs, but in many cases were later discarded
for the thermite-type mixtures. As a primary incendiary material whose
chief function was to ignite other materials in drop bombs, the following
mixture was used:

Purls, by Weight
Potassium perchlorate

Paraffin
20

For use in a small unit drop bomb designed to set fire to very iuflam
mable targets, we developed a successful mixture consisting of the follow-
ing ingredients:
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Barium chlorate

Ream *6

Aluminum M
Aaphaltum varnish 16

This mixture was ignited by a mixture comprising reduced iron and potas-

sium permanganate bound with paraffin.
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Another celebrated World War mixture of the oxidizing-combustible

type was the so-called “Scheelite” consisting of one part hexamethylene-

tetramine and two parts of sodium peroxide. It was named for its

inventor, a Dr. Scheele, who claimed he had destroyed the cargoes of

32 vessels by its use. Our experiments with this formula showed thal

when ignited by sulfuric arid it reacts very rapidly in the open and gener-

ates great heat and flames, but, if confined, it explodes. On the whole,

it was found unsatisfactory for use in the larger incendiary devices, but

» modified form has possibilities for use in certain small drop bombs.

Group IV. Flammable Materials (Used as such)

This group comprises those incendiary materials that are used a*

such without admixture of oxidising agents and includes the following

substances: petroleum oils, carbon disulfide, wood distillation products,

resins, pitch, celluloid, and various sorts of flammable oils and liquids

not spontaneously inflammable.

The two principal uses of this class of substances are: (1) as secondary

incendiary materials to propagate and prolong the incendiary action of

the primary material in the larger size drop bombs and projectiles; and

(2) as liquids used in flame projectors.

In the development of the intensive-type incendiary drop bomb,

intended to set fire to heavy wooden structures and other target* rela-

tively difficult to ignite, it was early found that such devices should con-

tain some quick-acting great-heat-producing material, such as thermite,

and a larger amount of flammable material which, when ignited by the

thermite, would bum with a large hot flame for a considerable time and

actually render the target more inflammable.

For this purpose, various oxidizing combustible mixtures, resins and

pitches, and heavy oils were tried and found unsatisfactory. Then flam-

mable oils, absorbed in cotton or jute waste, were experimented with in

the hope that the absorbents would prevent too rapid volatilization and

burning of the oil, but were found to possess many disadvantages. Thus,

if the mass were scattered by an explosion, the intensive incendiary action

is lost; if it is allowed to bum without scattering, the absorbent material

protects the target to a considerable extent. Mixtures of paraffin and

light oils were also tested and found to have objectionable hydrostatic

effects when used in drop bombs and projectiles.

Systematic research was then undertaken to find and develop a more

nearly ideal incendiary material for drop bombs and projectiles that would

meet the following requirements:

1. Bum for a considerable time with a very large hoi flame.

2. Actually render very inflammable not only the combustible material upon which

i» Mfits. hut the material around it for a considerable area.
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3. Contain practically no material which ia not extremely inflammable or which

would not aid in the combustion.

4. Present no great problem# of manufacture, coat, transportation, or uae.

Solid Oil

As a result of an extensive investigation of materials which would

meet the foregoing requirements, it was found that the oils possessed the

most desirable incendiary properties and their only drawback was their

liquid state. To correct this defect, experiments were made to solidify

satisfactory oil mixtures by the use of colloidal substances, and after

considerable investigation a process was developed whereby a permanent

solidified oil mixture, meeting all requirements, could be prepared simply

and cheaply. This solidified mixture—called solid oil—contained a

small percentage of liquid, having a relatively low fire point and a large

percentage of a liquid having a moderately high fire point. Such a mix-

ture burns readily, owing to the liquid of low fire point, and the burning

of this liquid generates the necessary heat to melt and ignite the material

of higher fire point which spreads over a large area, penetrates contacting

material, and actually renders it inflammable. Best results were obtained

from distillate fuel oils with a range of fire |x»int.s of from 170° to 225°C.

The raw materials entering into tlu* manufacture of solid oil were

readily obtainable and its preparation and filling into 50 drops bombs

presented no difficulties.

Solid oil is also suitable for use in other large incendiary devices,

such as Livens projector drums, artillery shell, and trench-mortar bombs.

Flame-projector Liquids

For use in flame projectors, the principal requirements of a liquid

mixture are: (1) it must he readily and easily ignited; (2) it must not

have too low a specific gravity; and (3) combustion should not occur to

any material extent until the stream has reached its objective, since the

desired object is to throw upon the target all ignited liquid and not merely

a flame.

After an extended investigation of liquid mixtures for use in American

flame projectors, it was found that the most satisfactory mixture consisted

of a heavy viscuous oil or tar and a more fluid and flammable liquid.

For the heavy component, water-gas tar (sp. gr. 1.044 and flash point

122°C.) proved to lie the most satisfactory. For the light component,

benzene heads (sp. gr. 0.756 and flash point 26°C.) or crude benzene were

best. The optimum proportions were found to be 70 per cent water-gaa

tar and 30 per cent benzene heads, resulting in a liquid of 1.02 specific

gravity, which gave an excellent trajectory, good range, and fierce

flame. Ignition was effected by means of a hydrogen pilot lamp at the
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nozzle which has the advantage of being nonluminous when not in action

and positive ignition when needed. Approximately 30 per cent of this

mixture remains unburned at the end of the trajectory, and a jet shooting

0.5 gal., can be thrown approximately 100 ft.

Other nations in the World War used various combinations of the

most readily available heavy and light liquids, mostly petroleum distil-

lates and coal-tar fractions, having an average specific gravity of

about 0.90 at 15°C. They also used many methods of ignition, such as

cartridges of slow-burning oxidizing combustible mixtures attached to

the nozzle and ignited by electricity or friction.

INCKlfDIARY WEAPONS

A description of the construction and use of the various devices in

which incendiary agents were employed in the World War is given in

subsequent chapters in connection with the material pertaining to the

several combat armB.

FUTURE OF INCENDIARIES

Modem warfare has left little on the field of battle that is combustible;

hence suitable targets and opportunities for the use of incendiaries in the

Combat Zone are very limited and will become increasingly so as armies

are mechanized. On the other hand, the military airplane has opened

up a vastly larger field of application for incendiaries in the areas behind

the battle front and in the hinterlands of the belligerent*. To an ever-

increasing degree the successful waging of modem war depends upon the

industrial organization of a nation to meet the enormous demands for

military material. It is, therefore, not at all unlikely that in wars of the

future military operations will be carried far into the interior territory of

each belligerent in an effort to cripple and destroy the industries upon

which modem armies depend. In the attack upon industrial centers

and upon military concentration areas in the rear of armies, incendiaries

will play a large and useful role.

The vast amount of research and development work on incendiaries

in the World War went far toward solving the many and formidable

technical problems created by the adverse conditions of modem warfare,

and it may be said that, insofar as concerns the technical efficiency of

the agents themselves, incendiary armament had reached a generally

satisfactory state of performance. On the other hand, the tactical results

from use of incendiaries in the late war were disappointing. This was

chiefly due to two factors. First, the conditions on the Western Front

and, to a somewhat less extent, on the Russian Front, were naturally

very unfavorable to the use of incendiaries. Not only was the weather

and much of the terrain wet and adverse to application of incendiaries,,
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but also the greater part of the possible targets were of masonry and other
oombustibly inert construction that afforded little or no chance for the
successful use of incendiary agents.

In addition to these adverse conditions, many of the most effective

incendiary devices were not perfected in time to be used in the war, and
hence there was no opportunity to determine their real military value in

that great conflict.

Since the World War, there has been little published concerning the
development of incendiary armament. There is little doubt, however,
that the use of those types of incendiary munitions which proved effective
in the last war will he resureed in future ware. In fact it is not unlikely
that with more efficient incendiary materials and devices these munitions
will assume increased importance.
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CHAPTER XIV

apparently at the same time (August, 1914), gas hand grenades, with the

same kind of filling, were also used. These grenades were stated to be

for use in attacking enfilading works, casemates, and passages of perma-
nent field fortifications into which they could be shot through the narrow
*lit* of the embrasures. As these grenades held such a small amount of

gas, they were effective only in closed places and, since the first few
months' fighting in the World War was almost altogether open warfare,

they were not effective and were soon discarded.

In the second year of the war, after gas had been used on a large scale

in cloud attacks and from artillery and trench-mortar projectiles, gas

grenades, filled with more powerful gases, again made their appearance
and continued to be used on both sides intermittently throughout the

remainder of the war. Even with more powerful gases, gas grenades were
never effective in the open and were used chiefly for raids during the

l»eriod of trench warfare.

The following are the principal gas grenades used during the war:

CHEMICAL TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS OF INFANTRY

TECHNIQUE

In considering the chemical technique and tactics of the several arms,

we shall follow the organization of the Theater of Operations for chemical

warfare, as presented in Chap. Ill, Diagram I, and discuss the chemical

technique and tactics of each arm in the order of its proximity to the

hAttle front of an army.

In connection with the normal chemical-warfare rones of operation,

shown in Diagram I of Chap. Ill, it should be borne in mind that these

tones are not rigidly delimited, nor are they even mutually exclusive.

They are merely the tones in which the chemical-warfare activities of

each arm may lx* most effectively and efficiently carried on, under average

conditions. It will also be noted that some of the rones overlap. This

indicates that chemical operations may be carried on conjointly by one

arm to cover a rone normally assigned another arm, as for example, when
no chemical troops are available the artillery carries out chemical mis-

sions in the rone usually covered by chemical troops.

Since infantry normally constitutes the front-line elements of an

army, it is the arm chiefly concerned with chemical operations along the

immediate battle front, particularly where such operations are for its own
protection. We shall, accordingly, begin our consideration of the

chemical technique and tactics of the several arms with a discussion of

the chemical technique and tactics of infnntry.

Chemical Akmament or Infaxtut

1. Chemical grenades

Chemical# are used by infantry in ihe following munitions:

Gas grenades.

Smoke grenades.

Incendiary grenades.

2. Smoke candles and pots.

3. Infantry-mortar smoke shells.

4. Smoke generators on tanks.

5. Miscellaneous smoke devices.

Chemical Grenades—Gas

The grenade is a form of ammunition which came into extensive use

during the late war, largely as a result of the requirements of trench war-
fare. Within certain limitations, the grenade is a convenient type of
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ammunition to enable infantry to augment their primary weapons with
a small missile similar, in general, to a shell or bomb. Grenades are
classified according to the method of their projection, as:

Nation Type Chronical filling

Ball, glass, hand Bromine; Inter FS; Inter BA
Bull. Red B, hand Hrmuniethylethyl ketone

German Ball, Red C. hand Metliylsulfuryl chloride nntl •
r
>

per eent dimethyl suliute

Stick, Blue C, hand DA nnd HK
/ 25 - 111111 ., nfle BA and chlomcetone

1* rwarlt
Idem., egg-ahnped, Imnd BA nnd eh lorn retone

r mini
j
Suffocating and lacrimatory

j
' MIc. 1916, hand Acrolein

( Hand Ethyliodoacetate

British < No. 28. hand. Mk-I Stannic chloride

( No. 28. hand, Mk-II Stnnnie chloride nnd PS
United Atatee. . .. G as, hand. Mk-II Stannic chloride
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United States Gas Hand Grenade, M-II (Fig. 10).—This grenade,

which is typical of all the Wrorld War gas grenades, consisted of a shcel-

steel body, steel bushing, detonator thimble, detonator, and automatic
firing mechanism (bouchon ), as shown in Fig. 10.

In throwing the grenade, it was first held firmly in the right hand with
the firing mechanism up, in such a manner as to secure the lever. The
safety pin was then pulled with the index finger of the left hand. 'Hie
grenade was then armed. After it was thrown, the lever, which was no
longer held by the safety pin, was thrown off and the striker pin, ini|X>llcd

by ** strong spring, rotated around its hinge pin and struck the printer,

first perforating the tinfoil disk which was sealed over the top of the eup
to waterproof the primer. The end of the fuse was tipped by a priming

Primer-v /'Striker spring
Moisture cap ---.' \ f Hinge pin Safety sp/it pin

;

-Striker
cSafety

- Bouchon sealer Splitpin" •

— Bushing
rm^ J:

"lever
— Detonator

—Detonator thimble

Booty

Booty pain feetgray—
Fm. 10.

—

Goa hnmi grenade, M-II.

1. Hand grenades.

2. Rifle grenades.

3. Combination hand-and-rifle grenades.

A chemical grenade is a grenade that is filled with a chemical agent,
i.c., a gas, smoke, nr incendiary, dispersed by an igniting or exploding
device, and thrown by hand or fired from a rifle.

Chemical warfare first made its appearance in the World War through
the uac of gas grenades. According to IIanslia% these
earliest chemical weapons were in the form of 26-mm. rifle grenades,
containing 19 cc. of tear gas (bromacetone), while Haber states that

powder composition which ignited the primer and in turn the fuse. In 5
seconds the flame from the fuse exploded the detonator, which burst the
grenade with sufficient force to scatter the chemical filling in fine droplets.

The gas cloud produced was intensely irritating to the eyes and respira-

tory passages and caused lamination and violent coughing.
Postwar Development.—Since the Into war several types of gas

grenades have been developed in this country. The early postwar tyjav
utilized the grenade bodies manufactured during the war and were filled

with C-N, the American standard lacrimatory filling. Thcac grenade*
were found to be unsatisfactory because of the small amount of chemical
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filling that could be loaded into the grenade body. To overcome this

defect, the grenade body was redesigned to increase its capacity

without making it too large or heavy to be thrown by hand. As a

result of postwar development, two types of gas grenades have been

developed and adopted as standard for the United States Army. These

are known as:
ggg

1. Grenade, hand, tear (CN), M-7.

2. Grenade, hand, irritant (CN-DM), M-6.

United States Standard Tear-gas Grenade.—The standard tear-gat

grenade (CN), M-7, consists of the container, igniting fuse, and filling

(see Fig. 11). The container is a tin cylinder 2% in. in diameter and 4^
in. high. Two thin disks are crimped and soldered to the wall forming

the top and bottom of the container. The top has a fi-in. hole punched

in its center into which is inserted and soldered an adapter. The latter

is internally threaded to take the igniting fuse. Small holes are punched

ConeHe fuse MI
moisture cap

\

Hinge pin

•Striker spring

Ring

-Strike?

L> Rr*

us
EAE
LOT IB

Fio. 11.—Orennde. hand, fear (CN). M-7.

in the top of the body around the adapter and, in the fast-burning type,

in the wall of the container body. These are normally covered by small

squares of adhesive tape.

The fuse consists of a fuse body which carries the firing mechanism

and a 2-second fuse. The firing mechanism consists of a steel striker

horizontally hinged on a steel hinge pin in a recess between the two wings

of the fuse body and actuated by a steel-coil spring. A firing pin is

attached to the striker. The striker is normally held away from the

primer, against the tension of the spring, by a lever which forms a cover

for the firing mechanism and extends downward over the top of the con-

tainer. The lever hooks under a protruding lip of the fuse body and has

two wings through which a split pin of annealed steel passes securing it

to the body. This pin forms the safety device fur the firing mechanism.

The fuse assembly consists of a primer of fulminate of mercury and a
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j^ecimd-delay powder train in a lightly sealed lead container projecting

downward from the fuse body.

The filling is a solid or solidified mixture. A starting mixture of

potassium nitrate, antimony trisulfide ferrous sulfide, and dextrine is

placed on top of the agent.

Operation. Throwing by Hand .—When the safety pin has been

pulled, the lever, held in the palm of the hand, acts as a deterrent to

prevent contact between the striker and the primer. As the grenade

leaves the hand, the striker, actuated by its spring, throws the lever clear

and strikes the primer. The primer flashes the fuse which in 2 seconds’

time ignites the starting mixture. The starting mixture generates the

heat required to start the chemical reaction of the agent. The pressure,

resulting from the combustion, forces the adhesive tape from the small

eniLsMon holes and the agent from the container.

To Fire from a Stationary Point of Release .—Place grenade on ground

and hold the lever firmly in position while withdrawing the safety pin.

When ready to fire, release lever and move rapidly upwind for a distance

of 5 yd. The functioning is the same as indicated above.

The following are the principal characteristics of the standard tear-gas

grenade:

Weight filled 1 lb. (approximately)

Shape Cylindrical

Color Blue-gray

Safety device Safety pin

Igniter Fuse, igniting M-l (a 2-second delay)

Filling CN— 10 oz. (mixture of ehloracetophenone,

oxide); a thin layer of starting mixture in

placed on top of the filling

Identification Red let tern—CN
Rod word—Gan

One red bund

Characteristics of cloud White to bluc-grav to colorless vapor hav-

ing a fruitlikp pungent odor; an imme-

diate lacrimatory cff**rt on unprotected

personnel; uotitoxie except in extreme

concentrations; practically no obscuring

effect

Time of burning 25 to 40 hcpkikU (come* to full volume

within 5 seconds after firing); a small

stream of vapor continue* some 10 or 15

seconds longer.

United States Standard Irritant-gas Grenade.—The standard irritant-

W* grenade (CN-DM), M-6, is identical with the standard tear-gas

Riinindr* (CN), M-7, except as to chemical filling. The irritant grenade

contain* n 50-50 mixture of CN and DM, instead of pure CN, as in the

tear-gas grenade. It therefore ^?as both the lacrimatory effect of CN
and the irritant (sternutatory) effect of DM. The following are the

principal characteristics of the irritant grenade:

Weight filled 1 lb. (approximately)

Sluqtc. Cylindrical

Color Blue-gray

Safety device Safety pin

Igniter Fuse, igniting M-I (a 2-scoond delay)

Filling CN-DM, approximately 10 oz. (a mixture

of ehloracetophenone and diphcnyla-

mineehlorantinc and smokeless powder

and magnesium iodide); a thin layer of

starter mixture is placed on tup of the

filling

Identification. Rod letters—CN/DM
Red word—Gaa
One red band

('•hamet eristics of cloud Blue-gray to yellow in color, with a pun-
gent fruitlike odor; the smell of smoke-
less powder is also apparent; the vapor

has an immediate lacrimatory and nau-

seating effect on unprotected personnel

and may cause sneezing and vomiting
Time of burning 25 to 40 seconds (candle comes to full vol-

ume in about 5 seconds after ignition)

Chemical Grenades—Smoke

The principal smoke grenades used during the war were the following:

Nation Type Chemical filling

German i Ball (XrUt), hand Chlorsulfonic acid

French Incendiaire et Fumigtne, Mlc. 1910— Aiito-

matique, hand
Phosphorus (WP)

British . No. 27 Combination hand and rifle, M-I Phosphorus (WP)
Phosphorus (WP)
Phosphorus (WP)

United States Combination hand and rifle, M-I
Smoke, hand, M-II

With the exception of the German, all the principal World War smoke

grenades were filled with phosphorus. The American combination hand

and rifle smoke grenade was identical with the British No. 27 smoke

grenade, and these two were the only smoke grenades which could be

projected with a rifle. The American hand smoke grenade was very

similar to the combination hand-and-rifle smoke grenade, except that it

had no base plate and rod.
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United States Combination Hand-and -rifle Grenade, M-U (Fig. 12.)

This grenade consisted chiefly of the following parts: the body (and rod),

the gaine, and the firing mechanism.

The body of the grenade, cylindrical in form, was about 3% in. long

and 2*4 in. in diameter. It was made of tinned plate and was capped on

either end with dished tinned-plate stampings somewhat heavier than

the metal forming the body. To the lower cap, forming the base, was
soldered a steel base plate approximately in. thick. This steel plate

was tapped to receive a rod 15 in. long and of the proper diameter to fit

the bore of the service rifle. The rod was used only when the grenade
was projected with a rifle. The rods were issued detached from the

grenades in the ratio of 60 per cent of the grenades.

Cylindrique,” and by the Americans, “Thermite Hand Grenade, MK-I.”
These two grenades were identical, the American grenade being copied

directly from the French as the most successful device of its kind.

United States Thermite Hand Grenade, M-I (Fig. 13).—This
grenade consisted of the following parts:

1. A cylindrical shell of tin plate to which the top and bottom were an ached l>v

crimping amt soldering. In the cover was a hole into which was soldered a metallic
ring, tapped to receive the Bring mechanism.

2. A percussion cap provided with a Bickford fuac.

3. A charge of thermite.

4. A mixture of special ignition material.

The grenade body was approximately in. long and 2H in. in

diameter. The total weight of the charged grenade was about 1.65 )b.

To use the grenade, it was grasped firmly in one hand, and the cover

cap was removed with the other hand. The striker was then forced in

sharply by striking it a keen blow against a hard body such as the heel,

a rock, the butt of the gun, etc., and the grenade was then immediately
thrown or placed against the object to be burned. The percussion of the

primer ignited the Bickford fuse. Its combustion required 5 seconds,
after which the quick match was lighted. This, in turn, ignited the

Ki.;. 12.—(Imiad*?. combination hand and rifle, W.P., line, complete, allowing naaembly

To the upper cap, forming the cover of the body, was soldered a
striker chamber, externally threaded to hold the firing mechanism. The
guine was inserted through the striker-chamber cover and was soldered
to the former.

The primer rested on top of, and was held in place by, the striker
chamber. The primer was crimped to the fuse, on the other end of which
was crimped the detonator, the fuse and detonator extending into the*

gaine. The striker was held by a shear wire. Over the entire firing

mechanism was placed a metal cover to prevent accidental discharge, the
• over being held in place by means of a retaining pin and ring. A small
hole was provided in the cover cap for filling. This was sealed with a
disc of tin. The filling charge was about 0.90 lb. of white phosphorus.

When used as a hand grenade
,
the cap over the firing mechanism was

removed after withdrawing the retaining pin. The striker was then
“truck against any solid object, as the heel of the boot, the butt of the gun,
a rock, etc., and the grenade was thrown immediately after striking. The
rthock sheared the small restraining wire and the striker point fired the
primer and started the fuse burning.

When used as a rifle grenade
,
the stem was attached by screwing it

into the base plate of the grenade as far as it would go. The protecting
• up was then removed, exposing the striker. A blank cartridge furnished
for this purpose was next loaded into the rifle, after which the grenade
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rod was inserted into the muzzle of the rifle and pushed down as far a

a

it would go. The butt of the gun was set against some solid object, such
as the bottom of the trench, a sandbag, etc., and the elevation adjusted
according to the range desired. Upon the discharge of the rifle, the set-

back sheared the small restraining wire, permitting the striker pin to

impinge upon the primer and thus ignited the fuse which in 5 seconds

fired tin* detonator.

The maximum range was obtained with the rifle held at 45 degrees.

Shorter ranges could be had by either raising or lowering this elevation.

Under favorable conditions, ranges up to 230 yd. were obtained.

Postwar Development of Smoke Grenades.—The phosphorus com-
bination hand-and-riflt* grenade was a very successful munition and was
by far the most effective and useful chemical grenade in the late war.

Because it was so satisfactory in the war, nothing has been done since to
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special igniting mixture. By reason of the delay and absence of explosion,

ihe grenade could be placed by hand or thrown to a distance.

The thermite incendiary grenade was effective because of the intense

licat of the molten material. It was placed by hand above the object to

I* burned and used principally for the destruction of nonoombustihle

Primer •

•-Primer
j

holder tube

Striker
j

Copp/Hof ring

'Cover

t- Bickford

Quickmatch

Paper
label

Thermit

IS approx. A"Base
Fio. 13.—Thcrmito hand

material. It contained a thermite mixture which produced an exceed-
ingly high temperature, the contents becoming a mass of white-hot
molten metal.

develop a more effective smoke grenade, and the World War type of

combination hand-and-rifle smoke grenade remains today the most
effective device of its kind.

Chemical Grenade*—Incendiary

In addition to the phosphorus grenades mentioned above which,

although primarily smoke devices, had considerable incendiary effect,

there was also used in the war a special incendiary grenade which was
called by the French, “ Grenade-Incendiaire A Main, Mle. 1916—

Smoxe Candles and Pots

Small portable nonmissile devices which produced smoke by progres-
sive burning of a chemical filling were in the late war called smoke candle*.
If the device were of a larger size, not so readily portable, but producing
a more enduring smoke cloud by longer burning, it was called a smoke pot.
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These devices were among the first smoke producers used in the war.
They proved very effective for supplementing the gas operations of
chemical troops and were later more extensively employed in screening
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infantry operations.

Smoke candles were introduced by liie British at the bailie of Loos

in September, 1915, being used by the British special gas companies in

conjunction with their gas operations at that time (12, page 56). These

candles were known ns “Smoke Candle, Mark I/L/Type S.”

When the United States entered the war, it adopted a smoke candle,

which was very similar to the British Type S Smoke Candle, and was

known as “Candle, Smoke Substitute."

United States Candle, Smoke Substitute.—This candle consisted of a

tin case, cylindrical in shape, b% in. high and 3*b in. in diameter, and

fillet! with a solid smoke mixture, as shown in Fig. 14. To the top of the
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<•*.** was fitted a case cover, containing a central circular hole 1 in. in

diameter, through which the match head was inserted and from which

the smoke escaped when the candle was fired. A cardboard disk con-

taining the match head was placed on top of the case cover. The match

head extended down through the hole in the case cover and acted as the

igniter for the smoke mixture. A scratch block for igniting the match

head was taped to the cardboard disk on one side of the match head and a

small strip of wood, the same size as the scratch block, was placed on the

other side of the match head in such a manner that they were easily

Fig. 15.—CruiHle. emokf Buhetitute. in operation.

removable. The strip of wood, together with the scratch block, lormed

i* protect iun for the match head. A metal cover was fitted over the top

<»f the candle and sealed with adhesive tape.

The smoke mixturp consisted of potassium nitrate, coal dust, sulfur.

l»oiax, and hard pitch, while the match head consisted of a mixture of

|>otassium chlorate, antimony sulfide, and dextrine.

The candle completely assembled was in. high and 3H in. in

diameter, weighed 3? 2 lb., was painted black, and was not marked or

stenciled in any way.

By drawing the scratch block quickly across the match head, the

latter was ignited and flashed into the candle, igniting the smoke mixture.

A delay of about 3 seconds occurred between the scratching of the match
heud and the evolution of smoke. The cardboard disk holding the match

hond burned off.
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Smoke of a yellowish brown color was generated in considerable

volume for a period of 4 minutes. A small cloud of vapor at the finish

usually lasted for another half minute. Figure 15 shows the candle,

smoke substitute, in operation.

These candles could Ik* fired either singly with the scratch block or as

:i group with electric squibs. When fired individually, the adhesive tape

from the cover of the candle was removed and the candle was placed in

an upright )>osition on the ground.

F10 . 16.— Illustration of electrical method of firm* candles.

I. ('and*. 3. Csrdl*asrd disk. 3. Squlh. 7. Lrmd sire.
t. Inner rorer 4. Malrb h*ud. fl. AdlwBiv* tap*. 8. Hxplodcr

After the tape was removed from the match head; the scratch block

was drawn across the match head. When fired as a group, the adhesive

tape from the cover of the candle and the cover were removed, also the

scratch block and tape, exposing the match head. The plug from the

base of an electric squib was removed and the squib with base (open end)

was securely tajied against the match head.

The randies were then connected in a series and attached to a blasting

machine (see Fig. 16). The number of candles that may be fired elec-

trically is limited only by the capacity of the exploder or blasting machine
used.

The candle, smoke substitute, was painted black. Paint was applied

by dipping the candle in osphaltum paint for the purpose of protecting

3U7
the container and preventing the access of moisture to the contents. No
marking was placed on the candle, smoke substitute.

Postwar Development of Smoke Candles.—The postwar development

of smoke candles has cloeely paralleled that of tear-gas candles. The
first step was to substitute HC smoke mixture* for the British Type S
smoke mixture. The next step was to standardize the size of the smoke
candle so as to make it the same as the tear-gas candle and thus utilize

the same container for both types. The result of this step in the develop-

* See Cliap. XI, p. 245.
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Fio. 17.—Smoke candle. HC. M-ll.
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3i>«
mrnt was known as “Smoke Candle, HC, M-II (later called “Smoke
Omnade, HC, M8 ”).

Smoke Candle, HC, M-ll, consisted of a cylindrical tin container
^ in- in diameter and 4 1$ in. high, filled with a solid smoke mixture
and a starting mixture and had a fuse mechanism for firing. With the
fuse attached, the height of the candle is 5*i in. For details see Fig. 17.

A zinc cup, circular in shape, \% in. in diameter, and ? 4 in. deep, was
placed in a depression left in the top of the smoke mixture. The top of
the cup was flanged outward, the flange being f{6 in. wide. The flange
of the starter cup covered the entire surface of the mixture.

The container top, in which there were four l

4 in. holes covered by
squares of adhesive tap^ and to which a brass adapter was riveted, was
fitted to the can on top of the zinc starter cup. Into the brass adapter
was assembled a fuse, M-I.

The smoke mixture was composed of hcxachlorethane, powdered sine,

ammonium perchlorate, and ammonium chloride, and the starting

mixture consisted of potassium nitrate, antimony trisulfide, and dextrine.

The candle, with fuse attached, weighed approximately 1 34 lb.

When the safety pin of the fuse was pulled and the lever released, the
striker fired the primer. This ignited the delay element. which in turn

ignited the starting mixture. The starting mixture burned through the
zinc cup and started a chemical reaction of the smoke mixture, generating
considerable heat with the formation of zinc chloride.

The zinc chloride escaped into the air as a dense white smoke, com-
posed of finely divided solid particles, which readily absorbed moisture
and became highly obscuring liquid particles.

I he candle burned from 2.*-j to 3* 4 minutes in full volume. A small
stream of vapor lasted for possibly J£ minute longer. Figure 18 shows
Smoke Candle, HC, M-II, in operation.

To fire, the candle was grasped with lever held firmly against the
candle body and the safety pin was withdrawn, keeping a firm grasp
around the candle and lever. The candle was thrown with u full swing
of the arm, like a grenade, or placed on the ground. As tlk* candle was
released from the hand, the lever dropped away, allowing the striker to

fire t he primer.

The candle could not be thrown into or placed within 5 ft. of dry grass

or other readily inflammable material if a fire was to be avoided. After
the candle was ignited, personnel remained at least 5 ft. away from the

burning candle. While the candle was practically harmless, the smoke

was evolved with great vigor, and there was a tendency to throw out hot

particles of residue.

Smoke candle, HC, M-II, was painted gruy. A yellow band 1’ 2 in.

wide was painted around the can, 2 in. from the top. Stenciled in yellow
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in V£-in. letters was the symbol "HC,” in. from the top of the con-

tainer, and the word “SMOKE" \Ya in. from the top of the container.

Below the yellow band, stenciled in yellow were the letters “U.S.,” the

manufacturer’s identification mark, and the lot number.

HC Smoke Pot, M-I.—After several years’ use of Smoke Candle, HC,
M-II, it was found to be too small for the most economical generation of

smoke, and a larger size device was
developed. This device, known as

“Smoke Pot, HC, M-I,” uses HC smoke
mixture as a filling and the scratch-

hlock type of firing mechanism employed
in the smoke-substitute candle. Smoke
Pot, HC, M-l,is now the standard i>orta-

blc field screening smoke generator for

the United States Army.
The present standard smoke ]>ot

(Smoke Pot, IIC, M-I) is greatly superior

to the World War types of smoke randies,

both as regards quality and quantity of

smoke generated. A> indicated in Chap.
XI (page 246), HC smoke mixture has a

T.O.P. of 2,100, as compared to a T.O.P.

of 460 for the World War Type S smoke
mixture. Also the standard smoke pot F,G< Candle. HC, M-II,

contains 12.5 lb. of HC filling as against
" operation.

3 lb. for the smoke-substitute candle. One standard pot, therefore, i>

equivalent to 20 smoke-substitute (Type S) smoke randies in obscuring

capacity.
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CHAPTER XIX

INDIVIDUAL PROTECTION

WORLD WAR DEVELOPMENT

To accomplish its mission in war, an army must protect itself; it must
*vk to keep itself intact and avoid an excessive drain in casualties upon
its resources and fighting power. Hence there is both an individual and a
collective demand for protection in war regardless of what means or
weapons arc employed. In consequence of this, the history of war might
well be viewed as an age-long and continuing struggle between weapon
development as a means of taking life, on the one hand, and protection
as a measure for safeguarding life, on the other.

Broadly speaking, gas is used as a war weapon to contaminate the
atmosphere about the enemy’s position, rendering it dangerous to
breathe. Certain chemical agents are so toxic that but a few breaths or
them in high concentration will cause death by asphyxiation. Other
gases attack the surface of the body and produce casualties by burns. It
is therefore imperative that each individual be provided with a protective
device to remove the noxious substances from the air before they are
breathed or before they come in contact with the body. This is the
problem of individual protection.

War gases are heavier than air. Hence they tend to hug the ground
and flow more or less like water into ground depressions, such as ravines,
hollows, and valleys, remaining effective in such places much longer
dian on high ground exposed to the wind. Gas seeps into trenches and
duemits and penetrates ordinary buildings just as does pure air. Woods
contribute to their persistency. Hence it is that ordinary cover from
Run fire is not only ineffective against gas but, to the extent that it causes

ga-< i>ookets,” actually contributes to the effectiveness of chemical agents.
The continuing action of gas after its release has also to l»c reckoned with
0r

'
unlike an H.E. shell, the effect of which is complete when the shell

explodes and each of its fragments has come to rest, the action of a cherni-
ca* shell merely begins upon its explosion.
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These factors greatly complicate the problem of gas protection, for
"ol °1,T U il necessary to have special protective equipment, but there
»ust Ik- some means of giving warning in time for this equipment to be
Mjuxted. Moreover, men cannot wear masks continuously. They can
neither .-at nor obtain much rest whjle^wcaring masks. Hence means

must be provided to enable soldiers to eat and sleep without masks and
to enable staffs and special-duty men whose work requires freedom from
the restrictions imposed by the gas mask to carry on their function*
unmasked and yet protected from the all-pervading clutches of toxic
gases. This is the problem of group or collective protection.

Finally, measures must always be taken to protect tactical units
against chemical attack and to assist them in accomplishing their missions
wit hout excessive gas casualties. This is the problem of tactical protection.

From the foregoing it will be seen that defense against chemical
attack presents three classes of problems: (1) individual, (2) collective,
and (3) tactical protections. The first two of these involve protective
measures of a generally passive nature, i.e., principally the provision and
use of individual protective equipment, discussed in this chapter, and
installations for group protection, treated in Chap. XX. The third
problem—tactical protection—concerns modes of action and troop lead-
ing, with the new to avoiding gas casualties in the conduct of military
Gyrations.

When the Germans launched the first chlorine cloud against the
British and French in April, 1915, it caught them without any form of
protection, and hence caused a tremendous number of casualties (15,000)
and a high percentage of fatalities (33 per cent). So staggering was’ this
blow that all the energies of the British and French Governments were
concentrated during the next few weeks on improvising means of protec-
tion against gas, and the results achieved were nothing short of miraculous.
Within the short space of two weeks, every British soldier at the front
was issued a cotton pad soaked in a solution of sodium carbonate and
thiosulfate, which could be tied over his face and which afforded protec-
tion against chlorine—the only gas then in use.

Concerning this early effort on the part of the British, General
Foulkes says:

Immediately nfier the first German gas attack ... Lord Kitchener had *r„t two
eminent m.ent.stH, Dr. Haldane and Profeaaor Baker, to France to investignte the
pruhtani of protection on the spot

; he had hIao appealed to the British public to supplv
pad reHpirutnnt, mtrh as were being improvised in the field, and in a very (*w days,
thanks to the devoted efforts of British women and the organisation of the Red Cm,
every man in the B.E.F. had been supplied with some sort of protection against gas.

From the first big gas attack in April, 1915, to the end of the war, the
resources of both sides, and particularly of the Allies, were strained almost
to the limit to keep gas protection abreast of the rapid development in
the offensive use of gas. It was truly a modern version (vastly acceler-
ated) of the age-old race between armor and armor-piercing projectilee.
During the three and a half years of the gas war the British Government
alone issued 50,000,000 gas masks of seven different kinds to protect an
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army of 2,000,000 men in France—an average of 25 masks per man.
This was not waste; it was dire necessity, forced by the following sequence
of events:

The Germans used:

1.

Chlorine

,

on Apr. 21, 1915, against
unprotected troops. By May 3, 1915,

British troops were issued cotton cloth

fm

i
f
a
a .

t

Flu. 108.—First British gas mask.
Black Vail Respirator.

pads soaked in a solution of sodium car-

bonate, sodium thiosulfate, and water.

These were supplemented with boxes of

cotton waste from which each soldier

took a handful to stuff in his mouth and
nostrils before fastening the pad over his

face. The pads required frequent soak-

ing. This form of protection was never

regarded as more than a temporary
expedient.

By May 10, 1915, British troops in

the Ypres sector were provided with the

Black Veil Respirator (see Fig. 108).

This consisted of a fourfold piece of

black veiling about 1 yd. long and 8 in. wide. The center portion was
padded with cotton and saturated with sodium carlsjimic, glycerine, and

water, the glycerine having been added
to keep the pad moist. Tied about the

fare, this respirator, however, did not

insure a gastight fit and was soon

replaced with a new design.

2.

Tear gns (T-Stoff), in shell

beginning in January, 1915, but increas-

ing to serious proportions in May and
June. Those tear gases caused very
serious lacrimation (an unproteeted

man was helpless) when present in a

concentration only one six-thousandth

of the lethal concentration of chlorine.

To meet this threat the British issued

the Hypo Helmet (see Figs. 109 and
110) This helmet was made of Oannel

in the form of a sack which could be

put over the head with the open ends
tucked inside the blouse. The cloth was dipped in hypo (sodium
thiosulfate), washing soda, and glycerine. A rectangular piece of

celluloid waa inserted in the helmet for vision. This was easily cracked
and the mask waa otherwise defective in having no outlet valve to prevent
the harmful accumulation of carbon dioxide inside the helmet. This
mask waa issued to all troops in the field by July 6, 1915.

3.

Phosgene, on Dec. 11, 1915. Phosgene was ten times more poison-
ous than chlorine. By July, 1915, it was learned that phosgene would
l»e employed by the Germans during the following December. The
British Intelligence Sendee ascertained not only this important fact but
also the exact area within which the attack would take place. With
five months to prepare, the British developed the P. Helmet

.

This was similar in shape to the Hypo
Helmet but was made of flannelette and
was provided with two glass eyepieces.

It also had an expiratory valve made of

rubber, very similar to the outlet valve

on present-day masks (see Figs. 109 and
110). The helmet was dipped in a solu-

tion of caustic soda, phenol, and glyc-

erine. The first two of these substances

react to form sodium phcnolate which

neutralized phosgene, hence the name P.

or Phcnolate Helmet. It was used by the

British during the large phosgene attack

near Pilckum on Dec. 19, 1915. It saved

many lives though it was not fully

satisfactory against high concentrations.

Meanwhile the Russians had discovered that a substance known as

urotropine or hexamethylenetetramine readily neutralized phosgene.
With this information, the British now discarded the P. Helmet for

the P.H. (phenntc-hexamine) Helmet, similar except for the protective

solution in which it was dipped (see Figs. 109 and 1 10). Thenew solution
was urotropine, caustic soda, phenol, and glycerine. The P.H. Helmet
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gave much better protection than the P. Helmet, was effective for about
24 hours’ continuous use, and would withstand a high concentration of

phosgene.

By the latter part of 1915, the Germans had commenced the extensive
employment of laoriiiiators either alone or in conjunction with lethal gas.

The P.H. Helmet offered little protection against laerimators. Accord-
ingly in September, 1915, goggles made of rubber with mica eyepieces

were issued for use in connection with the P.H. Helmet. This involved
difficulties of adjustment which led to the development of the P.H.G.
Helmet, having tight-fitting goggles attached to the mask. This helmet,
however, was ulso difficult to adjust and was soon discarded. With the

14,000,000 Blue Cross shell and expected extremely important results,

hoping to force the removal of the mask and permit casualties to be

readily produced by other gases.

The British had forseen this possibility and had provided a partial

protection in the shape of an extension to the Small Box Respirator.

Subsequently other changes were introduced. Really adequate protec-

tion never was devised. Fortunately the German shells were not effec-

tive. (Penetration of the mask is effective only when the particles are

approximately of a certain size.)

The above facts illustrate grimly the strenuous race that took place

between offensive and defensive gaa warfare in the late war.

subsequent invention and i&suance of the box respirator, the P.H. Helmet

was continued in service use for some little time as a substitute in case the

respirator was lost or damaged.

4. Increasing concentration of gas early in 1916. The protection pro-

vided was inadequate. Having reached what they believed was the

limit of protection with the helmet-type of mask, still not fully satis-

factory, the British now turned to an entirely different principle, with

the invention of the Large Hot or Tarbox Respirator. This was the first

British Army mask which included a canister of neutralising chemicals.

The canister contained granules of char-

roal, soda lime, and potassium perman-

ganate. It was connected by a rubl>er

tube to the facepiece which covered only

the chin, mouth, and nose. The face-

piece was made of 24 thicknesses of

muslin soaked in sodium zincate and

urotropine. The facepiece included a

nose clip to prevent breathing through

the nose and n rub)>er mouthpiece for

breathing with the mouth through the

canister. Goggles were used for protec-

tion against laerimators.

5. Chlorpierin and similar (Green

Cross) gases, about Mar. 26, 1916.

Chlorpierin was about four times as

poisonous as chlorine. It was also

chemically very inert and was not

efficiently absorbed by any respirator

to this date.

The I^irgc Box Respirator was cumbersome and deficient in protection

against laerimators. It, in turn, was supplanted by a mask of improved

design called the Small Hot Respirator (see Fig. 111). This was first

issued to troops in April, 1916, and served the British, as well as many

of the United States troops, to the end of the War. The Small Box

lh*spirator consisted of a small canister containing layers of charcoal, sodn

lime, and |x>tassium permanganate; a corrugated tula* and a facepierc

covered the entire face. The facepiece was made of rublxT cloth and

while a tight fit was depended upon for protection against laerimators.

i la* rubber mouthpiece and n;>se clip, to insure that only air front the can-

ister was breathed, wore retained.

6. Mustard gas () cfloir Cross), in July, 1917. Mustard gas is 36

limes as |>oisonous am chlorine. The Small Box Respirator sufficiently

protected the eye* and nose against mustard gas. The mustard gas
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persisted for days in any locality where used and had very little odor and

was not unpleasant at the time. The masks were very uncomfortable

when worn for long periods. Also, the mustard gas affected all parta of

the body, easily permeating the clothing. Hence tremendous casualties

were caused by its use. Adequate protection never was devised. Diffi-

culties of manufacture fortunately limited Ike German supply.

7. Toxic smoke ( Blue Cross), in July 1917. Some of these toxic smokes

produce intense and intolerable (an unprotected man could not fight)

irritation of the nose and throat in concentrations only one twenty-

thousandth of the lethal concentration of chlorine. All the masks pre-

viously mentioned permitted the penetration of smokes. Thfc Germans

discovered smokes terribly irritating to the nose and throat and com-

menced their use on a very large scale. The Germans manufactured

Mask Development

The evolution of the British wartime gas mask, as outlined above, is

of special interest since it was the British type which was adopted by the

American Army upon entry of the United States into the war.

The earliest German respirators consisted of pads of cloth soaked in

a sodium thiosulfate—sodium carl>onate solution. These were followed

by masks of absorbent cloth made in the shape of a snout which fitted

over the mouth and nose.

During the fall of 1915, the Germans turned to a canister-type respir-

ator (h«h* Fig. 112). The facepiece of this mask was made of leather

treated with tar oil and tallow to render it g&stight and watertight.

The facepiece covered the entire face including the eyes. Eyepieces,

consisting of an outer layer of glass and an inner layer of chemically

treated celluloid which prevented dimming, were inserted. Screwed to

u socket in the facepiece was a small cj'lindrical canister containing

uhsorbent chemicals. The air was inhaled and expired directly through

this canister. Originally the canister filling consisted of a layer of kirnl-

guhr or granules of earth soaked in potassium carl>onate covered with
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powdered charcoal, a layer of charcoal granules, and a layer of pumice
mixed with urotropine. In April, 1918, a layer of charcoal and zinc
oxide was substituted for the layer of earth granules.

To protect against irritant smokes, a paper disk filter in a jierfurated
metal container, which was fitted over the canister, was later issued.

This mask had the advantage of compactness, but as there was no
outlet valve the wearer had to continually breathe a certain amount of
his own expired air. Also the entire weight of the German mask and
canister was carried by the head and
produced fatigue of the neck muscles
after a short period of wear.

The french develojxxl three masks,
the M2, the Tissot and the A.R.S.

(Apparetl Respiratoirc Spinal).

The M2 Mask (see Fig. 113) was in

the form of a snout covering the face.

It was made of 32 layers of muslin
impregnated with neutralizing chemi-
cals. Celluloid eyepieces were provided

for vision. There was no outlet valve.

Air was inhaled and exhuled through
the fabric.

The facepioee of the Tisaot Mask
(see Fig. 114) was made of pure rub-

ber and was connected by a tube to a
canister of absorbent chemicals carried

on the back. The mask is noteworthy
as being the first to provide for drawing
the incoming air across tlie eyepieces
1 o prevent them from dimming. It

was used extensively by artillerymen

and special observers in both the French and American armies. It was
clumsy, however, and difficult to adjust and was hence unsuitable for

front-line troops.

The French now turned to the German iv|>eof snout canister mask,
developing the A.R.S. Mask, experimentation with which began in Sej>-

tember, 1917. This mask was an improvement on the German in that
it incorporated the Tissot principle of preventing dimming of the eye-
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pieces by drawing the dry inspired air across them and it also included

valve which the German type lacked. The French snout

canister, however, gave somewhat less protection than the German.
Moreover, the French did not furnish each soldier with an extra canister

to carry with his mask as did the Germans.

The original Italian mask was somewhat similar to the French M2
typo. This was soon discarded for the British Small Box Respirator

which the Italians adopted for their troops during the war

Fic. 113.—French
M2 bub mask.

Fio. 114.— French Tinot gits mail.

The Human wartime gas mask (see Fig. 115) consisted of a headpiece

which covered tho head including the cars. It was connected directly

to a canister box supported on the

chest. The canister contained char-

coal only. This mask hail neither

mouthpiece nor nose dip. but was

still uncomfortable to wear.

I pon entry of the l nitnl Slate*

in the war, the War Department

adopted the British Small Box Res-

pirator (see Fig. Ill), considering it

the best of Kuro|»eaii masks which

had 1*1*11 develop'd. However, in view

of the then extensive use of mustard
gas which necessitated the wearing of

the mask for lung periods of time, it

was early realized by the American Gas Service that the uncomfort-
able mouthpiece and nose clip of the British tv|»o of mask should
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Ik* eliminated. Accordingly experimentation was immediately begun
leading to development of a number of improved designs. None of

these fully met requirements, and it was not until the close of the
war that a satisfactory American mask of improved design was pro-

duced. All told a total of 5,692,499 masks were made in this

country during the Avar. Of this number 4,210,586 were shipped to

France.

The first American effort in gas-mask production was a lot of 25,000
masks of British type intended for use of the 1st Division. These were
made without sufficient knowledge of British specifications and fabrica-

tion methods. They were shipped to France in 1917 but proved faulty

and were never issued to troops.

Following receipt of more definite information, production of mask*
for training purposes, practically in exact duplication of the British type,

wus begun in this country in July, 1917. The facepiece of this type wa>
made of rubberized cloth and included celluloid eyepieces. It had a

ruhlier mouthpiece and nose clip similar to the British.

The Training Mask was followed in October, 1917, with the C.E. nr

Corrected English Mask. This included au improvement in the facepiece

fabric, protecting against all gases, the previous type having l>oen per-

meable to clilorpicrin. Other improvements were the addition of t In*

flutter valve guard, use of coiled spring to hold the eyepieces in place,

change in the angle tube giving lower breathing resistance, and the sub-

stitution of activated cocoanut charcoal in the canister, for the unaeti-

vnted wood charcoal in the original British type. Before the Armistice,

1.864,000 of the C.E. Masks were turned out.

The H.F.K. Mask was a somewhat improved type designed by three

men connected with the American Gas service, Richardson, I'lorv, and

Kop>. Noteworthy improvements of the (\K. mask were the use of

spun-in aluminum eyepieces and a change in the sli:i|H‘ and ihr facepiece

binder frame to increase tho comfort. From February. 1918, until the

Armistice, 3,050,000 of these masks were produced.

To meet the demand for increased comfort and lower breathing resist-

ance, there followed several types noteworthy ns the forerunners of the

present-day American Army mask. In allot these the mouthpiece am!
nose clip were disj>cused with, and the Tissot principle of deflecting the

incoming dry air across the eyepieces was mrorjiorated. The A.T.

(Akron Tissot) Mask, was designed by the Akron Rubber Company
(see Fig. 116). The facepiece of this mask wn* made of molded rubber

covered with stockinette. Inside the facepiece was a Y-shaped tube to

dellect the incoming air across the eyepieces and a sponge-rubber chin

rest was also provided. Product ion of this type started in June, 1917.

:i total of 197,000 living made before the Armistice.

fre f
"4
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Another improved type was designed by Hops and known as the K.T.

or Kops-Tissot Mask. This mask contained a scmiflexible facepiece

binder frame and was provided with a butterfly shaped air deflector made

of rubber. It had no angle tube, separate tubes for inlet and outlet of

air being used. In place of the rubber chin rest of the A.T., it had an

elastic chin rest, strap. The self-centering adjustable head harness pro-

vided in the A.T. was incorporated in

this mask. A total of 337,000 were

made before the Armistice.

The principal objection to the

A.T. and K.T. Masks was that they

were difficult to manufacture.

By Octolier, 1919, production had

begun on a further improved type

known as the 1919 Model or K.T.M.

Mask. About 2,000 of these were

turned out before the Armistice, by

which time preparations had been

mode for their manufacture at the

rate of one million a month.

The facepiece of this mask was

made of a special rubber compound.

The outside surface was covered by

a layer of thin cotton fabric called

stockinette which was vulcanized to

the rubber. The facepiece material

with stockinette covering was manu-

factured in the form of sheets from

which tho facepieces were cut out by means of a special die. The die

cutting was so sha|ied (hat when folded and two short edges were sewn

together to form a chin scam, u pro|H*rly fitting mask was obtained. This

method of manufacture greatly facilitated mass production. Holes for

the eyepieces were eliptical so that an uneven tension was produced around

the cypieces causing the eyepieces to bulge forward as desired and insuring

a proper fit about the temples. The mask had an angle tube similar to

that of the A.T. and a deflector almost identical with that used in the

Flo. 116.—American A.T. (Akron-Tireoi)

cai mnsk.

K.T., hut neither a chin rest nor a chin strap, the facepiece being so shajied

that these were unnecessary. A head harness pad of canvas-covered

felt and buckles for adjustment of the head harness straps were provided.

Canister Development (American)

pi

The canisters of the early American tyjx* masks were filled with char-

>al and soda lime in the proportion of 60 to 40 uml were painted black.
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They were about one-fourth larger than the British type, it having been
feared that our charcoal was inferior and that hence a larger amount was
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needed. It was later learned that American-made charcoal was in fact

superior and the canister was accordingly reduced to the same size as the

British.

The canisters of the C.E. Masks were of the reduced size and were

painted yellow. By January, 1918, two cotton pads were inserted in the

canister to protect against irritant smokes. These canisters were also

painted yellow.

When the R.F.K. masks were being manufactured, it was found that

the canister could be reduced still further in size and also that breathing

resistance could be lowered. Canisters of this improved type were
painted green.

Various sorts of irritant smoke filters were used during the World
War, including pajXT, cellulose, and cotton. Felt was found to lx* the

most efficient material, though it offered considerable resistance to breath-

ing and was expensive. Accordingly, the next American improvement
in canisters was the incorporation of a felt filter. This canister was
painted hlue and was used in the 1919 mask.

Carrier Development

For the early American types of gas masks, a square-sha|)cd canvas

satchel, carried siting over flic shoulder, was provided. The sling or

carrying strap for these earners was so made that the satchel could lx*

quickly transferred to the alert jnsition ucross the chest, a cord being used

to tie around the body and hold the satchel in place. This tiro-position

carrier was not satisfactory in this resect and, moreover, when lying

prone it was difficult to adjust the mask from the alert position of the

carrier without undue exposure of the body. The side satchel was hence

drvclopcd. t’sing a longer corrugated tube it was unnecessary, with

die side satchel, to change its position before adjusting the mask.

POSTWAR DEVELOPMENT

The Gas Mask

Since the war, development work on gas masks has been mainly

directed toward further improving the “1919 Model" Army service gas

mask, brought out at the end of the war, and toward providing additional

types of s|H'cial masks needed for certain troops who hove sjxvial duties

«o perforin, such as communicating messages over telephones (the dia-

phragm mask), observing through optical instruments (optical mask),

and piloting airplanes (aviation mask).
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Our postwar mask-development work has been based upon certain

practical requirements which control the design of the mask. These
requirements may be summarized as follows:

1. The musk must protect Against all chemical- warfare agents.

2. It iiniHt have n low breathing reaktance.

3 It muM l>c light in weight.

4. It must he comfortable.

5. It must he simple in design, easy to operate, and repair.

6. It must not interfere greatly with vision.

7. Ii must he nigged enough to withstand field conditions.

8. It must be reasonably easy to inanufocturr in quantity.

9. It must not deteriorate appreciably in storage for at least several years.

10.

It must have a service life in the field for at least several months.

The ideal gas mask is one which affords complete protection against

all known toxic gases. Theoretically such a mask is possible but it can
not nt the same time satisfy all of the practical requirements listed above.
Thus, the requirements of maximum protection, low breathing resistance,

and light weight, are essentially opposed, for protection varies directly

with the amount of chemicals used and the capacity of the mechanical
filter. But the more chemicals used and the larger the filter, the heavier
the canister. Similarly, low breathing resistance requires a large super-
ficial area for the filter which in turn increases the size and weight of the

canister.

Again, if the canister is made small, the chemical filling must be
reduced, which lowers protection, and the filter must be made smaller,

which increases breathing resistance. Hence the military mask is a

compromise, embodying an optimum balance among the ten require-

ments indicated above, particularly the first three.

In addition, the Army service gas mask is designed to protect only

against substances suitable for war use as chemical agents. This should

lx- thoroughly understood and the military mask should not lx* relied

U|xm for any purposes other than those for which it is intended.

The Canister

The canister of the military gas mask is the means by which chemical

agents present in the atmosphere are removed from air before it is

breathed (sec Fig. 117). It consists of three principal parts, vis., a chemi-

cal container, usually made of sheet metal and provided with air inlet

and outlet o|xm lings; a filter for the removal of solid and liquid particles

by mechanical filtration; the chemical filling for the disposal of gases by

physical adsorption, chemical neutralization, or by a combination of

these process***.

As an integral part of the mask the canister itself must conform to

the general requirements listed above. These requirements impose
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decided limitations upon the number of materials or substances which

may be used as component*.. The material used for the mechanical

filler must be sufficiently dense to hold out the extremely minute solid

or liquid particles of which the irritant gases and smokes are constituted.

These particles, it may be said, are

mo small that they cannot be seen

with an ordinary high-powered

microscope while even with the

ultramicroscope they are only
visible as points of reflected light.

On the other hand, the filter

material must not be so dense as

to iin|x*de unduly the flow of air

through it. The chemical or

chemicals used for the removal of

gases must be highly porous in

order to provide within small space

a relatively enormous absorbent

surface. They must not react with

each other or corrode their metal

container. Their effectiveness

must not lx* appreciably lowered bv

exposure to air of high humidity.
F,n - c»»l«n (Kction»li».l).

They must remove the gas very rapidly since any given portion of

inspired air is in contact with the canister filling for but ft frnctionul part

of a second. They must have the capacity to dispose of large amounts
of gas since the canister cannot be frequently replaced. They must be

fairly cheap and available in great quantity. In turn, they, as well as

the filter, must not cause high breathing resistance.

The only single substance which approximately fulfills all the require-

ments of a chemical filling for gas-mask canisters is activated charcoal

in the form of small granules. Generally speaking the best charcoals for

this pur|x»sc arc made from very dense raw materials. The most satis-

factory material found during the World War tor canister charcoal was
cocoaiiut shell. Various nut shells, fruit stones, and other substances*,

however, were also used. Since the war, improved methods of manufac-

ture have made possible the use of more readily available materials.

Charcoal is a highly jxmnis substance consisting principally of carbon
which is made by the carbonization of organic matter. As such, it is

called primary charcoal. By subjecting primary charcoal to a certain

process of heat and steam, called activation
,
the property of adsorption

of gases, which primary charcoal jxjssosscs, is greatly increased.

When gas-laden air is passed through aetivaied ehareoal, the molecules

of gas are attracted and held physically on the surface of the pores in the
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charcoal granules, the purified air passing on through. This process of

removal of the gas is called adsorption. It may roughly be compared to

i he action of a magnet in Attracting and holding iron fillings on its surface

Activated charcoal which will adsorb half its own weight of toxic gas has

lx*en made on a large scale, while charcoals have been made in the labora-

tory which will adsorb more than their own weight of gas. The principal

deficiency of charcoal as a canister filling is that it does not hold tena-
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riously certain highly volatile acid gases, notably phosgene, hut gradually

releases them to the passing air current. This deficiency is compensated

lor hy the use nf another substance mixed with the charcoal, viz., soda
lime.

Soda lime is a mixture consisting of hydrated lime, cement, kicselguhr.

sodium hydroxide, and water in various proportions according to the

lormulu used; there are several. Gases, which the charcoal does not

hold firmly hy adsorption and which arc gradually given off by it, are

caught by the soda lime, with which they enter into chemical combina-
tion. After continued exposure to certain gases, such as phosgene, a

gradual transfer of the gas to the soda lime takes place, thus leaving the

charcoal free to pick up more gas. It may therefore be said that the
principal function of the soda lime is to act as u reservoir of large capacity

for the iiermanent fixation of the more volatile arid and oxidizablc gases,

while the charcoal furnishes the required degn*e of activity for all ga**es as

"ell ns storage capacity for loss volatile ones.

Another reason for the combination al>sorhent is that, while a rise in

edhci Iciitpcntlure or humidity causes a decrease In the adsorptive capac-
ity of charcoal, Mich conditions increase the reactivity nf the soda lime

The canister of the present military mask contains a mixture of soda
lime and specially prepared charcoal as well as a highly efficient mechani-
cal filter. It can thus be relied upon to give full protection against any
gus likely to he encountered in the field. The function of the different

components of the canister us regards the principal war gases is set forth

beluw
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It should be impressed upon all concerned that the canister provided

with the military gas mask is for protection against chemical warfare

agents only. There are certain toxic gases unadopted for war use which

may otherwise he encountered, especially in industry. The principal ones

arc carbon monoxide and ammonia. The Army canister does not protect

against these gases and should never be Telied upon for such purport*.

Carbon monoxide has neither odor nor color and a person subjected

to a sufficient concentration of it loses consciousness without warning.

Being lighter than air, high concentrations of this gas are generally limited

to enclosed spares. As it is one of the products of combustion of wood it

is invariably present in burning buildings. Hence the military gas-

mask canister should never be used in fire fighting. Carlmn Mon-
oxide is also present in automobile exhaust gas in natural gns, artificial

illuminating gas blast-furnace gases, mine-explosion gases and in the

gases resulting from the burning of smokeless powder in artillery.

Repair or rescue work about refrigeration plants and other places

where there is leakage of ammonia gas should he undertaken with the

military gas mask.

It should also lie realized that the military pas mask does not supply

or make air or oxygen and hence should never be used in an atmosphere

deficient in oxygen. Tunnels and shafts of mines following an explosion,

l he holds of ships, and tanks and tank cars containing volatile liquids

arc places likely to he dangerous in this respect.

It should further be understood that the Army service gas-mask ran-

ist'T is not designed t-o protect against concentrations nf war gas greater than

1 prr rent by volume. It is most unlikely that concentrations as high

as this will be encountered in the field. However, such concentrations

may lie found in the immediate vicinity of the explosion of the gas shell,

ior instance in a dugout when a shell bursts in the entrance to it. As
additional precaution men, even though wearing masks, should move
quickly from the immediate vicinity of the explosion holding their breath

while so doing. Dangerously high concentrations may also l»o encoun-

tered through leakage in changing the valve on a cylinder containing a

chemical agent liquefied by pressure, or in a tank containing a volatile

solvent such ns gasoline.

The Ahmy Service Gas Mask

The gas mask now provided for the Army is known as the Service Gnu

Mask (see Fig. 118).

Tlic principle upon which the gas mask functions is the purification

• »f inspired air by removal of the gus or smoke. Perfect fit of the face-

piece is delk- tided upon lo insure that only air which passes through the

••anister is drawn into the lungs. The mask consists of three main parts:
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the facepiece, the canister, and the hose tube. The mask with the carrier

weighs 5 lb.

The facepiece is made from molded-rubber blanks of approximately

the correct size covered on the outside by a thin layer of cotton fabric

called stockinette vulcanized to the rubber. The facepieces are cut oui

from the face bhuiks to exact size and shape by means of a die. These
die cuttings arc then folded, and two short edges are sewn together by

a s|K*cial zigzag stitch and taped with adhesive tape, thus forming a gas-

tight seam at that portion of the mask which fits under the chin.

The eyepieces are made of two layers of glass separated l>v a thin

layer of celluloid. Even if struck a sharp blow and badly cracked they

will remain gastight and will not splinter. The lens are held in the

facepiece hy detachable screw-on type retaining rims, so that they may
easily be replaced.

When adjusted, the facepiece is held in place by an elastic head har-

ness. The harness is made of strips of elastic tape held together in the

center by a thin oblong piece of felt called the head harness pad. When
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(lit* head harness is worn out a now harness can quickly be attached to

tlu* retaining bucklps which are sewn to the facepiece itself.

Attached to the facepiece just above the chin seam is a metal casting

culled the angle lube. This tube has two passages, one connected with

the host* tul>e for the passage of inhaled air, the other attached to the out-

let valve is for the passage of exhaled air.

The outlet valve, protected by a metal guard, is made of rubber. It

is a simple but effective device which allows the exhaled air to pass out

of the facepiece but otherwise remains closed, preventing any air from

being drawn into t he mask through the outlet ]>ortion of the angle tul»e.

Inside the facepiece and connected to the air-inlet portion of the angle

tube is a butterfly-shaped tube made of rubber. It is known as the

<Uflvctur

,

its purpose being to deflect the incoming dry air across the

eyepieces. This prevents the condensation of moisture from the breath

on the glass surfaces. Without this device the eyepieces would soon

become so fogged or dimmed that it would be impossible for a man w earing

the mask to see.

To insure proper fit for any size or shape of face, facepieces until

recently were furnished in a range of four sizes. A universal facepiece

designed to fit any face has now been dcvc*Ioj>cd and is being supplied.

This greatly simplifies the problem of fitting and also of supply.

The canisUr (see Fig. 117) is an oblong-sh:i|>cd metal box, painted

olive-drab color, and containing a combination gas and smoke filter. The
filter consists of an oval-shaped perforated sheet-metal container filled

with a mixture of 80 |>er cent activated charcoal and 20 per cent soda lime.

The outer surface of the chemical container is covered with a material
550

which filters out irritant-smoke particles. Inspired air enters the ranisler

through a one-way valve in the bottom called the inlet volt*. From then?

it is drawn first through the amokc filter where solid and liquid particles,

if present, arc separated out. The air then passes to the interior of the

chemical container where the toxic vajmrs are adsorbed by the charcoal

or neutralized by the soda lime. The puri-

fied air passes out of the canister through a

metal-elbow fitting at the top connected to

the hose tulw*.

The hose tube (see Fig. 118) is a corru-

gated tube of rubber covered with stocki-

nette. It serves to conduct the purified air

from the canister to the facepiece. The
corrugations of the till*- prevent it from

collapsing or kinking and thus shutting off

the flow of air.

The carrier (s<*c Fig. 118) is a somewhat

irregular-shaped satchel made of olive-drab

canvas provided with adjustable shoulder

and waist strap*. It is carried at the left

side, under the arm, the shoulder strap

fitting over the right shoulder. The ojK'ning

covered by a flap held in place liy snap

fasteners is at the front. The carrier not

only senes for convenient carriage of the

mask but protects it, especially the canister,

from moisture and other harm. The mask is adjusted to the face from

the carrier without change of the |>osition of the carrier as was necessary

with the wartime type.

Inside the carrier is n small cylindrical tin box containing a stick of

Mtnplikc substance, culled the antidim compound, and a piece of cloth.

When applied to the inner surfaces of the eyepieces and rulilicd to a thin

layer with a cloth this compound forms a transparent film over the glass

surfacre which aids in preventing them from Iwoming fogged. The
autidini container is held in place by a loop of fabric from which it can

readily lx.* detached when needed.

tfi'KCiAL Masks

The liinphrngm M/txk (Fig 110) i< fwjwin My cfasignivt in nuwif the

requirements of personnel of the Army whose duties make caw in talking

essential. The mask is identical with the service mask except for the

Iacepiece which includes a diaphragm to facilitate the transmission of the

-omul of the voice. Instead of the angle tube as used in the Army service
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facepiece, a metal part containing inlet and outlet air passages and also

a seating for a diaphragm is employed. This metal piece, in addition, ha"

two air-deflector tubes leading to the eyepieces which serve in lieu of the

rubber deflector in the Army sendee mask. The voice transmission

diaphragm consists of a thin disk of fabric treated with bakelite. It is

held in place and protected by a perforated metal disk. For Army use,

this type of mask is applicable for officers and for telephone operators.

The Diaphragm-optical Mask is designed for use by men whose duties

require them to use optical instruments, such as range finders, telescopes,

etc. For this jHirpoee, the eye of the obsen er must be brought up into

close and definite relationship to the observing optical instrument so the

eyepieces of the mask uro made small ami are held in rigid though adjust-

able relation to each other and to the eyes of the wearer.

As observers requiring optical masks have also to transmit observed

data by telephone, the optical mask is equipped with a special sound-

transmitting diaphragm, similar to the

Diaphragm Mask, and, since it em-
bodies two special features, it is desig-

nated as the Diophragm-optical Mask.

The hose tul>c, canister, und carrier

are the same as the Army service gas

mask.

Oxygen-breathing Apparatus

Since air-purifying canisters on

Army gas masks are effective only in

atmospheres containing nut over 1 per

rent of toxic gases, they do not furnish

adequate protection for certain )>er-

sonnol whose duties require them to

enter or remain in dosed places where

higher toxic concentrations may accu-

mulate. To protect such special jx r-

sonncl (only a very small fraction of

com bn t troops), oxygen-breathing Fic. 120.—Oxygcn-ii

. . ,
_ .

(ronmicrn
apparatus is required. Such apparatus

is currently used in mine rescue work and in other hazardous occupations

in industry where high toxic concentrations are encountered. For

military use, the most suitable tyjws of commercial oxygen-breathing

apparatus are adapted to meet the s|>eeiul service requirements.

The principal military eharneteristire are: (1) minimum weight; (2)

maximum time of protection; (3) simplicity of u|M*rutiun; and (4)

ruggediies> of construction. 1’sually it is advantageous to combine
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the service mask with an oxygen-breathing apparatus and provide a

two-way valve so thut either the sendee canister or oxygen may be used
Its the situation requires (see Fig. 120).

The Horse Mask

The horse mask (Fig. 121) is a device to protect the respiratory tract

Fic. 121,—Aracrirnn horse nint*k in poaition (World War type).

Fig. IIP.—Army riinphrngm an*
mufck.
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"f a hurse or mule from lung injurants. It Lh a bag made of layers of
ebeese clotli treated with chemical which neutralize the gas when air is

breathed through if.

As horses and mules never breathe through the mouth and as their
ey<>s are not seriously affected by lacrimators, the mask covers the nostrils

and upper jaw of the animal only.

Hie mask is provided with a canvas or leather pad which fits into the

animal’s mouth preventing hint from biting through the mask; a draw-
string to insure tight fit of the hag over the upjwr jaw; a simple head
harness which fits over the head and ears and is retained in place by a
throat latch. When not in use, the mask is carried in a waterproof
burlap hag, which hangs under llic lower jaw, attached to the halter.

To adjust the mask slip the mouthpiece pad well into the mouth, the

"l H
‘n (,i»d of the bag covering the nostrils; adjust the head harness over

the head; fasten the throat latch. The drawstring should be tightened
that the edge of the bag fits tightly over the upper jaw several inches

above the nostrils.

&&<
Horse masks are primarily for protection of draft animals required

for work through gas-contaminated areas. The mask greatly impedes the
flow of air to the horse’s lungs. As horses doing heavy work or running
require a large volume of air, they should be given frequent rests while
at work wearing masks and should not be required to run.

The I)o<j Mask

The dog mask is somewhat similar to the hor*- mask, except tlmi it

i -overs both jaws as well as the nostrils, since a dog breathes through
lw»th nose and mouth. As dogs are not used in the American Army, dog
masks are not authorized.

frequently used). After fitting with masks and testing them by the

(1) (2) (3)

Flo. 122.—To ding I Up musk. (1) Position ut the command "SlinR." (2> Pm*in* the

shoulder slinc Itriiiinl the hend and over I Up riplit shoulder til 1 1)0 ronunuiid " Musk.

(3) Faulctiinjc the hook mid i la»p loiieilicr.

suction test descrilx-d above, the masked men are marched into tin- gin*

chamber in small groups of from tell to twenty and remain in the gas

concentration for a few minutes. If the facepiece docs not fit correctly,

or is adjust ed improj>crly, warning is given in the gas chamber without

any more serious effect than a momentary irritation.

The Pigeon Mask

Impregnated flannelette bags are provided for gas protection of pigeons
used in war. The dimensions of the bag are 15 by 15 by 24 in. and it is

designed to fit over the pigeon cage, the ojicn end being drawn together
tightly at the top by means of a drawstring. When for any reason pigeons
cannot lx* protected they should lx* released at ouee.

Usk ok the Gas .Mask

Gas masks are now made in but one (universal) size which lias ls*en

s|H*eially designed to fit any type of face. The facepiece i.s made big
enough to fit the largest face, on the principle of a flexible conical cap.
It can l>e adjusted to fit smaller faces by entering the face further into the
mask. The universal facepiece has l>een extensively tested and has been
found to fit all sizes and types of faces to date. If subsequent experience
should show that certain unusually variant types of faces, especially very
small-sized faces, cannot be fitted with the universal facepiece, an addi-
tional small-size mask will also be supplied for such cases.

The World War type of mask with its uncomfortable nose clip and
mouthpiece had a double line of protection. Pro|x*r fit of the facepiece
was hence not vital as it i* with the present mask. As the integrity of the
present mask depends U|»oii prujicr fitting, its ini|xjrtance cannot be too
strongly emphasized.

There are two tests for Utdi/ig the Jit of a mask.
The suction text gives a good indication of the fit of tin- mask and

should invariably lx* applied during the fitting procedure. It consists of
three steps as follows;

1. Adjust the mask to the face.

2. Exhale fully.

3. Pinch the corrugated tube tightly and inhale.

The facepiece should now collajise tending to cling to the face and the
wearer should be unable to breathe. If the vacuum thus formed inside
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the facepiece breaks and air ia felt to stream into the mask the fit is

defective.

The only conclusive test of the fit of a gas mask is to test it in a gas

atmosphere. This test is best carried out in a gas chamber.

The gas chamber is any room or other enclosed space in which a g&«

concentration may be set up and maintained by introducing a chemical

agent readily detected at low concentrations (lacrimators arc most

Gas-mask Duill (17)

Preliminary drill is conduct'd “by tin* numlx-rs” in order to develop

proficiency in proper adjustment of (lie mask. Proficiency in this drill

is then followed bv practice without the immlicrx to insure as quirk an

adjustment as possible, and also to give practice in holding the breath.

Ah a rule, careful adjust incut is more essential than great s|x*ed.
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Mask Drill. (1) To Sling the Mask.— 1. Sling, 2. MASK. At the

command “Sling,” grasp with the left hand the metal hook, which is near

the flap of the carrier, al>ove the two snap fasteners, at the same time grasj>-

ing with the right band the metal clasp at the extremity of the shoulder

sling. Hold the carrier waist high in front of the body with side contain-

ing snap fasteners next to the body (Fig.

122-1). At the command “Mask,” extend

the left arm sideways to full length. At the

same time pass the shoulder sling lichind the

Ilead and over the right shoulder with the

right hand (Fig. 122-2); then bring the two
hands together across the chest and fasten the

hook and clasp together (Fig. 122-3). Adjust

i he carrier snugly under the left arm pit.

Pans the waist strap around the waist and

Fro. 123.—Mask in Blurt*

position. (The park is put on
after the* mask j* dun*. The
left front ptrnp of puck i*

snapped to can rider boll over

the eas mask J
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fasten together in front (Fig. 123).

(2) To Adjust the Mask. a. Dismounted .

—

The headpiece adjusted with strap under the

chin. 1. By the numbers, 2. GAS. Stop
breathing. Place rifle (if unslung) between
knees so that butt is off the ground; with left

hand open flap of carrier; place fingers of left

hand on chin above the chin strap; with the

right hand knock off headpiece from behind

(the headpiece being caught on the left arm
by the chin strap) and continue the downward
movement of the right hand until the latter

is on a level with the opening of the carrier.

Thrust the right hand into the carrier, grasp-

ing facepiece between the thumb and fingers

hist above the angle tube. Grasp the flap of

the carrier with the left hand (Fig. 124-1).

TWO. Bring facepiece smartly out of carrier to height of chin, hold-

ing it firmly in both hands with the fingers of each extended and joined

outride of the facepiece, the thumlw inside, midway between the two
lower straps of the head harness. Thrust out the eliin (Fig. 124-2).

THREE. Bring the facepiece toward the fare, digging the chin into

it. With the same motion guide straps of the harness over the head
with the thumbs (Fig. 124-3).

FOl’K. Fool around the edge to make sure the facepiece is well

seated (Fig. 124-4). See that head harness is correctly adjusted.

F1M*!. Hose outlet valve by pinching between thumb and fingers of

ngbt hand to prevent passage of air through it and blow vigorously into
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(3) (4) (5)
Fk*. 124.—To ndjnst ihc facepiece by the number*. (1) Position at the command

GAS. <21 Position at the command TWO. (3) Position at the command THREE.
'4> Position at the command FOUR. (5) Position at the command FIVE.
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the mask, completely emptying the lungs, thus clearing the facepiece of

gas (Fig. 124-5).

SIX. Replace headpiece, adjusting the chin strap to the hack of the

head. Pass the flap of the carrier around the hose and fasten on the

outer snap fastener. Take the position of

“Trail arms” (Fig. 125).

b. Mounted.—1. By the numbers, 2. GAS.
Stop breathing. Drop the reins behind the

pommel of the saddle. Continue as prcscrilntl

for the dismounted drill. Having fastened the

flap of the carrier around the hoar as prescribed,

take the reins.

Fig. 125.—The mask ad* Flo. 12(1.— Po*iiit>i» in tenting for gn*.

justed lo ihc face. (During (Knee or equipment ahould not touch
the drill no equipment should the ground.)
touch the ground, which might
•** contnminatrd by a liquid

agent .

1

(3) To Test for Gas .—Mask being adjusted, the command is: TEST
FOR GAS. Dismount if mounted. Take a moderately full breath.

Stoop down so jus to bring the fare close to the ground but do not kneel,

care being taken that the rifle does not totyrli the ground, Insert two
fingers of right hand tinder facepiece at right cheek. Pull the facepiece

slightly away from right cheek and sniff gently (Fig. 126). If gas is

smelled, readjust the facepiece and resume the erect position. Close
outlet valve by pinching Mween thumb and fingers of right band and
blow out hard, thus clearing the facepiece of gas. Release hold oil mil lei

valve.

i4) To Remove Ihc Monk.— 1. Remove, 2. MASK. At the command
" Remove,” drop the reins behind the pommel ot the saddle if mounted ; if
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dismounted place rifle, if unslung, between knees so that the butt is off

the ground; bend forward smartly and insert the left thumb under the

pad of the head harness; graap the headpiece w ith right hand (Fig. 127-1).

Fie;. 127.—To remove (be ma»k. (1) Powlion ut Ihc command "Remove." (21 Poxiiion
ai iliv cnnmr.im]
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At the command “Mask/' lift the headpiece with right hand sufficiently
(o remove head harness, which is carried over the head with a forward
circular motion of the left hand stretching the elastic fabric only enough
to allow the head harness to pass over the head. The mask is retained
by the thumb and forefinger of the left hand and held in front of the body.
At the same time replace headpiece with right hand (Fig. 127-2).

(5) To Replace the Mask.— 1. Replace, 2. MASK. At the command
Replace,” grasp the facepiece in right hand, palm up, ami hold with

•dges of facepiece turned upward, the fingers under the left eyepiece and
rhumb under the right eyepiece. With the left hand, place head-harness
pad inside tin* facepiece just above the eyepieces. With left hand, open
flap of carrier (Fig. 128). At the command “Mask,” feed and slide the
corrugated tube into the bottom of the carrier with the left hand until
the angle tube has passed the carrier entrance, then, with the right hand,
turn the edges of the facepiece toward the hack of the carrier and push
the facepiece into the upper empty part of the carrier al>out the hose.
With both hands, fasten the flap of the carrier on both snap fasteners,

fi.V.i

i he top of the flap on the inner or rear snap fastener. If mounted, take t he

reins. If dismounted, take position of “Train arms.’*

(6) To Unsling the Mask.—1. Unsling, 2. MASK. At the cuinmand
“ Mask,” unfasten the body straps with both hands and then the shoulder
strap with both hands. The mask is retained in the left hand by grasping

• he metal hook of the carrier just above the flap.

(7) To Prepare for Mask Inspection .—The mask being in the slung

|H>sition, the command is: PREPARE FOR MASK INSPECTION.

Flo. 12a.—To prepare the mask for

inspection. Position at the commnml
' Prepare for mask inspection."

Plan* rifle (if unslung) between knees so that luitt is off the ground.
I nsling mask. Open flap of carrier and take out complete mask,
including canister. Hold carrier in left bond and canister, with facepiece
hanging downward, in right hand (Fig. 129;.

(8)

Mask I tisprciion by the Xumbers.—Being prepared for mask insjtec-

tion: 1. By the numbers, 2. Insjx-ct, 3. MASK. Free right hand la-

holding canister in left arm pit, the hose and facepiece hanging over upper
left arm (Fig. 130-1). Examine the sling and the exterior and interior of
the carrier in turn to insure that there are no defective or missing parts;
that all parts ure securely fastened in place; that the body of the carrier
contains an antidim tulx* and is free from holes, tears, and rips.

TWO. Fasten the hook and clasp of the shoulder sling together.
Slip the left arm through the sling and allow the currier to hang from
over the left shoulder, at the same time removing the musk therefrom by
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grasping the canister with the right hand (Fig. 130-2). Examine the
canister for rust spots and weak places by pressing lightly with the fingers,

beginning at the bottom and working toward the top; sec that its contents

do not rattle on shaking; see that rain shield is not loose and that the

inlet valves are present.

THREE. Adjust the mask to the face. Then pinch together the

walls of the hose just above the canister nozzle and inhale (Fig. 130-3).

Fig. ISO.—Made inspection by the numhcni. (1) Poi.it ion nt the ••oiumnnd MASK
(2) Inapccting the cunintrr at the command TWO. (3) Tent mu for lout* at the comitint»l

THREE.

If air can be drawn in, a leak is present, and its approximate location

may Im* determined ns follows: Pinch the walls of the hose together at the

angle tul»e. If a leak is no longer detected on inspiration, the leak is in

the hose; otherwise it is elsewhere. This insjH*etiun is not conclusive /is

to the absence of n leak in the hose, and such 11 leak will Ik* determined

by the minute inspection indicated below. If the leak is found not to 1 h*

in the hose, then pinch together the outlet valve at the angle tube and

also the hose. If the leak is no longer detected on inspiration, the leak

is in the outlet valve below where it was pinched; otherwise it must he

above this point or in the facepiece. Having determined the approximate

location of the leak, or its absence, next examine the hose for obvious
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tears, punctures, or other defects. See that it is properly connected to

the canister nozzle and to the angle tube and that the adhesive tape over

the binding wires is present and in good condition.

FOUR. Examine the outlet valve for tears and pinholes by distending

the rubber between the fingers (Fig. 130-1). Look especially for pinhole*,

(4) (&) (6)

Flo. 130.—Mask inspection by the numbers (CWihmmA. (4) Inspecting the millet

valve and guard nr »Kc rommnud FOUR. (0 ) Inspecting the facepiece nt the command
FIVE. (6) InsiMfting the head hnmera nt the rommnnd SIX.

just below when* the outlet valve is joiued to angle tube, and for tears

around valve openiug. See that valve has no dirt or sand in il and that

it is properly connected to the angle tulie. See that the him ling wire is
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projx'riy taped. See that out let-valve guard is not louse.

I*I\ K. Examine outside of facepiece for tears or other damage to

stockinette. See that angle tula* is properly connected to facejiii»ee, with
nibber band surrounding the binding. See that the fabric has not torn
or | Hided loose around the eyepiece frames. Examine the chin seam ami
>ee that it is in good condition and properly taped iaside and outside

Examine the inside of the facepiece for pinholes (Fig. 130-5). See that the
deflector is in good condition, properly connected to the angle tilin', and
properly cemented to the sides of the facepiece. Test the entire facepiece

fabric for softness and pliability.
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SIX. Examine the head harness (Fig. 130-6). Make sure tiiat it is

complete, that all its parts are properly attached, and that they are in

a serviceable condition.

SEVEN. All men with defective masks step forward one pace.

Others replace mask in the carrier, taking care to replace canister and

facepiece in proj>er )>osition (Fig. 131).

Care ok the Mark

The importance of care of the mask, guarding it es|>erially against

moisture and rough handling, should la* impressed upon troo|>s. They

should Ik- made to understand the causes of

deterioration of gas masks and realise that a

defective mask affords no protection.

Excessive and prolonged moisture causes

general deterioration of a gas mask finally

rendering it useless altogether. Moisture in

the canister materially reduces the adsorptive

I
tower of charcoal ami is likely to result in

caking with the o|HMiing up of large air passages

through which the gas will freely flow owing to

lack of sufficient contact with the alisorlients.

Moisture causes rotting of the stockinette

and deterioration of the mhlier itself. The
corrugated tills-, flutter valve, and head harness

are likewise affected. When the facepiece of n

mask becomes wet and the mask is put away

without careful drying the rubber tends to

crease or take a permanent set so that it will no

longer fit closely to the face. Other effects of

moisture arc deterioration of the adhesive tape,

rusting of binder wires, and separation and

mildew of the eyepiece.

I n.. i:u.- K« |.in<inB i he If a mask lias been used in the rain or has
cmin-lcr in llac* <'jirrii>r. •

, iiiiiij-jotherwise become wet, it should Ik* slowly dned
in a warm room. In no case should it Ik* placed on a stove or near

:i file as the I'lililwr will Ik* damaged.

Kubbi r parts of the mask gradually deteriorate with aye though the

use »*f aniioxidents in the manufacture of ruhl>cr tends to prolong its

life. II exposed to sunlight or heat the deterioration is greatly acceler-

ated. Oil is also a cause of deterioration and oil from the hands and
lace arc likely to accumulate on masks in sendee use.

Masks in storage should be kept in a cool dry place away from contact

with sunlight
. oils, corrosive liquids, or solvents. Parking in airtight
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containers so as to leave a minimum amount of dead air space will retard

oxidation. For long storage, masks should be kept in a neutral atmos-
phere. The method of storage of masks for war reserve is to pack each

mask in a separate airtight metal container from which all air is removed
and replaced by nitrogen.

When canisters are stored separately a cork should be placed in the
nozzle of each canister and they should be placed in watertight boxes.
Canisters so stored have shown no deterioration after eight years. Ii

is probable that they can be preserved in this manner indefinitely.

Canisters of masks used in training deteriorate slowly, principally

'•wing to absorption of carbon dioxide from the air. Tests, however, have
shown that even after several years use many canisters are still in gixxl

condition. As a rule, in training use, other parts of the mask become
unserviceable long before the canister begins to break down. The face-

pieces of masks which arc frequently used, if properly cared for, last

longer than those left in organization supply rooms. A training mask
should give al>out five years’ sendee.

It is probable that the average life of the gas mask in field service

will be about six months. This is little more than a guess as it is impossi-

ble to say what concentrations masks may Lk* exposed to in future war,

and fur how Jong a time. Frequent inspections should be made and new
canisters obtained as required. The World War practice of attempting

to have each soldier keep a record of exposures so as to determine the

remaining sendee life of the canister is no longer considered practicable.

Assuming new canisters an* available then? is no cause for apprehension
in this respect since, when a canister begins to fail, gases jiciietrate it at

first in most minute and harmless quantity. Their odor, however, can
Im* detected thus giving warning that a new canister should be obtained.

From time to time, masks reported defective have been tested at

Edgewood Arsenal with the result that in no ease was a defective canister

found among them. Failure* of these masks to protect could lx- traced

to one or several of the following cutises: (1) |KM»r fit of fuccpiccc, <2)

iiiipro|K-r adjustment of fucepieec, (3) leakage of valve or other facepiece

defects. All such defects should have been detected in ins|N*etion.

The life of the facepiece of the mask will be prolonged if tatearn /wirdtr

is sprinkled frequently over the ox|K>s«*d rubber surfaces. The talcum

tcmL< to retard oxidation. Care should lx* exercised to prevent the

ixrnder from getting into the corrugated tula? or the flutter valve.

There arc two types of repair kits, the Mark II and Mark III. The
Mark II kit is a small cardboard containing a tube of rubber cement

and a roll of adhesive tape. It is designed for compiihy use and is lor

minor repairs only. The Mark 111 kit contains materials, spare parts,

and tools for all repairs which may lx* made outside the factory. The
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kit is packed in a wooden box 23 by 10^ by 7 in. and weighs 32 lb. It

is designed for issue to regiments.

A gas mask not used exclusively by one person should be disinfected

immediately after use. The disinfection may be carried out as follows:

Material required: Two per cent solution of cresol or rresol liquor

compound; several small rags.

To insure that no moisture will get into the canister during the dis-

infection, it should be elevated above the facepiece by placing the carrier

containing the canister on a table or shelfwith the facepiece hanging down.
After disinfection, the facepiece should be left hanging until thoroughly
dry before it is replaced in the carrier.

Saturate a rag with the disinfectant and sponge the entire inner sur-

face of the facepiece, including the outer and inner side of the deflector.

Apply disinfectant similarly to the outside of the flutter valve.

Pour alxmt a teaspoonfill of the disinfectant into the exit passage of

the angle tube. Press the sides of the flutter valve with the thumb and
finger so as to let the disinfectant run out. Do not shake off tin* excess.

Allow all disinfected parts to remain moist for about 15 minutes and
then wi|K* out the inside of facepiece with a dry rag. The mask should
dry thoroughly in the air before it is replaced in the carrier.

Kales for the care of the masks in the hands of troops may lx- briefly

summarised ns follows:

1. Keep mask dry.

2 . If cxprtwd to moisture dry mask carefully l*efore replacing in carrier.

3. After Uxing. sponge out inside of facepiece with rold water to remove saliva, dry
tlxmnighly, and sprinkle with talcum powder.

4. Carry nothing in carrier but the mask and nntidim compound.
5. Do not throw musk nlxjut.

0. When not in use see that mask is guarded against a blow or heavy weight.
7. Always replace mask properly in carrier to avoid kinking or creating of corru-

gated tube or facepiece.

8. InsjH-vi thoroughly at frequent regular intervals.

9 . Repair damages to mask immedhtiely.

INDIVIDUAL PROTECTION OTHER THAN MASKS

Protective Cloth im;

The gas mask protects only the respiratory organs, the eyes, and
fucc. For protection of the laxly generally against the blistering action
of vesicant agents which cither in liquid or va|K>r form will readily pent-
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irate ordinary cloth, special protective clothing is required.

Protective clothing is made of the so called linxvi'd oil cloth, or cotton

fabric treated with vegetable drying oils. The garment is a coverall with

elastics at the ankles and wrists to insure tight fit at these places and a
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zipper or other similar fastening iu front. A hood is provided to l*e

drawn over the head and fit tightly ahout the gas ma.sk. Protective

gloves and shoes complete the equipment (see Fig. 132).

Protective clothing is for protection against vesicants which may
come in contact with the body. In the field it in suitable for decon-

tamination work and for men detailed to clear passages through contam-

inated areas. It is also useful for men working in mustard-shell filling

plants, etc. Once splashed with the liquid

agent this clothing is very difficult to clean

and generally must l»e discarded. Great care

must be exercised in removing contaminated

clothing to avoid touching the liquid agent.

The wearer .should be assisted by another z

man wealing both gas mask and protective Z

gloves. Discarded contaminated clothing

should be buried iu a pit and covered with

chloride of lime and earth.

Protective clothing which is im|M*rvious

to vesicant agents, such as mustard gas in

either liquid or vapor form, is also impervious

to air. It becomes very uncomfortable after

short periods of wear since it interferes with

the normal respiration of the body through

t he jHires of the skin. It, therefore, can only

lie worn for a brief jx'riod at a time without

injury to health. This jicriod will vary from

\5 to 31) minutes, dc|M‘udiug ui>on the temper-

aturc* ami the amount of exercise.

Photkitivk Salve

The idea of covering the body with some

kind of salve or ointment which would protect

it from vesicants wus considered and tried
*' ,n -

during the World War. A salve culled sag

Imute was develop'd and issued for this purpose. It was not a sneers*,

as it absorbed mustard gas without dccomiMising it. Thus mustard soon

iwnetratcd the salve and came in contact with the body. At the present

lime, little prospect is entertained for protection uguinst vesicants by

• lie use of body salves or ointments.

132.—Protective suit.

inii«crmc»l>lr.

Identification of Gases

Through Sense of Smell.— Development of ability to recognize the

different chemical agents by their characteristic odors forms an iiii]xirtant

•”>6G

part of training in individual protection. Characteristic odors of gases

are covered in Chapa. V to X on chemical agents. They are also given

in Table IV and hence need not be repeated here.

Through the odor, it is frequently possible to tell whether a gas is <»r

i lie persistent or nonpersistent type, whether vesicant or nonvesirant.

IJuick |ierccption of such facts is of paramount importance in the case of

men detailed os gas sentries and on gas reconnaissance work. It is,

however, im|Hirtant that each individual soldfer be able to determine

such facts himself. In war, many cases will arise in which an individual

will have lo rely uj>on his own knowledge. He should be able to dis-

tinguish gas from the odor of powder fumes; to know whether he should

or should not wear a gas mask; to know whether the substance he smells

i* injurious or innocuous. Such knowledge is essential for the intelligent

application of first-aid measures and for the elimination of fear and panic

which arise from ignorance.

Chemical Detectors.—It is recognized that some men have a much

more highly developed sense of smell than others and are hence able to

detect gas in low concentrations that others fail to perceive at all. To

eliminate the human equation in detection of the presence of gas. consider-

able effort has been made, both during the World War and since, to devise

some sort of chemical detector. Such devices as have been produced,

howpvor, have not proved satisfactory. They have either been too com-

plicated for use in the field by men with no technical training or else not

sufficiently selective. The International Red Cross Society at Geneva

ha- offered a reward of £25,000 to anyone who can produce a satisfactory

war-gas detector, but so fur no one has been able to claim the reward.
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CHAPTER XX

COLLECTIVE PROTECTION

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Measures of protection against chemical agents which apply generally

tn a group of persons, as distinguished from those measures which pertain

solely to an individual, are classed under the heading of Collrctiir Protec-

tion, (38) and comprise the following:

1. Provision and uae of gn*|>n>of ahellera when* personnel muy work, sleep, real.

:md vat their meals in a gas-free atmosphere during gn» nitarks.

2. Removal of gas from enclosed space*.

3. Decontamination of ground, buildings, clothing. awl eipiipmenl.

4 . Protection of weapons ami ammunition,

6. Precautions with reference to food and water.

li. Provision of a protective organization to supply mul issue protective equip-

ment, to give warning of gns attacks, and to supervise training of personnel ami the

MHiduet of protective measure*.

It will be noted that the measures listed above are generally of a

passive nature. In addition to these there remain certain protective

activities of a tactical nature which are involved in the handling of troops

iu combat ojttration*. While these are sometimes included under Col-

lective Protection, they pertain primarily to the combat elements rather

than to the military force a-s a whole. Such measures are therefore

considered separately in this text under the heading of Tactical Protection.

Collec tive Protection applies to all jH*rsonnel in the Theater of Oiiora-

tions whether combatant or noncombatant. Group protective ijicuxiiiiw,

however, should be regarded ns merely supplemental to individual pro-

lection. The fundamental basis of all gas protection is still the individual

mask and protective clothing.

In the combat zone, group protection by the use of gasproof shelters

ran be provided, at best, for a limited number at u time. Such skelter*

will afford means of carrying on certain activities during gas attacks

which cannot be carried out by |>ersonnel wearing masks. They will

affords places of temporary relief from gas where troops may be sent to

cut their meals and rest. In rear areas, more extensive gas-protective

arrangements will be possible; probably entire buildings, such us offices

and storehouses, may be rendered gastight and habituble without neee*-

-iiv for the occupants to wear masks. The gas mask, however, must
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always be close at hand for emergencies and for going to and from the

sheltered enclosure.

GASPROOF SHELTERS

In war, es|>ecially in stabilized situations, large areas may bo mil*.

jeoted to harassing or lethal concentrations of gas for long period*, pos-

sibly for several days at a time. Under such conditions, provision must

Ik- made for troops to eat, rest, and sleep without wearing gas masks.

Places where work can be carried on without the encumbrance of the

mask are also necessary, or at least most desirable, for headquarters, medi-

cal dressing stations, telephone and signal stations, observation posts, etc.

In rear areas subject to shelling and bombing, offices and sleeping quarters

for Lines of Communication personnel must likewise be made habitable

under gas-attack conditions. The answer to these requirements is the

gasproof shelter. Such a shelter is any enclosed space, dugout, part of a

trench, a tent, building or room which is rendered gastight. It may be

u simple nonventilated enclosure designed for only limited use or it may
lx- an elaborate installation with a ventilating system enabling it to be

occupied indefinitely.

Xonvetitilatcd shelters are for limited use only in the protection of

jjensonnel. Frequently they may be all that it is practicable to provide

for front-line troops except in stabilized situations. Such shelters are

merely enclosed spaces rendered as gastight as conditions and facilities
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permit.

The primary principle involved in the location or construction of a
nonvcntilated shelter is the elimination of drafts. Insofar as practicable.
•*ucli shelters should be protected from the wind, thus the lee side of a hill

is preferable to the top or the windward side. Sueh shelters should always
la- provided with air-lock doorways, ns described below.

Iiriionvcntilatod shelters no fires can Ik* allowed, since fires quickly
consume the oxygen of the enclosed air and cause air from the outside to

be drawn in through cracks and crevices and even through ordinary walls.

Chimneys and all openings should be plugged up to render them as air-

tight as possible. The shelter should be located as high upas practicable,
considering also other safety requirements. In the field, ravines, valleys,

and wooded patches, where the concentration and persistency of gas an*

likely to be greatest, should Ik* avoided. In buildings, the upper flours

will be safer as regards gas concentration than the lower floor and cellar.

The air-lock doorway is 2111 enclosed passageway with a door at each
end, the passage being deep enough so that a man on entering or leaving
cannot handle both doors at once. For medical dressing stations the pas-

sage must be sufficiently d«*op to accommodate two men carrying a

stretcher The door* hang on slanting frames and consist of weighted
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blankets which an- raised up from the bottom to enter, the weights causing
them to fall shut when released (see Fig. 133). The outside blanket is

alw ays lifted against the wind, oa otherwise a gust of air will be blown into

the passageway and raise the inner door admitting gas to the shelter.

A Im)x of chloride of lime (bleach) is kept in the passageway and is

sprinkled ovei the floor uf the passage. In case men entering the shelter

have mustard gas on their shoes, they should shuffle thpir feet in the

hlenrh. This will tend to neutralize the mustard and prevent a concen-
tration ot mustard vapor being built up in the enclosure. Otherwise a

dangerous concentration may develop, and so gradually that its odor may
not be detected by those inside. When practicable, shelters may !«•

provided w ith anterooms where men can remove contaminated clot lung
and equipment before entering the inmost enclosure.

Xonvenl dated shelters are for limited use only in the protection of

tiersonnel. They may frequently be all that it is practicable to provide
for front-line troops except in stabilized situations. Such shelters are
merely enclosed spaces rendered as gasfight as conditions and facilities

permit. They should at least be provided with air-lock doors.
As there is no fresh air entering such a shelter, when occupied by per-

sonnel, the atmosphere inside will gradually become fouled owing to

replacement of the oxygen by carbon dioxide given off in exhalation.
Thus the length of time that such a shelter may be used depends upon the
amount of air it contains, or its cubic capacity, and the number of per-

sons occupying it. In making use of such spaces, it should be understood
that the minimum amount of air required for a man is 1 cu.ft. per minute.
Persons inside the chamber should remain quiet and not move about
lx*cnuse muscular activity increases the consumption of oxygen, thus
shortening thr time which the place may be used with safety.

In the World War, many shelters of this type actually proved to he
qn» traps. This can Ik* attributed to several causes. They were fre-

quently dugouts leading from trenches into which gas fended to flow and
remain in high concentration. Doorways were often poorly made and
improperly used. Again, men were constantly entering and leaving these
places each bringing in a certain amount of gas on his clothing or shoos so
that gradually a dangerous concentration was built up inside. This
was iMUlicularlv true as regards mustard gas.

Nonventilated shelters arc suitable fur storage of food supplies,

munitions, and equipment. They should be opened and ventilated os

soon as the outside air is free of gas.

A ventilated shelter is one provided with apparatus for drawing in fresh

air from the outside and filtering out the gas or irritant smoke in the same
manner as a gas-mask canister. Such a filtration device is called a col-

Ivtiinr protector. For |N>rmnncnt installations, a collective protector
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should consist of a large canister containing both chemical and mechanical
filters, the air being drawn through the canister by a suction fan driven
by an electric motor.

For use in the field, a collective protector should be portable on motor
transportation and should be furnished in at least two sizes—one purify-

ing sufficient air for small gasproof shelters in the forward part of the
combat area, and one purifying sufficient air for larger shelters in the rear

areas of the combat zone.

Const -artillery plotting rooms, etc., can be rendered gasproof in this

manner, though additional provisions are required in the way of blast-

proof doors and windows.

In all such shelters, the fact that the concentration of gas is invariably
greater near the ground level should be remembered and, consequently,

the air intake should be as high as it may be practicable to place it.

It is unnecessary to provide any special means of air outlet. It is

necessary that a slightly higher air pressure 1m* developed inside the shel-

ter than outside. This will insure against seepage of gas through walls

and crevices. As fresh air is drawn in through the filter and a jKjsitive

pressure set up in the shelter, some air will be forced out through the walls

and erevives so that there will be a gradual change of air in the enclosure.

Gas shelters in the forward part of the combat area will generally be
Ixmibproofed. In rear areas, when located near installations that are

likely targets for air attack, bombproof shelters also probably will be
required. Gas masks, of course, must be kept immediately at band at all

times.
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CHAPTER XXIV

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CHEMICAL WARFARE

Many factor* enter into an evaluation of the relative effect ivciniss of
war we.ijHin.v Chief among these are: (1) the lwlligerent/s philosophy
of buttle; (2) the tac tical objectives sought., * e

,
allies, destruction

of material, the occupation of ini|k>rtiuit strategic positions, denial to
the enemy of the use ot vital land or water areas, etc.; (3) the military
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effort required !o achieve the objectives sought; (4) the degree of pr«*| mira-

tion and training of lli<* enemy's nrmixl forces; and (5), lout but not least,

tin’ morale and determination of the civil population. Tlio strategical

and tactical employment of chemicals in war and their effect upon the

enemy's armed forces and civilian imputation has boon discussed in pre-

ceding chapters. It is the purpose of this chapter to touch briefly on

the other factors just mentioned, to discuss at some length the casualty

value of ehemicals in war, and to draw some comparisons between tin-

results produced by the principal military agents used in the World War.

PHILOSOPHY OP BATTLE

Prior to the era of modern times, there do not seem to have licet i any

generally recognized limits to tbeseope and character of warfare. On the

contrary, in war, might made rigid, and those means which most exjiodi-

tiously and utterly annihilated an enemy were preferred. Few if any

checks or limitations up|H>ur to have Is-on placid ii|khi the powers of the

commanders of armies in the field.

The first code of warfare which sought to define the limits within

which armed conflict between civilized nations should Ik* confined were

the rules and instructions for the governance of the Union urmii** in the

American Civil War (1801-1805). These were promulgated in the

celebrated General Order 100 of the U.S. War Department in 18tt3, and

eventually became the basis of what is now known ils the Hides of J/ind

Warfare. These “rules" are now accepted, at least in principle, |»y all

civilized nations as the basis for the conduct of war.

There is, however, still a considerable divergence of view|K>int in the

interpretation of many of the provisions in the Ilulcs of I .and Warfare.

Perhaps the most fundamental of these differences is that concerning

what might he termed the philosophy of battle. Here, there are two

quite distinct schools of thought: One holds, in principle, that the ends
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of war justify the means and that there is no limit to the degree of force

which may l>e employed in order to attain victory. This philosophy of

battle is typically illustrated in the German doctrine of war set forth in

the German War Book of 1910, as follows:

In the limiter of making an end of the enemy’h forces by violence it is an incon-

inxfnMr mix I self-evident rule that the right of killing and annihilating, hostile com-
liulimtH in inherent in the war power, and its organs, and that all means which modem
inventions afford, including the fullest, meet dangerous, and the most massive mean*
of destruction, may l»e utilized.

The other school of thought holds that no greater degree of force

should Ik* employed in war than is necessary to achieve victory in battle

and that ruthless destruction of life and property is not warranted in the

conduct of warfare. The United States Government lias consistently

held to this second viewpoint, and lias always sought to wage war within

the limitations thus imposed. As will l»e shown in this chapter, no
weu|K»itf yet devised measure up to chemical agents in effectiveness in

waging war in accordance with this philosophy of battle.

The object of war is to bring al*)iit the complete submission of the

enemy us soon as possible by means of regulated violence* Mani-
festly, those mean* and instrumentality** which enable a nation at war to

ac hieve this object with the minimum military effort and the least dis-

location of its normal national life are, in general, the most effective.

The c hoice of such means is not unlimited, however, since among modem
civilized state's the scojn* of armed conflic t is measured by the recognized

limits of military necessity. These* limits are stated in the Rules of Land
Warfare as follows:

Military necessity admits of all direct destruction of life or limb of armtd enemies,

and of other persons whose destruction is incident nllv unm-ovlablt m the firmed

••emesis of war; it allows of the rapturing of even- armed enemy, and of every enemy
•»f importance u> the hostile government, or of peculiar danger to the raptor; it allows

• »f all ilestmet ion of property, and obstruction of ways and channels of traffic, travel,

or communication, and of all withholding of sustenance or means of life from the

enemy
;

..f the appropriation of whatever the enemy’s country affords that is necessary

for the snl wistcnee and safety of the nrmy, and of such deception hs does not involve

the breaking of good faith, either positively pledged, regarding agreements entered

into during the war, or sup)toHed by the modern law of war to exist.

Despite the fact that airplanes, long-range artillery, and other modern
inventions have vastly extended the scuik* and character of armed con-

flict, so l hut war is now no longer confined to the battle front, but extends

far into the home territory of the enemy which supports the battle front

by furnishing the means of war in both men and materials, nevertheless,

the hostile army in the field is still the primary objective in military

o|»eration>.
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This being the case, it follows that the complete submission of an

enemy will, in the future as in the past, be accomplished in the main by
destroying the combat strength of his armed forces. How will this result

be accomplished in future wars?

In ancient and medieval times, when wars were fought by professional
armies small in comparison with the total population of a state, the
most effective means of conquering an enemy was the more or less com-
plete annihilation of his army. In modern times, however, wars are
fought by enormous armies, raised by universal conscription, and cum-
fx>sod of practically tin* cut ire. able-bodied manhood of the nation. Also
the vast quantities of munitions required in modern warfare tax the
productive effort of the state as never before.

In the World War, not only were the armies of the various belligerents
tbe largest ever raised, both in actual numl>ers and ar> percentages of the
entire belligerent populations, but the effort to maintain these huge
armies strained the economic life of cadi nation to the breaking point.
Measures which increase this burden of maintenance will obviously
contribute far more toward deciding the issues of future wars than the
intrinsic loss of man power from battle deaths.

Basixl upon the mobilizations of the late war, military authorities
variously estimate that modern war requires from three to six men behind
the lines to keep one soldier at the front, and the difficulties of maintaining
an army in the field are enormously increased by the task of caring for
the sick and wounded.* Men put out of action by nonfat al battle wounds
are (for the duration of their mmcffective i>criods) military liabilities,

instead of assets. The strategic value of battle deaths bus thus greatly
diminished, and modern military thought places chief emphasis upon
mufatal battle casualties. Those instniim*ntatilitic».s which enable an
urmy to inflict upon the enemy the greatest number of notfatal battle
casualties, in proportion to the military effort expended, are accordingly
regarded as the most effective military agents.

* In the A.K.F. in France in 1918, the average minimi Mrcngth of the Medical
Department was 70,600, equal tn aru-nghOi of our average total combat strength in

Frame

In order to ascertain the relative effectiveness of modern military
agents, we cannot do boiler than examine and evaluate the casualties
of the World War. We will accordingly devote the next few pages to a
brief survey and comparison of the casualties sustained by both sides in
the late war.

CASUALTIES

Before examining these casualty records, it might be well to define
what is meant by the expression casualty. The popular idea of a *hi
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casualty is a person who is either killed in action on the field of battle or

who died from the effects of battle wounds. In a military sense, however,

a casualty is any loss of personnel which reduces the effective fighting

strength of a military unit. Military casualties are, therefore, those

losses caused by death, wounds, sickness, capture, desertion, and dis-

charge from the service. Casualties are usually divided into two general

classes—battle casualties and nonbattle casualties. Tbe former an*

those losses caused by enemy action in battle, while the latter include all

other losses. Casualties maj' also be either permanent or temporary.

Permanent casualties are those who are not returned to the army during

the remainder of the war, while temporary casualties are those who are

put out of action for temporary periods but are subsequently returned to

the army during the war.

Very complete and accurate statistics have been compiled and pub-

lished by the United States and British Governments concerning their

World War casualties and many valuable military lessons have been

learned as a result of the analytical study of these figures.

Unfortunately such excellent data have not been published by tlic

other belligerents. Some have released partial statistics and have stated

that they did not keep such detailed records of their casualties as to show
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c ans** of casualty and the result thereof, while others have published no
figures at all and have made no explanation of their silence on the subject.
The author has made every effort to secure the most accurate and reliable
figures available, and has cited his principal authorities in each case.

However, it must be borne in mind that statistics are always somewhat
imperfect, especially where they have not beeu compiled from uniform
viewjxjints, as in this case.

Records of battle injuries from the von* nature of the case caiuiot lx*

complete. In most cases military casualty statistics are bast'd ujmhi
hospital admissions and thus include only those men who were* treated in

che field hospitals. This necessarily leaves out of the record a very large
numlier of men who were rendered hors dv combat by battle injuries for
which they received local treatment. While such men nominally
remained with their units, they were militarily mmeffective fur ronsithr-
ahle periods of time. This was particularly true of a large iiiiiijImt of

Mum who were sufficiently gassed to lx* put out of action, but who wen*
not at the time thought to 1h* so seriously injured as to require evacuation
to the field hospitals.

Table IX shows the number of men mobilised by countries during the
World War, together with the total casualties sustained by each. It also

shows the number killed or dying from all causes, the wounded, those
taken prisoner or missing, and the percentages of casualties in the total

mobilizations of each country.
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Table IX.

—

Casualties in the World War

Total

mobilized

force*

Killed

and
died-

Wounded. Prisoners

excluding and

deatlia
j

miming

Total

ra*ualti«*

Per

cent

Mlira:

Husain

Franco

British Kiupirof, .

.

Italy

United Hiaiest. . .

.

•Japan

Knuiminin

Sorbin

Belgium

Greece

Portugal

Montenegro. ....

Total..,

Crntrat f’owrra:

Germany
Austria-Hungary.

.

Turkey
Bulgarin

Total

Grand total. . .

.

15.500.000

8. 4 10. (MX)

8.904.407

5.015.000

4.137.828

800.000

750 000
707.343

)

207 000
230

.
000

100
.
ooo!

50,000

700. 000

1.357 800

008.700

050.000

110.902

300

335.700

45.000

13.710

5.000

7.222

3.000

4. 950. 000*2. 500.000

4* 200 000 537.000

1 2.004.970 352.458
947.000 000.000
>19.296 4.500

907 3

120.000 80.000

133 148 152.958

44.080 34.059

21.000 1.000

13.75L 12,318

I0.000
i

7,000

9.150000
0.100 800

3.050 140

2.197.000

340.098

1.210

535 . 700

331.100

93.001

27.000

33.291

20.000

59 0

73 3
34 3

39 1

8 2

0 2

71.4

40.9

34 5

11.7

33 3

40 0

45.471.038

11.000.000^

7.800 000

2.850.000

1.200.000

4,933.352

1,773.700

1 .200,000

325.000,

87.500

12.730.704 4.281,986

4.210.058 1.152.800

3.020.000 2.200 000
400.000 250 .000
152390 27.020

—
21.946.012

7, 142,558

7.020 OOtt

975.00d
200.919

48.2

(U W

90 0

34.2

22 2

22
, 850 , 000.3.386,200 8.388,448 3.0*29,829 15,401.477 67.4

08.321 .038 8.319,552 21,119.2127.911.725 37.350 489 54 7

• Klllnl and di«*<t indutl— (truths from nil mum.
t Briii'li "Oftiriiil Nlrdirnl llUlnry of the War." H. M. Msdunrry Ottlre, l.oudon. 1WI|.
J Fipurt". for llir United Stucr* indudr 80.7;.'? United Stain Manor., bul rxHudr Cniird Sum

N nvy, (JxdudinR United HinUi Munne* who -erv'd with ihr Army in Frunr*. the United Stum
Vrmy casualties u- follow-: total mobilised torn*. 4.067.101; kilUrt and died. IM.Ottf; mounded
ni-uulli—

.
2l0,3t>6: excluding 13.001 wlio died of wound*: priionri* and mi— inf. 4.423 (represent ini

r*ri-oner* only, all nn—tug case* cleared up; to»al mmllif*. 328.PI6: percent, 8 . 1).

In order to arrive at the numlier of injuries inflicted by weapons
("battle injuries”), the “prisoners and missing” should be omitted, since

obviously nothing definite is known as to their condition. In this con-
nection, however, it should he pointed out the probabilities are that
approximately the same |**rrentages of “killed” and “wounded” would
occur among the “prisoners and missing,” as among the forces accounted
for, so that, in arriving at the total “killed and wounded,” it would he
logical to extend the percentages of “killed and wounded” to apply also
to the “prisoners and missing.” On the other hand, in comparing casual-
ties caused by various military agents, it is safer to exclude the “prisoners
and missing,” from the figures, in order to eliminate all conjecture,
although it would not affect the relative percentages either wav. Accord-
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•ugly the “prisoners and missing” are excluded in the following casualty

statistic*, unless otherwise stated.

Another important point to be noted in connection with Table IX is

the fact that the figures in Column 3, showing “killed and died,” include
men who died from nonbattie injuries (including disease), as well as those

who died from battle injuries. Exact figures are not available from all

the countries shown in Table IX to permit these two classes of deaths to

l>e separated. We have, however, the official figures for the United States

and the British Empire and the approximate estimates for the other

l>elligerents.

Table X shows (by country) the number of battle deaths and non-
battle deaths, the total wounded (including deaths), and the percentage*

of battle deaths to the total numbers wounded.

Table X.

—

Battle Deaths in Woiild War

Country
Battle

deaths

Nonbattle

deaths

Total

wounded,

including

battle

deaths

Per cent of

“battle

deaths’' to

“total

wounded "

(including

“batlle

deaths")

.lilies:

Huaaia 1.410,700 283.300 0.366,700 22.2
France 1.131.500 226.300 5,397,500 21 0
British Km pi re 585.533 113.173 2.590.509* 22.0
Italy 541.500 108.500 1.488.500 36.4
United States 52.842 64.000 272.138 19 4
•Japan 250 50 1.157

399.750
21 6

Rouninmn 279.750, 55.950 70 0
Serbia 37.500 7.500 170.048 21 9
Belgium.

i 1 l .430 2. 280 50.110 20.4
Greece 4.000 1,000 25.000 16 0
Portugal 0,000 1.222 19.751 30.4
Montenegro 2.500 500 12.500

|

20 0

Total 4.009 511 803. 84

1

10.800 275 24 2
i 'rrUrot I'nirrr*

Germany 1.478.000 295.700 5.094 .058 25.9
AtiNlrin-llungury 1 .000 000 200.000| 4. 020.000 21 0
Turkey 270.000 55.000 070.000 40 3
Bulgaria 73.000 14.500

1

226. 3!K1 32 4

Total
j

2.821.000 505 . OOOj 11 .209.448
j

25 2

Grand total 6.890.511 1 .429 041 28.009.723
1

24.0
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From Table X it is noted that the battle deaths were almost five-sixths

of the total deaths, while less than one-fourth of the total wounded died

While the figures in Tables IX and X show that the total casualties

in the World War greatly exceeded, both in number and percentage of
forces engaged, the casualties of all previous wars, and the ratio of battle

injuries to uoubattle injuries was very much higher than ever before, the
jRTctMitage of deaths due to battle injuries was much lower. The use of

Table XL—Ga* (‘ahvaltik* in the World War

Count ry

Battle casualties due in gn>

Rata' of gns cas-

ualties to tolul

wotmded

Remarks

Nonfat al

injuries
Deaths Totals

Includ-

ing

deaths

Kxrlml-

*ng

deaths

Russia
| 419,340 50.000 475.340

f
*

• f

7.5 8.5 1

France 182.000’ 8.000 190.000 3 5 4.3 1

British Umpire 180.597 8.109 188.700 7 3 9.0
1

1

Italy 55.373' 4.027 tiO.OOO 4 0 5.8 !
5

United State*. .

.

71 .345' 1.402 72 . 807 20.8 : 32 5 4

Germany ' 191.000 9.000 200 000 3.5 4 5 4

Austria 97.000 3.000 100.000 2.2 2.7 t

Gt here

1

9.000 1.000 10.000 13.2 15.4 T

Total |l .205. 655
1

91.198 l .290.853' 4.6
-ill
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chemicals in the World War played a large part in reducing the |**rccntagc

of deaths from hat tic injuries.

As gas was not used to any serious extent in the World War, except

on the Western, Eastern ,
and Austro-Italian Fronts, only the countries

which fought on those three fronts sustained any considerable number of

gas casualties. It has heen stated that Roumania and Bulgaria suffered

a large number of gas casualties, hut the Author has lxM»n unable to \erif3’

this report or to ascertain any reliable figures concerning same. Accord-

ingly, Table XI shows, for the countries engaged on the Western, Eastern,

and Austro-Italian Fronts only, the mutilicr of tin* casualties, the deaths

resulting from battle gases, and the |K*rccntagc of gas casualties to the

total wounded, both including and excluding deaths.

• "A (’uiupwritiivr Siu.lv "• World W*r (Wualiin.' by < .4..nrl mow Major General. Ri.U II. I.

GilrlirHi. V.S. Gurnnnirtil IMolin* Office. Wa»liiugiun. I'J-'fi. t4tt)

• Th.- final vulumr of lh* Hritiah “ Official Medical Iliatory the War." pubU>l»-.l by Hir Maj**ty *

Stationery Office. London. 1WL which dcnU with lb* alaliatiral o-pe.t id r*.u»lt.e* give* (Table V. p

till l hr Hpproaimat* U»Ul iUM eaauallir* admitted lo Medical Uoila in France.

(Ki.70ii casual lie* laurntmiona) «*l which 5.8W »ere deaths. Tl.r figu*e* for ihr ye*. !«»',. |...»evrr.
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include HfUiik I

r

ik) pa only; the adma-outi* na.i ili'ilh* anionic Dominion troops brim uukouau. AUo
ware (lo- rasuallir* heir reported in- biui>il upon liurpUil iun». ll«cy do nol in.-ludr **» ri»unllir>

»hu dii'd oil ibr brtllrSrlil. Geneml Foulkee in hi* rrn*ni b< -ik. " Gar? Thr Morj >4 I hr Special

Brigade" (puge 338). give* ihe loial known British death* Ironi rob m 6.I0U, lo which (hr -ay*) "muni
be added about 3,000 lluil were unrecorded. mostly dead, in April aod May. 1U14.’ These uun-curdnl

raauallim undoubtedly include the Dominion Troop* (partirulariy Canadian*) who mm .ul.jrctrd I..

ihr first German ga»-ckouii attaelc ai Vprea in April. 1014. and who were not included in iht- Briu-h
official figure* quoted above. Thr author line, irnmlinily, arrived nt the total Hriti-h g.v» •n-ualtic

and drat ha. given in Table XI above, by adding K.0U0 ea*unities. ineluding 2.000 dralh*. thr British

official ranunity figures and til the total death* aiaird by Fnulkrs.
• Gilchrist (40) give* the Italian an* casualties aa 13.300. ol whirh 4.027 (.14.8 per rrnl) aetr death*,

but alatea that the*e figure* are unreliable From a etudy ol the chemical attack* on the Italian Army
and resulting |an cnaualliea. it is bettered that these figure* are seriously in rti or. Thr author, afler a

eareluJ catimate ol the chemical- warfare situation on the Italian Front, i* inclined u. sirepi the elated

death* (4,027) a* npprosimately correct, but believe* tlie total uumbri of Italian gw* en-unliir* aere

at least 00.000.

• "The Medical Department of (he United State* Army In the World War." V«4. XV, " Statistics."

I’art 2. Table 1 10. give* tin- complete casualty records of the United Stale- Army during lit* World
War. Tin- figute*. however, do not include the c&aualtie* of the United State* Manor* nerving with the

VK.F. The figures. shown m Table Ulabove. were arrived at by adding to the olhcial Medical Drpail-

u.ein casually records of the Army, the casualty figure* for the Marine Corps, a* follows: disabled b>

ga*. 2.014: died of gas. 34; killed m action by gu*. 6; total gnwted. 2.044.

• Gilchrist (4*)) gives the German gaa casualtie* as 78.603. of which only 2.280 died. I>r. Ouo
Muntsrb. (48) quote- I he same figure*, bul. in eaplanaiion of the relatively small number of German
gns casualties, any*:

" A great many of the gas rasualliea are lo be found among thuw who were reported missing In

ninny rase*, the rusunlt y lists rc|K»rt as nick only the men who were treated in the field Inapt tala. The
doubtless very great number uf men who were only -lightly affected by gns ami who, although unfit lia

service, acre able to remwin with thru units, receiving treatment in the ambulance*, a re thus left out of

the statiatira. Skin dt-rs-e- caused by chemical subdnnre* are frequently rlamifird in the at alistice.

not aa gas injuries, bul as skin affection-."

It ia also noted that Dr. Muniseh -hows no ga* rasuuliir* during the first year of the war (11*14)

although the ltntish launched several very effective cloud-gas attack* against ihe German- in tlie rail uf

IVMA. and the Freneli commenced the u-c of gas artillery shell aguuaii the Germans in hcpit-nibrr. IWI.*,

I»r. Kudolpli Ifunalinn (20) nl»o quotes the same figure- fur the German gas ru-uullie-. thu*: “The Oei
mail casualties due to gas nt* anfrf lo huve amounli-d to 78.603." lie further state* that M.OfW of these

•ssuallies occurred betwreo Jnn. 1 and Sept. 30. 11*18! It ha- also b«-cn explained by oilier German
s rltefr that German battle cneualtirs »ho were retained for treatment in regimental and r.ap- area-

leelinisted at 30 per cent) were not included in the official casualty statistics. Keen after making due
dlowunces lor all the varinus con-nlemiion* mentioned above, the author i- of the ••jnntnn that iln

published figure* for ihr German ga- casual tic* ore far loo low. < on-i.lci.ne ihe great chemical artivi-

ne- of the Hritiah ami French Armies and the known effi-ctivenea* of the Itniieli gu- trnep,' attack*, it i.

rn j-i—tble to believe that the Geniian gu* casualties could hare been any lfw- than eilhei the British «
French alone. After a cnrrful eslimatc of ih- rhemical-warfarc naiuation on thr Western Front, the

author places Ihr Grrman gas casualties B | 20O.000. of wbirh P.000 were deaths.

• Considcrnble difficulty was encountered in obtaining reliable information concerning the A vaIrian

gas casualties. A careful study was made ol the llusuan and Italian gu* attock* ugaiiiri the Austrian-

*nd the roorlusioo wsa reached that ihe Austrian gaa casualties approximated 100 600. including

3.000 deaths.

1 In additinn to the principal belligerents listed above, there were a number of tns>j* of several

-mallet power*, such a* Belgium and Portugul. which operated on the We-iern Front and -u-t mined gar

casualties. The gaji casualties sustained by these troop* are estimate,! collectively ut lOOno. including

1.000 deaths

From Tables IX, X, and XI, we extract the following significant

figures. For the countries engaging in chemical warfare (t>., Russia,

France, British Empire, Italy, United States, Belgium, Portugal,

Germany and Austria-Hungary), the total wounded (including battle

deaths) were 28,009,723, of which 1,296,853 (4.6 per cent) were due lo

gas, and 26,712,870 (95.4 per cent) were due to other military agents. Of

ihe corresponding total of 21,119,212 nonfaUd battle injuries, 1,205,655
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(5 7 per cent) were due to gas, and 19,913,557 (94.3 percent) were due

to other military agents. For the same countries, the total bailie death*

were 6,890,511, of which 91,198 (1.32 per cent) were due to gas. while

6,790,313 (98.68 per cent) were due to other military agents.

Thus, while gas caused 4.6 per cent of all battle injuries and 5.7 per

rent of all nonjalal battle injuries, it caused only 1.32 per cent of all

battle deaths. Gas was, therefore, over four times as effective in securing

uonfat&l battle injuries as in causing battle deaths. The military impor-

tance of nonjalal battle injuries, as distinguished from deaths, has already

I pointed out, so that we may logically draw I he* conclusion that gas,

a> a military agent, responds in an outstanding degree to one of the most

imjMirtant requirements of modern warfare.

MILITARY EFFORT EXPENDED FOR GAS CASUALTIES

Having determined the battle casualties caused by ga-s our next

inquiry logically concerns the military effort expended in securing these

casualties, as compared to the military effort expended in securing the

sum total of battle casualties.

In connection with this inquiry, it should be borne in mind that the

military efTort here referred to is only that part of the total combat effort

which was exjx-nded in securing piemtuiel lo»<*> (*>., battle injuries and

deaths), and does not concern material and other tactical losses inflicted

on the enemy, although these latter are frequently of great importance

in modern war.

Battle injuries and deaths an* inflicted by tin* so-called combat arm*

of armies. As organized in the World War, the armies of the principal

lielligcrents consisted of five combat arms in order of relative strength as

follows: (1) infantry: (2) artillery; (3) combat engineers; (4) air corps; and

(5) cavalry. These rumbat arms in all of the principal armies constituted

about two-thirds of all troo|>s in the Theater of Operations, anil the rela-

tive strengths of those arms, in |**rcentages of the total combat strengths,

averaged approximately as follows:

Per ('em

). Infantry (incluiliiiK iiiMehiiif-icuii mill Iimk units) 50.

U

2. Artillery (inrlu.tu.ff I.envy t reueli-mortnr unitxj -5.0

(omlnil Engineer* i including rliemiml uniiM H 0

4. Air Con** jinelu.lmg ol.M*n-iiiMin-lmll<M»ii nniti«) 0 0

5. Cm tilrv (including mcclmniscd unit-) 10
Mi*rr|lancon*> (including hrjnl*|Wiirtcn» mid hr8d.|U*nen«

trtiM|kt. M P.'s, irnin linid«|iiurlcrs, mnlTs, ex.t-utive mtvhw.
nniiniren.fi inachiiic-giin units, mid nnsrcl Inneons mixiliun

cnmt.nl uniln *6 0

Total ftiMbn/ strength J(X) 0
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Tahue XII.—Toxic Gabui Ubed in Batti.k domimi tmk Would Wan*

(Tons)

Connin'
•

Ami 1014 1015 1010 1017 1018

Tolnl

uatMl ill

lull lie

Gcnnnny A 0.5 1 .500 0.500 15.000 30.000 53.000 A

c 0 1 .AM l .200 1 .250 500 4.000

Fmure A 0 350 3.000 ^ 7.000 15.050 20.000

C 0 0 K00
1

1 .200 850 2.850

Kiiglund A 0 0
1

600 3.300 0 . 200 10. (XX)

C 0 J70
,
1.205 2.065 2.200 6 . 700

t'nilcd Simov A 0 0 0 o 1 .000 1.000

C 0 1 0 : o 0 100 100

Kumiii
;

A 0 200 1.500 2.000 0 3.700

C 0 0 500 I 000 0 f .500

Austria A 0 0 050 2.700 4.050 8.000

C 0 0 230 320 2501 800

Itmlr A 0 0 350 2.500 3.500 0.350

C 0 0 100 300 200 000

Total A 0.5 2.050 12.500 32.500 01 .000 108.050 5

Total C 0 1 .820
|

4 035 0.135 4.100 16.150

Grand lot nit 0.5 3.870 10. 535 38.035
1 •

'

05.100 124.200 A
l

• la addition, amok-s and mr»-ndi»r.s* cunMiiuifd ab»ui 20 pot r. nT nnd 4 jvi e.'nt. rssjieeiivHy. *»•

ll.e loxir-ga* ripfrvdilurst-.

A imliratn nrliUrry, including trpuch modnn.
C indicate* iprriil chemical (engineer) troops.

t Id the British and United Stales Armies the only trench mnflnr* filing cii- ummu.Mtimi wer* *hi-

4-in. Stoksa mortars, especially designed for projecting cltem.cnl* Tlime mortar* were ninnued by

chemical troop*. In all other armies a par. of ihr ammunition fired by Ireaeli mortar- wur g»-. nnd

irenrh mortar baiteries were generally included under the artillery arm. th.-on- firc«l by trench mnriar*.

(olber ihan Hritwh and United State*) i* credited In thr artillery.
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Ar smoke agent* and incendiaries were primarily employed for the
protection of personnel and the destruction of enemy material, repec-
tively, and caused only a negligible number of casualties, these two classes

of chemical agents need not be further considered here.

Coming now to the war gases, we find two distinct classes— (1) the

nonfatal lacrimators and irritants, which, while useful for many tactical

purposes, caused no appreciable battle injuries, and (2), the lethal and
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vesicant gases, which caused practically all the gas casualties. Again
wc eliminate the effects of noncasualty gases and consider only result*

produced by the casualty gases.

D.uring the World War gases were employed offensively by three.

combat arms only, viz., (1) artillery, (2) chemical troops (included above
as engineers), and (3) infantry. As the infantry used gas only to a very
limited extent in grenades, and these were nearly all of the lacrimatory
and leas irritant types, practically no gas casualties were caused by
infantry action. This then left casualty ga« warfare in the hands of the
artillery and chemical troops.

Table XII shows the quantities of toxic gases used in liattlc by the
artillery and eheinical troops of the principal belligerents during the war.

From Table XII it will be noted that the artillery (including trench
mortars) put over about 85 per cent, and the chemical troops about 15 per
cent, of the gas used in the World War.

Xo artillery units were exclusively employed in chemical Rhoots,
hut all the light and medium artillery and part of the heavy artillery, on
both sides, fired gas shell. The artillery effort devoted to gas warfare
is accordingly measured by the ratio of gas shell fired to the total artillery

ammunition expended during the war. The quantities of gas shell used
were not uniform, even as percentages of the total shell fired, but varied
considerably during the progress of the war. However, as indicated in

Table XII, there was a rapidly expanding increase in the use of gas shell

as the war progressed. In order, therefore, to arrive at any estimate as
to the amounts and percentages of gas shell used, we should consider each
year of t lie war separately and then strike an average for the whole war
period.

Xo casualty-producing gas shell were used until near the end of the
first year of the war (June, 1915), when the Germans brought out their

K shell; the Allies did not commence firing such shell until January, 1916.
From the beginning of 1916 to the end of the war, the |H*reentage of gas
diell used on both sides steadily increased, both in actual numbers and a-

l>erec»tages of the total artillery-ammunition fired (see Chart XIX, puge
681).

The |M>rceniage of gas shell fired also varied greatly on the different

lnmts and even on various parts of the same front. By far the greatest

part of all the gas shell used in the World War was fired on the Western
Front. Next in gas artillery activity came the Eastern Front and the
Austria! tah'aii Fronts in the order named. As far as can l»e ascertained,

relatively few gas .shells were used on other fronts in the late war. It i>

slid that the Rumanians and Bulgarians sustained a considerable num-
l*cr of gas casualties, but neither the means employed nor the actuul

number* involved could be verified.

Table XIII shows that 4.54 per cent of the artillery ammunition used
in the war was gas. This means then that 4.54 per cent of the total
artillery effort was devoted to gas warfare. As the strength of the artil-
lery averaged al>out 25 per cent of the total combat strength of an army
in the late war, we may say that artillery gas warfare constituted 4.54 per
cent of 25 per cent, or 1.13 per cent of the total combat effort of each
army engaged in gas warfare. To this figure for the artillery we must
add the combat engineer (chemical troops) effort that was also devoted to
gas warfare.

Table XIV shows the engineer troops that were organised ami
employed as special ehcmiral troops during the war.

From Table XIV it is noted that the 23,765 engineers employed ns
gas (chemical) troops during the war constituted approximately 2.0 per
cent of the total combat engineers, so we may say that 2.0 per cent of

Table XIII shows the estimated total artillery ammunition used during
the war by the nations shown in Table XII.

Tail* XIII.—Estimated Total Artillery Ammunition Expended dcrino thk
World War

Country

Gm shell

—
Ot her shell Total

Numl*er
Per

cent
Number Per

cent
Number Per

cent*

Germany 33.000.000 0.37 485.000.000 93.03 518.000000 35.6
France 16.000.000 4.57 334.000.000 95.43 350.000.000 24 05
England 4.000.000 2.2 178.000.000 97.8 182.000.000 12.61
Cnited State* 1 .000.000 12 50 7.000.000 87 50 8.000.000 55
Russia 3.000.000. 4.17 Of*. 000. 000 95.83 72.000.000 4 95
Austria 5.000.000 2 86 170.000.000' 97.14 175.000.000 12 03
Italy 4 000.000- 2.67 146.000.000 97.38 150.000.000 10 31

Total 06.000.000 4 54 1.389. 000. OOoj 95. 4C

~
1 .465.000 000 100 00

• IVr IWI of total •hall Brad by all the rounlrtaa nainad.

the combat-engineer effort was devoted to chemical warfare, and that gas
warfare by engineer (chemical) troops constituted 2 per cent of 8 per cent,
or 0.16 per rent of the total combat effort of the armies. Adding the
artillery effort (1.13 per cent) and engineer (0.16 per cent) together, wc
find that 1.29 per cent of the total combat effort of the armies was
expended in gas-warfare operations from which were produced 4.6 per
mil of the total battle injuries and 5.7 j>er cent of all the nonfatal battle
injuries. We may, therefore, say that, on the basis of the ratio of

casualties to military effort, gas uxm from four to five times more effects
than the nveragp of the military agent* used in the war.
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I ncse are very remarkable results when we remember that gas warfare

was not introduced until near the end of the first year of the war; it then
went through a period of experimentation for the next two years and was
not developed to a stage evej remotely approaching its possibilities
until almost the last year of the war when mustard gas was introduced in

I arle XIV.—Special Chemical Troops in the World War

j

Vlieum-al

units Total Total Chemical

('nullin' nlmmiaa 1
cumhut l»er cent Organisation ofrncimcal

Bat- Cum- (ftrenpeth
engineer . of combat chemical units

tailous pun iei
at rengt h engineers

Germany 9 3fl 7.000 320.000 2.0 4 Regiments of 2

battalions of 4

companies plus 1

additional battal-

England 5 21

-

7.365 106,000 6.9
ion

1 Brigade of 5 bal-

talious of 4 com-

Franco

•

6 18 3.600 175,000 2.0

panies and 1 spe-

cial company
6 Battalions of 3

United State- ...
•9 d 1.700 85,000 2 0

companies each

1 Regiment of 2 bat-

talions of 3 com-

Russia . . 7 14 2.800 250.000 1 1

panies each

7 Battalions of 2

Austria
« companies each

i
$

1

i

4 800 75.000
{

i

l.l 1 Battalion of 4

companies
Italy 3

a

500 150.000 0.3 1 Battalion of 3
—

companies

ToIrI 31
!

102
|
23.765

|

1.101.000 2 0

• Oniy l.o hattalioft* of lb- l*f Ga- H-titumi arrivrj Id Franc- and look |».i in lb* oper.uo*. o."
1""* ,n X - ,rl ' “' ,8 (o tia b.italiow (o.

"^"TT ,0-' •,rrn*,h '* *•'« "<* Eurty in S-ptrmber. HUB. Im,
-Mld.nimaJ -u-lmi taliol) irpmrni. wtfr auihoriard. makinp a «oial o( li.000 chemical troop* that would

b*-*n en.pi-.yrd by tbr American Army m Franc- in IWItt. had the war conlinoed

July, 1917. InJike H.E. shell which had lx*en fully developed and were
standard munitions for thirty years before the Worid War, gas shell had
u. be hastily improvised and developed under stress of war conditions.
Many of the cases used in artillery shell proved unsuitable for such use
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* ,r ww nut adapted to condition* met on the field of battle. Thus, out
of a total of more than fifty chondral atihsfanros loaded into artillery shell,

only four or five proved really effective under battle conditions.
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Each time a new gas was tried out much effort wu involved in pre-

paring and firing the shell and in ascertaining their battle effect iveneaa.

Often the efficiency of such shell was a matter of dispute and their real

value could only be definitely ascertained after a large number of rounds
had been fired. Perhaps the most noteworthy example of this kind was
t he French Yinreunite shell, filled with a mixture of hydrocyanic acid and
arsenic trichloride. This mixture had a very marked toxicity in the
lal>oratory and great results were expected to be obtained in the field

from its use. The French filled no less than 4,000,000 artillery shell with
this filling, yet the consensus of opinion was that, owing to its extreme
volatility and peculiar physiological reaction, it was not an effective gas

under battle conditions, and hence only a very small |>ereelitage of cas-

ualties were actually obtained from a very large expenditure of this

ammunition.
In addition to inefficient toxic gases, there were also a large number of

-hell containing gases of the lacrimatory and irritant types which were
not intended to produce casualties, but to harass the enemy, causing

him to mask or to penetrate the mask and cause its removal iu the pres-

ence of toxic gas. Thus, Germany filled 14,000,000 shell with DA, a

substance which, while highly irritant, was virtually not lethal and did

not produce more than 20,000 casualties all told. When the various non-
casualty-producing gas shells are subtracted from the total, it disclose*

a very high casualty power for the remaining successful types such as the

phosgene and mustard shells.

This is strikingly illustrated by the following comparison: Considering

the seven countries which engaged in chemical warfare during the World
War (listed in Table XII 1), we find (from Table X) that the total casual-

ties were 28,009,723, of which 1,296,853 were due to gas (Table XI). Of
the 26,712,870 nongas casualties, it is estimated that approximately
one-half were due to H.E. shell and shrapnel, or a total of 13,356,435.

Since the total artillery ammunition (other than gas) expended by these

countries during the war was 1,389,000,000 rounds (Table XIII), it

follows that approximately one casually was produced by each 100 round*

of uongas artillery ammunition fired.

On the other hand approximately 85 per cent of the 1,296,853 giv*

casualties (1,102,325) were due to artillery gas shell (see Tabic XI).

These casualties were caused by the loxic-yas shell which were approxi-

mately 75 per cent of the total gas shell fired, so that we have 1,102,325

casualties produced by 49,500.000 toxic-gas shell, or an average of one

casualty for each 45 of such shell fired. From this it follows that toxic

gas shell were more than twice as effective as nongas (H.E.) shell (n

producing battle casualties.
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RELATIVE CASUALTY VALUE OF GASES

In order to determine the relative casualty value of the principal

battle gases, it is necessary to take into consideration the amounts of each
that were used in battle during the World War. Table XV shows the

amounts of battle gases of each class that were manufactured during
the War.

Of the 150,000 tons of battle gases manufactured during the war,

approximately 125,000 tons were used in battle and 25,000 tons were left

on hand after the war in filled shell and in bulk storage, as indicated in

Table XV.
Subtracting the stocks on hand at the end of the war from the totals

manufactured during the war, we arrive at the tonnages of the various

gan-s used in battle. Table XVI shows these tonnages and the corre-

ripondiitg number of casualties resulting from each.

From Table XVI, it is noted that all told about 125,000 tons of ga*
were used in the war and caused 1,296,853 casualties, or one casualty
for each 192 lb. of gas. It must be remembered, however, that a large

part of the early war gases were lacrimatory and irritant gAses which
«*iiused no recorded casualties, so that the real casualty power of the later

gjivoK was considerably al>ove this average.

Of all the casualty gases used in the war, mustard gas was by far the

Table XV.

—

Battle Gaskh MAxrrACTUKED during the World War
(Tons)

1 won ry i

Lacnriv-

al or*

Gases

Lun* :

.

. i vesicants
injurant*

Stemm-
tntor*

Total*

German? 2.900 48 000 10 000 7/200 08.100
Fmnee 800 34.000 2 140 15 30.955
England 1.800 23.336

|

:»oo 100 25.735
I'llilod Slaua. 5 5.500 710 0 0.215
Austria 245 5.000 0 0 5.245
Italy 100 4.000 0 0 4,100
Russia 150 3.500 0 0 3.050

Tula]* ft.000 123 335 13 350 7.315 150.000
iWl on luind unu«vl. 0 22.833

!
1 350 815 25.000

most effective. It was not introduced until July 12, 1917, and hence
was used by Germany only during the last sixteen months of the war.
Owing iu production difficulties, France was unable to fire mustard ga>
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shell until June, 1918, and Great Britain not until September, 1918—
less than two montha before the Armistice. Notwithstanding the
short period of use, 1,200 tons of mustard gas (in artillery shell) caused
400.000 casualties, or one casualty for each 60 lb. of gu*.

Table XVI.—Battle Gabs* Used ik World War and Resulting Casualties

Gamm Ton. u»ed

in battle

Resulting

casualties

Pound* of kiu

uhwI per

casualty

Larrintatorv 0 000 0 0
lAinjt injurants 100 500

1

870.853 230
Vuicanta. 12.000 400.000 00
Siermutatora 6 600 20 000 050

Total. 125,000
|

1.296,833 192 (average)

Altogether about 10,000,000 artillery shell were filled with mustard
gas, and of these approximately 9,000,000 were fired in the Into war.
These 9,000,000 shell produced 400,000 casualties or one casualty for
'•very 22.6 mustard shell fired. Thus, mustard gas shell proved to lx*

twice as effective as the average gas shell and nearly five times as effective
as shrapnel and high-explosive shell.

Contrast this record with high-explosive, rifle, and machine-gun
casualty results. About 5,000,000,000 lb. of high explosives were used by
all belligerents in the war, from which it is estimated 10,000,000 battle
casualties resulted; thus each casualty required 500 lb. of high
explosive. Again, a total of 50,000,000,000 rounds of rifle and machine-
gun ammunition produced 10,000,000 casualties; thus each casualty
required 5,000 rounds.

PRINCIPAL GAS ATTACKS IN WORLD WAR
Impressive as are the foregoing average results in the late war, many

instances can be found where gas was UBod under favorable conditions
and produced still more effective results. This was particularly true of
the large-scale gas attacks put over by the chemical troops on both sides
Th<*se attacks comprised gas clouds released from cylinders or projected
on the enemy by gas projectors.

Table XVII shows the principal gas attacks during the war, the
approximate quantities of gas used, the means employed for putting over
the gas, the casualties produced, and the average amount of gas casualty
for each attack.

From the last column in Table XVII it will be noted that, in general,
the early gas attacks were the most effective from the point of view of the
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number of pounds of gas required per casualty. This, of course, was due

to the absence of any effective protection from the first gases used in the

war. As the means of protection increased in efficiency, the number of

pounds of gas required to secure a casualty increased proportionately,

although the results of successive gas attacks were by no means uniform;

local conditions often entering largely into the relative effectiveness of

each gas attack.

Another noteworthy point brought out in Table X\ II is that oil an

average the large gas attack* were not as effective, per pound of gas used,

as the smaller attacks. This was due primarily to the fact that, in general,

in the small operations the targets were more definitely defined, and also

i he smaller the attack the better the execution could be controlled.

In considering the relative effectiveness of the various types of gases

it must, of course, be borne in mind that the infliction of casualties Is

not the sole criterion. For example, lacrimators. being effective in much

smaller concentrations than the other types, are far more efficient in

forcing the enemy to mask than are any of the other gases. Indeed, so

decided is the economy of the lacrimators for such use, it would be a

tactical error to employ any of the other gases for this purpose. Since

masks, no matter how much they may be improved, will always

involve a material reduction in the physical vigor and fighting ability

of troops, it is believed that lacrimators will always be used in war.

although they cause no casualties.

Similarly, the stemutators (sneeze gases) cause relatively few casual-

ties, but are so effective in extremely low concentrations in causing

nausea and general physical discomfort that they fill a distinct tactical

need for counterbattery work and in general harrassment of troops.

Moreover, gases of this type arc generally in the form of toxic smokes and

have a marked mask-pcnctrative power. So penetrative are these gases

that special mechanical filters are required to be added to gas-mask

canisters in order to protect against them. Gas masks so equipped

necessarily have a higher breathing resistance and thus tend still

further to lower the physical vigor and combat ability of masked troo]>s.

Frum what has just been said, it is apparent that while the infliction

of casualties is the primary object of modem battle, it by no means follows

that because a chemical agent does not possess a high casualty-producing

power, it Is of no tactical value in war. This point " ill be more fully

appreciated when the tactical omploi’mcnt of chemical agents is taken

into consideration.

AMERICAN GAS CASUALTIES

In the foregoing discussion we have considered the gas casualties of

the late war from the general vlewj>olnt of i he roial casualties of the
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principal belligerents engaged in the war. While Ruch a survey has thp

advantage of a broad point of view, it has the limitation that ronijileie

and accurate statistics concerning many aspects of the gas casualties of

the principal belligerents are not available. We are, therefore, not able

to draw definite conclusions as to the value of gas as'compared with other

military agents, or as to the relative values of the different gases. For-

tunately, the excellent casualty records of the A.E.F. in France, compiled

by our own medical department, are so accurate and complete that

they afford ample material from which these omissions may be supplied

and many valuable lessons may be learned from a careful analysis of

these records.

While our battle experience was limited to the last nine months of the

war, it embraced the period of greatest development in chemical attack,

and hence most accurately reflects the real powers and limitations of this

mode of warfare. The casualty records of the United States Army are

for the year 1918 only, hence they indicate the results of chemical war-

fare after it had passed through its period of incubation and had reached

a stage approximating its full effectiveness. We will, therefore, con-

clude our study of World War casualties by considering a few of the

salient point* indicated by our own casualties in the war.

A reference to Table XI will show that the United States had a far

higher percentage of gas casualties than any other belligerent in the war.

This has already been accounted for in the preceding paragraph and, if

the casualty records of the other belligerents on the Western Front arc

considered for the year 1918 only, it will be found that the gas casualties

of the other armies were about the same as our own. Thus the French

sustained the following percentages of gas casualties during the great

offensives of 1918,

Per On i

Mar. 1 To Apr. tt (Somme offensive) 39.72

May 27 to June 5 (Aisnc ofTenaivc) 11.17

June 9 (o June 15 (Novon-Monididier offensive) . . 17.15

June 15 to July 31 (Aisne-Mamc counteroffensive) 30 14

Aug. 1 to Sept. 20 (Somme counteroffensive) 23 39

Average 24.3

These figures are very significant, as they clearly show the rapidly

increasing casualty power of chemical agents as the war progressed.

Thus, while the average gas casualties for the whole war jxriod were only

about 5 per cent of the total casualties, during the last year of the war,

gas casualties had increased to approximately 25 per cent of the total

casualties, including deaths, and an even greater percentage when death*

are excluded. This strikingly illustrates the point referred to above,
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namely, that the experience of 1918 is far more indicative of the real and
future power of chemicals than figures based upon the whole war period

when chemical warfare was largely in the experimental stage.

The figures in Table XVIII show that gas ranked first among all the

military agents in the production of nc^nfatal casualties, and second in

production of total casualties. Table XVIII further shows that, with the

'ingle exception of gunshot missiles (a very generic and comprehensive

• lass), gas caused a far greater percentage of our casualties than any other

military agent used in the war, even including H.E. shells and shrapnel

which were employed on a vastly larger scale.

This is a very impressive showing for any military agent, and is even

more so for one which was hastily developed under stress of war and did

not emerge from an experimental stage until the war was nearly half over.

It is noted that Table XVIII does not include those that died on the

battlefields nor any casualties among the marine* who served with the

A.E.F. Supplying these omissions, we have the total battle casualties

for the A.E.F. in Table XIX:
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The official casualty reports of our medical department give t In-

hospital admissions and deaths from battle injuries in the A.E.F. caused

by the various military agents. These data have been extracted and

consolidated in the following table:

Table XVIH.—Battle Casualties and Deaths in' A.E.F. from Various Military

Agents*

l finned on Haapital Admb«*H>n»)

Miliinry N|(cit la

Bailie casualties Per cent of

hospitalised

eastmltie*Xonfutnl Dctulu Total*

Gunshot middles 67.409 7.474 74.883 33 42

Gas .. 00.331 1 .221 70.552 31 49

Shrapnel, 31.802 1.985 33,787 15 08

Rifle boll 19,459 1 901 20.420 9 12

Shell.

.

18.201 1.778 20.039 8 94

Hand g motile 824 50 880 0 40

Ilnvonrt (culling iiistrutucuin). . . . 309 5 374 0 10

Pistol ball 229 13 242 0 10

Airplane attacks.
. .

170 28 198 0 08

Malar 9 3 12 0 005

Mincellanrou*, including agent* not
.

stated, i-ninhing. falling object*

indirect reauh 2 535

1

107 •»
. 7U*J 1.205

Totals .... 210.398 13.991 224.089

• F,*rlu«lirt» maritv- wrvini «ilh lit* A.F. r
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Table XIX —Total Battle Cahvalties in A.E.F. from Gas and Nonoaa Auco»

V. H. Army tkMialtim u. s. marine rmaualli** Total caauallir*

Military sgrnt
Killed INsd Wound**! Killed D**d OnarMW

Total

dralli*

Wnoadvd Total

ih III lius- non- in in h<» txm- non- raaual-

HUlnti pltd latal •ction nital fnul fatal

Nongi» ;trt «in!l2.«70 Ml .nr,: 1.837 570 0 AM SI.3AU I4T.WI IW 331

0*. ?no 1 221 00.331 r. 35 2.014 1.4A2 71 345
j

72.W7

Tiitylt,

r
1

V% 13.GVI

I

•“

“

2 io.at* 1 MI CU A 53.842 2IV 272. I3A

It will l>e w-en from Table XIX that, while gas caused 26.75 per cent

»>f all our casualties and 32.53 per cent of nonfatal casualties, only 2.00 |**r

cent of the gas casualties died, whereas 25.78 per cent of the nongas

casualties dic-d. We may say from this that men wounded by gas had

over tweJY'c tinier- the clioncc to escape with tlieit In it* than men

wounded by other wea|N»riR.

This very low death rate from gas, as compared to other wenjions,

was also iwporieiiml by the Other principal armies engaged ill

the gas war. Thus, British casualty records* vliow only 1.3 |mt rent

deal hs from gas as compared to 24.0 |»er cent deaths from imngas weafMUis:

? lie French hail 4.2 per cent deaths from gas as againM 32.0 |»er cent

deaths from nongoa weapons; while the On mans had 4.5 |H*r cent deaths

from gas as against 36.5 i»er cent deaths from nongas weapons (•**

Plate i).

Not only were the deaths from gas comparatively 1oy\, but the per-

centage of ft ifwe permanently put out of action by go.* was equally low.

This is indicated by tl»e number of discharges for disability from battle

injuries by various military agents, as shown in Table XXi
From TnMc XX' it « ill be seen that gu> itiumhI only 11.3 ])cr cent of The

total discharge* for disability, while il was responsible for 26 75 |**r rent

of all casualties, and 32.55 per relit of all nonfatal casualties (see Table

XIX). Dividing the number discharged for disability from each military

agent, as indicated in Tabic XX, by the numlier of nonfatal casualties

from each agent, us given in Table XVIII, we find the per cent of dis-

charges among the casualties from the principal agents as follows;

?5 4 |»<T o<«nt v

f

those wounded by nhcll were dinrh.iigrd fui (Inability.

'21 9 per rent of those wounded hv nflo halls were discharged for di-ability.

17 3 |Rt rent of thnw* wounded by ahrapnrl were dtnrhargrd for disability.

10 R per rent of those wounded by gunshot missiles were discharged for disability

7 9 per cent of those wounded by gu» were discharged for disability.

* France and Flnwtcn* only

fill

GERMAN CASUALTIES
WORLD WAR

BRITISH CASUALTIES (in fronts)
WOfllO WAR

FRENCH CASUALTIES
WORLD WAR

AMERICAN CASUALTIES
W0RL0 WAP

Plate l.-Gu and nongoa rnsuolties in tho World War.
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Table XX.—Discharges for Disability and Date Ixmtt in Hoefitai. in A.E.F

from Vakiove Military Agents*

Military agent

Dmrharge* for

disability

Deve lost in

hospital

Xuml*r !ci Number ' Per ceni

(uimhol mwiln
| 7.280 29 n 0.157,451 35.2

Shrupnel. . 5.488 21.8 3.423.040 19 8
tMI . 4.038 18 4 2.158.629

2.873,092

12 3
Rifle 1.nil < 4.204 10 9 13 5

Gus 2.857 11.3 2.947,308 10 8
Hand grenade . . . 198 0 78 81.911 0 42
Airplane nttnrk* 50 0 180 23 902 0 14

Pistol ball.
.

20 0.1 23.153 U 13

Bayonet (rutting histruuimfs) 14 0 050 10.151 0,
Saber ...

Miscellaneous, including ngtmt* not stated,

crushing, fulling objects, indirect result*,

•t 0 008
1

1 577 0 01

and other* . 371) 1.47 254.937 1 «

Tufidr* .. 25.187 100.00
1

17.491.844] 100 00

• L»«t •.),,* imb rim* *mit| wm. Ihr A.K K

St»t«*d in another way, wc may say that hs r casualty producer ga>
ranked first among all the weajx»m* of war, but as regard* eliminations

through discharge* for disability, it ranked fifth among the causative

agents, being exceeded by gunshot missiles, shrapnel, shell, and pistol

balls.

In view of the above, it might be inferred that, since such a small

percentage of go.1
* casualties were (lermanently put out of action, men

gassed one day would return to their organisations the next day, and thus

gas in too humane an agent to be a really effective war weapon. Such,

however, is far from the fact, as is attested by the comparative number of

days lost in hospital from the various military agents including gas

Referring again to Table XX, it will be noted that gas was responsible for
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10 8 per cent of the totnl days lost in hospital, while it caused only 1 1.3 per

'•out permanent eliminations (discharges for disability) and 2 CK) per cent

deaths (Table XIX).
Stated in another way, we may say that gas ranked third among the

causative agents :is regards days lost in hospital, I ring exceeded only In

gunshot missiles and shrapnel, while it ranked fifth as regard* discharge*

for disability, and fourth as regards death (Table XVIII) (see Plate II).

What ba* just b«*cu said applies to all war gas4*s as a group, but there

i* considerable variation aiming the several type* of gus** a*; regards the

length of hospitalisation from gas wihiikIs. Thus tlie lethal or deadly
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Bayonet
fctfot Ball

Airplon*
Sobar

Ar»
0*

MOM-FATAL CASUALTIES

Boyon#4 004%
«•« Ball aio%

c?o% Mis<Hlon#eu« 122%

036%

DEATHS FROM WOUNOS

0.056%
0. 10%

Airplane 0.186%

Boyon#+
Pistol Ball

0.78%.

Mi»e.

147%,

Httcrlloncous I6%*

Gwodi s-
0-4?%

Bayonet 010%
PoteiBoil 013%
A.rplan# Q. 14%

01%+ 001%
tvn

DISCHARGES FOR DISABILITY DAYS LOST IN HOSPITAL

Platk II.— American bettle casualties by military agent.
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gases, as a group, cause less loss of days in hospital than the vesicanf-

lype gases, such as mustard gas. British statistics show that over 80 per

eent of men fatally gassed with phosgene died on the first day in the
hospital, whereas only 1 per cent of men fatally gassed with mustard
died on the first day. On the other hand, among men ncmfatally gassed

with mustard, French statistics showed the percentages of I bone who
recovered and returned to their units os follows:

Within 30 day*
Within 45 rtnva

Within tJO days

Within 70 days

Ptrr (nil

0

13

35

17

Total 65

The average American mustard-gas casualty lost 60 days in hospital.

From the viewpoint of modem warfare where the object of battle is

not tu destroy luiimm life, but rut her to put men out of action and thus

not uidy decrease the enemy's combat power, but also increase his war
burden by forcing him to maintain the maximum number of nonoffwtives,

it is obvious that gas responds to an outstanding degree to every require-

ment of au effective military agent.

We will now conclude our consideration of casualties by a brief survey

of the relative effectiveness of the principal World War gases. It has

boon variously estimated that between 50 and 100 chemical substances

were used as chemical-warfare agents during the war, These may be

conveniently groupi*d into the general classes:

(In**** ,

Typical giu

;
u*cd l.y Allies

Typical gtw

u*cd by
German*

Cat-unity

effect*
4

1. IjM'riiiintors. .

.

Hnmmccitiiir T-KtofT Nolle

II. l-utig injurant*.

.

Crwii Cnw i Fatal

Ill V ixirnliln MiiMiMrtl Ydkiw Cn** Semmnly nien|ui< il Ml mg
IV tftemtilufort*. None Blue < W* Slightly tiicapnciliitinK

Reliable statist in* showing the number of c;i"Uidticf iidlicted by the

various gn>es are not available. Aside from the British and American

medical nvords, it does not apf>car that any effort was made in the W orld

War to clussify gas casualties in accordance with the kind of gus. There

is, however, griierul agreement among the principal nations in the World

War that mustard gas caused by far the majority of the gn> casual ti<*>
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la the British Army 124,702 out of a total of 188,706 gas casualties

(66 per rent) were due to mustard gas. In our own army the segregation

is not quite so clear, as will lie Neon from Table XXI

Tahi.k XXI.—Battle Inji hii.a hi Cask* i.v A.K.K.
(.Huned on Hospital AdniU«ion* a

)

Adnu—ton* * Death*
(

w

Kinil of kmk (iHKh
N lim- Per \nn»- ^ Per

futility,

iter rail • 1st cent
j

per eent

Cits. kind mil mated

i
— -

33.5*7 47 6 546 44 7 1 63
Mustard ga* III 27.711 36 3 5W 4M It 2 16

PliisigcTie gaa II •. *34 V 7 (Mi 5 4 0 »7
Chlorine giu .

.

H 1 1.843 2.11 7 tl tlj 0 38
Arainc ga* . .

.

IV 577 n 8 3 0 3 0 52

Total...
]

,70.552 100 0
1

1 .221
1

100.

0

1 73

• Eiriudm# filled Mil** nun#** imiu inK A.E F

The information continued in Table XXI is not in a very satisfactory

form and needs some revision in order to l>e properly evaluated. In the

first place nearly one-half of the casualties reported are unclassified as to

kind of gas. Then there is included a number of casualties clmrgi*d to

chlorine when, as a matter of fact, there is no known instance of where
this gas was ever used against the American Army. Chlorine was only

used in rlnud-gas attacks and there were no such attacks against our

troops in Franre, except possibly those serving with the British and
French armies. Finally, the fatality rates in the last column of Tabic
XXI make it appear that mustard gas wa«* the most deadly of the war
ga*e>, when, as a matter of fact, it is quite generally known that phosgene
was by long odds the most deadly gas and mustard was relatively low in

fatalities.

The author accordingly believe* the following revision of Table XXI
would give a clearer piciure of the actual facts. First, the chlorine

casualties are merged with the phosgene, as the nearest allied type, and
the one which most probably was actually used and caused the casualties

charged to chlorine; then the unclassified case* are distributed in propor-
tion to the relative casualties for the known gases, including the U.S
Marine casualties (Table XIX); finully, the 2U(J battle deaths from ga.*

an- addt*d to tin* phosgene deaths since mustard has u delayed effect

which would practically preclude battlefield deaths. Our gas casualties
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in tl»o war then ap|**ar as follows:
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1 able XXII.

—

Hattlk CxaUALTits By Gases in A.E.F.
(Based on Author's Estimates*)

Kind of gs# Class

Nonfatal
|

Deaths

Case

fatality,

per cent
Num-
ber

1

Per
cent

—
I

Num-
ber

Per

rent

Mustard III 53.500 75.0 1.114 76.2 2.64
Phosgene gas. 11 10.700, 23.4! 342! 23 4 2.50
Vriinc gna

|

IV 1.145 1.6 6- 0.4 .53

Totals

J.

** 71,345 100 . 0
|

1.462
1

100 0 2 01

• Indudm* United £<»!<* n.arinea arrvinn with A.E.F.

A comparison of Tables XXI and XXII shows that, whereas in the
former only 39.3 per cent of our gas casualties were charged to mustard
ga-S in the latter 75 per cent were so identified. This last percentage
slightly exceeds the British experience (66 per cent mustard casualties)
and is in very close agreement with the French experience with an esti-
mated loss from mustard gas between 75 per cent and 80 per cent of their
gas casualties. As high as these mustard-gas percentages were, they were
(erroneously) thought by the Germans to be even higher. Thus,
Hanslian (20, page 20) says: "We assume that the losses of the Allies
through the Yellow Crow* (mustard) shells were right times as great as all

the losses caused by the other ga**™.”

THE AFTEREFFECTS OF CHEMICAL WARFARE

Up to this point we have considered the war effects of chemicals; but
what of the aftereffects? Much time and effort- have been expended in
ihe years since the war in thoroughly investigating this subject, not only
b* 'cause it i* important from a medical point of view, but also to settle
i he moot question as to whether gas really caused serious permanent dis-
abilities, or predisposition toward such diseases as tuberculosis. A large
amount of evidence has Iwen gathered and carefully sifted and evaluated

that today these matters arc no longer in doubt. Medical officers and
scientists who have studied the data concerning this question are unani-
mous m their judgment that gas does not. leave permanent disabilities or
prc(lis|x>sing weakness to organic di«o«wv.

T" go very deeply into this matter here would extend beyond the
*-oi>c of this chapter, but we cannot dismiss the subject without a few
rofei-ences to the h ading authorities..

I nquestionably, in this country the foremost authority on the medical
as,KTts of chemical warfare is Major General Harry I.. Gilchrist, Rtd.,
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late Chief of Chemical Warfare Service. General Gilchrist, then a
Colonel of the Medical Department, was detailed in the fall of J917 as
Chief Medical Advisor of the Chemical \\ arfare Service A.E.F., and
served as such throughout the war. In 1©17 and 1018 Colonel Gilchrist
spent much time inspecting troops and hospitals, not only of the A.E.F..
but also of the I reach and British armies, and so gained a comprehensive
first-hand knowledge of the effect* of battle gases during the progress Of
the War. After the War Colonel Gilchrist also devoted much time to an

of gas poisoning and has published
several very illuminating papen* on this subject. We cannot, therefore,
do better than to quote a few extrar-ts and conclusions from this eminent
authority.

First, we shall consider blindness. It was frequently asserted during
and just after the war that gat; caused permanent bliiidnuas. General
-tilchrist studied this matter very carefully and reported thAt, of the
812 cases of blindness in the A.E.F., 779 (96 per cent) were traceable to
weapons other than gas, while gas caused only 33 cases (4 per cent).
Since gas was responsible for about one-third of our nonfatal casualties,
it is obvious that the percentage of cases of blindness from gas wen- far
below the general percentage of gas casualties, and. therefore, blindness
as a result of gassing was relatively infrequent.

Next, we shall consider tuberculosis. It was claimed that gas caused
a marked predis,iosition toward tuberculosis, especially among those
gassed by the lung-injurant gases General Gilchrist, in collaboration

with doctors from the f.S. Veterans’ Bureau, examined the sen-ice records
and clinical histones of nearly three thousand veterans with the following
results: *

.

p0'*>n “ Closed by the an.lysi, „( the-

ZZ\‘ f ,

,n* : PnT"",l'ran« of «»«!• on the respirator,- organa; the com-

ZZTr . ZZl TTT *>“ *"<1 upper respiratory pamagm. and the
greater proportion of deathsfrom the immediate or recent effects of mustard gas, whilem ,u remote effects there u. hut little or no differoi.ee from those of chlorine or phor-gene; and the death rote from pulmonary tuberculosis from it, over a period it, care*.

- yearo is Ire* than 1 he death rate as shown in the census report of IW0 for male*
n| corresponding ages.

General Gilchrist then says, "The clinical experiences of many who
have given flu* subject thorough study, as well as reports from lalmratory
experiments, now furnish evidence sufficient to serve the purpose of con-
vincing anyone that pulmonary tuberculous is not a common effect of
gas poisoning and certainly not one of its later effects.”

This opinion is confirmed by many able investigators in this field, as
indicated by the references cited by General Gilchrist, while the

.
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Surgeon General's Report for 1920 contains the following conclusive
paragraph:

One hundred and seventy-three cure of tuberculous occurred during 1918 amour
Jl"

70,552 mcn who h“d hecn Kissed in action. Of this number, 78 had been gassed
by gas. kind not apccified; 8 by chlorine; 65 by mustard; and 22 bv phosgene The
number of cases of tul>creulosis for each 1,000 men gassed was 2.45. 8ii.ee the annual
rate of occurrence for tuberculosis among enlisted men serving in France in 1918 was
3.50 and m 1919, 4.30 per 1,000, it would seem to be apparent that tuberculosis did
•Kit occur any more frequently among the soldier* who had been gassed than amonc
those who had not been.

From this evidence, General Gilchrist concludes:

The aWe is a most remarkable showing. In brief, it shows that in the vear 1918
there were one and one-half tm.es as many cases of tuberculosis per 1,000 among all
troops m France a* there were among there gassed, and that in 1919 there were more
ihan one and threo-fourtha times os many tuberculosis cases per 1,000 among all
troop, as there were among the gassed troops. This means that if gassing were not
an actual deterrent to tuberculosa the small percentage of tubercular cases an.ong the
gassed can only be accounted for through the care of those patients in hospitals.

The total absence of direct aequential relation between gas poisoning
Miid tuberculosis in the A.E.F. was also found to be true for the British
Army in France. Quoting again from General Gilchrist;

_ . — .U| ,H , IVU ,,, ministry oi pensions shows
the general character of th, more protracted disabilities seen aftei gas poisoning It
being impossible to d.st.nguish in the records the precise type of rob |,v which each
ranualfy was brigiualh caused.

During the 12-month period, August 1919-1920. the resurvey hn*rd, mad*
-6, 1 oo examinations of cases of gas poisoning. Many of there men were examined
more than once dunng that prrioH, ,„d the total number of individual eases examined- calculated to have been about 22.000. But of this number 3,130 were at oncewd as nil, omcc they showed no disability, IlHVlnf the total number of pen-
sioners os aUmt 19,000.

^
Till' known total of gas casualties in British Army is 180,983. But mnnv of there

were men wlm wore gassed more than once, on mrh of which occasion* a fresh casualtynould I
h> reported. It m impossible to determine the proportion of these, and the

nuinhrr of —v..* from „,0 cur|v chIorine atlocks is a |w , unknown. A* a reasonable
approximation one may accept 150.000 as the total number of individuals surviving
slier gns poisoning, many ol whom were, of course, verv mild eases

The m.mlwr receiving disability pennon* in 1920, two or more v<*i» offer Rawing.
wob approximately 19,000; that is, about 12 percent of the total gas casualties. Gas
poisoning ««. responsible actually for 2 percent uf all the disabilities after the war.

,

percent of nil pnn«„,nCf, being dandified as suffering fium uuuiid* and Injuries and
percent ns suffering from diseases.

The percentage degree of dimlifemcut from Cn* poisoning woe generally low, at
-howi, by actual assessments in a consecutive group of 2.416 examinations made bv
boards m a penod of four weeks during September. 1920
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General Foulkes, Chief of British Gas Service iu France, also givessome very impressive evidence on this subject. Two-thirds of the British

*a» casualties were from mustard gas; concerning these casualties General
rouIkPK says:

I have mentioned the low mortality among* musiae!-*., |,m h mil
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•*> widely known tluit of the 97J-i pervent which survive very few ore rendered per-

manently unfit in the end. Towards the rlo*e of the war an examina Ikm of the

medical reconl* of 4575 of these cases which had l**en -uftw-ieiitJy severe to l»e sent to

Kngb ul g>r tmttinent (and won- therefore rather more severe than the average

i

showed fh.it 28.5 percent were transferred direct to Re*rn e battalion* and (Ml pervent

to convalescent depots—a total of 94.5 percent—within nine weeks of their arrival,

(hit of the total in this aeries of cases only 0.7 percent died: 9.4 percent were classified

hs iH'rinunciitly unfit; and less than 2 |K*rcent were reduced from Class A to a lower

category. In furl, apart from iilnnit 2 percent which may In* presumed to have died

m France Ho make tip the average mortality of 2*i percent i, only uImiiii 3 percent of

the reiUHimler were any the worse, snv, after three months. I have reproduced this

record heenuse very mistaken ideas are held, even now. «.f the terrihle effects of this

gas. liven such a direful writer as Mr. II. U. Wells has stared recently tin his * History

of the next 100 yenrs'l: "It is doubtful if any of those affected hy it" (mustard gas?

"were ever completely cured. Its maximum effect was rapid torture and death; its

minimum, prolonged misery and ail abbreviated life.’’

HUMANITY OF CHEMICAL WARFARE

Much has l»een written Imth during and since the World War concern-

ing the horrors of gas warfare and t lie cruel and inhuman consequences

resulting from its uses. After a careful study of this matter and a close

analysis of the casualties produced in the war. we now know the facts

concerning the effects of gas and see that much of the alleged horrors of

gas warfare were pure propoganda, deliberately disseminated during the

World War for the pur|K>se of influencing neutral world opinion, and had

little sincerity or foundation in fact.

The measure of humaneness of any form of warfare is the comparison

of (1) degree of suffering caused at the time «*f injury by flu* different

weapons; t he* |H*reentage of deaths to the total minilier of casualties

produced by each weapon; and the permanent aftereffects resulting

from the injuries inflicted by each particular method of warfare.

In general, gas caus<*s loss suffering tlmn wounds from other weapons.

It is unquestionably true that chlorine, the first ga» used in the late war.

did at first cause strangulation with considerable pain and a high mor-

tality. But this was due mainly to the fact that the troops against whom
these first gas attacks were launched were totally unprotected. Later

when supplied with gas masks, chlorine became the most innocuous of

the toxic gases and was the least feared by both -idea.

The two other principal lethal gases used in the war, phosgene and

i lilorpicrin, when employed in high concentration*, caused instant col-
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lapse with no suffering. With lower concentrations there ia no pain.

The pain caused by mustard gas is always delayed and depends upon the

concentration, length of exposure, and parts affected. The very fact of

the delay of several hours in the effects of mustard gas usually meana that

t he soldiers are able to obtain medical treatment by the time the symptoms

appear and much can he done to relieve the suffering. On the other hand,

suffering from other wounds commences at once, and frequently wounded

men have to endure hours of agony before medical aid can reach them

and allay their sufferings.

Among (hasp gassed the sufferings are less severe and of shorter dura-

tion than among those wounded by other war weapons. With the lung-

injurant gases the casualties are fairly out of danger in 48 hours, while

burns from mustard gas, although not painful after the first 24 hours,

often hospitalise a man for several weeks. On an average, the period

of hospitalization from gas was only about one-half that of those wounded

hy other weapons.

As to the ratio of deaths to total casualties, we have already shown

that the mortality among those wounded by nongas weapons was over

12 times the mortality from gas, and further elaboration on this point

seems unnecessary.

Finally, as to the relative aftereffects of gas as compared to other

wounds, there can be no question. Gas not only produces practically no

permanent injuries, so that if a man who is gasaed survives the war, he

comes out body whole, as God made him, and not the legless, armless,

or deformed cripple produced by the mangling and rending effects of

high explosives, gunshot wounds, and bayonet thrusts.

If any one has the slightest doubt on this point, he has only to take

one glance at the horrible results of nonfatal gunshot wounds, as illus-

trated on Plate I of Colonel Tedder’s book, “The Medical .Aspects of

Chemical Warfare’

V

History reveals that the death rate in war has constantly decreased

as methods of warfare have progressed in efficiency as the result of scien-

tific progress. Chemical warfare is the latest contribution to the science

of war. The experience and statistics of the World War both indicate

that it is not only one of the most efficient agencies for effecting casual ties,

but is the most humane method of warfare yet devised hy man.

INCREASING USE OF GAS DURING WORLD WAR

One of the most convincing evidences of the effectavcnctw of chemical

warfare was its rapidly increasing use as the World War progress**!.

This is strikingly illustrated in Chart XIX, which shows the amount of

gas and gas shell used on toth sides during each year of the war.
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Owing to the large number of casualties which the Germans scored

against the British and French with Yellow Cross (mustard) shell in the

summer of 1917, and the great success attained against the Russians by

their Colored Shoots, (mixed Green, Blue, and Yellow Croas shells) in the

fall of 1917, the Germans based the artillery preparation for their greal

offensives in the spring of 1918 on the use of gas shell. Thus gas shell,

which in 1915, 1916, and 1917 were used only in special operations for

producing casualties and in the general harassment of troops, by the end

• if 1917 had become so effective that they were incorporated as an impor-

tant purt of the comprehensive tactical plans for the 1918 offensives.

In their first great offensive against the'British in March, 1918, the

Germans conducted a ten days’ artillery bombardment in which they

used over a half million gas shells (mostly Yellow Cross). In the ensuing

attack which opened on Mar. 21, the Germans massed 1,705 batteries

(about 7,500 guns) on a 44-mile front between Arras and La Fere and

bombarded the British intensively for 5 bourn. In this bombardment

25 to 30 per nut of the artillery shell were gus
#

General

Ludcndorff says of this attack: “Our artillery relied on gas for its

effect.”
t

The importance which the German* attached to the use of gas shells

in the artillery preparations for their great offensives in the spring of

1918 is further illustrated in a captured order of the German Seventh

Army, dated May 8, 1918, which prescribed the proportions of gas shell
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In lip used for the attnrk on the- Aisne on May 27>li, ns follows:

a. Count rritflltcry and long-range

Blur Crows, 70 per rent; Graeu Crw*. 10 |»rr rout; H.L.. 20 per rent.

/». Again*! infantry:

Blue Crow, 30 j»er nut; Grot’it Cro«i<. 10 p»*r rml; H.t.. tXI p»T ihmiI.

c. In the *'1iox k.rmitr
”

Blur Cro»*. 00 per nin; Green Cru**. 10 jut mil; H.t.. 30 |»t mil.

No Yellow Gross shi ll were used immediately prcecdihg an attack.

In commenting on l

I

k- great Gi-mwm offensive* of 1918, General
Schwnrte says: “ During tin* Big Gcriimn attacks in 1918, gn* was used

hgainst artillery nnd infantry in quantities which hud never been seen

More, mid even in ojien warfare the troo(» were s*m»ii asking for gas"
Even after they were forml to take the defensive, the Germans con-

tiiiued to use a large permitage of gas shell, particularly, Yellow Crow.
Thu.- General Hartley

r referring to the German retreat in the fall

of 1918 snvs:

Wllow Cr»*~ *hrll «r«*rv UMtd nuirh further f.mmnt limit |irrvkMi»ly. . . . Th«
runny ntii'niptcd t»» mute mi im|Hi«-nlika ioiic in fnan of uni forward |MMiii«Nii> l»y

••'lion* "f imislurd gti*. ... In Yellow Cro— iliry liml :m extremely hnr ilefonrive
\»r:.j-in; uliirh they did not iw to il»r Uni ml\ mit ape.

Tlie enoriiioiis miisiiiiiptiou of artillery gas shells by the Germans in

1918 gradually Manic **ueh tlmt they were no longer able to supply the

demuiuls, although, aeeordiug to General Sellw arte, at the time of flic

Armistice* Germany was ninmtfncluriiig monthly almost 1,000 tons of

b ellow Cross (mustard) alone.

Commenting on this situation, Lefeluire writes:

The normal estiihlislaiienl of n German divisional oiniuunilion dump in July. 191*.

remained altotii 50 |wr rrni gin hIm-II The dump- raptured Inter in »l»o year rou-

tined from 30 per reni to 40 prr mil. These figures nrr >drnifir«iit (or fhrv sh«»
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how much importance the German Army attached in gas .hell. When we think of
fhe million* of ahelf and of the huge quant it if* of cxplo-ivra turned nut by our own
factories to fill them, and when we re*li«** that for n Inrgt nuinl»*i of gull caliber* the
Germane used ns inonv shell filled with ghh as with txpkirive, some idea of the impor-
timer of gas in the rceenl w ar and of its future |MM»ihilitir- ran he otitained.

Confirming the shortage of German gas shell at the time of the Armis-
tice, General Frio* nays: " Examination after the Armistice of German
shell dumps captured during the advance revealed lo*. than l per rent

of muMani gas shell.”

Throughout the war, with few exception*. Get many maintained the
initiative in chemical w nrfare, owing principally to her immensely superior
cheniicnl industry. Concerning this subject, Lefeluire says:

As n grnerrtl rule where ilu* German log lietwren tlie npprmid of o milw-tntire

and iiau-e in the Md covered w ivk*,<wir fag revered mouth*. . . . The Germans uisd
muatiird gas in July, 1917. But the first fruita of allied production were nut in the
held for eleven months. British material wns not used until month or two before
the Amu- lice.

And so the ehemieul warfare efforts of the Allies consisted largely of

retaliatory measure* in Mated attempts to keep abreast of German
initiative. Fur this reason the percentage of chemical shell in the German
artillery-ammunition program was always alidad of that in the Allied
programs.

At the time of the Armistice it is estimated that 50 per cent of the
German, 35 per cent of the French, 25 per cent of the British, and 15 per
cent of the American ammunition expenditures were chemical shell. The
American chemical-shell program laggi-d considerably behind those of
the other belligerents oil the Western Front, priiicijiully because of pro-
duction difficulties and the consequent lack of apprMation the advan-
tage's of chemical shell in battle. However, shortly More the Armistice
the American chemical-shell program was increased to 25 per cent of
the artillery ammunition program to l>o effective Jan. 1, 1919. Gas-
producing facilities in the United State*, were to Ik* expanded so a* to be
able to provide 35 jx r cent chemical shell in 1919. had the war continued.

Regarding the British chemicaMiell plans during tin* latter part of
1918, General Foulk*** (12) writes:

. . TIh* ojsn«»n .d our own General Kl jiff of fhrvtdin «*l ga- wa- reflected in their
1n-« demand of the war. dated 0th August HUH. forgn- de ll- and l-mil* for il.e IBP.i

rampuign. 20 percent in 3(1 pcnciil of all tyjni. of artillery slidIs were to have

mined gnu, llir uiajaril.v u.u.-inid gu>. mid purr Inch ryinu tor- were eliminated entire!)

Ilm-grm- shells for the IS-puumlcr were dcniiiutlcd for lie- tie*t time, the inteuliuii

Usng m employ tlicui ui llw moving hamtgr. imt l*evuu«e any Irtluil efhvt w»>

r\pm«rd from llieni. IHit hcentiH' it has Ikvu so ofirn found tulvniiingcmi* to ••«*iiq*el

ihc enemy to meet our ns-a lilting troop- wiih tlicir nm-k* on.
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Of the Gcrmiut chemical-shell program in 1918, Dr. MuuUtflt

*nys: ” In tlie year 1918, Gernmn Hcndqunrten* ordered 50% gas mninimi-

lion and 50% high explosive ammunition for the artillery.”

All in all, it is rk-nr from tin* plans of Ituflt sidi-s I lull, had Ihc war

continued for another y**ur, the cnni|iaign of 1910 would have Iteen largely

a citemica I war. This (dicnomcttnl rise of chemicals from an unknown
ulmmirily in 1915 to the position of u military ugcitt of the first magiiiliule

in 1918 is without parallel in the history of warfare.
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CHAPTER XXVI

CONCLUSION

We have shown that chemical combat is a new mode of warfare which

for the first time in recorded history de|wrts from the physical blow a*

the fundamental principle of battle. Of all modem weapons, chemical-

are destined to exert the most far-reaching effect in shaping the future

character of warfare, for the action of chemicals over the areas in w hich

they are employed is pervading aa to space and is enduring in point of

time, so that if aiicraft may be said to have carried war into the third

dimension, chemicals have extended it to the fourth dimension and no

man can measure their ultimate possibilities.

Despite its crude and hastily improvised development, the remarkahlr

effectiveness of chemical warfare was fully demonstrated in the World
War, and clearly indicate® that we arc on the threshold of a new era in

the evolution of war—an era of chemical rather than physical combat.

Whereas in the late war, existing arms were employed to disseminate

chemicals in addition to projectiles and explosives, in the future we may
ex|>ect to see the requirements of chemical dissemination determine the

character of the means employed in combat, and the resulting change*

in armament w ill be more far-reaching than those brought about by the

advent of gun powder.

We have also seen that chemical warfare is the most humane method
of waging war heretofore employed, for by the use of chemicals not only

may an enemy be overcome without annihilation oi permanent Injury,

but the suffering caused by chemical action ia, on the whole, far loss

than that resulting from the dismembering violence of explosives.

Moreover, by chemical means alone may the blow be tempered and
adjusted to the end in view, for with chemicals any effect can be produced

from simple lucrimation to immediate death.

Also, unlike other means of combat, chemical warfare can be con-

trolled and confined to the battlefield unless deliberately used elsewhere,

for the laws governing the behavior of gases are as definite and well

understood as the law of gravity.

While chemical combat immensely complicates modern war, it i>

susceptible to complete and adequate defense, and protection against it is

essentially a matter of scientific skill. The chemical war of the future

will, therefore, be primarily a contest between the scientific abilities of the
698

combatants, i.e.
t
a contest of brains and not brawn. This simple fact

alone holds out the greatest hope for the future of civilisation, for the

dmtiny of man is safest in the hands of the most intelligent. One of the

best safeguards of world peace today lies in an appreciation of the above

facts and a consequent application of chemical resources to national

defense.

Much confusion in the international situation has been engendered by
plausible but misguided attempts to prohibit the use of chemicals in war.

The history of such efforts clearly indicates both their impracticability

and undesirability. Impracticable, because the gases generated by

explosives are so closely akin to the gases used in chemical warfare that

only hairline distinctions can be drawn between them. Such refined

differentiation is impracticable of enforcement under the stress of war, even

if good faith exists on both rides.

As was witnessed in the World War, sooner y>r later one ride or the

other will claim a violation of any treaty agreement against chemical war-
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fare, because of a real or fancied encounter with toxic gases on the field

of battle, such gases being impossible to exclude where high explosives

are used.

Even if a convention against chemical warfare were possible of

enforcement in war, on what real grounds is such an action desirable?

Three objections to chemical warfare have been urged by those opposed

to it: ( 1 ), that it is inhumane; (2) that it cannot be controlled and con-

fined to armies in the field, but will run wild and decimate noneombatant*

and civilian populations generally; (3), that it is unsportsmanlike.

The casualty records of the late war and the united opinion of the

medical profession and foremast toxicologists have shown conclusively

that chemicals are not only more humane than other weapons, but that

chemical combat is the one form of organized force that ran be regulatod

to bring about the subjection of an opponent with a minimum of violence

and injury- This is exemplified in the now widespread use of chemicals

for quelling civil disturbances.

The experience of the World War and the results of extensive ]x*twar

experimentation have also shown the fallacy of the second objection

—

that chemical combat rannot be controlled and confined to the buttlefield.

Indeed, this evidence is so convincing, it may be safely said that the only

danger to noncombatants and civilian populations from chemical war-

fare lies in the dtliberale application of chemical weajions to such usee.

In this respect there is no more to be feared from chemicals than from

explosives and other weapons so misused.

The third charge that the use of chemicals is unsportsmanlike is

hardly of sufficient weight to warrant serious consideration. It doubtless

arose out of the situation early in the war, when gas was first used against
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an unprotected enemy and was thus conceived to confer an unfair

advantage upon the user. Such a situation cannot occur in the future for

no government worthy of the name can fail to take steps in time of peace

to protect itself against chemicals in war, unless it isiulled into a false

sense of security by adherence to a treaty convention against chemical

warfare and blindly fails in its duty to protect its people.

In the last analysis, war is not a sport, but a grim contest between

•*tates for national existence. War, therefore, cannot be conducted by

any code of sportsmanship, but only by the law of military necessity,

however much civilization may deplore the results. This being the case,

the duty of any government is clear. It must take a practical and long-

sighted view of the facts of war as they exist today; it must do everything

in its power to insure that its armies and its people shall not be without

the best possible protection against all modem weapons; and its armies

shall be ready to employ the most effective means to bring to a speedy

and successful conclusion any future war into which it may unfortunately

be drawn.

What is chiefly needed today is a sane and rational outlook on the

subject of chemical warfare, such as was voiced in one of the earliest

suggestions concerning the use of toxic gas in. war. In an article on

“Greek Fire/' which appeared in 1864. fifty years before the World War, a

British writer says*

I feel it a duty to stale opeuly and boldly, that if science were tq be allowed her

full awing, if society would really allow that "all >a fair in war,” war might be banished

at once from the earth a* a game which neither subject nor king dare play at. Globe*

that could distribute liquid fire could distribute alao lethal agents, within the breath

of which no man, however puissant, could stsnd and live. From the summit of

Primrose Hill, a few hundred engineers, properly prepared, could render Regent's

Park, in an incredibly abort space of time, utterly uninhabitable; or could make an

army of men, that should even fill that space, fall with their arms in their hands

prostrate and helpless as the host of Sennacherib.

The question is, shall these things be? I do not see that humanity should revolt,

for would it not be better to destroy a host in Regent's Park by making the men fall

us in a mystical sleep, than to let down on them another host to break their bones, teat

their limbs asunder and gouge out their entrails with three-cornered pikes; leaving n

vast majority undead, and writhing for hours in torments of the damned? I conceive,

for one, that science would be blessed in spreading her wings on the blast, and breath-

ing into the face of a desperate horde of men prolonged sleep—for it need not

necessarily be a death—which they could not grapple with, and which would yield

them up with their implements of murder to an enemy that in the immensity of it*

power could afford to be merciful as Heaven.

The question is, shall these things be? I think they must be. By what compact

can they be stopped? It were improbable that any congress of nationa could agree

on any code regulating means of destruction: but if it did. it were useless; for science

Incomes more powerful as she concern rates her forces in the hands of units, so Uihi »

nation could only act. by the absolute and individual assent of each of her rrpre-

7U0
•tentative*. Assume, then, that France shall lay war to England, and by superior

force of men should place immense boats, well armed, on English noil. Is it probable,

that the units would rest in peace and allow sheer brute force to win its way to empire?

Or put English troops on French soil, and reverse the question?

To conclude. War has, at this moment, reached, in its details, such an extrava-

gance of horror and cruelty, that it cannot be made worse bv an act, and can only be

made more merciful by being rendered more terribly energetic. Who that had to die

from a blow would not rather place his head under Nasmyth's hammer, than submit

it to a drummer boy armed with a ferrule?

If the statesmen who control the destinies of nations could but achieve

this enlightened viewpoint, the future of mankind would be far more
secure.
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APPENDIX

RELATION OF VOLATILITY TO VAPOR PRESSURE

The vapor pressures of many chemical compounds are given in chemical literature

under the physical properties of the compounds. If the vapor pressure of n gas at

any given temperature is known, the volatility of the substance may be obtained as

follows;

Let M - the molecular weight of the gaa, in grams.

Ti - the temperature (absolute) at which the vapor pressure »b known.

T - normal absolute temperature - 273°C.

P x - the vapor pressure st a temperature T, in mm. Hg.

P - normal atmospheric pressure - 760 mm. Hg.

V i
- volatility of the gaa st a temperature T, in grama per liter.

The gram molecule (t.e., the molecular weight of the substance expressed in grams*

of any gaa occupies 22.4 liters st 0*C. and 760 mm. pressure.

Therefore

V MTF
'

“ 22.4 X 760f ,

Thus, the molecular weight of phosgene in 90, its vapor pressure at 26*C. is 1,400

mm. Hg, and its volatility at 25*C. is

99 X 273 X 1,400
" 22.4 X 760 X 298

7.488 grams

or 7.488 mg. per liter (see Chari 1. page 9).

Proceeding as above, the volatility curve for any gas may be constructed from

its vapor pressure curve, as shown in Chart 1.

RELATION OF VOLUMETRIC RATIOS TO WEIGHT RATIOS

The concentration of a toxic gas in the air is variously stated as: (1) grams of gas

per cubic meter of air; (2) milligrams of gas per liter of air; (3) ounces of gas per

1.000 cu. ft. of air; and (4) parts of gas per million parts of air. In order to compare

concent rat ions expressed in thewe different ways, it is necessary and convenient to

know the conversion factors, which may he simply stated as follows:

Groms per cubic meter are numerically exactly the same as milligrams per liter,

ninoe a milligram is Moso gram and « liter is Hooo cubic meter.

Since 1 os. - 28.35 grams and 1 cu. ft. - 28.32 liters, 1 ot. per cubic foot -

1.001 grams per liter, and ounces per thousand cubic feet - 1.001 mg. per liter.

Therefore, ounces per thousand cubic feet are numerically the same as milligrams per

liter to the third decimal place.

Parts per million are converted to milligrams per liter as follows:

1 liter of air at 0*C. and 760 mm. weighs 1.293 grams.

1 cu. mm. of air st 0*C. and 760 mm. weighs 0.0001293 mg.

For air, or any gaa of the same density, 1 part per million (1 p.p.ra.) would be

1 co. mm. per liter.
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Hence under standard conditions 1 p.p.m. of any gas of the same density as air

would weigh 0.001293 mg. per liter.

But the average molecular weight of air - 28.9; for any other gaa the figure

0.001293 would vary in proportion to the molecular weight of the gas.

Therefore, if M — molecular weight of a gas, P — barometric pressure, and T •

the absolute temperature, then

..._ ... M X 0.001293 X P X 273
Milligrams per liter

28.9 X
~
760

~

X 1 P P-1**

This may be reduced to the following:

...... ... o.ooooieiAfP
Milligrams per liter — -p p.p.m.

or

p pm ‘ o.ooooieifrp
mg P" UtCT -
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future of. 201

history. 249

liquids, 252

oxidizing combustible mixtures, 257

solids, 251

substance* Used, 251

Incendiary weapons, 201

Incendiaries, purpose of, 40

requirements for ideal, 49

Infantry, chemical armament, 295
chemical technique and tactica, 295

Ioduncotone, 137

Irritant agents, definition of, 5

intolerable limit, 18

respiratory, 201

Irritant gases, 112-115, 121, 201, 210-

219, 663

definition, 5

Irritant smoke clouds, 26

Irritants, tolerance to, 18

K

K-8toff (
152

KJ, 238

Klop. 140

L

I .animators, comparative strength, 144

definition, 5

future of, 145

toxicity, 145

1-aerimntory agents, 113-116, 122, 129,

217, 663

comparative strength. 144

future of. 145

l.akehun»t Proving Ground, 84

Ifilial agents, definition, 4

Lethal indices, 14, 10

Lewisite, 190

Limits, wind and safety, 28

Liquid, inflaniinahlc, 252

Liquid fire, 252

Liquids, flame prujeetor, 260

ga>, 19

Livens projectors. 52

Lost, 178

Lung injurants, comparative toxieitire,

115. 147, 169, 217

definition, 3

future of, 169

use of, in World War, 108

in World War, 148

Lung irritants, 113

M

Manganite, 171

Manufacture, ease of. 36

Marking systems, 123

Mortonite, 135

Masks, gas, Army Service. American.

547-550

care of. 562-564

development, postwar, 543-547

World War, 538-543

diaphragm, American, 550-551

dog. 552

drill, 554-562

home, 552
pigeon, 562
use of. 553-554

Materials, flammable, 259

raw. 35

spontaneously inflammable, 251

Muugatrite. 176

Melting point , 40
Met hylehlorauiriumte, 15

1

Methyldiehlornrsinf, 196

Met hylaulfnryl chloride, 151

Mineral compounds, 108

Mixture, Merger, 241

B.M., 243

FS(80» + SO, II Cl*. 238

HC. 245

oxidizing, combustible. 237

4-in. Stokes, 53

Mixture, Type 8 smoke, 233

Mustard gas, 48, 50. 178

K

NC, 140

N'itrochloroform, 161

Nomenclature, chemical agents, 6

Nonpersistent agents, 26,

O

Odor of chemical agents, 45

Oil, crude, 232

solid, 260

Oleum, 237

Opacite, 238

Operations, chemical warfare offensive

and defensive,

Organic compound^ 109

Oxides, metal lie, 254

Oxidizing, combustible mixturw. 25"

Oxygen breathing apparatus. 551

P

Palite, 152

Papite, 139 M oil
-
2«0

Penetrability, of chemical agents. 44 Solid*, chemical, 19

Perchlormethylmercaptan, 154 in flam inn Me, 251

Persistency, of chemical agents, 19-23. >
sl***cifi« gravity, of chemicals. 40

43. 116 Strniite, 165. 201

definition^ 10 Sternutatory, 201, 603
Persistent agents, definition of, 5

Perstoff, 157 s,okr* mortar. 53

Pheuylcarbvlaminechloride, 140, 163. 175 Sulfur trioxule. 236
Phenvldibromarsine, 168 .... .

Sulfuric and fuming, 23 4
Phcnyldirhloranane, 165, 215 w „ .

, ,
•

,

b. ,
-V . r .. Hulfunc nnliydride, 230

Phenylisorvamde chloride, 163 ...
,

•
, , . . ,

„ Sulfurvl rhlonde. 23S
Philosophy of buttle, 647
Phosgene, 47, 73, 154-157, 536

Phosphorus, 234, 251 ......... . „0 SviiiImiI*, 5. 11. i

Physical state of chemical compounds, 38 *

.
...

•
. , , . , , Svsieimr tuxn-s, lit*, 170,218

Praymenzatiori of l•heml(•al compounds, ....
• _

r tlehmi mu, 5

i
future of, 170

Pots, smoke. 303

Precipitation, effect on chemical*, 30

Pressure, atmospheric, 32

Principle. task. 3 T-S. off. 133
Projectile*, dissemination of rlmirical* Targets, 07

Sulvnnitc, 151

Kiirpulite, 157

T

by. 75

Projection, chemical agent*, 51

method-. 54

Protection, against chemical ngent*.

collective, 567, 570

Tear gas. 535

Theater of operations, Chemical Warfare

Sen* ire, 102

divisions, 101

Mine*, 54
individual, other than mask*. World Thermite, 254

modified, 256

Tin tetrachloride, 238

War. 533-538

in World War, 5U4-5M'<

Protection, individual. World Wardevd-
.Mnw-hlorirto. 240

Ionite, 133

T.O.P.. 226
opment, 533

P8. 140 Toxic agent*, systemic. 170. 170

Toxic eoneent rat intis, 61

R definition, 4

Toxic gases used in World Wnr, 050

Range, relation to quantity of chemicals, Temperature and clouds, effect in diem-
«2 ical warfare, 29

Rat ionite, 152
l/k ,

,

Kriiuirvtnrntii, of rhomial .*0,,.., ideal,
T"' ,n,v ' 41

47

I act ical, 35, 41

technical, 35

Respiratory irritant agents, 112, 201

clarification, 203

comparative effect ivenem, 210
future of. 217

use of, in World War, 216

in World War. 203

S-Tvpe smoke mixture, British, 233
Salve, protective, 505

Shell, chemical, artillery,

gRM, used in World War. 65H

incendiary, development, 47

Shelters, gasproof, 508-571

Silicon tetrachloride, 239

SK, 138

Smoke,

candles and pots, development and use.

303-309

clouds, nature of, 01

nature of, 224

uhscuring power, 220

production, principles of, 229

screens, 27, 220

Smoke agent, classification, 220
comparison. 246

definition, 4

future of, 247
history, 220

nature of. 224

obscuring power. 45. 226

requirements for ideal. 4X

sulistaiiccs iwil. 2:12

Sodium, 251

definition, 4

rein five, 14

Trichlormethylchloroformate. 107

Troopa, special chemical, in World War,

659

Tul*erculo*i*. ctiusetl by gns, 077

V

Vapor density. 41

Vapor pressure, definition, 8

Vesicant, definition, ft

Vesicant agents. 113, 177, 198. 199. 218

classification, 178

comparison. 198

future of, J99

use of. in World War, 199

Vineinnite, 171

Vitrite, 175

Volatility, of chemical agents, 44
definition, S

W
We:ifK*nx, comparison of, 3

incendiary, 201
selection of. 33

Wear her condition*. 23
Weather elements, 24

While phosphorus W.P. i, 48. 234. 251
Wind, 24

effect of, 20

Wind and safety limits, 28

X

Xylyl bromide. 133

Yperite. 178


